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Preface

This bibliography is designed to provide community
college faculty members and administrators, as well as students of
higher education, with an overview of the ideas that have shaped
today's two-year colleges, insights into how college practitioners
have approached pedagogical and administrative problems, and a
sense of the areas that need further research. The bibliography is
not exhaustive; our task was to select approximately 650 items
from the thousands of works available on community colleges.
The final product is thus a selection of the major literature that
has contributed to the field over the past twenty years, augmented
by the inclusion of earlier classic works that provide a historical
foundation for the body of literature under consideration.
Exclusion of a work from this bibliography is not necessarily a
criticism of that work's value.

The publication of this bibliography marks the twentieth
anniversary of the Educational Resources Information Center
(ERIC) Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges. The clearinghouse was
established in 1966 as one of the original components of the ERIC
system. Since then, clearinghouse personnel have monitored the
literature on two-year colleges, adding approximately 12,000
documents and journal articles to the ERIC data base. These items
chronicle the development of community colleges from the growth
years of the 1960s through the steady-state era of the early 1980s.
Many of the works cited in this bibliography are available through
the ERIC system and um be ordered through the ERIC Document

xi



xii Preface

Reproduction Service in Arlington, Virginia, or obtained on
microfiche at more than 650 libraries across the country. Those
items available through the ERIC system are marked with an
"ED" (ERIC Document) number. Further information on ERIC is
provided in Chapter Thirteen.

While it is not possible to list all significant works in a
single volume, we hope that this bibliography will provide the
reader with an overview of the major themes and findings that
have appeared in the literature. The chapter introductions, as well
as the annotated citations themselves, are designed especially for
administrators, faculty, and other college practitioners who desire
a brief summary of developments in the literature and who do not
have the time for in-depth library research. Should the reader
require further information, the final chapter provides a guide to
additional resources.

Scope of Coverage

Included in the bibliography are more than 680 books,
nmnographs, journal articles, and research reports. These items
were selected from three sources: (1) the documents listed since
1966 in ERIC's Resources in Education; (2) the journal articles
indexed since 1969 in ERIC's Current Index to Journals in
Education; and (3) the published monographs and books in the
libraries of the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA).
The UCLA library is an excellent source of information on two-
year colleges because the university has offered doctoral-level
graduate work in connnunity college education since the mid
1950s.

Several evaluative criteria were used to select items for
inclusion in the bibliography:

I. The usefulness of the information provided by the work for
researchers and practitioners in the field (works applicable
only to isolated institutional situations were not included)
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2. The reception of the work by community college practitioners
and by professors of community college education

3. Tlw durability of the work over time
1. The quality of research results or other information presented

in the work

5. The degree to which the work advances the boundaries of
theory and practice in the field

6. The availability of the work through ERIC or other library
channels

Given these criteria, certain types of works were (with a
few exceptions) excluded out of hand, including dissertations,
speeches presented at educational conferences, ERIC documents
that describe educational practices or research at individual
institutions, and state and institutional annual reports. Although
valuable in their own right, these items are often relatively narrow
in focus and of value to a limited and possibly scattered audience.
Furthermore, it was simply not possible for us to review and do
justice to the thousands of institutional research reports and
dissertations that have been written about community colleges.

Another limitation of this bibliography is that while
almost any work on education or administration is of potential
value to community college practitioners, we included only those
works that specifically focus on community colleges themselves.
Although there are scores of works on management and planning
techniques, for example, that could feasibly be put to use by two-
year colkge administrators, we included only those works dealing
with management and planning at the community college.
Simi lady. works dealing with teaching, administration, or other
topics in their generic sensewithout the community college as an
instnutional focusare not included in this bibliography.
Information on how to obtain materials beyond the scope of this
bibliography is provided in Chapter Thirteen.

In the final analysis, the compilation of a selective
bibliography necessarily involves some subjective jinIgments, and
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we acknowledge that the selection and arrangement of the wotks
in this bibliography undoubtedly reflect our biases.

Osersiew of the Contents

The first of !bittern chapters in this bibliography piovides
a brief introduction and an overview of community college
education and administration as a field of study. This introductory
chapter examines how the field came to be, which key events and
iwople have shaped it. where the field is today. and which areas
within the field require further research. The final chapter
provides a guide to the library lesomees that can be used to find
further information on two-year colleges, including descriptions of
reference tools that provide access to appropriate journal articles.
ERIC documents, dissertations, and published statistical
information.

The bibliographical citations themselves are published in
the middle chapters, Chapters Two through Twelve. Chapter Two
lists general works on the community college, such as Ee lls's
classic The Junior College (no. 15). Chapters Three and Four list
works on students and faculty, respectively. These are followed by
chapters on administrators and administration (Chapter Five),
finance (Chapter Six), instruction and instructional support
(Chapter Seven), occupational education (Chapter Eight), remedial
education (Chapter Nine), continuing education and community
services (Chapter Ten), collegiate education (Chapter Eleven), and
the social role of the community college (Chapter Twelve). Thus,
the bibliography documents wolks on the people who play a ink
in the community college as well as on the functions of the
community college as an educational institution.

Each chapter is divided into two or more subsections.
Within each subsection, works are cited alphabet kally by author.
Entries for each of the cited works include (1) a complete bib.
liographical citation and (2) an annotation of up to 130 words.
The annotation summari/es the type of information provided by
the work, the main point or points that the author is trying to
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make, and (in many cases) how and for whom the work is useful.
The length of the annotation is nol an indication of a work's
relative importance or quality.

The scope of some works overlaps two or more chaplet s. A
survey report involving responses from both students and faculty,
for example, could appropriately be included in both Chapters
Three and Four. For these works, the full entryincluding the
annotationis included in only one of the appropriate chapters; a
shorter entrywithout an annotationis provided in the other
chapter or chapters. Each shortened entry refers the reader to the
full annotation.

Designation of Outstanding Works

Some of the entries in the bibliography are marked with a
star to indicate that they were considered groundbreaking at the
time of their publication and have stood the test of time or have
since had a major impact on community college education. Such
works date from Koos's first comprehensive textbook on the junior
college in the 1920s (No. 22), to McCabe's work on educational
reforms at Miami-Dade Community College (No. 629), which have
served as models for similar efiorts at institutions across the
country in the 1980s. By identifying these seminal items, our
intention is to provide a guide for those readers seeking the fifty or
so works that have been the most influential in uommunity college
education.

Using the Bibliography

There are two ways to use this bibliography. The first is
simply to browse; the classified arrangement of the bibliography
allows the reader to scan the literature on broad topics such as
students or career education. The second approach is to use the
two indexes: the subject index and the author index. hi the
subject index, the numbered entries are listed under much more
specific categories than the broad classifications found in the table

13
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of toil tents. The author index includes the names of authors and
the names ol organizations responsible for the production of
reports.
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1

The Development
of Community
College Literature

The literature pertaining to conummity junior colleges
dates from the earliest years of the institution. In fact, calls for an
institution standing between secondary schools and universities
had been made as early as the middle of the nineteenth century,
fifty years before the first junior colleges opened their doors. At
that time, some university leaders sought institutions that would
relieve the universities of the necessity for educating freshmen and
sophomores who were considered too young, too immature, or too
uncommited to follow a scholarly or professionally oriented line of
study; they wanted to preserve the idea of the university for
students seriously committed to higher learning. William Rainey
Harper advocated separating universities from the weaker four-
year colleges, suggesting that the colleges eliminate junior- and
senior-year studies and dedicate themselves to postsecondary work
that would terminate at the sophomore year. By so doing, he said,
the weaker four-year colleges could become stronger pretuniversity
institutions (W. R. Harper. The Trend in Higher Education in
America. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1905).

The idea of the college limiting itself to freshman and
sophomore studies was also furthered by early-twentieth-century
analysts, such as Lange (no. 23), who saw the common school

1
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extending itself past the 12th grade to acconimmline students
dirmigh age eighteen ol' nineteen. In their view, high school
di tricts should begin offering postgradnate work that %mild
strengthen student preparation for jobs that did not demand
tuliversity education. They also saw the need fOr COM(' Work 111;11
WOOld carry young people through their teens, fitting them with
skills for living. Thew wonld lw general education courses in the
nature Of finishing-school work, comses that would prepare youth
for civic and home responsibilities. Home economics and civics
would be the centerpiece of such institutions.

Both sets of ideas were articolated by authors writing in
the early years of the century; both stimulated public school
districts to organize postgraduate studie.s and church groups to
organize junior colleges. These writings were cited by legislators
sponsoring bills that authorized or funded junior college exten-
sions of the high schools and, eventually, separate junior college
districts. However, a literatore about community colleges them-
selves dates only from around 1920, when the American Associa-
tion of Junior Colleges was formed. Prior to then, most
discussions of two-year colleges were embedded in writings about
secondary schools and universities; after junior college educators
became aware of themselves as a group, the literature became more
self-conscious. In the mid 1920s, Koos (no. 22) provided the first
sizable compendium of the status of the junior college. His
analysis was followed quickly by authors describing the develop-
ment of these institutions in those states that were early to accept
the idea. By 1931, Eells was able to cite numerous studies in his
general work (no. 15). The Junior College Journal, published
continuously since 1930, provided an ongoing forum for those
who would write about these rapidly expanding institutions.

The literature about the two-year colleges grew along with
the institutions. Prior to 1940, the number of institutions increased
rapidly as the idea of the junior college spread throughout the
states. Because federal policy of the time was to leave the
development of schools and colleges to the states and to private
groups, the literature tracks the development of junior colleges
across the land from state to state. Those pre-1940 colleges were
many, numbering around 600, but small, averaging around 400

1 j



The Development of COOlfilunity College Llterinure .t!

stodents each. They followed the model set down by the turtuof .
the-century wrilets, offering trminal general edttcation for young
people who would go no hurdler with their formal schooling.
preolleghte studies for the few WhO WOOld attend senior institu
lions but who, for a variety of reasons, prefened begiuning in the
junior college, atul a small number or Occupational programs
preparing those who would cutter careers for which baccalaureate
or higher degrees were not required. The journal !hermitic' aml
books of that era reflect these junior college purposes and describe
due organitati(ni and operation of institutions that would serve
them. h same set of !imposes was also recounted Ill the so-called
feasibility studies that promoted the establishuwnt of junior
colleges in the Various states.

Rapid growth came to the junior colleges in the latter
19.10s and extended through the 1960s, In that era, colleges werc
organized in all states, and individual institutions became larger.
The idea of the comprehensive community college took root. The
instioitions expanded the number and variety of their occupa-
tional programs and, accordingly, attracted students desiring entry
to the job market. As the World War II baby boomers reached
maturity, the colleges grew larger by serving as institutions to take
the overflow, the students for whom university attendance was not
an option. The colleges also provided the first two years of
baccalaureate studies for students who would not or could not
enter the universities as freshmen but who were directed toward
eventual transfer. In addition, they began community service
activities, providing short courses and ad hoc studies for people
who wanted further education in any subject imaginable.

The literature of that era reflects this expansion of
functions and exhibits a sense of worthiness on the part of
community college leaders and advocates. It is anchored on one
end by the President's Commission on Higher Education and on
the other by the Carnegie Commission on the Future of Higher
Education. The 1947 president's commission (no. 52) recom-
mended providing college opportunities for up to half the
population, and the Carnegie commission in 1970 (no. 41) urged
maintaining community college comprehensiveness and availabil-
ity. The colleges had gained a firm foundation in the scope of
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Amel ican edncalion, and their advocates applatut.,, then growth,
splead, onol sri viurs,

Ily 1970, dine were wilily 1,100 suoll instistitiovs, seising
tui minion modulus, inn Soot, 0,,ours itt f,.0,, woe oplwar.
ing, The colleges had begun enrolling highet percentages of pan-
dine than full-Onte students, This function of serving sttulems
who held jobs on othet leslmitsihilides preventing them from
panicipating lit full-lime sttnly was applauded by many authors
who saw it as a natural evolution. Since the colleges had always
been designed for people other than those wIto would go straight
duough high school and into universities cm their way toward the
mor ptestigiotts professions or social positions, the enrollment of
patHimers was considered evidence of the community college's
commitment to) democratic or populist ideals. Ilere sva3 tut

institution fon the masses; the colleges would serve everyone. These
same sentiments led also to tlw vociferous claims that the colleges
serve people of ally age or abilityadults whose edncation had
been suspended earlier or who needed additional jobs skills or
courses for dwir lwrsonal interest, members of minority groups
and others whose prior academie achievements did not finality
them for selected institutions, and people already working who
desired further training to) upgrade themselves in their careers.

The Developing Literature oil Two-Year Colleges

The most significant factors affecting the development of
the literature about community colleges include high school
graduation rates, the universities' posture, the press of underrepre-
sented groups, and demands of professional and occupational
groups. High school graduation rates increased steadily from the
turn of the century to the latter 1960s. Since one of the main
outcomes of each year of schooling is a ticket of admission to the
next year, the increase in percentage of the population completing
grade 12 gave rise to increased demands to enter grade 13. The
percentage of the college-age population enrolled in college went
from 1.6 in the year 1900 to 5.8 in the year 1910; by 1980, the
percentage had increased to 42. And whereas, in 1950, 43 percent of
the 1.2 million high school graduates entered college, by 1978, 77
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peftew 01 the $1 101Ihoo giodoittes entolled, Shot' OW Clonimmily
(nneArs 10()I, a !Mgr Ignialllitai 1 thiN income, the 111(1'01161g
positio)1 came lo he Mat 1111silivo and drat lite i idiege%
woo do oll they timid to annul !locoing limithris, Nicdsl;er and
Tillery's ilreulting Ole ;tires% llatrierk (nn, otol Koonll'h
TImough the Open bow (t10, 79) ale ehilaillit's lit this view,

The Netnnti the illtlrilNr in Nintlnim continu-
ing Iheir nnivosily education beyond the firshutan ;Ind supho,
Mole yeah, ill a combining With
descripiloos ;old ponootion or oloos ill pushy( ondaly editcalimi
dillornt Imo) that OW tratInional colleges, Although
Ihiele woe !owe sholl.hved expedaleals with Iippei.diVisital
11111Velsilit'N 0101 hist admitted SlIniellls ;It lite Pullin'
year) iii Texas, Florida, and Illinois, the idea or imiversities
without heshmen and sophommes the
counntmily (ollege developed ;is ;111 adjontiive UW111111011. OM'
that could einoll stutklits %visiting enter uaditional college
tuttroams but whose major glowth ;fleas %vete ill nonnaditional
(11') 4.111a, Kul the universities genet ally abatoloned tIte lower
clivision, the litnranni. of thc. community college would have becii
1000, dire( led iuwalli issues 01. aniiidai big culticida betwcro

inidurY sdionis und universit les. As it is. al t ulati,m nd
tlimstev have occupied tooch of 4)1 the wommitity
college writers. but a significantly greater propollion of thv
literature is directed toward its other-than-collegiale functions.
larlacher's The Community Dimension of du' Community

College (no, )1 ;Intl Gleater's The Community College: Values,
aml Vitality (110. I) are examples of this literature.
The press Of underrepresented groups for admission is

another major influence on the literature. Adults, umbels of
minority groups, aud nunwrous others whom the university (A)0 id
not accommodate have been described by authors who felt that
those groups deserved a chance at education beyond the high
school and that the community college was the most Nadily
available point of etitry for them. Over the years. proponents of the
colkges have justified and defended them by pointing to the
numbers of the underrepresented groups that they serve, And
indeed, by the end of the 1970s, community colleges were enrolling

2
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Catgoriting the Literattue

Who mites on the coluimmity college? lite institutions
have not liven examined by many analysts. Mot of the WI itels have
liven affiliated with the Collegvs as mlininistranns or 'migrant
dilectots. Some university prolessots, never mote thau a bundled
at ally one time and neatly all of them based in schools of
ethicanoth have directed their ;moan" to community colleges. A

small number of sociologists, economists, mid political analysts
have also looked at the colleges. And graduate Simkins imitating
for cateets iii community colleges have (link kilned.

A more nseful way of categoriting the !keratin(' is by the
tyms of writings that have domituned it. One such category is
deuliptive. !fere the ankles range from explimations of the system
in general to the specifics of curricular, managerkil. and insunc-
thmal operations at single instioubms. This literature is written
by college-based program coo:din:mos, administrators, counselors,
and instructors. It tends to be uncritical and Often sdf-
congratulatory. It appears in many sections in this bibliography,
especially in the chapter on instruction and instructional sopport
(Chapter Seven).
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10 Key Resources on Community Colleges

A more precise assessment of community colleges awaits
commonly accepted definitions and uniformly derived data. For
now, the dominant theme in the literature is deription. Numer-
ous reports recount the demographics of students and faculty, the
role of administrators, trustees, and state agencies. Instructional
programs are described and curricular changes documented. This
literature itself is educati,,e; people in one institution can compare
themselves and their activities with those operative elsewhere. This
serves the function of bringing together the practitioners in
colleges across the nation, of sharing ideas among colleagues. It
has contributed to attitudes of collegeality and to a sense of
identity among the staff in these newly evolved colleges. But it is
not sufficient for answering questions of institutional efficacy.
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General Resources on
Two-Year Colleges

This chapter cites those works that attempt a comprehen-
sive analysis of the two-year college. Included are citations to
previously published bibliographies covering the broad scope of
two-year college education and administration (nos. 1-6), textbooks
and studies that provide a comprehensive picture of the two-year
college (nos. 7-39), and works discussing the community college
mission (nos. 40-56). These items are a logical starting point for
those studying any aspect of the two-year college.

Bibliographies

There are relatively few stand-alone bibliographies of the
community college literature (nos. 1-6). The first (no. 3) was
compiled in 1930 by Walter Crosby Eel ls, who, throughout the
1930s and early 1940s, was the outstanding bibliographer of the
field. Eel Is's 1930 bibliography lists 1,600 items (mostly published
books and journal articles) covering the years 1887 through 1930.
Supplements to this bibliography appeared regularly in the Junior
College Journal from its inception in 1930 through the April 1946
edition. These supplements list an additional 3,990 items extend-
ing the coverage of the original bibliography up through the mid
1940s. Eel Is's bibliographical efforts, then, provide an invaluable

11
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12 Key Resources on Community Colleges

resource for persons examining the junior college literature prior
to and during World War

The remaining five bibliographies cited in this section are
considerably less extensive and provide only scattered coverage of
the literature. For further bibliographical listings, the reader
should turn to the general texts and studies cited on the following
pages (nos. 7-39). Of particular note and usefulness are the
extensive bibliographies provided by McDowell (1919, no. 24),
Proctor (1927, no. 31), Eel Is (1931, no. 15), Hillway (1958, no. 21),
Cohen, Brawer, and Lombardi (1971, no. 13), Monroe (1972, no.
27), Palinchak (1973, no. 30), and Cohen and Brawer (1982, no. 12).
Together, these works can be used to chart the bibliography of the
two-year college literature from the early 1900s through the early
1980s.

Comprehensive Texts a:,..

The first comprehensive monograph on the two-year
collegeMcDowell's The Junior College (no. 24)was published
in 1919. Since then, several general monographs and textbooks
have been published that, when read sequentially, chronicle the
changing role of the junior college during the past six decades.
Earlier authors, including Lange (no. 23) and Koos (no. 22), depict
the junior college as an upward extension of secondary education;
they make little or no mention of continuing or community
education functions. Authors of the post-World War II era,
however, provide extensive analyses of continuing education and
community services; Bogue (no. 8) and Gleazer (nos. 16 and 18) are
particularly strong advocates of these college roles. Most post-
World War II authors also examine the role of occupational
education in the two-year institution, as well as the status of the
transfer and remedial functions. Thus, the general works cited in
this chapter reflect the development of two-year colleges from
strictly collegiate institutions providing instruction at the 13th-
and 14th-grade levels to comprehensive institutions providing
career, compensatory, and community education.

The reader wishing to delve further into the history and
development of the American two-year college may want to

2,9



General Resources on Two-Year Colleges 13

consult any one of several histories that have been written about
two-year colleges in particular states. Such histories, not listed in
this bibliography, appear usually as dissertations and occasionally
as monographs published by state university presses. Many of these
histories are cited in the general texts and studies mentioned above.

Analyses of the Community College Mission

The post-World War II expansion of the two-year college
mission fostered a great debate surrounding the appropriate role of
the colleges. The thread of this debate can be followed in the last
seventeen works cited in this chapter (nos. 40-56). On the one
hand, the President's Commission on Higher Education (no. 52)
and the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education (no. 41) have
urged a comprehensive institutional role encompassing collegiate,
occupational, and community studies. Other authors, however,
have questioned the ability of colleges to be all things to all people

have called for a more defined mission that eschews noncolle-
mate tasks (Cohen and Brawer, no. 43; Frankel, no. 48; Cohen and
Associates, no. 42; and Cohen and Lombardi, no. 44). This debate
is a major theme in the literature and continues to be the focus of
a growing body of research encompassing opinion surveys of the
general public and of community college practitioners themselves
(Gil lo, Landerholm, and Goldsmith, no. 50; Field Research
Corporation, no. 47; Cross, no. 46; Gallup OrgamLation, no. 49;
and Smith and Beck, no. 53). Further studies of this naturenot
listed in this bibliographyhave been conducted at the institu-
tional level, analyzing how faculty, students, and others at single
colleges differ in their opinions as to the appropriate institutional
role. These institutional studies are available through the ERIC
data base (the scope and use of which are discussed in Chapter
Thirteen).
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Bibliographies

1 Boss, Richard, and Anderson, Roberta (eu (,omm unitv/
Junior College: A Bibliography. Corvallis: I) i viOu
Continuing Education, Oregon State Syswni of Highet
Education, 1967. 179 pages. (ED 020 724)

This unannotated bibliography of junior college literato, e focuses
on the period from 1950 up to 1967. It contains citations to journal
articles, conference proccodings, research reports, books, and state
and national repo, dividing the literature into fifteen broad
subject areas: related bibliographies; general works; historical
development; purposes and characteristics; adrainistration and
organization; financing; curricula; guidance; the student; teachers
and teaching; physical plants; accreditation; libraries; research;
and serials. It also lists films and filmstrips pertaining to adult/
extension education, career opportunities, junior colleges in
general, and vocational education.

2 Burnett, Collins W. (ed.). The Community Junior College:
An Annotated Bibliography with Introductions for School
Counselors. Columbus: College of Education, Ohio State
University, 1968. 122 pages.

This selective annotated bibliography of the junior college journal
literature from 1961 to 1967 presents eight chapters, each contain-
ing an introduction, a few book references, and journal citations
with short (one- or two-sentence) annotations. Separate sections of
the bibliography cover (1) community/junior college history; (2)
philosophy and objectives of the junior college; (3) functions of
the junior college; (4) organization and administration, including
legislation, governance, planning, finance, and public relations;
(5) the teaching and learning environment, including curriculum,
instructional media, and the library; (6) student personnel
programs; (7) trends and developments reflecting changes in
philosophy, curriculum, and the development of colleges within
individual states; and (8) research and evaluation activities
centering on junior college education. The work includes over 700
citations from twenty professional journals.

31



Gelwral Resources on Two-Year Colleges 15

*3 Eel Is, Walter Crosby. Bibliography on Junior Colleges.
Office of Education Bulletin no. 2, Washington, D.G:
Government Printing Office, 1930. 167 pages,

This work provides an annotated listing of 1,600 published and
unpublished works covering the years 1887 through 1930. It
emphasizes published book and periodical literature but also lists
master's and doctoral dissertations "as far as they could be
secured" (p. vii). It includes a thorough subject and author index,
thus making the bibliography an excellent guide to the first four
decades of the junior college literature. (Note: supplenwnts to this
bibliography appeared regularly in the Junior College Journal
from 1930 through April 1946, extending the coverage of the
bibliography up through the World War II years.)

4 Mortison, Duncan G., and Martorana, S. V. The 2-Year
Community College: An Annotated List of Studies and
Surveys. U.S. Office of Education Bulletin no. 14. Wash-
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1958. 33
pages.

This publication provides an annotated bibliography of over 200
research studies on the two-year college that were identified in a
1957 survey of educators and researchers. It includes references to
projects completed as of 1953 and to those identified as still under
way, dividing the entries into the following categories: regional
studies; institutional research studies; research on instruction;
relations with the public and with other institutions; organization
and finance; student personnel services; the library; advanced
academic study; vocational programs; general education; and
curriculum design and evaluation. The work, which includes only
dissertations, state documents, and institutional reports, is useful
as a listing of the fugitive literature produced in the late 1910s and
early 1950s.

* This symbol signifies classic works throughout this volume.

20
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5 Rarig, Emory %V. (ed.). The Community Junior College;
An Annotated Bibliography. New York: Teachers College
Press, 1966. 114 pages.

This publication lists journal articles, monographs, and unpub-
lished reports dealing with the history, functions, and organization
of junior colleges as of the mid 1960s. It includes a particularly
good listing of journal articles and books tracing the development
of the junior college idea in American education from the late
nineteenth century. It also cites works dealing with the functions
and purposes of the junior colleges, college organization and
administration, students, college programs, administrators and
faculty, junior college facilities, and institutional research. It is
useful primarily for those investigating the junior college
literature of the late 1950s and early 1960s.

6 Trent, J. NV., and others. The Study of Junior Colleges.
Vol 1: Roles and Realities of Community Colleges: An
Analysis of the Literature. Los Angeles: Center for the
Study of Evaluation, University of California, 1972. 306
pages. (ED 077 507)

This comprehensive review of the literature on junior colleges
draws heavily upon materials collected by the ERIC Clearinghouse
for Junior Colleges as of 1972. Topics covered in the review
include (1) characteristics of junior college students and the low
achievers among them, (2) disadvantaged students and the
programs designed to meet their needs, (3) student attrition, (4)
career education and the remedial component of that curriculum,
(5) innovative programs, including individualized instruction and
technological innovations, (6) counseling services, and (7) the role
and characteristics of junior college faculty. It also examines
literature on the roles and responsibilities of administrators and on
the needs of communities. It serves as a concise review of the
junior college literature generated in the late 1960s.

33
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Comprehensive Texts and Studies

*7 Blocker, Clyde E.; Pluninwr, Robert II,; and Richardson,
Richard C., Jr. The Two-Year College: el Social Synthesis.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ.; Prentice-Hall, 1965, 289 pages.

This comprehensive analysis of the functions and constituencies of
two-year colleges fmuses on the social forces that are shaping their
development. It examines the two-year college as a product of
American culture and then discusses the different types of two-year
college,: in existence, the socioeconomic forces that affect the
college;, and the control and financing of the institutions. It also
preset ;eparate chapters on two-year college students, faculty-
coIle L.elationships, administrative structures and functiens,
curriculum and instruction, and student personnel services and
concludes with suggestions for the colleges' future development. It
serves as a concise synthesis of the social, political, and economic
factors shaping the growth and identity of the conununity college
in the 1950s and 1960s.

*8 Bogue, Jesse P. The Community College. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1950. 390 pages.

This work analyzes the status of two-year colleges as of 1950,
emphasizing their expanding role as comprehensive, community-
based institutions. It examines the educational and social forces
giving impetus to the junior college movement during the early
decades of the twentieth century and discusses the varied missions
assigned to the colleges in the immediate post-World War Il era.
Individual chapters discuss the organization and administration of
the colleges and their role in general, technical, and adult
education. The work provides the present-day reader with insights
into the hopes that educational leaders had for the community
colleges in the late 1940s and the origins of the colleges' expanded
role in areas beyond traditional 13th- and 14th-grade education.
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9 Rukk, Michael, Forum (Ind Focus for 11w Junior College
AI ~moil: 11w ihnericon elssociation of Junior Colleges.
New York: Teachers College Press, 19(i3. 222 pages.

This publication traces the development of the American Associa-
tion of Junior Colleges from its inception in 1920 through its
forty-second animal mceting in 1982. It recoinits the lemlership
role pkiyed by the association, especially in establishing a code of
ethics for the colleges and in communicating information to assist
tlwm in forming their own identity as institutions not wholly a
part of American secondary or higher education. It also discusses
association activities On behalf of federal education legislation and
reviews convention agendas and association-sponsored projects
related to curriculum, faculty, students, and administration,
illustrating the major role played by the association in the growth
and development of the junior college movement.

10 Bushnell, David S. Organizing for Change: New Priorities
for Community Colleges. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973.

237 pages.

Thi (. work reports the findings and implications of Project Focus,

a comprehensive national study of community colleges undertaken
in the early 1970s. It draws upon a national survey of community
college constituencies and a review of the literature to assess (1) the
characteristics of students, faculty, and administrators, (2) their
percepiions of institutional goals and priorities, (3) change
strategies to align desired goals with actual practices, (4) barriers to
change, and (5) social and demographic forces influencing the
future direction of community colleges. It provides a comprehen-
sive look at community colleges as of 1970 and a good examina-
tion of the factors that made the 1970s a decade of consolidation
and stability.
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1 1 Cohen, Au Inn M. Marline '79: Ileretical CoaceptA for the
Community College. 8ivei I y Ilills, Calif.: Glencoe Press,
190. 23.1 pages.

The author argues that the community college should embrace a
defined-omcomes approach to cturicultnn and insulICti011 and do
colleges should be valued only insofar as they produce demonsnm
ble increases in stmlent learning. 1 le presents a paradigmatic
picture of a community college huill around this philosophy,
stressing the need for (I) core general education courses with
specified behavioral objectives; (2) the division Of courses into
shorwerm units that allow the student to stop in or slop out; (3)
the employment of different instructiomd techniques to match
varying student learning styles; and (1) the development of faculty
as recognized professionals in student learning. Ile contrasts these
ideals with actual instructional and administrative practices,
noting that, as the colkges grow older, they become ends unto
themselves, with little regard for the effects on students and the
community, and concludes with a discussion of Imw defined
instructional objectives can be utilized to effect institutional
accountability.

*12 Cohen, Arthur M., and Brawer, Florence B. The American
Community College. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982. ,1,15
pages.

This work presents a comprehensive overview of community
college education in the United States as of the early 1980s. The
authors discuss the expanding community college mission,
increases in the number and diversity of students, strategies used by
f2culty to cape with these changes, and issues related to gover-
nance, administration, finance, instruction, and student services.
They also explore curricular issues and present separate analyses of
career education, compensatory education, community education,
collegiate education, and general education. They conclude with a
critical analysis of the social role of the community college as it
has been viewed in the literature. This work serves primarily as an
evaluative textbook that introduces the reader to the issues and
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conuoveisirs sittiotItaling the community 4(11 (1111illg Ole
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13 Cohen, Attlint NI, lhawer, l'Inrefile B.; nd Lombardi,
John, Constant roinble. Sall hancisco; Jossey,ftass,
1971, 238 pages,

This %Yolk revi-ws a substantive lmtly of lite:aline under thlre
headings: hiss ' ;nal immutably, people, and cinticulum nd
instruction. it 1.iallenges traditional concepts in curriculum,
noting that, became most students do not lake courses in sequence,
different ways of conceptualizing cturicula should be adopted.
Smarate chapters neat vocational education and black studies, The
hook concludes with au analysis of the unstated functions of the
community college, including those related to soiling and
critifying, custodial overseeing of students, mil social equality. It
includes a bibliography of seveml hundred items.

14 Deegan, William L.; Tilkcy, Dale; nd Associates. Renew-
ing the American Community College: Priorities and
Strategies for Eff-%tive Leadership. San Francisco; Jossey-
Bass, 1985. 3.10 pages.

This book presents thirteen essays by well-known community
college experts who examine factors that will be central to the
future development of the American commtmity college. It starts
with a discussion of the various stages of the evolution of the
community college and an examination of the problems encoun-
tered in determining future missions and priorities and continues
with additional chapters on student characteristics, faculty
leadership, effective programs for developmental education,
revitalizing student services, institutional commitment to com-
munity services, establishing linkages with other education
providers, and problems related to governance, state and local
collaboration, institutional finance, and strategic planning.
book serves as a useful introduction to the controversies facing
contemporary community college practitioners.

3
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*15 Felh, The button College. llostow I hnlghlon
Mifflin, 1931. 833 pages.

This CoMplehrlINIVC IWO (III lilt junior college 01 (II MHO dist thW1
(I) lintim college develownem, ley iewing dant on numbers,
emollments, and (111111111mm (2) the glowth ol the Califtniti.1
junior colleges and developments in other states; (3) issues telating
to standards and accteditation; and (4) the jUllitn t ollrge Mk in
increasing access to higher education, ploviding transfer
Hon, providing terminal education, and ploviding stthlent
guidance services, It also outlines issues and data !elating to
organiiation and administtation, governance, administrative
posonnel, instructional staff, roysical facilities, the lilnaty,
curl iculinn, finance, state legi,lation, stand:nth/ea tests, and
student activities, with mintelous citations lot further reading.
This is one Of the t Lissk texts on the early junior college.

Clc.uer, Edmund Tin.% b the Community College.
Boston; 11olighton Mifflin, 19(18. 151 Pages.

This work serves as a general introduction to the public umunint-
iv,. college of tlte 1960s and presents the rationale for higher
education ill a community context. It defines the assignment of the
community college in expanding access to higher education,
reviews the role of Occupational education in meeting the needs of
those students who do not transfer, and discusses the expanded role
of the community college in serving as a center for continuing
education and community service. It outlines the functions of
various college staff members, including trustees, administrators,
and staff. The work not only serves as an introductory textbook on
the community college but also provides insights into how the
ambora long-time president of the American Association of
Community and Junior Collegesviewed community college:.
during the growth era of the 1960s.
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pageN.

his hook., whii h tepia impiessious gaiord porn stomp, fa
tudents autl stall at Itinuty,sia 1 ollegys am1 s kits to flints t ()lieges,
lin tors ou the hint non and mission ol the Iwo 1:yem
whew. toles III t 1411.114)11)cm, I impelation with whet

.11-11.1161"i. lifelong framing, Irgislatise
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national spokesPoson (dirges, though nit attempt
is made by the authot to tic his t liniments to tlir histoly
tiniummity ((dirges, thymic. of (-dm anon, ot a genyial body of
knowludge about rducatiou.

18 GIrato, Fclumnd 3 Jr. The Cmnmunity
and ritalitv. Vashingtorl, Aumitml Assoc i

anon of Commouity and Junior Collyges, 1980, 190 pages,

The author of this wolf.: ;moles that the puipow of the community
wilco should he "to encourage id facilitate lifelong hymning.
with i olimmuity ay process and plodio (p. 16). Ile SIIOWS 110W
t hanging stutfrin populations and the need to ptovide services that
do not fit naditional tmusfer and cupational uhugI,Ilhl categmies
leonine that colleges olganite themselves as agencies of comintlility
development. Ile demonstrates how colleges eau improvy local
govelliment, provide technical assistance to sowial set vice agencies,
and help solve community problems; questions whether local
flexibility can be maintained ill the face of a trend toward state-
level financing; and argues that a specially trained staff is
necessary to operate ti college dedicated to lifelong education.
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lit the val totIS 41)19i 01 two.year olleges that have
ittest established in site United St,strs.

*20 liony, Nelson B. (rd,). The Public Junior College. fissy-
fifths yeatbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education. I'm I I. Chicago: National Society for the Sway
of Education, 1950. :1.17 pages.

Fifteen essays by inedominant educatots on the maim of public
junior colleges as of the mid 1950s include discussions of the
personal nd societal needs that led to the growth of public t %%Is-
year colleges after World War II; the objectives and scope of college
efforts its the areas of transfer studies, vocational edncation,
general education, and community services; ptogram development
and improvement; student personnel services; preservice and in-
service faculty training; the influence of legislators and accrediting
agencies on the colleges; financial problems; and guiding princi-
ples in the establishment of new colleges. he work provides the
reader with insights into how ethscationa I leaders of the time
(including Paul Dressel, B. Lamar Johnson, James Thornton,
James Reynolds, Leland Medsker, and Grace Rird) viewed the
emergence of the public junior college.
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21 Hillway, Tyrus. The American Two-Year College. New
Yt irk; Harper 8c Row, 1958. 276 pages.

This work summarizes, in textbook form, the milestones of two-
year college development up through the mid 1950s and the
evolution of the colleges' major functions. It includes individual
chapters on the goals of the two-year college; student characteris-
tics, organizations, and athletics; curricular components; legal
status and accreditation; and teachers and administrators. It
provides the reader with a brief and concise analysis of the status
of two-year colleges in the aftermath of the President's Commis-
sion on Higher Education (no. 52).

*22 Koos, Leonard V. The Junior-College Movement. Boston:
Ginn, 1925. 436 pages.

This comprehensive examination of the community college
movement as of the 1920s by one of its earliest proponents
discusses the types of junior colleges, their geographical distribu-
tion, and their democratizing role. It details the training, expe-
rience, teaching load, and remuneration of instructors and
examines trends related to older students, enrollment increases,
and changes in students' occupational goals. It explores the
problem of overlapping course work between high schools and
colleges and proposes solutions on where to locate junior colleges
and how to provide an appropriate financial base. This book
serves as a historical overview of the early junior college
movement.

23 Lange, Ale-is Frederick. The Lange Book: The Collected
Writings of ;reat Educational Philosopher. (Arthur H.
Chamberlain, ed.) San Francisco: Trade, 1927. 302 pages.

This publication reproduces the collected writings of Alexis
Frederick Lange, long-time dean of the Department of Education
at the University of California at Berkeley and one of the early
leaders of the junior college movement in the state. It includes four
essays (pp. 87-128) devoted to the mission of the junior college and
its place within the American system of education. The work
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provides the reader with insights into Lange's vision of the junior
college as the capstone of public secondary education rather than
as a junior partner to colleges and universities and lwlps in
understanding why many early juni colleges were established as
appendages to local high scho. t. :tither than independent
institutions of higher education.

24 McDowell, F. M. The Junior College. Bureau ot. Educa-
tion Bulletin no. 35. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Coveinntent
Printing Office, 1919. 139 pages.

Drawing upon national surveys and an extensive literature review
to examine the early history of junior colleges and to detail their
status as of 1919, this publication reviews the several influences
leading to the development of the junior college idea, including (1)
influences originating in the university, (2) the transformation of
state normal schools colleges or junior colleges, (3) the demand
for an extended period of secondary education, and (4) the
movement to convert the large numbers of small and financially
strapped four-year institution.4 into two-year colleges. It also
presents a statistical profile of the junior colleges in operation at
the time and surNeys metLods used to accredit these institutions.
This is the first comprehensive analysis of the junior college to
appear in the literature.

*25 Medsker, Leland L. The Junior College: Progress and
Prospect. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960. 367 pages.

kepo.ting th results of a nationwide study of the two-year college
that was conducted in 1960, the author outlines the strengths and
weaknesses of the junior college, characteristics of students, and
the makeup of the instructional program. He discusses the transfer
and terminal functions, including data on the academic perfor-
mance and retention of transfer students in selected states; details
faculty attitudes rerarding the purposes and organizational
characteristics of two-year colleges: provides information from a
numbe: of states on problems of development and finance; and
describes costs, state responsibilities, aLld standards that will affect
the future role of the two-year college. This book serves primarily
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as a historical resource that places the junior college movement in
relation to other segments of higher education as of the end of the
1950s.

26 Medsker, Leland L., and Tillery, Dale. Breaking the Access
Barriers: A Profile of Two-year Colleges. Carnegie Com-
mission on Higher Education Series. New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1971. 183 pages.

This review of available junior college data as of 1970 analyzes
major concerns and recommends directions for future develop-
ment. Individual chapters cover (1) the growth of two-year colleges
through the 1960s, enrollment projections, and the demand for
new colleges; (2) student characteristics, including differences
between two-year and four-year college students and the contrasts
between students in vocational and academic programs; (3) the
components of the comprehensive community college mission; (4)
college responses to urban problems; (5) faculty characteristics,
attitudes, work load, compensation, and training; (6) state control,
internal governance, and financial support; and (7) special
problems of the private junior college. The work concludes with
policy recommendations concerning mission identification, the
role of two-year colleges in higher education, state governance,
r'nancial support, student financial aid, and faculty development.

Monroe, Charles R. Profile of the Community College: A
Handbook. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1972. 435 pages.

This review of the history and characteristics of the community
college examines, in textbook fashion, the historical evolution of
the colleges; their commitment to open admissions and the
comprehensive curriculum; the general, transfer, and occupational
components of the curriculum; and student and faculty character-
istics. It combines findings from an extensive review of the
literature with personal insights gleaned from the author's long
career in community college education.
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28 O'Connell, Thomas E. Community Colleges: A President's
View. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1968. 172 pages.

This publication evaluates the strengths and weaknesses of the
comimmity college as of the mid 1960s. It examines distinguishing
characteristics of community college faculty and students, provides
insight on how to start community colleges, and describes the
transfer, career, and adult programs provided by most public two-
year institutions. It also discusses how the multipurpose commu-
nity college has changed the traditional meaning of college and
elaborates on quantity versus quality in higher education and on
the differences between two-year institutions and universities. The
book providesfrom a founding president's point of view--an
analysis of the issues facing community college leaders in the
boom years of the early 1960s,

29 Ogilvie, W. K., and Raines, M. R. (eds.). Perspectives on
the Community-Junior College: Selected Readings. East
Norwalk, Conn.: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1971. 635
pages.

Ninety-three essays on the community college by a variety of
individuals and agencies cover such topics as the purpose and
mission of the community college, its historical background, the
social context within which the colleges operate, student character-
istics, student services, curricular functions, community services,
faculty characteristics and role, and organizational structure and
control. Contributors include Leland Medsker, Joseph Cosand,
John Gardner, B. Lamar Johnson, James Wattenbarger, Edmund
Gleazer, Leonard Koos, Raymond Schultz, Dorothy Knoell, Dale
Tillery, John Lombardi, and other well-known community college
experts. The book provides a wide-ranging interpretive and
evaluative look at community colleges as of 1970.

30 Palinchak, Robert. The Evolution of the Community
College. Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1973. 364 pages.

Drawing upon a 750-item bibliography to provide a comprehen-
sive text on the history of the community college, its students, and
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its laud ty, this publication considers (1) the evolution of the
institution and its curriculum, (2) the identity and missions of the
colleges, and (3) student and faculty characteristics. Tlw author
notes that traditional colleges could not resolve problems of mass
higher education in a technological society and that it remains for
the community colleges to demonstrate that they can do so. This
work provides historians of the community college with an
exhaustive analysis of the issues surrounding the identity of the
community college in American higher education.

31 Proctor, William Martin (ed.). The Junior College: Its
Organization and Administration. Palo Alto, Calif.:
Stanford University Press, 1927. 226 pages.

A series of thirteen essays (many of them written by California
junior college presidents) examines the status of the junior college
as of the mid 1920s and provides insights into what educational
leaders of the time hoped the junior college would accomplish.
The work includes discussions of the history of the junior college
movement; the junior college curriculum, faculty, and organiza-
tion; the administrative problems of small and large junior
colleges; the place of the junior college in the American educa-
tional system; and the academic achievement of junior college
transfers at Stanford University. It concludes with a ninety-item
bibliography compiled by Walter Crosby Eel Is.

32 Seashore, Carl E. The Junior College Movement. New
York: Holt, Rinehart 8c Winston, 1940. 160 pages.

This publication critically analyzes the status of the junior college
movement as of 1940, arguing that two-year institutions should
emphasize terminal rather than transfer education. The author
maintains that only about 80 percent of junior college students
have the ability or inclination to do university work and that
efforts to increase baccalaureate attainment rates will lead many
students to disillusionment and disappointment. The book
provides the reader with insights into the school of thought that
saw the junior college as an institution serving the needs of those
"average" students who allegedly fall in the middle of an ability
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continuum ranging from the less able students who enter relatively
unskilled trade occupations to students whose academic talent
affords entrance to the university,

33 Starrak, James A., and Hughes, Raymond M. The emit-
munity College in the United Stales. Ames: Iowa Slate
College Press, 1954, 11,1 pages.

The anduns detail a Inoposed system of community colleges k)r
the state of Iowa, analyzing factors contributing to the need for

community colleges and outlining standards relating to location,
size, accessibility, financial support, organization and administra-
tion, student body, curriculum, cooperative education, and
guidance and personnel services, concluding with a proposed bill
for the establishment of community colleges in Iowa. This work
serves as a good example of the planning processes that led to the
expansion of community colleges in the 1950s and 1960s.

34 Thornton, J. W., Jr. The Community Junior College.
New York: Wiley, 1972. 30'1, pages.

An introductory textbook for staff members in preservice and in-
service programs, this work covers all aspects of community
collep operations, with sections on history, curriculum, organiza-

tion, support, and administrative responsibility. It makes the case

for public support for higher education, placing community
colleges within higher education and justifying these institutions
as a natural extension of the free, public elementary and secondary
school systems in America. It provides a particularly strong
emphasis on the histor, of the two-year college and its curriculum.
The book is useful as a reflection of community colleges as they

were viewed during their period of greatest expansion in the 1960s.
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35 1 .nt, James W., and others. The Study of junior Col-
lege: Vol. 2: Diverse Dimensions of (ommunity Colleges:
Case ',dies of 15 Institutions. Los Angeles: Center for the
Study of Eva !nation, University of California, 1972. 222
pages. (ED 077 508)

This work presents case studies of fifteen junior colleges that vary
in terms of location, type of community served, age of institution,
enrollment six, type of governance, ethnic composition, curricular
program emphasis, and other variables. It draws upon data from
surveys and interviews conducted at these institutions to assess
student, faculty, and counselor characteristics and to examine
administrator opinions concerning the goals of education, major
institutional problems, community relations, counseling services,
and college relations with governmental agencies. It provides
researchers with an in-depth view of community colleges as they
existed in 1970 and with an exhaustive study of the concerns of
students, faculty, and administrators.

36 Vaughan, George B. The Community College in America:
A Short History. (Rev. ed.) Washington, D.C.: American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges, 1985. 33
pages. (ED 255 267)

The author briefly chronicles the events shaping the development
of the American community college. He traces the roots of the
community college movement to the Morrill Act of 1862 and then
outlines milestones relevant to the establishment of the compre-
hensive mission in the post-World War H era and to the growth of
community college education in the boom years of the 1960s. He
concludes with an outline of factors that characterize the contem-
porary community college scene in terms of leadership, gover-
nance, services, and mission. This work serves as a historical
sketch that can be used in conjunction with other, more compre-
hensive works on the community college.
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37 Vaughan, Georp B., and Associates, Issues for Cmnmuni-
ly College Lew lerc h: a New Era. San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 1983. 275 pages,

Twelve essays explore problems faced by community colleges in
terms of students, curricular fuLLtions, and institutional manage-
ment, with discussions of the conflict between traditional transfer
education and growing demands for adult continuing edncation,
Nlucational access for the poor, the college role in moving women
into the mainstream of society, underlying assumptions and
practices of remedial education, ami the revitalization of general
education, The amhors also examine the conummity college role
in baccalaureate education, model student services programs,
educational leadership in the community college, faculty and staff
commitment to the colkge, and college links with business and
industry. The book provides a comprehensive analysis of the
challenges facing community colleges in the 1980s.

38 Whitney, Frede 1; Lamson. The Junior College in
America. Coloradu D2achers College Education Series, no.
5. Greeley: Colc.F19 State Teachers College, 1928. 258
pages.

This publication details the findings of a nationwide study of
junior colleges undertaken in the late 1920s to provide information
for Colorado educators who were considering the development of
state-subsidized two-year institutions. It draws upon a national
survey of colleges, a review of extant state laws on junior colleges,
an examination of junior college standards from twenty-four
states, and an analysis of fifty junior college catalogues. Separate
chapters cover (1) the number and types of existing junior colleges,
(2) the objectives of junior colleges, (3) the legal authorization and
definition of junior colleges, (4) entrance requirements and
curricula, (5) costs and sources of revenue, (6) college standards
and accreditation, and (7) criteria for the organization of new
public junior colleges. The book is useful primarily as an
exhaustive statistical abstract of data available on junior colleges
in the 1920s.
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39 Yorrington, Roger (ed.). Junior Colleges; 50 States/50
Years. Washington, RC.; American Association of junior
Colleges, 19(19, 300 pages. (ED 034 514)

This colk.ction of essays recounts the historical development of
two-year colleges ill each of twenty-eight statesMissouri,
Maryland, Aritona, Oregon, Florida, North Carolina, Massachu-
setts, New Jersey, Washington, Michigan, Ohio, Alabaitia, Texas,
Pennsylvania, Cal i fern la, New York, Illinois, Iowa , 1-Iawa
Minnesota, Monnum, Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma, Virginia,
Connecticut, Georgia, and Mississippiand presents synopses of
the history of two-year colleges in each of the remaining twen ty-
two states. It provides historians of the two-year college with
insights into the factors leading to the growth of junior colleges in
the 1960s,

Analyses of the Community College Mission

40 Boyer, Ernest L. "The Future of Two-Year Colleges."
International Association of Universities Bulletin, 1973, 21
(2), 104-108.

The author argues that the traditional transfer and vocational
curricula of the community college do not meet emerging
educational needs, noting that (1) lifelong learning is replacing the
traditional pattern of completing all formal studies before
employment; (2) youth are stopping in and out of college rather
than completing four consecutive years; and (3) there is an
increased questioning of the premise that a baccalaureate degree
should be required for employment. He suggests, therefore, that
colleges abandon their emphasis on curricula that prepare students
only for immediate employment or further study and urges the
provision of a "new transition degree programme" that would
allow the majority of college-age youth to begin work at an earlier
age while at the same time allowing them to continue their studies
later on.
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*41 Carnegie Commission oil ber Education, The Open.
Door Colleges: l'ol;ch.s for Community College,s..
Special lieport and Herononendatimss by the Carnegie
Commis.Nion On Higher Mueation. New Yolk: McGraw.

1970. 71 Pa Ws.

'lids publication briefly Mill's loots of the commu-

nity colkge amid recommends imlicies for its future developinem. It

discusses the need for new community' colleges and urges that they

remain comprehensive rather than specialized, h maintains that
graduates should be given full transfer rights, that occupational
programs should be upgraded to meet changing manimwer needs,

that Open access should be preserved, and that little or no tuition
should be charged. The work emphasizes the need for more
occupational guidance, greater commitment to enrichinir the
cultural life of college service districts, and closer college-
community relations and discusses opthnal institutional site and
the need for federal start-up grants for additional colleges. This is
a historically important synopsis of the views of the Carnegie
commission on the community college role in higher education.

42 Cohen, Arthur M., and Associates. College ne.spou.ses to
Community Demands: The Community College Um Chal-
lenging Times. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1975. 190
pages.

This book examines community college responses to new social
forces in the 1970s and discusses the resultant expansion of
institutional mission into the area of conmmnity development. It
reviews institutional adjustments to external pressures emanating
from increased state control, collective bargaining, governmental
pressures to impose higher tuition, and affirmative action
requirements; describes three college responses to shifting enroll-
ment patterns: reductions in force, the expansion of the communi-
ty services function, and the development of experimental colleges;
and reviews research on faculty characteristics, job satisfaction, and
performance evaluation. The book concludes that continued
expansion of the college mission leads to diminishing returns and
to a lack of institutional flexibility.
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43 Cohen, Ar Ihur M.. mid Ilrawer, Florence II, "The Cinn.
numily College in Search of Identity." Gino fge, 1971-72, 1
(8), 55-59,

This artick argues that, in the struggle to pin financial support,
coninninity colleges have hem quick to sei/e npon evety appatent
new function offer to fulfill it, It notes that these functions
have included seterning om students hom collegiate
snidies; (mining students for jobs; and sewing a cnstodial hinction
for yonth. The autluns maintain that the community college
cannot imssibly 511(11111 in fulfilling all that has been expected of
it and urge comimmity ()liege leaders to identify and focus on
specific goals. They suggest that the colleges slumld center their
efforts on improving classroom instructimi and leave other tasks to
other agencies. The article provides the reader with insights into
the dilemma faced by cominunity colleges, whichin thy absence
of a long tradition in higher educationneed to forge an
institutional identity.

44 Cohen, Arthur NI., and Lomhardijohn. "Gan the Com-
munity Colleges Survive Success?" Change, 1979, II (8),
24-72.

This article summarins trends in the 1970s tlmt led to the
expansion of career, compensatory, and community education at
the expense of the transfer function. The authors argue that the
connnunity colleges' power to attract nontraditional students was
r.ot matched by the ability to organize and sustain new programs,
and they also suggest that the public will be reluctant to support
a community college whose leaders imply that its greatest value
lies in providing marginally educative pursuits and in acting as an
agency for transfer payments. The article provides historians of the
community college with a critical analysis of the expansion of the
community college mission into areas outside the traditional scope
of baccalaureate education.
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45 cosolo, josvph P. "The commimily Co Ih.ge and its
Critics in the 1980s," 4(;11 Whorls, WWI, 22 (I), 1-.17,

The ainhor ontlines t'llflicitlar and other factots that will affect the
instinnhmal ianrity of community colleges in the 1980s. I le

discasses the combuting need to define the college mission and to
(Ind a middle gromnI between those who ,:ee the college as a social
welhoe instittition powiding an aniq id I ontuttmity development
stIvices and those who would confine the college to traditiooal
academies and examines further the implications of the increased
competition for students, the need to maintain high-quality
iteademie programs while at the sante lime setving nontraditional
students, the problems posed by nail-tittle facnIty, and the
challenge posed by glowing numbers of academically deficient
students. This article provides a succinct twerview of the factors
affecting the image of conummity colleges as quality educational

46 Cross, K. Patricia, "Comonmity Colleges on the Plateau,"
ournal of Higher Education, 1981,52 (2), 113-123.

The author assesses the opinions of various college constituencies
about the mission and purpose of the community college, basing
her findings on a study in which faculty, administrators, trustees,
students, and local cititens at eighteen geographically dispersed
community colleges were asked to fill out the Community College
Goals Inventory, an instrument that requires respondents to rank
order institutional goal statements in terms of ''what is" and
"what should be." She !totes that faculty and administrators feel
that the goal of increased educational access has been accom-
plished and that institutional efforts should place greater emphasis
on teaching those who are already admitted. She concludes that the
egalitarian ideals that coalesced the community college movement
of the 1960s are gone and that new ones have yet to be developed.
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.17 Field Reseal( Is iiu4ilsnn .4 urvey of Co Piddle
the liforisio Corn n111111.0' OP! h V:

MI( Field Reseal( 11 Col lunation. 1979, 1Ti
pages, (El) 191 1542)

his publication sultmlalites findings of a inildic opinion silivey
coltuukitittrd hy the Caliloutia community colleges (lilting fall
1979 to assess altitudes onvat(I the ( ()lieges and to
deletnlitte the nerd (In adult vocational education, 'lite wink
vxmnines (I) the tate of community college unt'lld;1114't. among
adults and their n.asons for enrolling, (;) opinion. concerning the
lelative inipm twice of community college functions nd (lie
effectiveness with which the colleges perform those flinctioos, (3)
evaluations of the effectiveness with which colleges use public
hinds, (1) talhig% of the colleges' instinctional (5) the
extent of public suppitt for charging tuition, and (0) the perceived
need for adult vocational editcation and the extent ui which
colleges were secit as appiopriate places to pi ovide this education.
It provides an itedepth analysis of how California citilens view
their two-year col bges.

48 Etankel Joanne. The Do Everythiog College. Topical
Paiwr no. 43. I.os Ang('les: ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges, 1974. 42 pages. (ED 091 81.1)

This publication documents the growth of the cominehensive
community services role of the community college, tracing the
development of the two-year college from an institution providing
vocational and kwer-division academic education to one meeting
the needs of diverse community groups. It describes expanding
community college programs for new students, including the aged,
young children, members of the armed forces, prison inmates, drug
abusers, people living in rural areas, and the physically handi-
capped, and concludes that community colleges shouhl establish
clear and compatible purposes and not overextend their efforts.
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419 Gallup Olgani /al ion, .1 SIttrly ol the /mole of mid
TmenrI dnorfi,o's Comnionily and la ann

CollegeA, lusq, Prim rhat, (allup OlganUation.
1901. 60 pages, (El) 213 152)

This publication details tesponsep. 44 a nationally leptesentatise
sample of I AIO who wrie N11150'411 ill 1991 to deleuniiie (1)
why iolults who wme not in school might rtquin to the I lassmoin,
(2) Ihe 1yPe Of 54 hold they Would be likely to ;mem1 and who
woold pay lot their education, (3) opinions ouneining the quality
and cost of 3 conmomit y college education, nd (4) public
petteptions of the plitualy No1160115 cif the community «dirge,
The wsponses teveal, mong ()Ong findings, that 27 percent Of the
respondents would attend ;1 C01111111116 ty college if they weie so
:(mu) to school; 18 peicent s;IwP uansfer education as the college's
primary function, while only 22 percent indicated vocational
education, and 10 percent it olicated community se! vice%. The sunk
provides an indication of the naditional academic role that the
public feels community colleges should play.

50 Gillo, Martin W.: tanderlsolin, I\ tale; and Goldsmith,
David N, "Goals and Educational Treink in Commonity
Colleges." Journal ol Higher Education, 107,I, 15 (7), 101-
503.

Reporting the findings of survey conducted in the slate of
Washington to compare the perceived goal priorities of faculty,
administrators, and board members at the state's twenty-six
community colleges, this article reveals that there was close and
consistent agreement among the three groups in placing highest
emphasis on vocational programming for a limited Illithher of
students and favoring a de-eniplmsizing of academic transfer
programs and open.door policies. Using the survey findings, the
ant hors conclude that community colleges are moving toward a
specialized identity that is in conflict With the more comprehensive
role favored by kgislat toes, universities, and communities.
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51 Kerr, Clark. "Changes and Challenges Ahead for Com-
munity Colleges." Community and Junior College Jour-
nal, 1980, 50 (8), 4-10.

The author comments on the continually changing role of
community colleges as they assist American society in numerous
ways, including preparing people for higher levels of occupational
skills, generating better ideas and scientific research, involving
people in intellecuml and cultural pursuits, and enhancing the
creative and performing arts. He considers that, although the
academic function in community colleges may decline, programs
in general education, occupational studies, life skills, cultural and
recreational activities, counseling, community services, and other
noncollegiate areas will increase, and he urges the further
de,.elopment of youth service programs that assist people in
making the transition from school to work.

*52 President's Commission on Higher Education. Higher
Education for American Democracy. Vol. 3: Organizing
Higher Education. Washington, D.C.: President's Com-
mission on Higher Education, 1947. 74 pages.

This work examines the organizational structure of the American
higher education system, noting the respective roles of community
colleges, colleges of arts and sciences, teachers' colleges, universi-
ties and professional schools, and proprietary institutions. The
commission urges a rapid increase in the number of two-year
colleges as a means of satisfying increased demand for expanded
educational opportunfty at the 13th- and 14th-grade levels and
suggests that the term community college be applied to these
institutions and that they should serve a variety of instructional
purposes, including transfer, adult, and vocational education. This
publication constitutes a milestone in the transformation of two-
year institutions from collegiate-oriented junior colleges to
comprehensive community colleges.
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53 Smith, Milton L., and Beck, John J. "Image of the
Community College During the 1970s: A Study of Percep-
tions," Community/Junior College Quarterly of Research
and Practice, 1984, 8 (1-4), 233-241.

This article describes the changing image of the community
college as perceived by college presidents, public school superin-
tendents, state administrators, professors of community college
education, and other educational leaders who participated in a
national survey. It examines the respondents' perceptions as they
relate to (1) the quality of teaching and the effect of growing
numbers of part-time faculty, (2) changes in the composition of the
student body, (3) the expansion of community colleges and
changes in college administration, (4) changes in the relative
importance of various college programs, and (5) factors precipitat-
ing change. Among the findings are that the perceived importancc
of the transfer function has declined, that the student body has
become more diverse, and that the need to provide accessible,
community-oriented programs was the most frequently mentioned
change agent.

*54 Vaughan, George B. (ed.). Questioning the Community
College Role. New Directions for Community Colleges,
no. 32. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1980. 117 pages. (ED
195 318)

This sourcebook presents nine articks that question the communi-
ty college's fulfillment of its educational and social roles,
including discussions of the prominent writings of community
college critics; the "cooling-out" function; the negative social
impacts often attributed to the community college; "elite"
community college students who transfer to and graduate from
selective senior institutions; the impact of funding patterns on the
college mission; the relationship between social stratification and
education; and the influence of older, nontraditional students on
community colleges. The book serves as a guide to the social
analyses of prominent community college observers, including
Burton Clark, David Riesman, David Breneman, Susan Nelson,
and Steven Zwerling.
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55 Young, Robert B. "The Identity Crisis of the Community
College: A Dilemma in Dialectic." Journal of Higher
Education, 1977, 48 (3), 333-342.

This article examines the identity of the community college
through a dialectical analysis of two institutional models: the
egalitarian model and the elitist model. The author describes the
egalitarian college as one that is responsive to the local communi-
ty, tied to the public secondary education system, and committed
to the goals ol accessibility and curricular comprehensiveness,
whereas the elitist model posits a miniature university in which
the transfer curriculum dominates and all but the most able
students are weeded out. He concludes that community colleges
actually fall somewhere between the two models: the open door
provides access for all (an egalitarian function), but only a
homogeneous group of more academically able students persists
through the program.

56 Zigerell, James J. "The Community College in Search of
an Identity." Journal of Higher Education, 1970, 41 (9),
701-712.

Maintaining that the community college Is still in the throes of an
identity crisis that affects teachers, students, and the curriculum,
the author of this article points out that part of the crisis stems
from the community college's awkward position in American
education, sandwiched between high school and university. He
identifies the main problem, however, as the commitment of
community colleges to vocational-technical education, a vague
term that refers to a curricular grab bag, and argues that certain
kinds of vocational training should be conducted on the job or
should be carried out by other agencies and that general GI- liberal
education should still remain the prime goal of the community
college. He concludes that community colleges should be con-
cerned with careers rather than jobs; that is, with providing a life-
enhancing education through instructional innovations.
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Two-year colleges are the point of entry for millions of
students in higher education. The American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges reports that 4,836,819 students
were enrolled in two-year college credit programs during fall 1984
and that an additional 3,723,629 students enrolled in noncredit
programs during 1983-84. These students vary greatly in terms of
age, ability, aspirations, socioeconomic status, and reasons for
attending college. The works cited in this chapter of the biblio-
graphy report on student characteristics and abilities (nos. 57-97),
student outcomes and achievement (nos. 98-133), enrollment
trends and influences (nos. 134-150), minorities and the economi-
cally disadvantaged (nos. 151-168), and the special needs of
nontraditional students (nos. 16)-188).

Student Characteristics and Abilities

Most student research focuses on descriptive analyses of
those served by two-year colleges. Of particular note are those
studies based on large national or state samples, including:

Baird, Richards, and Shevel (no. 62), who analyze the college
experiences of 4,009 second-year students at a sample of twenty-
nine col leges;
Garbin and Vaughn (no. 74), who profile the charactelistics of
5,000 vocational students at sixty institutions;
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The Massachusetts State Transfer Articulation Committee (no.
8`3), which surveyed approximately 15,000 students attending
public and private two-year colleges in spring 1972;
Knoell and others (no. 79), who assessed the backgrounds,
characteristics, goals, and outcomes of students at thirty-two
California community colleges;
Lenning and Hanson (no, 81), who drew upon a longitudinal
study involving thousands of community college students to
examine the differing characteristics of students in four age
groups;

Adams and Roesler (no. 57), who profiled the first-time
students entering the Virginia community colleges;
Nickens (no. 88), who surveyed 4,631 community services
students in Florida;
Temp lin, Daniel, and Shearon (no. 95), who contrasted the
characteristics of North Carolina community college students
with the state's population as a whole;
Alden and Sieferth (no. 58), who assessed the role of race and
sex stereotyping in the career decision-making processes of
1,488 Illinois community college students;
Dennison, Forrester, and Jones (1982; no. 70), who studied
7,997 students in university transfer programs at British
Columbia community colleges;
Morante and others (no. 86), who assessed the basic skill
competencies of first-time students in the New Jersey commun-
ity colleges;
Sheldon (no. 93), who conducted a longitudinal analysis of
6,500 students entering the California community colleges;
Dennison, Forrester, and Jones (1983; no. 71), who surveyed
8,500 students entering vocational programs in British
Columbia;
Riley (no. 92), who assessed the liberal arts knowledge of 8,026
students in four urban community college districts; and
Astin, Green, Korn, and Maier (no. 61), who examined the
characteristics and aspirations of first-time, full-time freshmen
entering a national sample of two-year colleges.
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These studies reveal the wide range of socioeconomic, demogra-
phic, and psychological characteristics Of two-year college students
and the varied educational objectives that students bring with
them to the college. Some of them also point up the limitations of
using college-inspired definitions to doscribe the students. For
example, Dennison, Forrester, and Jones (no. 70) note the large
numbers of students who enroll in transfer programs to pursue a
personal, intellectual inwrest and who have no intention of
transferring. Similarly, Riley (no. 92) found that only 27 percent of
the students enrolled in transfer courses in four urban community
college districts actually intended to transfer; many were enrolled
for personal interest or for job-related reasons. As for students
enrolled in occupational programs, Sheldon (no. 93) found that
only a minority actually intended to complete a certificate or
associate degree; some students were enrolled intermittently to
upgrade present job skills or to maintain professional licenses.
Surveys of student educational intent, then, have made it increas-
ingly obvious that traditional measures of success (for example,
degree attainment and transfer) are inappropriate for understand-
ing the behavior of a large percentage of the two-year college
clientele.

Student Outcomes and Achievement

College leaders nonetheless recognize that it is imperative
tr) assess student outcomes and the effectiveness of the college in

tng stated or implicit aims. The establishment of a transfer
currc.ulum presupposes the goal of transfer and subsequent
baccalaureate degree attainment. Similarly, the occupational
curriculum incorporates the goal of student employment in
training-related jobs. College mission statementsusually printed
in college brochures and cataloguesalso imply less tangible goals
related to the affective development of students as good citizens
and educated persons.

The items cited in the second part of this chapter (nos. 98-
133) chronicle the efforts of educational researchers to essess these
outcomes. Only one of these works (Alfred, no. 99) focuses on

G
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affective Outcomes in terms of college impacts On student attitudes
and behaviors. Most of the other works utilize follow-tip research
designs to examine the employment success of former students and
the academic success of those students who have traircf.'
four-year colleges or universities. Of particular note ale ut
scale follow-up studies conducted in Florida (nos. 1(i9, 11L, 121,
123), Illinois (nos. 101, 102, 103, 113, 1141 118, 119, 122), New
Jersey (no. 121), Arizona (no. 128), Maryland (no. 129), North
Carolina (no. 100), Oregon (no. 126), and British Columbia (no.
108). These studies are among the largest longitudinal examina-
tions of two-year college students. In one study (no. 114), for
example, the Illinois Conununity College Board assessedover a
four-year periodthe objectives, educational experiences, and
employment succe-,1 of 27,663 first-time freshmen who enrolled in
occupational progiams at the Illinois community colleges during
fall 1974.

These follow-up studies, however, vary greatly in terms of
methodology and, thus, reliability. Many researchers, for example,
survey only graduates (those who have earned an associate degree)
and ignore the large number of students who leave college without
fulfilling graduation requirements. Low response rates are a
particularly pervasive problem, and, in addition, many researchers
do not control for student input variables, such as academic ability
or prior employment experience. Student follow-up studies, then,
must be viewed in light of their considerable limitations, most of
which the authors readily admit to.

What can be concluded from these studies? The findings
are mixed. Most of the statewide follow-up studies c;t.ed above
conclude that the community colleges do a good job in xeparing
students for employment or transfer. Despite the obvious lack of
criteria indicating how many community college students should
transfer or obtain training-related employment, these studies
document the fact that large numbers of former students are doing
well at the university or on the job. Other researchers are less
sanguine. Astin (no. 104) and Clowes and Levin (no. 107) provide
evidence that high school graduates who start their baccalaureate
education at community colleges have a lower probability of
obtaining the bachelor's degree than students who start out at
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four-year colleges or universit ks. Wilms and Ilansell (no, 132)
indicate that the succvss of vocational students in obtaining
training-related employment varies by field of study and that large
proportions of students are not successful at all.

Enrollment Trends and Influences

The third section of this chapter presems a selection of the
relatively few authors who analyze changing trends and patterns in
community college enrollment. Several themes emerge in the
studies, including:

the effect of college accessibility on enrollment (nos. 134, 135,
147);
the "reverse transfer" phenomenon caused by growing
numbers of students transferring from four-year to two-year
institutions (1m. 138, 140, 141);
declining enrollment in transfer programs ;Ind an upsurge of
enrollments in vocational curricula (tios. 136, 142, 143, 144);
the tendency of students to "stop out" and "stop in" on an
intermittent basis (no. 150); and
growing student consumerism (nos. 137, 148).

These studies document, among other trends, the growing
emphasis of vocationalism in two-year colleges and the growing
tendency of students to attend on an intermittent, part-time basis.

Minorities and the Economically Disadvantaged

A large proportion of all minority students in higher
education are enrolled in the nation's two-year colleges. Of the
works cited in this section of the chapter (nos. 151-168), three are
landmark efforts in describing the special needs of these students:
(1) Knoell's (no. 157) 1970 national study of black youth; (2)
Morrison and Ferrante's (no. 161) survey of special programs for
minority and educationally disadvantaged students; and (3)
Olivas's (no. 162) exhaustive review of available data on the status
of black, Hispanic, Asian, and Native American students. Each
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pi,Ivides evidence that the opportunity to participate in higher
education thiough enrollment in a community collegethough
significant in and of itselfhas not greatly reduced educational
inequities between the races. 01 ivas maintains that, lwcause
minorities are Overrepresented ill twoyear colleges and because
public two-year colleges spend less money per student than senior
inohntions, the ethwational systein is in fact inequitable. This
theme has been taken up more forcefully by several sociologists
whttx works (listed in Chapter Twelve) posit that the community
college lid ps perpetuate an i neqiiitab le class structure. Tlie
counterargnment, though, is dirt the community colleges have
provided access to many students who might not otherwise have
gone to college anywhere.

The Special Needs of Nontraditional Students

The term nontraditional student has become a catchall
phrase for several groups of students who, like minorities, have
been underrepresented at two-year colleges. The literature focusing
on such students includes works On elderly students (nos. 177, 183),
female students (nos. 179, 30, 186, 187), and adults beyond the
traditional college-going age (nos. 175, 182, 184). Some also
include foreign students in -this category (nos. 169, 172, 176, 178,
185). Most authors stress the need to provide special services that
will allow nontraditional students to take full advantage of college
offerings. Large-scale efforts, for example, have been undertaken to
recruit women in technical vocational programs (such as electron-
ics) that are dominated by men (nos. 180, 181). Few of the authors,
however, provide any evidence pertaining to the effectiveness of
such efforts.

Sources of Further Information

The researcher looking for further information on com-
munity college students should consult the general texts cited in
Chapter Two of this bibliography. Those texts providing extensive
sections on the two-year college student include Henry (no. 20),
Hill way (no. 21), Medsker (no. 25), Blocker, Plummer, and
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Riclundson (n(1. 7), Godfrey and Holmstrom Ow. 19), Cohen,
Brawer, and Lombardi (no, 13), Medsker aud 2(i).
Ogilvie and Raines (no 20), Monroe (in), 27), !Pointe!! olo, 10),

Palinclmk (no, 30), and Cohen mul Brawn. (no. 12). The bibl
raphies provided by the authors also serve as excellent sources of
further informal ion.

A second resoince is, of coon-, the ERIC data base, Which
incltules a wealth of I-el...Joni documents. The reseal cher turning to
EEIG will find, among r items, the following: state and
national compilations of statistical data oil ,wo-year college
clodcnts (including entollnwin deulograp'oic (lata): numennis

"nt follow .up Audies coiiiIttctc by individual colleges; and
repot ts describing the efforts of indiv;dual colleges to provide for
the special needs of nontraditional students. Numerous disserta-
tions have also been written on two-year college students: these can
be located through Dissertation Abstracts International, Chapter
l'hirteen provides further information on how to find statistical
data, ERIC docuinents, and dissertations on topics related to two-
year college education mid administration.

Student Characteristics and Abilities

57 Adams, June J., and Roesler, Elmo D. A Profile of First-
Time Students at Virginia Conzmunity Colleges, 1 975-76,
Richmond: Virginia State Departnient of Community
Colleges, 1977.58 pages. (ED 153 694)

This publication provides data on the demographic, socioeco-
nomic, and academic characteristics of the first-time students
entering the Virginia community colleges in 1973-74,1974-75, and
1975-76. Trends noted over the three-year period studied include
the growth in the proportion of female students, the increased
number of black students, the increased median age of students,
the decline in the proportion of students who plan to earn a
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bachelor's degm., and the increase in the proportion of students
who have no degree aspirations ;it all, The authors point mit,
however, that these changes are relatively slight and that the
overall characteristics of first-time students rentained stable. The
milk is useful as a descriptive analysis Of Virginia community
college entrants dining the mid 1970s,

58 Alden, Elaine F., and Sieferth, Berniece It. "Sex owl Race
as Career Choice Determinants in the Technologies."
Journal of Soulies in Technical Careers, 1980, 2 (3), 575-
588,

This article reports findings of a student survey conducted to assess
du. role of sex and race stereotyping in the career decision-making
process of young adults. It details the responses of 1,188 students at
sixteen Illinois community colleges who were asked (I) to indicate
the race and sex of acquaintances trained or working in the career
field of their choice; (2) to classify each of thirty occupations as
appropriate for men, women, or both; and (3) to classify those
same occupations as appropriate for whites, minorities, or both.
Among the findings is that women and minority respondents
shared and supported traditional sex-role and racial occupational
biases. The authors call for "a campaign of career information
addressed to those persons perceived by students as most influen-
tial in the decision-making process . , ." (p. 587).

59 Allen, Kenneth. "Student and Faculty Attitudes." Library
College Journal, 1970,3 (4), 28-36.

Please see no. 650 for the full annotation.

*60 American College Testing Program. Thc Two-Year
College and Its Students: An Empirical Report. Iowa City,
Iowa: American College Testing Program, 1969. 157 pages.

This publication details various research projects conducted by the
American College Testing (ACT) Program at two-year colleges,
providing information on such institutional characteristics as
cultural affluence, technological specialization, age, size, transfer
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emphasis, and business orientation. It compares two-year college
students with font-year college students, I itulitig thy [miner less
able ill tams 01;w1(4.116c and ptior academic achieve
ment and concluding that occupational education took to attlact
stInkills With loW aptitude and high family socioeomontic status
or with high ptitude and low socioeconomic slams, The Wolk
returns that ACT stows piedict specific cmirse grades at Iwo-year

colleges abont as well as they do at four-year colleges,

61 Astin, Alevaider W.; thren. Ileth C.; Kom,
S,; Maier, Mary Jane. The American Freshman:
National 1Vorms for Fit/f 1.0s Angeles: Iligher
Fducatbm Research lustitme, University ol
1984, 178 pages.

The uthors detail Ow findings of a survey of a large national
sample of first-time, freshmen enrolled in colleges inid
univsitis (hiring fall 1981 The study compares two-year college
respondents with respondents from other types Of institutions in
terms of demographic and socioeconomic charm tenstics, high
school background. educational and career objectives, reasons for
selecting the college in which enrolled, probable college nrijor,
sources of financial support, and political and social attituciPs. It
provides one of the few sources of comparati-#. dam analyting the
differences between two-year and four-year ::ollege students 'NI e:
this survey has been conducted and puirlished atm Ice

1966.)

62 Baird, Leonard L.; Richards, James M., Jr.: and Shevel,
Linda R. "A Description of Graduates of Two-Year
Colleges." ACT Research Reports no. 28. Iowa City, , Iowa:
American College Testing Pr ogram, 1969. 28 pages.

This article reports findings of a survey of 4,009 students who were

comp!eting their second year of study at a national sample of
twenty-nine two-year colleges, including information on students'
backgrounds, their purposes in attending college, their evaluations
of teachers, their participation in campus extracurricular life, their
future plans, their satisfaction with the college experience,

6
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inethods used by students to (Mame then rilin anon, the anionnt of
commuting done hy stildrins, and their allocation of time, It notes

siii;01. limb" III stutivnis who tiiiifti ;Aid al Rites th;tt kw",
year large litiollets should ellcoulage students to think wow
tealistir ally about then !finite.

63 MA weE, encl. h At iv l'empretiveA Persona 1 ity
Development in Golic,i4e tinalents, San Francisco; Jossey-
Bass, 1973. 232 pages.

The author argues that college soulents need to lir understood as

individnals with complex personalities and mit simply categorized
on the basis of traditional intelligent e and acmlentic achievement
measures, She milites data gathered ill i sulvey Of 1,876 fieshmen
at three community colleges to study students on the basis Of
"functional ivreatial," a psychological constnict "winch describes
the degiee to which a person is able to tolerate ambiguity, delay
glatification, exhibit adaptive flexibility, demonstrate goal
directedness, relate to self and others, and have a clear sense of
nersonal identity" (p. 3.1). She finds that nwasures of "Itinctional
potential" ate not related to such common characterizations of
students as ethnic background or marital status and examines the
implications of the study findings for the conceptualization of
student development at the community college.

64 hale, Eldon J.; Engen, Harold B.; and Maxey, E. James.
How Do Communit. college Transfer and Occupational
Students Differ? lov 'ty, lowa; Research and Develop-
ment Division, Aim ^.ollege Testing Program, 1971.
31 pages. (ED 019 723)

This publication examines the personality differences between
students enrolled in transfer arid those enrolled in vocational
curricula at three Iowa two-year colleges during spring 1968.
Utilizing data from several personality inventories, the authors
assess differences in such areas as vocational preference, academic
aptito lucational aspirations, interpersonal competence, and
self-r-, ro of ability on various skills. Among their findings is
that, wh.: there were many differences between male students in
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occupational 41111 nails lei plow-mils, female, %tridents in the Iwo
unlit itIntir gimps welt' vrly mitt The %Vint: int hides little
inhumation On the validity of the testi used buil provitk% at least
some insight into the visonality thlfetem er, of a kmniulr of
vocational and nit:islet students,

65 Cohen, Auhur 111 and Biawet, Flmence B, "Chapter Six;
11)0111(.110m old Method% and New M11 edia." lii Ardnir M.

(;olren and Firer-ewe B, Hiawer, T'he dmerican Community
Colleg. San l'imulsw: Josseyllavs, 1982. pp, 117-1614,

Frn an nnotation of the wmk. in its emit ety, please we no. 12.

66 coliell, Mawr 11., aml Mawr", Flotence 11. "Chapter
Two: Stridems: Greater Numbers, islore Divelsity, Vatird
Pillposes." Eus ArtInw M. Cohen and Florence 11, Br :over.

The oierit ars Community College. San Francisco; Josscy-
Bass, 1982, pp 29-65.

Foi ;In annotation tel the work in its entirety, please we no. 12.

67 Cohen, Arthur M and Brawer, Flotence U. (cds.). The
litananities in Two.Y ear (:ollege.s: A Review of the
Stodents. Los Angeles: Cemer for the Study of Corn:murky
Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges,
1975, 61 pages. (ED 108 727)

Drawing upon an extensive review of the literature to provide a
description of students in humanities courses at two-year colleges,
the authors stress the great variety of students served by two-year
colleges and assess the impact of eight types of community college
students on humanities programming: (I) students who intend to
transfer; (2) terminal students, who do not intend to go beyond two
years of postsecondary study; (3) pragmatic students, who choose
their colleges for practical reasons, such as closeness to home, low
cost, and the types of courses available; (4) honors students; (5)
minority suidents; (6) adult students; (7) senior citizens; and (8)
working and married students, They illustrate how the diversity of
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the student body places special demands on humanities curricula
at two-year colleges.

68 Cohen, Arthur M.; Brawer, Florence B., and Lombaidi,
John. "Chapter Five: The Students in Review" and
"Chapter Six: Studying the Students." In Arthur M.
Cohen, Florence B. Brawer, and John Lombardi, /I
Constant Variable. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1971, pp.
63-98.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 13.

69 Cross, K. Patricia. The Junior College Student: /1 Research
Description. Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing Service,
1968. 56 pages.

The author draws upon a number of research studies conducted in
the mid 19Q0s to profile the characteristics of the junior college
student and establish hypotheses for further research, utilizing
these studies to summarize what is known and unknown about the
academic characteristics of students, their socioeconomic back-
grounds, their self-concepts, their interests and personality traits,
their reasons fa; attending college, and their educational and
occupational aspirations. She makes several comparisons between
junior college students id their counterparts at four-year colleges
and universities. This wolk serv s primarily as an interpretive
summary of the student data collected in large-scale national
studies conducted during the 1960s.

70 Dennison, John D.; Forrester, Glen; and Jones, Gordon.
"A Study of Students from Academic Programs in British
Columbia's Community Colleges." Canadian Journal of
Higher Education, 1982, 12 (1), 29-41.

This article summarizes the results of a survey of 7,997 students
who enrolled in university transfer programs at British Columbia
community colleges but did not continue their study at a univer-
sity. The authors review findings (based cn a 56 percent response
rate) as to original reasons for enrolling in the academic program,
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factors in the choice of a community college over other institu-
tions, reasons for not transferring to a university, employment
status while enrolled, and opinions concerning the college
experience and quality of teaching provided. They note that many
adults pursue academic courses for personal interest only, that the
teaching reputation of the colleges attracts only a small percentage
of students, and that college attendance is dositively related to the
existence of a college within the region in which a student iives.

71 Dennison, John D.; Forrester, Glen C.; and Jones, Gordon.
"An Analysis of Students Enrolling in Career Technical
Programs in the Colleges and Institutes of -British Colum-
bia." Canadian Vocational Journal, 1983, 18 (4), 24-27.

Reporting the findings of a survey of 8,500 students who entered
vocational programs at British Columbia postsecondary institu-
tions in fall 1981, the authors outline the demographic character-
istics of the students, their educational and employment
backgrounds, their objectives in enrolling, and their future plans.
They note that the survey is only the first phase of a major
longitudinal study that will monitor the performance of the
students from the time of their enrollment until they have been
actively employed for a period of two years after graduation. This
constitutes one of the most comprehensive longitudinal analyses of
postsecondary vocational students.

72 Faulkner, Gary L.; Garbin, Albeno P.; Wimberley, Ronald
C.; and Vaughn, Derrald. "Socioeconomic Status and
Prestige of Vocational Occupations Among Junior College
Students." Journal of Industrial Teacher Education, 1976,
13 (4), 80-83.

This ai tick ys vocational-technical students from sixty two-
year collc roughout the nation to assess student perceptions
of the presuge of the jobs for which they are being trained.
Drawing upon responses fzom 5,170 students, the authors note that
those from lower socioeconomic backgrounds tend to attribute
more prestige to the jobs for which ot7upational training is
provided than do students from middle- and upper-status b:J.ck-
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grounds. They argue, therefore, tlun mobility into more presti-
gious occupations is more problematical for youths who have been
socialized in lower-status families.

73 Friedlander, Jack. Student and Faculty Ratings of Aca-
demic Abilities of Community College Students. Los
Angeles: Center for the Study of Community Colleges,
1981. 14 pages. (ED 202 510)

The author examines student academic abilities as perceived by a
sample of instructors and students at a large urban rnulticampus
district. He details the instructors' perceptions of their students'
ability or inability to perform a series of fourteen skills, the
students' ratings of their confidence in those skills, and the degree
of correspondence between student and instructor ratings. Among
his conclusions is that there is a consensus among students and
their instructors "that a high percentage of students .. . have some
difficulty in performing activities that require reading, writing,
speaking, solving problems .. . , understanding science, identify-
ing biases in research reports, and engaging in independent
inquiry." He suggests that the existing practice of allowing
students to enter and complete courses without first having to
demonstrate nv.stery of basic skills should be discontinued.

74 Garbin, Albeno P., and Vaughn, Derrald. Community-
Junior College Students Enrolled in Occupational Pro-
grams: Selected Characteristics, Experiences, and Percep-
tions. Final Report. Columbus: Center for Vocational and
Technical Education, Ohio State University, 1971. 280
pages. (ED 057 196)

This descriptive analysis of approximately 5,000 community
college vocational students from sixty separate institutions across
the United.States draws upon responses to a survey administered in
1968 to profile the students in terms of demographic and socioeco-
nomic characteristics, self-esteem and success orientation, high
school background and grades, parental interest and influence,
immediate post-high school experiences, factors influencing
college and program enrollment, and opinions concerning the
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adequacy of the college program. It includes comparative break
downs of data by sex, race, program of study, and other variables,
providing a rare insight into the characteristics, motivations, and
goals of a large national sample of vocational students in the late
1960s.

75 Godfrey, Eleanor P., an(l Hohnstrom, Engin I. Study of
Community Colleges and Vocational-Technical Centers,
Phase I. Washington, D.C.: Bureau or Social Science
Research, 1970. 357 pages. (ED 053 718)

Please see no. 19 for the full annotation.

76 Johnson, Alan, and Avila, Don. "Community Colleges:
Miniuniversities or Opportunity Centers?" Co.,:munityl
Junior College Research Quarterly, 1977, 1 (2), IL, .116.

Please see no. 115 for the full annotation.

77 Julian, Augusta A. Utilizing Telecommunications for
Non-Traditional Instruction in the North Carolina
Community College System: Project Final Report. Dur-
ham: Durham Technical Institute and North Carolina
Consortium for Instructional Telecommunications, 1982.
148 pages. (ED 224 957)

Please see no. 584 for the full annotation.

78 Kintzer, Frederick C., and Wattenbarger, James L. The
Articulation/ Transfer Phenomenon: Patterns and Direc-
tions. Horizons Monograph Series. Washington, D.C.:
Council of Universities and Colleges, American Associa-
tion of Community and Junior Colleges; Los Angeles:
ERIC C:earinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1985. 80 pages.

Please see no. 932 for the full annotation.
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79 Knoell, Dom 11 and others. Through the Open Door: A
Study of ..nt and Performance in California's
Comtnuo: Repot t 16-1. Sacramento: California
State Postsct ,nclary Education Commission, 1976, 82
pages, (ED 119 752)

This work reports on a landmark study of students at thirty-two
California community colleges conducted between 1972 and 1976

in an effort to ascertain educational origins, personal characteris-
tics, goals, patterns of performance and persistence, and activities
after leaving the colleges. It shows the 1v2terogeneity of community
college students and points out how enrollments grew rapidly
during the 1970s as the colleges developed special programs for the
educationally and economically disadvantaged, the physically
handicapped, women, senior citizens, and displaced-worker
students. The study reveals that two-thirds of the California
students at the time it was conducted were part-timers who were
older than traditional college-age students and who enrolled only
intermittently. The authors conclude that continuing education
for part-time adult students has become the dominant function in
the California system, and they recommend that college policies
affecting the award of grades and credit be modified to accommo-
date part-time students dropping in and out of the institutions
according to their particular goals. They also suggest guidelines
for better student record keeping.

80 Koos, Leonard V. The Community College Student.
Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1970. 580 pages.

Synthesizing several hundred studies dating from the 1920s on
junior college and university students and on adolescents in
general, the author presents data on the physical, mental, personal,
and social development of adolescents, their sexual and dating
behavior, and occupational and recreational interests. He discusses
aptitude, social and personal characteristics, and attitudes and
interests of college students, presents implications for the curricu-
lum and for college student personnel services, and shows how
colleges can enhance personal development in students through an
increased cmphasis on student activi:ies. Chapter summaries
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loovide useful synopses of findings from numerous studies of
college students.

81 Lenning, Oscar T., and Hanson, Gary lt. "Adult Students
at Two-Year Colleges: A Longitudinal Study." Commun-
ity/Junior College Research Quarterly, 1977, I (3), 271-

287.

This article draws upon data collected by the Arwrican College
Testing Program in a longitudinal study of community college
students to assess the differing characteristics and needs of students
in four age groups: nineteen or younger, twenty to twenty-four.
twenty-five to thirty-nine, and forty or older. It summarizes
findings from three surveys conducted in the longitudinal study:
(1) the base-year survey of 17,137 students who entered a national
sample of two-year colleges in 1970, (2) a survey of 7,933 of those
students two years after initial enrollment, and (3) a survey of 2,594
of the participating students conducted in spring 1975. Differences
were found at each stage between younger and older respondents
in terms of abilities, achievement, motivation, self-concept, goals,
values orientation, out-of-class activities, expressed need for help,
and other variables.

82 London, Howard 13. The Culture of a Community Co/-
lege. New York: Praeger, 1978. 181 pages.

Please see no. 970 for the full annotation.

83 Massachusetts State Transfer Articulation Committee.
Study of Massachusetts Two-Year College Students:
Implications for Massachusetts Four-r..ar Colleges and
Universities. Amherst: Massachusc, N State Transfer
Articulation Committee, 1972. 43 pages. (ED 068 081)

This survey of approximately 15,000 students attending public and
private junior colleges in Massachusetts during spring 1972
assesses the students' demographic characteristics, aspirations,
reasons for attending college, living arrangements, plans for
transfer, financial aid requirements, needs for vocational counsel-
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ng, and major fields of study. Among the findings are that only 25
percent of the respondents indicated dun they did not plan to
transfer and tlmt the state's four-year colleges should be prepared
to accept growing numbers of transfer students. The work is useful
for understanding the characteristics and educational aspiration.,
of Massachusetts junior college students in the early 1970s.

84. Medsker, Leland 1.. "Chapter Two: The Junior College
Student." In Leland L. Medsker, The Junior College:
Progress and Prospect. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960, pp
29-50.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please sce no. 25.

85 Monroe, Charles R. "Chapter Teo: Students." In Charles
It. Monroe, Pro/0e of the Community College: A Hand-
book. San Francit Jwsey-Bass, 1972, pp. 181-206.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 27.

86 Morante, Edward A., and others. Report to the Board of
Higher Education on Results of the New Jersey College
Basic Skills Placement Testing and Recommendations on
Instruction and Curriculum, May 20, 1982-September 23,
19::2. Trenton: New Jersey Basic Skills Council, 1982. 54
pages. (ED 232 716)

This report summarizes composite scores earned by the 51,135 New
Jersey college students who took the New Jersey College Basic
Skills Placement Test in 1982. It compares data for four groups of
students: those at public two-year colleges, those at New Jersey
state colleges, those at Rutgers University, and those at the New
Jersey Institute of Technology; within each of these four catego-
ries, scores are also compared by sex, enrollment status (full-time/
part-time), and year of high school graduation. The report
provides insights into how New Jersey community college students
compare with students at other higher education institutions in
terms of competency in verbal skills, computation, and elementary
algebra.
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87 Murphy, Peter J. "Factors Affecting an Adult's Attendance
at a Community College in the Evening." Manitoba
Journal of Education, 1973, 8 (2), 66-72.

Drawing ,,on a survey of attending students, dropouts, and
faculty from the evening division of a Canadian community
college, the author assesses the factors affecting the attendance and
persistence of adult students. Among other findings, he determines
that adult students lo not have adequate opportunities to discuss
learning difficulties and personal problems with faculty. 14e also
notes that insufficient time for study significantly affects the adult
student's progress and that attendance is strongly motivated by the
desire to learn vocational skills for job advancement. The article
provides a useful example of one college's effort to better
understand the motivation and problems of evening students.

88 Nickens, John M. "Who Takes Community Service
Courses and Why." Community/ Junior College Research
Quarterly, 1977, 2 (1), 11-19.

This study of the demographic characteristics of 4,631 community
service students in Florida and their reasons for enrolling in
community service courses reports that students have diverse
reasons for taking community service courses, ranging from
employment-related goals to those dealing with personal interests
or hobbies. The author recommends that course objectives be
communicated prior to the beginning of the course and that
teacher qualifications be examined in some areas of community
service programs. He concludes that greater effort should be made
to serve all types of citizens in the community, although that may
require financial support through fee waivers, financial aid, 01
state support.
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89 Ogilvie. William g,, and Raines, Max R, (eds.). "Part
Four: The Student Population," In William K. Ogilvie
and Max R. Raines (eds.), Perspectives on the Community
Juniol College. New York: Appleton-Century.Crofts, 1971,
pp. 175-221.

For an annotation 01 the work in its entirety, plmse see no. 29.

90 OmmenJerome 1..; Brainard, Stephen R.; and Canfield,
Albert A. "Learning Preferences of Younger and Older
Students." Community College Frontiers, 1979, 7 (3), 29-
33.

This article compares younger and older students in a suburban
community college in terms of course preferences, preferred
learning style, and expectancy of success. Drawing upon the
findings of a survey in which the Learning Styles Inventory was
administered to 1,760 students aged twenty or younger and to 1,064
students who were twenty-five years of age or older, the authors
conclude that learning environments for younger students should
be structured differently fro'n learning environments for older
students,

91 Palinchak, Robert. "Chapter Four: The Student Clien-
tele." In Robert Palinchak, The evolution of the Conz-
munity College. Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1973, pp.
186-209.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 30.

92 Riley, Michelle, The Community College General Aca-
demic Assessment: Combined Districts, 1983-81. Los
Angeles: Center for the Study of Community Colleges,
1984. 59 pages. (ED 246 959)

This publication examines the liberal arts knowledge of a large
sample of urban community college students (N 8,026) as
revealed in their scores on the General Academic Assessment, an
instrument specially designed to assess student competency in five
areas: the humanities, sciences, social sciences, mathematics, and
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significantly related m the nomher ;Old type Of eutuses taken ill
high 5111001 and to the personal attn tides of students toward
mathematics, They provide evidence connadirting other wsealch
indicating that female suidents are more likely to he math anxious
than male students.

95 Temp lin, Robert T.; Daniel, David V.,: and Shearon,
Ronald W. "Are Community (..'mlleges Tully the 'People's
College'?" Gmumunity Co liege Review, 1977, 7-1,1.

Thk art icle examines the demographic and socioeconomic
characteristics of a sample of 10,171 North Carolina community
college students to determine wIwther tlw colleges are serving a
representative cross section of the population at large. Comparing
the student sample with the population of North (.1a rolioa as a
whole in terms of age, sex, race, prior educational attainment, and
inconle, the authors nrue that credit programs inchaie dispropor-
tionately large numbers of younger college-age males mid that
noncredit programs include disproportionately large 41tunbers of
affltwnt females. They also find that the elderly and those with
little formal education are underrepresented in boto types of
programs. The article provides ,:sefui insights into what segnwnts
of the general public are served by the community eollew.

96 Thornton, James W. "Chapter Eleven: The Community
College Student." In James W. Thornton, The Cornnzun-
ity Junior College.New York: Wi!q, 1972, pp. 145-156.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 34.

97 Warren, Jonathan R. "Chapter Three: The Changing
Characteristics of Community College Students." In
William L. Deegan, Dale Tillery, and Associates, Renew-
ing the American Community College: Priorities and
Strategies for Effective Leadership. San erancisco: Jossey-
Bass, 1985, pp. 53-79.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 14.
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Student Outcomes and Achievement

98 Alba. !tic hind I), add Loin, Rivid "Coomowily
Collges and Tracking in I liglier Education." ociology
of hlucation, 1981, 51 (1), 223-237.

This ConliNtres the academie pogiess Of two student cohm ts
entering the City University of New Vtirk (CUM') in 1970: ( I)

students who applied to and were accepted at CUNY four-year
institutions and (2) suctions who :Ipplied to a CONY four-year
institution but who were assigned instead to one of five CUNY
conuntinity colleges. It shows that the community college students
generally were less likely to atUtill the baccalaureate degree, even
wl,en an impressive array of Imckground variables were controlled
for. The authors warn, however, dim the effects of attending a two-
year college rather tliai i fouryear institution MIT InOdeSt

IWO one two-year college to another, Tbcy conclude that
community colleges do not seem to function as a separate track in
higher education hut that "too little is known about characteristics
of community college environnwilts and their effects on students"
(p, 236).

99 Alfred, Richard L. Impacts of Community and Junior
College on Students. Iowa City, Iowa: American College
Testing Program; Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for
Junior Colleges, 1975.103 pages. (ED 108 792)

Integrating research and theory in a comprehensive study of
community/junior college impact On student attitucks and
behaviors, the author provides a review of the literature on college
impact, focusing on its relevance to the two-year college, and then
describes an empirical model for the analysis of impact in the
community/ junior college. He isolates and identifies key variables
this t account for impact in the community colleges, as well as
alternative strategies for maximizing impact, and finds that
community colleges have only minimal impact on students,
because student and institutional value orientations are often
nonintersecting and sometimes even conflicting. The work
provides a theoretical framework and specific guidelines for
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edtti anus imetested Iii maximiIing the positive intim( I III ( ((liege
ptomains,

100 Allied, Man Its D and Wingfield, initial (: Jr, Foflow,.
///, Sto(iv o/ /)70-80 Students; 1Votth Caro/Out Commun-
ity college System, Raleigh; Divishm of Planning and
Research 5,.1 :it es, Nim III Candina Stal Department of
Community Colleges, 1982, lo pages. (ED 217 921)

This publication tenons findings Of a followup snrvey Intiductol
in :981 to assess the employment and educational stants of 53,045
occtipational currictiltun students who left the Ninth Catolina
commtinity collt.ges in 197:1-80, (hawing tlpon responses from 40.I
pricent Of the Immo students to examine their opinions concetn-
ing (I) the degree to which their educational objectives had been
met, (2) reasons for leaving the college, (3) (intent educational
activities or plans for contintlipg education, (4) (Intent job and
relationship of employment to t mining, and (r)) the usefulness and
quality of the training ptovided ;It the (Immunity college. The
report details findings for graduates, ealy leavets, and dropouts,
dins providing insights into the comparative success of students
who had not earned a (lt'gIct UI (ettificate.

101 Andetson, Ernest F. Three-Year Comtnnison of Transfer
and Native Student Progress at the Uviivisity of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, Fall, 1973 Group, Research Memo-
randum 77-9. Urbana: Office nf School and College
Itelatimrs, University of Illinois, 1977, 03 pages. (ED 149
820)

This publication details findings of a study condlIded al the end
of spring 1976 to compare the academic progress and success of
three groups of students at the University of Illinois: (I) students
who transferred from community colleges in fall 1973; (2) students
who had transferred to the university front a four-year institution;
and (3) "native" university students, including all 1973 fall-term
continuing juniors who had begun their baccalaureate work at the
university. It compares the three groups of students on a semester-
by-semester basis in terms of attrition, grade-point average,
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ill 4001114 i piilji., itittl Alm Ittelltult taws, `Ibis won, IN 00111 11
descirptive analysis of the a( %(IIIIII itt Inevement of a liose (-ohm,
of entwining f tl1it i N, .41010101 NI IItI 10/10011M
PM 1101' "iltiVICtilr Ittill II 11ing the Ind( elfee 'vile of
insiblition anoint fl on at:Omit 0(16(11111(1e (IL 3).

Andet on, Finest F.. and Heels, Two' Year
Conspaliion of Transfer and Native Student ProgrrA% , t

the Ilniversiiv of Illinois at f/rhalia.Clutelipaign; fall, 107i
Cr) tp. Itesv;m11 Mciainathitim 80-6. ol
School and Colleg( Relations, 061.0,4 of Illinois. thfiO,
80 pars. (1.11) 203 055)

This publication details Me (Wings (.1 a two.sear longitudinal
study iiii'tt'ti,ikc al h.. ",feliveisity of lllil is 10 101up111' thr
aeadernic fnogics. of 114ve stiulem groups; (I) 786 students who
translew'd to the utic, visit). front Illinois ('o:mutt:lig colleges lii
fall 1977: ;2) 4,220 'native" students who wen' eniolled ;tt the
tuniveisity as continuing junims in fall 1977; and (3) 676 students
who transferted to the university in fall 1977 from font-year
colleges. It ptovides a seniester-by-semester analysis of the grade-
point averages, academic stains, nod telentioil and gradnatiott rates
fot each of the duce student robot ts and also compalcs the grades
rained by the students dining the study Period in twelve academic
ateas. The Wolk selves as ;4 descriptive' analysis of the academic
progress made by a large cohort of coumminty colkge transfer
strulents.

103 Andetson, Ernest F., and DeGray, Judith, Comparison of
Transfer arul Native Student Progress at the (!nivrrsity of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Fall, 1977 Group. Resrzuch
Memorandum 76-8. Urbana: Office of Si hool and College
Relations, University of Illinois. 1976. l es. (En 198
062)

This publication compares the academic pirogue's, of three
categories of students enrolled at the University of Illinois: (I)
"native" students who had begun their baccalaureate studies at tlw
university, (2) students who had transferred to the university from

8')
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another four-year institution, and (3) students who had transferred
to the university from a junior college. It examines several indices
of academic progress, including university grade-point average and
persistence two years after transfer, grade-point averages earned in
twelve subject areas during the 1973-74 and 1974-75 academic
years, and the comparison of pretransfer with posttransfer grades.
The authors conclude that two-thirds of the junior college
transfers are successful at the university but that they have lower
achievement rates than four-year transfers or native students.

104 Astin, Alexander W. Four Critical Years: Effects of College
on Beliefs, Attitudes, and Knowledge. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1977. 293 pages.

The author utilizes longitudinal data collected by the Cooperative
Institutional Research Program to examine the effects of college
on student beliefs and behavior. He examines findings as they
relate to college impacts on attitudes, beliefs, and self-concept;
academic achievement and educational attainment; and career
development. He also examines behavior changes over the college
years, student satisfaction with the college environment, and the
permanence of college effects. Among his conclusions is that
community colleges may not serve the best interests of students
who begin their baccalaureate education directly out of high
school, because their chances of attaining the baccalaureate degree
are diminished by attending a two-year rather than a four-year
institution. This book thus presents one of the most challenging
criticisms of the community college transfer function.

105 Baird, Leonard L. (ed.). Assessing Student Academic and
Social Progress. New Directions for Community Colleges,
no. 18. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1977. 118 pages. (ED
140 900)

This sourc,-book, offering six essays examining techniques used to
assess student progress, presents a taxonomy of student character-
istics that potentially can be changed by college instruction and
then discusses (1) a model of student learning that can be applied
to decisions in admissions, selection, placement, further education,

83
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and program modification; (2) assessment measures that predict
the academic success of community college students who transfer;
(3) assessment of the impact of vocational programs; and (4)
college impact on social mobility. The work demonstrates rtlat
assessment of student progress can improve guidance, counseling,
and community college planning and administration.

106 Clark, Burton R. "The 'Cooling-C.
Education." American Journal of .,
569-576.

Please see no. 965 for the full annotation.

Ction in Higher
.ogy, 1960, 65 (6),

107 Clowes, Darrel A., and Levin, Bernard H. "How Do Two
Year Colleges Serve Recent High School Graduates?"
Community College Review, 1980, 7 (3), 24-35.

The authors utilize data collected in the National Longitudinal
Study of the High School Class of 1972 to examine (1) the
differences between high school graduates who attend two-year
colleges and those who attend four-year colleges and (2) the
differences in achievement rates between those starting out at a
two-year college and those starting out at a four-year college.
Among other findings, they note that, while two-year colleges are
effective in meeting the needs of students who aspire to a two-year
degree, they are less effective in helping students who want to earn
a bachelor's degree.

108 Dennison, John D.; Jones, Gordon; and Forrester, Glen C.
A Longitudinal Follow-Up Survey of Students from
CareerlTechnical Programs in British Columbia Corn-
munity Colleges and Institutions: Summary Report.
Vancouver, B.C.: B.C. Research, 1983. 34 pages. (ED 238
473)

This publication summarizes the findings of a follow-up study of
9,941 former full- and part-time students who had been enrolled in
vocational programs at British Columbia two-year colleges but
who did not re-enroll in fall 1982. Utilizing responses from 48

8 4
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percent of the former students, h nalyzes their reasons for
attending college, their reasons for not mmpleting graduation
requirements (if applicable), their current employment and/or
educational activities, their satisfaction with various aspects of the
college ex,Derienee, and their pk,ns for further education. The work
provides insights into the motivations of two-year college voca-
tional students, although the data are rendered questionable by a
low response rate (a characteristic problem of most vocational
follow-up studies).

109 Florida Community Junior College Inter-institutional
Research Council. Where Are They Now? A Follow-Up
Study of First Time in College Freshmen in Florida's
Comrnunit) Junior Colleges in Fall 1966. N.p.: Florida
Community Junior College Inter-institutional Research
Council, 1969. 58 pages. (ED 035 396)

This publication details the findings of a surve, .onducted in 1969
to assess the educational progress and opinions of those individu-
als who entered the Florida community colleges as first-time
freshmen in fall 1966. Utilizing responses from fi stratified random
sample of the students, it profiles thL avutage respondent in terms
of current residence, length of time between high school gradua-
tion and junior collige matriculation, educational achievement,
and opinions concerning the value of the junior college expe-
rience. Among the findings is that the majority of students in the
sample had not received an associate degree or transferred to a
senior institution in the time period covered. The study concludes
that, while these students had not met the traditional measures of
educational success, further research is needed to determine whethei
the colleges are assisting students in other, less tangible ways.

*110 Florida Department of Education. Articulation. Talla-
hasse, Fla.: Division of Community Colleges, Department
of Education, 1975. 61 pages. (ED 116 721)

This work provides information on the characteristics and
academic progress of 26,742 students who tr: Isferred from a

Note: N.p., "no place," is used when the publisher's location is
not specified in the work.
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Florida community college and were enrolled in one of the
universities of the Florida State University System during fall 1973.
Included are data on (1) personal characteristics, such as sex, race,
age, year of university entrance, and number of credit hours
transferred, (2) the university grade-point averages of the transfer
students, and (3) the relationship between Florida Twelfth Grade
Test scoies earned by the transfer students and their university
grade-point averages. Among the findings is that there was no
relationship between the students' Twelfth Grade Test scores and
their academic success at the unhersity. The study suggests,
therefore, that junior college students who have earned the
associate degree should be admitted to the university without
regard to earlier test scores.

111 Francis, John B., and Jones, Griffith, III. Education (?)
Employment: Comprehensive Follow-up Study of Two-
Year College Graduates in New York State, Phase II.
Buffalo: Department of Higher Education, State Univer-
sity of New York, 1976.101 pages. (ED 156 273)

This publication assesses the effectiveness of vocational education
in New York State's public two-year colleges through a follow-up
survey of 1970-71 and 1973-74 graduates, examining (1) the success
of graduates in job placement or university transfer; (2) salary and
job-mobility patterns; (3) graduates' opinions of the training they
received while at college; (4) employers' attitudes concerning
graduates' training and work performance; and (5) graduates' use
of college placement offices. It also provides a literature review
covering college placement services, the organization and staffing
of the placement function, and follow-up study methodologies.
The work provides the reader with insights into the difficulties
associated with vocational follow-up research and into one state's
efforts to overcome those difficulties.

112 Gragg, William L., and Stroud, Patricia M. "Do Com-
munity Colleges Help Salvage Late-Bloomers?" Commu-
nity College Review, 1977 4 (3), 37-41.

Please see no. 927 for the full annotation.
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1 A Illinois Community College Board, A Statewide Fottow-
p Stmly II:11 1973 Transfer Students from Illinois

Public Community Colleges (Ph(Ise HI Progress Report).
Vol. 2. n). 11. Soringliekl: Illinois Community College
Board, 1977. 54 pagN. (El) 110 891; 0...tlithk in microfiche
only)

This publication details the findings of a study conducted in 1(175
to assess the retention and academic iwrformance of 10 I.15
students who transferred from the Illinois public community
colleges in fall 1973 to public and private four-year colleges and
universities in the state. Among the findings is that 77.5 percent of
the transfer students either graduated or were enrolled in good
standing as of the end of spring 1975. The work also points out
that the students' grade-point average at the end of two years after
transfer was the same as the grade-point average earned by the
students at the community college level prior to transfer. This
study is useful as a quantitative analysis of the semester-by-
semester achievement and retention of a large statewide cohort of
community college transfers.

114 Illinois Community College Board. Illinois Public Com-
munity Colleges Statewide Occupational Student Follow-
up Study: Final Report of a Three Year Longitudinal
Study of Fall 1974 New Students Enrolled in Occupational
Programs. Springfield: Illinois Comtnunity College Board,
1979. 72 pages. (ED 169 958)

This publication details the findings of a four-year longitudinal
study conducted to examine the objectives, educaa experi-
ences, and employment success of 27,663 first-time in .nr,en who
enrolled in occupational programs at the Illinois community
colleges during fall 1974. It summarizes data pertaining to the
reasons students enrolled in occupational programs, the extent to
which former occupational students achieved their objectives, the
enrollment patterns of occupational students, and the educational
and employment status of former students. Among the findings are
that only 56 percent of the students matriculated with the intent of
preparing for employment in new career areas and that many
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enrollut with Objectives that could be met by completing one or
Iwo courses. The study is useful primarily as an illustration of the
diverse goals and enrollmetit patterns of vocational studelits,

115 John son, Alan, and Avila, Don. "Community Colleges:
Miniuniversities or Opportunity Centers?" Community/
Junior College Research Quarterly, 1977, I (2), 109-116,

This article compares the academic success of students enrolled in
two types of community colleges: (1) "miniuniversities," those
with traditional, punitive grading systems and academic probation
policies, and (2) "opportunity centers," those with pass/no-pass
grading systems. The authors trace the academic progress of first-
time, full-time students who enrolled in the transfer curricula at
four community colleges, two classified as "miniuniversities" and
two as "opportunity centers," They note that a larger percentage
of "opportunity center" students (52 percent) transferred to senior
institutions than did "miniuniversity" students (25 percent). They
also find that the grade-point averages of the "opportunity center"
transfers were higher than those of the "miniuniversity" students.
They conclude that the "weeding out" process of the "miniuniver-
sity" does not result in a more highly able cohort of community
college transfers.

116 Kastner, Harold H., Jr. "Instructional Accountability and
the Systems Approach." Community College Review,
1974, 2 (1), 35-41.

Please see no. 434 for the full annotation.

*117 Knoell, Dorothy M., and Medsker, Leland L. From Junior
to Senior Colleges: A Nationt.! Study of the Transfer
Student, Washington, D.C.: American Council on Educa-
tion, 1965. 102 pages,

This work reports the results of a national study of achieve-
ment of transfer students, focusing on degree attaint, outcomes
for dropouts who enrAled elsewhere, grade-point average, and
compzaisons with 1:P 'lye student populations. The authors discuss

88
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the factors affecting transfer student performance, analyze student
views on their performance, and review problematical practices
involving grades. They also examine state and institutional
differences in the performance of transfer students; the curricular,
counseling, and economic factors that affect transfer students; and
problems in articulation. They conclu(Ie that junior colleges have
a fine record in preparing students for transfer but suggest areas
for improvement, The work serves as an in-depth analysis of the
transfer function as it existed in the early 1960s.

118 Lach, ivan J., and Kohl, Peggy L. Follow-Up Study of FY
1979 Occupational Non-Graduate Completers. Spring-
field: Illinois Community College Board, 1981. 28 pages.
(ED 213 453)

The authors present the findings of a study conducted in 1980 to
follow up all students who were enrolled in occupational pro-
grams at the Illinois community colleges and wIto completed all of
the required skills courses but did not graduate with a degree or
certificate. They examine sur responses related to (1) satisfac-
tion with community colleL,. services, (2) impact of college
attendance on students, (3) degree of saccess in achieving goals, (4)
plans for further education, (5) em)loyment status, (6) job
satisfaction and relation of job to college program, and (7) the
helpfulness of the college in job placement. The work provides an
in-depth analysis of the gv.wing number of students who attend
community colleges with no apparent aim of attaining a degree or
certificate,

119 Lach, Ivan J.; Kohl, Peggy; and Wellman, Fred. Follow-
up Study of FY 1978 Occupational Gradt-qte.s of the
Illinois Public Community ColleLe..,. Springheld: Illinois
Community College Board, 1979. 3-1 pages. (ED 176 823)

The authors detail the findings of a survey conducted in 1979 to
follow up the 7,773 students who graduated from occupational
programs at the Illinois community colleges in 1978. Utilizing
responses from 53 percent of the graduates, they examine (I) their
employment status, placement rates, and salaries, (2) job location,

8
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(3) job satisfaction, (4) graduates' evaluation of community
colleges, ()) degree of graduates' success in achieving occupational
goals, and (6) impact Of commututy college tit tenlance Oil

sttulents. Among other findings, they note that library services,
instruction, and veterans' services were rated highly by the
graduates, while job placement and career counsding services
received the highest percentage of "poor" and "very poor" ratings.
The work provides insights into how a large cohort of vocational-
program graduates view their community colkge experience.

120 Medsker, Leland L. "Chapter F ivy: Performance II lid
Retention of Transfer Students." In Leland L. Medsker,
The Junior College: Progress and Prospect, Ncw York:
McGraw-Hill, 1960, pp. 119-140.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 25.

121 Miller, Howard F.; Jana wsky, Robin; and K;:ti., Adolf. The
Academic elchievelneal of Two -ear College Graduates in
New Jersey Four-Year Colleges. Research Report 77-2.
Trenton: New Jersey State D ,,,artment of Higher Educa-
Um, 1977. 19 pages. (ED 143 397)

The authors re% iew the findings of a study undertaken at 11w end
of spring 1975 to assess the at:aviemic achievement of 1,523
community college students who transferred to New Jersey senior
institutions in fall 1974. They evaluate the transfers' actuleinic
peAormance in four ways: (1) by comparing their pretransfer and
posttransfer grade-point averages, (2) by comparing their univer-
sity grade-point averages with those earned by native students, (3)
by determining the percentage of transfers who earned a C average
or above at the university, and (4) by comparing the number of
units attempted by the transfers during spring 1975 with the
number of units they actually comp/red. The study provides
insights into the academic peiformance of community college
transfers as a group, although attrition rates are not considered.
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122 Moughantian, I lehry; I ach, Ivan J.; Kohl, Peggy L.; and
Wellman, Fred L. 4 Staten' ide Fol low Up Study of
Students Who Transfer from Illinois Public Community
Colleges to Illinois PonrYear Colleges aml Universities.
Fall 1973 Transfer Students rolhnoed Through Spring
1976. Springfield; Illinois Conun inn ty College Ihmt d,
1978. 61 pages (ED 160 140; available in mi(rofiche only)

This publication details the findings of a three-year longittalinal
study conducted to examine the pretransfer characteristics,

achievement, and persistence of the 10,504 students who
transferred during fall 1973 from Illinois public comuninity
colleges to Illinois four-year colleges and univeuities. It examines
the tendency of students to transfer to nearby institutions; the
American College Testing Program scores of the students alai their
pretransfer grade-point averages; the percentage of students who
transferred with or witliout an associate degree; and the semester-
by-semester academic progress of the students iii terms of academic
standing, attrition rates, graduation rates, and grade-point
averages. The authors conclude that the Illinois community
colleges are successfully performing the transfer function, al-
though several study limitations are noted,

123 Nicl'ens, John. "Community College Dropout Redefined."
Co:.ege and University, 1976,51 (3), 322-329.

The author argues that community college dropout rates are
inflated, because attrition studies ignote the educational objectives
of dropouts and their plans to continue their education. Ile
supports this argument with data from a survey of 976 former
students from fifteen Florida community colleges: 57.7 percent
reported that they had reached their educational goals, and only
1.4 percent indicated that they had not attained their goals and
that they had no further plans to do so. He coucludes that it k
wrong to apply the "dropout" label to former stuctents who have
no intention of earning a credential or who leave collegt with the
intent of returning in the future.
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12'1 Nickens, John, "Hie Effect of Attendance at lint it la
Junior Colleges on Final Performance of Ilacca laureate
Degree Candidates in Selected Majors at the Florida Slate
University," Co llrgr arul niper.sily, 1970, 45 (3), 2$ I

Fhis article tompares the seniorlear grade-point averages ((PAs)
of two groups of Florida State University ( I'Sll) students who
received the baccalaureate degwe iii 1068: (1) those who had
transferred to the university front a Florida junior college and (2)
those native students who had started their college program at Pill
and had attended no Other collew. The author determines that, for
each of eighteen aciulemic majors, the final academic performance
of transfer and native students was not significantly different after
adjustments were made for differences in initial ability, as
measured by (he Florida Twelfth Grade Tests. tle concludes that
the transfer students in the sample were not at a disadvantage an
having attended a junicn college, but lw notes the limitations of
confining the study to s ',.nts actually attaining the baccalaureate
degree,

125 Noel h, Richard J., and Hanson, Cary. "Occupatit.al
Programs Do the Job." Community and Junior College
Journal, 1976. 47 (3), 28-30.

This article reports the results of a survey conducted by the
A uerican College Testing Program to assess the success of
community college students five years alto manic:illation. The
survey covered a national sample of 2,591 subjects, consisting of (I)
males and fenta les who originally enrolled in business and
marketing, accounting, science, social science, and arts and
humanities programs; (2) males who originally enrolled in
electrical engineering technology and auto mechanics programs;
and (3) females who originally enrolled in nursing programs. The
article assesses the oLcupatinnal status of the respondents five years
after initially enrolling, the relationship of the respondents' jobs to
their programs of study, and the respondents' attitudes toward
their experiences at the two-year college. The authors concluta
that most were employed in training-related jobs and felt that tlu
college experience had a positive impact on their lives.
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126 Oiegon State Departntent of Edtication, potiow./Ip Of
/080 Community College Vocational Prograrn Gou
mod Early /.eaperA 1;mpluyerA, Oivision
of Vocational Edncat hitt, Oregon Slate heti Onent tit
hlocation, 19142. 33 pages (ED 21(1 719)

This wont details the findings ()I a hiIIuv'ii1 uuIy COlidlICIed ill
sluing 1981 to assess the employment 410 educ:itional activities of
those students who graduated or Mopped 'nil how conlimplity
college vocal iona 1 programs in Oregon liii ing 1979-80, II
examines the job and ethicational activities ()I the students, their
incomes, mid the opinions of their employets ronceruing thi
mathematics skills, technical knowledge, work ,utitudes, work
quality, and ahilitivs in vading, writing, and spevki lig, drawing
comparisons by educationai oatus (iIropont or gr:doale), bY sex,
and by race. The report provides the h-ider with insights into the

copational success of students who drop And out of commun.
ity college vocational programs without catuing a ilegwe or
fel t if irate,

127' Phlegar, Archie G.; Andrew, Loyd D.; and McLaughlin,
Gerald W. "Explaining the Academie Performance of
Community College Students Who Transfer to a Senior
Institution." Research in Higher Educatiou, 1981, 15 (2),
99-108.

Using a sample of 361 community college students who transferred
to a large state tun vetsity in 1974 to identify predictors Of
posuransfer academic perfmmance, the authors find that commun-
ity coltege GPA is the best single predictor of university GPA and
suggest that itudents who complete more course requirements
inior to transfer rani higher -university grades. The article, presents
predictor equations for students in three curricular majors.
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128 Itithilidom, Ith haul C ,11,, mid Ihtlit elIe, 1)oilalil
PeoOstroce, PerformaNce 1)eRiee Jchiciwturnt (1/

Commswity (oiler;( Totoofen iv, .1liz())/(i'A
rotieroilie.%. Tempe; 1)epattiltelit ol I IiItri Fdit(

and Adti11 Fdlualion, (ollege 01 141(1(061)m Aii/ona
hlivelsily, 1980, HO pages. (F,1) 107 785)

epot I ((initiates the academic prisistem r iiiI deg! ee
OW1101(.111 of 0"(' }poops (If students at At iiona iinivrisities: (I)
students who moistened Olio the univeisily ;111e1 (unildeteitt4 Iwo

yeals ;11 i colniminity ((Mew., (2) students who tiatistened into ilie
imivetsity atm ( ompleling one yeal al a cominimily I 1411111, Mil
(3) native iii1jiitI, tudents. Findings alc host'd tiI ;I scuitestel.by
sentestel int:Ilysis ()I gradepoilil avelages, ietetition rates, ((dirge
cledits nulled, and gladtiatioil rates. Among whet findings, the
aulhois con( hide that students who iiansfei the univeisity ;Mei
completing two yeols at a community college peifoliii its %yell as
native students but that suidents who tiatisler alter Only one yeat at
the community college (I() not do iis well. The milk in( ludes

and in.depth explanations or study inethodology and

129 sch( chtelin, jonics D., mid nutemt, Abby I). Siudron
Folhno-Up of lottrants aud Graduates: Alatylaml Com-
munity Colhwes. Annapolis: Maryland State Board for
Community Colleges, 1980. 55 pages. (II) 195 312)

This publication assesses the degree to which the Maryland
community colleges help students achieve their edtuational and
career goals, drawing upon responses from students who entered
college in Lill WTI and from mualier cohort f tudents who

gnuluated iii 1978 to examine (I) the educational goals of the
respondents and the proportion of students wlm achieved then
goals, (2) reasons for college choice, (3) graduation rates of
entrants, (.1) reasons for discontinuing attendance, (5) employment
status and j(l) satisfaction, (6) the impact of community college
training On employment success, (7) the transfer rate among those
who desired trampfer, (8) the relationship of studies pursued b'
transfeis at the junior and senior institutions, and (9) student

9,1
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'4.1161;11 Ii011 svillt OW I MI1111%1161 4 41111.8t. 19'11Hr/14C, 'nil' 111116

0011 plovides insights into how, Maryland N1116'111,1 vii.w OH'
liWil 1 01101111101Y (1)Ilvtle 41110101111t

MO Vogler, Daniel F, As( hei 1.% l.ii iiIi "Snlveyilat
Employer Satislat non with 0(4 upationAl rthuatioll; State

(II 1hr MI." Joloma Id Studies 11, so al Curren, 1981,
135-1.10,

Please see no. 710 lot 111(.101.0m( 'allot!,

131 and suydvi, Fled A. "The Slants ol
Community College Follow-11p: Some lavas fot luiptove.
mem." American l'ocational Journal, 197,1, l (1), 10, 12-
.13.

Please see no. 711 tot the lull )IIIH)I;111ll1.

11" thus, Vellfold %V., and Stephen. "The Dubious
Promise of Posts, mdary Vocational Ftluration: Its Payofl
to Dropmlis and Gladuales in the U.S.A." International
fonrrnil of hIncatio14441 Development, 1982, 2, .12-59,

,ISV MT 110 7.12 for the full annotation.

133 wtay, Frederick V-, and eischtn k, Cetald "Ptedicting
Academic Success of Juttiot College Transfers." College
and University, 1971, .17 (1), 10-16.

This article describes a study conducted to predict the posttransfer
academic success ot 471 Alabama junior colkge students who
transferred to the state university between 1966 and 1068. It reveals
that junior conege CPA was OW 80011gest predictor of posttrarhfel
academic success luu warns that more accurate pn.dictive equa-
tions could be obtailwd by using a larger sample of transfers and
by subdividing them by program of study and junior col kge
attended.

9
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Ettiolliwitt Trends mid 1111111rOt

13i Ant ltsou, C, Arnold; Nloty icon; mid 'hint),
vim cut, Where (;011egr% I re mid I iIin ..1t(rflth: /4106 01
41.(rt+ibilitv in) Collekr dilfmlance, (;timattis,
skin on 1 liglict hint anon Sti irs. Nesv Yoa: Mithaw.
1 lilt, 1972. 299 pages.

l'his wink examines the ellci Is of I ollege cessihility upon the
eutollotnt t ollegt-aged youth in institutions 01 highet
ram comp:oing the 4441(10-1+,4,111g tales of Iii,41s siischti

81;itliaoles OS tvutli dilfrung ollrgeaccess podiles,
The aiti hots I thlk itiar Illit ii adcmic ability :oil family sot iocto.
:tomb %(IIII Ii ouisseigh the geogutplui pin,dolity 0( (stikge's
itt expliO11111-!, s,01.ime 111 Wilrt.te iiiciuiis,uce Imes, '1'hey suggc-a

hilthei tiiti egtmosiOl) Of junior college systems will hare to he

jsisnfi !mils otItet than the alguttlent that pinximity
c5 Intriht,1 .uAtional equality for ycnuth, The wink colon.
ltii''t I I 11;thci,...,,. to the thesis that t ()liege ptoximity

.

s 11,t, .,411 ipation rates of let cot high st hoof 14:m1u:tit's in

Itig o.hot nn

ndrews, v "Some Demographic and Ceoguaphic
spects of Onturtunity Colleges," .1u:until of (;(0,4/dph)',
1971, 73 (2), 10-

examines the growing number of community colleges
front a gorgraphical standpoint. The autlon provides three maps
of the United States, detailing state-by-state differences in average
enrollment pet public two-year college, the ratio" lf pithlic two-
year college enrollment to IOW! population, and the actual
percentage of the population enrolled in public two-year colleges

as of October 1972. She points out regional variances in college
quality and accessibility, concluding that community college
develoinvon should be suiting! cm a tegion.hy-region basis.
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136 Baron, Robert F. "The Change from Transfer to Career
Education at Community Colleges in the 1970s." Com-
munity/Junior College Quarterly of Research and Prac-
tice, 1982, 7 (1), 71-87.

Please see no. 687 for the full annotation.

137 Bender, Louis W. "It Pays to Advertise .. . Truthfully."
Community College Review, 1975, 3 (2), 32-39.

This article reports a study of college catalogues and other
publications, showing how they may tend to mislead prospective
students. The author notes that many such documents make false
promises regarding the amount of money a student can expect to
earn after graduation, the types of careers that he or she may be
qualified for, the extent of credit that can be earned, the college's
accreditation status, the cost of attending college, the time it takes
to obtain a degree or certificate, and institutional quality and
environment. He concludes that such misleading claims violate
Federal Trade Commission regulations that are applied to
proprietary schools and cautions that such regulations could be
applied to the public sector if colleges do not reduce the number of
misleading statements in their promotional material.

138 Brirmn, Jack, and Achilles, C. M. "The Reverse Transfer
Student: A Growing Factor in Higher Education." Re-
search in Higher Education, 1976, 4 (4), 355-360.

This article surveys a sample of 195 reverse transfer students to
assess their perceptions of the institutional characteristics that
foster academic success and determine whether students who drop
out of a university, enroll in a community college, and then return
to the same four-year institution improve in academic perfor-
mance. Among the findings are that students received higher
grades at the two-year colleges than at the four-year institution;
that these higher grades were attributed to smaller classes,
improved study routines, and a less competitive atmosphere at the
two-year college; and that respondents who returned to the four-
year college earned higher grades during their second go-around at
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the senior institution than during their first go-around. The
findings suggest that community colleges perform a salvage
function for reverse transfers.

139 Hyde, William, and Augenblick, John. Community
College Students, Costs and Finances: A Review of
Research Literature. Denver, Colo.: Education Finance
Center, Education Commission of the States, 1980. 121

pages. (ED 192 841)

This publication draws upon a review of the literature and
ongoing research to provide a composite profile of the enrollment
and financial status of the nation's community colleges. The
authors discuss prospective student enrollment behavior and
educational needs as determined through needs assessment surveys
and econometric models that identify enrollment influences
through regression analysis. They also examine (1) reasons for
attending a community college as opposed to other institutions of
higher education, (2) problems involved in using surveys and
models to predict enrollment, (3) available financial aid data and
the distribution of financial aid to community college students, (4)
criteria for assessing community college financial systems, (5)

tuition policies, (6) community service funding patterns, and (7)

the impact of tax limitations. The work provides an extensive
synthesis of research on enrollment and finance.

140 Kuznik, Anthony E.; Maxey, E. James; and Anderson,
Duane D. "Reverse Transfers: A Survey." Community and
Junior College Journal, 1974, 94 (5), 25-27.

This article reports the results of a survey conducted during 1969-

70 of reverse transfer students in all two-year colleges in Iowa.
These results indicate that the relatively high tuition rates of four-
year institutions were not the primary cause of the reverse transfer
phenomenon; the authors suggest that more powerful forces were
the academic problems experienced by the students while at the
four-year institution, as well as the impersonal nature of the senior
colleges. The article also details the future plans of the reverse
transfers, pointing out that 95 percent of those enrolled in arts and
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sciences programs hoped to earn a baccalaureate degree. It is useful
in understanding the motivations of those who transfer from a
four-year college to a two-year institution.

141 Lee, Robbie. "Reverse Transfer Students." Community
College Review, 1976, 4 (2), 64-70.

The author reviews the literature on reverse transfer students,
noting areas that require further research. She cites studies
examining the characteristics of reverse transfer students, the
leasons they have for leaving four-year colleges, and the evidence
(pro and con) that community colleges "salvage" these students by
giving them a second chance to succeed. She concludes that our
understanding of reverse transfer is limited, because (1) data have
heretofore been gathered from small samples, (2) the definitions of
reverse transfers are not consistent, and (3) assumptions concerning
the background and aspirations of these students have not been
challenged.

142 Lombardi, John. Riding the Wave of New Enrollments.
Topical Paper no. 50. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse
for Junior Colleges, 1975. 58 pages. (ED 107 326)

This publication analyzes demographic, economic, political, and
social causes of community college enrollment trends and exam-
ines the effects on enrollment of (I) proximity and low cost, (2) the
reclassification of existing institutions to two-year college status,
(3) community college usurpation of services formally provided by
other institutions, (4) the new majority of part-time students, (5)
the drift toward serving all persons over seventeen years of age, and
(6) strategies to attract and retain students. The author notes the
tendency to replace dwindling numbers of traditionally aged
college students with older, nontraditional constituencies and
discusses the threat that this tendency poses to the educational
integrity of the colleges. The work provides a comprehensive
analysis of enrollment trends in the mid 1970s.

9 9
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143 Lombardi, John. Resurgence of Occupational Education.
Topical Paper no. 65. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse
for Junior Colleges, 1978. 41 pages. (ED 148 418)

Please see no. 703 for the full annotation.

144 Lombardi, John. The Decline of Transfer Education.
Topical Paper no. 70. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse
for Junior Colleges, 1979. 37 pages. (ED 179 273)

Please see no. 897 for the full annotation.

145 Marks, Joseph L. "Understanding the Dynamics of
Change: The Case of the Humanities." Community
College Review, 1981, 9 (1), 6-11.

Please see no. 899 for the full annotation.

146 Patton, Dcmglas A., and Carine, Edwin T., Jr. "Changing
Patterns in Two-Year College Admissions Offices."
College Board Review, 1979, (112), 26-29.

This article investigates the status of community college admis-
sions offices in terms of staffing, responsibilities, relationships
with other departments, and special problems, drawing upon
interviews with administrators at twenty-six colleges, as well as the
findings of a survey of staff at sixty-seven additional institutions.
Among other observations, the authors note that the responsibili-
ties of admissions officers have increased over the years, although
the size of admissions staffs has remained constant; colleges have
responded to the dwindling number of traditional college-age
students by increasing the recruitment of adults; and administrator
concerns about attrition rates are not matched by appropriate
concern for attrition research, to which administrators assign a
relatively low priority. They argue that community college
admissions offices face greater challenges but that many are
conducting business as usual and not adequately responding to
changing times.

100
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147 Tinto, Vincent. "The Distributive Effects of Public Junior
College Availability." Research in Higher Education,
1975, 3 (3), 261-274.

This article details a study conducted to determine the effect of the
presence of a public junior college within a community on the
types of colleges attended by local high school graduates. The
author utilizes data gathered on the postsecondary experiences of
approximately 8,000 Illinois high school students who graduated
in 1966 to compare the college attendance patterns of persons with
and without a junior college in their community. He concludes
that the local availability of a public junior college serves largely
to alter the patterns of college going by substituting local
attendance for attendance elsewhere (particularly at four-year
colleges) in a manner inversely related to social status. He notes
the implications of this trend, including the hypothesis that the
establishment of community colleges may further "exacerbate
differences between the educational opportunities of persons from
different social-status backgrounds" (p. 274).

148 Vaughan, George B.; Elosser, Bonnie; and Flynn, R.
Thomas. Consumerism Comes to the Community College.
Topical Paper no. 55. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse
for Junior Colleges, 1976. 38 pages. (ED 118 205)

The authors review the issues and problems surrounding student
consumerism in community colleges, arguing that students are
consumers of higher education and that the educational market-
place needs to be concerned with fair-practice policies, just as
business and industry are. They note the factors that have crcated
consumerism problems at the community college (such as hard-sell
recruitment techniques) and present a rationale for committing
institutional resources to deal with these problems. They examine
college responses to growing student consumerism and present a
step.by-step description of the efforts undertaken by Monroe
Community College (New York) to write an educational prospec-
tus that answers student concerns such as "Will I find a job if I
enroll in a career program?" and "What percentage of entering
students actually graduate?"

101
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149 Wattenbarger, James L.; Cage, Bob N.; and Amey, L. H.
The Community Junior College: Target Population,
Program Costs and Cost bifferentials. Gainesville: Insti-
tute of Higher Education, University of Florida, and
National Education Finance Project, 1970. 163 pages. (ED
045 068)

Please see no. 474 for the full annotation.

150 Willet, Lynn H. "'One-Stop or Stop-Out?' A Five-Year
Longitudinal Analysis of Cominunity College Atten-
dance." Community/ Junior College Quarterly of Research
and Practice, 1983, 7 (4), 333-341.

This article examines the attendance flow over a four-year period
of a cohort of 3,159 full-time and part-time freshmen at a public
community college in the Midwest, noting that at the end of the
five-year period, only 13 percent had completed the requirements
of a certificate or an associate degree. It also points out that 29
percent were "one-shot" students who attended for one semester
only; 50 percent were "stop-out" students who had attended one
semester, dropped out during the subsequent term, and then re-
enrolled at a later date; and 8 percent were still enrolled at the
college. It provides insights into the irregular attendance patterns
of community college students.

Minorities and the Economically Disadvantaged

151 Astin, Alexander W. Minorities in American Higher
Education: Recent Trends, Current Prospects, and Recom-
nzendations, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982. 263 pages.

Drawing upon a variety of data sources to examine the status ot
blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos, and American Indians in
American higher education, this work provides a descriptive
analysis of these minority groups in terms of access to higher
education, choice of institution, field of study, and degree
attainment. It also examines factors that inquence the access and
educational attainment of minority students, concluding, among
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other findings, that many minority students are denied equal
educational opportunity because they are disproportinnately
enrolled in community colleges and thus have reduced chances of
persisting to the baccalaureate degree. The author suggests that
community colleges need to improve their track record in moving
studentsespecially minoritiesthrough the educational pipeline.

152 Beckwith, Miriam M., and Edwards, Sandra J. Ethnic
Minorities in Two-Year Colleges: Report to the Higher
Education Research Institute. Los Angeles: Center for the
Study of Community Colleges, 1979. 107 pages. (ED 176
831)

This work reviews research on the participation of minorities in
community college education, discussing enrollment patterns,
attrition rates, special programs for minorities, the effect of
selectivity standards in occupational programs, and barriers to
college enrollment in general. It also examines institutional
practices that may hinder or encourage minority participation,
such as special admissions procedures, differential tuition and fee
charges, and evening classes, concluding with an analysis of
articulation/transfer issues. The work provides community college
officials with a thorough review of the issues surrounding
minority access.

153 de los Santos, Alfredo G., Jr.; Montemayor, Joaquin; and
Solis, Enrique, Jr. "Chicano Students in Institutions of
Higher Education; Access, Attrition, and Achievement."
Aztlan, 1983, 19 (1), 79-110.

This article provides an analysis of national, state, and institu-
tional data related to the enrollment, retention, and degree
completion of Hispanic students in higher education. The authors
discuss the comparability and compatibility of data from different
sources and summarize data related to the participation of
Hispanics in higher education, attrition rates, the reasons for
attrition, and degree attainment rates, including both junior
college and university statistics. They conclude with recommenda-
tions for improved data-collection efforts, including studies that
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examine enrollment, attrition, and transfer rates of Hispanic
students.

154 Ericson, David P., and Robertshaw, Dianne. "Social
Justice and the Community College." Community/Junior
College Quarterly of Research and Practice, 1982, 6 (4),
315-341.

Please see no. 980 for the full annotation.

155 Gilbert, Fontelle (ed.). Minorities and Conzmunity Col-
leges: Data and Discourse. Washington, D.C.: American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges, 1979
pages. (ED 171 345)

This publication provides six articles describing the accomplish-
ments of community colleges in serving minority populations,
including brief essays on the importance of community colleges
for blacks, the developmental studies program at El Centro College
(Texas), programs for Indian students at Haskell Indian Junior
College, the efficacy of community colleges for minorities, the past
and future relationship between minorities and the two-year
colleges, and the special needs of minorities. It also provides
minority enrollment data for 1978 and discusses barriers to
minority participation in higher education, including language
problems, testing and admissions criteria, finances, and poor
academic preparation.

156 Knoell, Dorothy M. Toward Educational Opportunity for
All. Albany: Office of Executive Dean for Two-Year
Colleges, State University of New York, 1966. 234 pages.
(ED 011 454)

Please see no. 969 for the full annotation.
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157 Knoell, Dorothy M. People Who Need College: A Report
on Students We Have Yet to Serve. Washington, D.C.:
American Association of Junior Colleges, 1970. 204 pages,
(ED 041 573)

This publication details the methodology and findings of a

national study undertaken by the American Association of Junior
Colleges (AAJC) to gain information about black youth who
might be recruited by local community colleges. The author
examines (1) the high school records, college-going rates, and
socioeconomic backgrounds of a large sample of black and white
students who graduated from high school in 1968, (2) the scores

earned by these students on standardized tests taken while in high
school, (3) the outcomes of interviews with approximately 1,000
black high school graduates who did not go on to college, and (4)
the scores earned by a sample of black high school graduates on a
variety of nontraditional cognitive tests. She summarizes the
college-going rates of black versus white high school graduates,
the future plans of non-college-goers, and their attitudes toward
education. This work represents a landmark effort by the AAJC to
better understand potential black students, although only limited
implications are drawn between the study findings and college
recruitment practices.

158 Levin, Bernard H., and Glowes, Darrel A. "Realization of
Educational Aspirations Among Blacks and Whites at
Two- and I:our-Year Colleges." Gonununity/ Junior
College Research Quarterly, 1980, 4 (2), 185-193.

The authors utilize data collected in the National Longitudinal
Study of the High School Class of 1972 to investigate the
contribution of two-year colleges to educational equality. They
find that (I) low-ability blacks are overrepresented in four-year
colleges rather than in two-year institutions; (2) blacks aspiring to
the baccalaureate degree are less likely to attain it than are whites,
although blacks and whites aspiring to only two years of college
are equally successful in meeting their goal; and (3) initial
attendance at a two-year college significantly reduces the probabil-
ity of attaining a baccalaureate degree four years after high school.
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Although failing to interrelate the implications of the three
findings, they note that the third provides strong evidence in
support of Astin's conclusions in Pour Critical Years (no. 104).

159 Monroe, Charles R. "Chapter Seven: Programs for the
Disadvantaged." In Charles R. Monroe, Profile of the
Community College: el Handbook. San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 1972, pp. 103-127.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please sec no. 27.

160 Moore, William, Jr. Community College Response to the
High-Risk Student: el Critical Reappraisal. Horizons
Monograph Series. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for
Junior Colleges; Washington, D.C.: American Association
of Community and Junior Colleges, 1976. 60 pages. (ED
122 873)

This work critically examines the community college response to
disadvantaged, high-risk students, arguing that community
colleges are not the teaching-oriented, student-centered institutions
they claim to be. The author questions the commonly accepted
belief that poor achievement can be traced to the social, family,
economic, and motivational background of the student; he also
questions the extent to which counseFng and remedial programs
have assisted low-achieving students, concluding that community
colleges are actually conventional institutions that value students
who are "college material" and do not accommodate the special
needs of high-risk students. He calls for further research on the
effects of instruction, teacher attitudes, and other institutional
factors that impinge on the achievement of nontraditional
students,
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161 Morrison. James L., and Ferrante. Reynolds. Compensa-
tory Education in Two-Year Colleges. Report no. 21.
University Park: Center for the Study of Higher Educa-
tion, Pennsylvania State University, 1973. 60 pages. (ED
078 818)

Please see no. 784 (or the full annotation.

*162 Olivas, Michael A. The Dilemma of Access: Minorities in
Two-Year Colleges. Washington, D.C.: }Inward University
Press. 1979. 259 pages.

The author reviews available data on the status of black, Hispanic,
Asian, and Native American students in the American school and
college system. He traces the progress of minorities through the
system, demonstrating that most of those who go on to higher
education attend a community college. lie takes the position that
the educational system is inequitable, because public two-year
colleges spend less money per student than senior institutions, and
he recommends special federal funding for two-year colleges. better
datacollection procedures regarding minority students, a review of
state policies that place disproportionately large numbers of
minorities in two-year colleges, aggressive affirmative action
programs to attract minority faculty to two-year colleges, better
transfer policies between two-year and four-year institutions,
enhanced academic advising for minority students, and an
increased emphasis on basic skills instruction in secondary
schools. The work includes numerous data tables and an extensive
bibliography.

163 Pa lola, Ernest G., and Oswald, Arthur R. Urban Multi-
Unit Community Colleges: Adaptation for the '70s.
Berkeley: Center for Research and Development in Higher
Education, University of California, 1972. 129 pages. (ED
068 096)

This publication discusses the organization of urban community
colleges in multiunit districts and reports the findings of a study
conducted to assess the performance of six urban multiunit
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districts in serving disadvantaged students. The authors analyze
four problem areas: increased minority enrollment, faculty
ignorance about the plight of educationally disadvantaged ghetto
students, traditional budgeting methods that do not meet the
special needs of urban campuses, and conflict about the extent of
local control over inner-city campuses. They describe the scope of
college services for the disadvantaged and analyze the features of
successful recruitment and community development programs,
concluding that three barriers hinder urban colleges in fulfilling
their missions: lack of commitment to developmental education,
inadequate financial support, and rigid districtwide organizational
structures.

164 Pulliams, Preston. "Black Students Feel Left-Out."
Community College Review, 1977, 5 (1), 11-15.

The author of this article studies black students in a community
college to determine the relationship between their self-concepts
and their success in school, finding that failing black students have
lower self-concepts than successful black students and suffer from
a general lack of orientation to the college. He recommends using
the Human Potential Seminar Process, a structured activity
designed to aid participants in reaching higher self-regard, as a
way of increasing their chances for success. Ile also recommends
the use of black peer counselors and more black staff members at
all levels.

165 Southern Regional Education Board. The Black Commun-
ity and the Community College: Action Programs for
Expanding Opportunity. it Project Report. Atlanta, Ga.:
institute for Higher Educational Opportunity, Southern
Regional Education Board, 1970. 60 pages. (ED 016 380)

This publication briefly describes several efforts undertaken by
junior colleges in the South to improve the recruitment of black
students and to provide the special support services needed by
many black students to succeed. It includes descriptions of
recruitment efforts that involve outreach into local high schools
and into the community at large and also examines supplementary
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support services related to precounseling am! preparation at the
admissions office, compensatory or remedial programs, and
counseling and tutorii.1 services, drawing upon these progiams to
outline guidelines for rectuiuuent and assistance efforts that are
designed to expand educational opportunity for blacks. It is useful
as a brief analysis of how junior colleges in the South sought to
improve services for blacks in the late 1960s.

166 Temp lin, Robert G., Jr. "Chapter Two: Keeping the Door
Open for Disadvantaged Students," In George B. Vaughan
and Associates, Issues for Community College Leaders in a
New Era. San Francisco; Jossey-Bass, 1983, pp. 39-54.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 37.

167 Tschechtelin, James D. Black and White Students in
Maryland Community Colleges. Annapolis: Maryland
State Board for Community Colleges, 1979. 20 pages. (ED
175 513)

This work draws upon a follow-up survey (conducted in 1978) of
first-time students who enrolled in the Maryland community
colleges during fall 1974 to compare the goals and goal achieve-
ment of black and white students. The author notes that consider-
able differences were found between the characteristics and
educational experiences of the two student groups (1) blacks were
more likely to be female, to attend full time, and to be in business
and commerce programs; (2) black students completed fewer
credits and were less likely to earn the associate degree; and (3)
blacks did not acHeve their transfer goals as often as whites. He
points out, however, that there were no differences between blacks
and whites in the area of employment goal achievement. The work
serves as a cursory overview of differences between the educational
experiences of black and white students in the Maryland commun-
ity colleges.
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168 West, Russell F., and Shearon, Ronald W. "Differences
Between Black and White Students in Curriculum Pro.
grain Status." Community/Junior College Quarterly of
Research aml Practice, 1982, 6 (3), 239-251.

Please see no. 989 for the full annotation.

The Special Needs of Nontraditional Students

169 Breuder, Robot L. A Statewide Study: Identified Problems
of International Students Enrolled in Public Community/
Junior Colleges tn Florida. Tallahassee: Department of
Higher Education, Florida State University, 1972. 73
pages. (ED 062 977)

This publication details findings of a survey conducted during fall
1971 to identify the problems experienced by foreign students
enrolled in the Florida community colleges and to rompare the
perceived problems of those students with those of foreign students
enrolled in Florida State University. The author summarizes
survey data by sex of respondent, by length of time the student had
been enrolled (less than twelve months, more than twelve months),
and by proficiency in English. He notes, among other findings,
that most problems were perceived in the areas of financial aid,
English language usage, placement, and admissions. He also
determines that the problems perceived by foreign students in the
junior colleges were not significantly different from those
perceived by undergraduate foreign students in the university
setting. The work is useful as a descriptive analysis of the
problems faced by foreign students, although few implications for
practice are discussed.

170 Chickering, Arthur W. "Adult Development: Implications
for Teaching and Learning." Community Services Cata-
lyst, 1979, 9 (2), 4-10.

The author urges community colleges to take account of the
various developmental stages of their adult students so that a
sufficient variety of programs and instructional methods may be
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employed. lie argues that higher education in the past has
recognized only a limited array of human abilities, centering on
reading, writing, and other verbal skills, and has failed to
recognize other types of competencies that must be applied to
various social problems, interpersonal relations, and personal
development. Ile suggests that, because students are at different
developmental stages, an institution cannot pitch its educational
program at a particular stage or limit it to a particular area.

171 Clarke, Johnnie R. Commitment to the Nontraditional
Student. Topical Paper no. 51. Los Angeles: ERIC Clear-
inghouse for Junior Colleges, 1975. 18 pages. (ED 107 327)

This publication provides guidelines for developing community
college programs that meet the needs of nontraditional students.
The author discusses institutional commitment to the nontradi-
tional student and ways to translate that commitment to specific
actions in the areas of recruitmcw and admissions, course
registration, counseling, academi, iling, and student activities.
The work is useful as a step-by-step guide to administrative
practices that can make the college more responsive to nontradi-
tional students.

172 College Entrance Examination Board. The Foreign Stu-
dent in United States Community and Junior Colleges: A
Colloquium Held at Wingspread, Racine, Wisconsin,
October 18-20, 1977. New York: College Entrance Exami-
nation Board, 1978. 86 pages.

This work presents a series of essays that examine the impact of
foreign students enrolled in community colleges and the efforts
that might be undertaken to improve the quality of their educa-
tional experiences. It discusses (I) why foreign students attend
community colleges and what happens to them in the community
college setting, (2) the demographic characteristics of foreign
students, and (3) issues related to planning and implementing
community college programs for foreign students. It concludes
with a public statement dealing with the purpose of international
education in community colleges, the role of foreign students in
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promoting international education, and suggested administrative
guklelines for the development of special foreign student pro-
grams. It provides useful background inforiration for student
personnel administrators facing increased enrollmems of foreign
students,

173 Cross, K. Patricia. Beyond the Open noor: New Students
to Higher Education. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1971. 200
pages.

The author draws upon secondary analyses of large-scale student
surveys to assess the characteristics and educational needs of "new
studerw," those who fall in the lowest third on tests of academic
ability and for whom the school experience has been one of
accumulated failure. She compares these students with their more
academically able peers on the basis of interests, attitudes toward
eAucation, occupational aspirations, and post-school experiences,
presenting separate analyses of women and minorities who fit the
"new student" NI:40e. She emphasizes that increased access does
not ensure academic success and that alternative educational
programs need to be established to meet the interests of "new
students" and help overcome their fear of academic failure.

174 Cross, K. Patricia. Accent on Learning: Improving Instruc-
tion and Reslzaping the Curriculum San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1976. 291 pages.

Please see no. 563 for the full annotation.

175 Cross, K. Patricia. Adults as Learners: Increasing Partici-
pation and Facilitating Learning. San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 1981. 300 pages.

The author draws upon an extensive review of available research
to examine the characteristics and motivations of adult learners.
Individual chapters discuss (1) the root causes of increased adult
participation in education, (2) the arguments of those who see
dangers in the growing pressures on adults to participate in
education, (3) the characteristics of adult learners, (4) research
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findings On the limtivations for and deterrents to mink learning,
and (5) studies about how adults learn. The book also provides an
explanatory model "of the motivation beIlind adult participation
in !vatic ig activities" (p, xiii) and presents a framework four
understanding "the interaction between learners and their
environments" (p. xiv). It serves as flu easily understood synthesis
Of research On adult participation in formal learning activities.

176 Davis, James IN. "Foreign Students in the 2-Year College."
International Educational and Cultural Excluinge, 1971, 7
(2), 25-32.

The author notes characteristics of the two-year college that pose
problems for foreign students and suggests procedures to facilitate
their enrollment. Fie emphasizes that the lower-division, compre-
hensive curriculum of the community college may not be appro-
priate for many foreign students but points out that the presence of
foreign students on campus enriches the educational experiences of
the native students, boosts faculty interest, and enhances the image
of the United States abroad. He warns administrators to provide
prospective foreign students with accurate information about the
community college and briefly outlines suggestions for admis-
sions, orientation, housing, advising, on-campus programming,
and other factors that need to be considered in recruiting interna-
tional students.

177 DeCrow, Roger. Older Americans: New Uses of Mature
Ability. Washington, D.C.: American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges, 1978. 32 pages. (ED 154
859; available in microfiche only)

This work draws upon a national survey of two-year institutions
to provide a brief descriptive account of community college
programs and services for the elderly. It describes four types of
activities: (1) senior employment services that provide career
counseling, job placement, and job development; (2) volunteer
set vice programs that recruit, organize, and manage senior
volunteers in federally sponsored and community-based activities;
(3) occupational and job-skills training; and (4) efforts to overcome
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age discrimination and other barriers to the employment Of
seniors, It also provides a seventy-four-item bibliography of
materials related to aging and the education of older adults, It

provides Ow reader with insights IWO ilOW llnumunity colleges
have gmie In.yond traditional education inogranis to provide
Outreach services for disadvantaged community constituencies.

178 Diener, Thomas, "Foreign Students and U.S. Community
Colleges." Community College Review, 1980, 7 (4), 58-65.

Please see no. 618 for the full annotation,

179 Dziech, Billie Wright. "Chapter Three: Clumging Status of
Women." In George B. Vaughan and Associates, Issues for
Community College Leaders in a New Era. San Francisco:
jossey-Bass, 1983, pp. 55-75.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 37.

180 Eliason, Carol. Women in Community and Junior Col-
leges: Report of a Study on Access to Occupational
Education. Washington, D.C.: American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges, 1977. 64 pages.

This publication reports findings of a study conducted by
members of the American Association of Women in Community
and Junior Colleges to determine enrollment patterns of women
students in occupational programs. The author examines the types
of programs in which women enroll, personal characteristics of the
students, and interview information gained from 400 students on
anticipated sex discrimination in jobs, previous and concurrent
employment experience, and knowledge of available careers,
concluding that enhanced recruitment and -:ounseling will he
needed if sizable numbers of women are to be attracted to programs
that prepare for employment in careers other than female-
dominated occupations, such as secretarial, nursing, and child-care
work. The work includes a list of exemplary community college
programs attracting women into new occupational areas.
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181 Elias() Carol, Equity Coun.wling for Corn Munity Cob'
lege Women, Washington, D,C.: American Association of
Community and .Innior (olleges, 1979, 291 pages. (ED 187
369)

Please see no. 756 for the full annotation,

182 Eliason, N. Carol, Adult PartTime Learners in the
Eighties. Wash i ngt On, D.C. : Am(!rican A ssocia lion of
Community and Junior Colleges, 1980, 24 pages (ED 188
715)

The author addresses numerous issues and questions related to the
adult part-time student, begininng with a comparison of the
demographic characteristics of adults in and out of college and
then pointing to several subpopulations that might be better
served by the community college (for example, women, the aging,
minorities, and blue-collar workers). She considers the educational
needs of adult learners and provides insights into the issues of (1)
organizational structures, such as internal college services,
interinstitutional consortia, educational brokerages, and coopera-
tive agreements; (2) the institutional changes needed to meet the
needs of adult populations; (3) methods of delivering services; (4)
restructuring of financial aid; (5) funding options and budgeting
priorities; and (6) the benefits of continuing education for the
adult learner. The work concludes with a 106-item bibliography
that is particularly useful as a source of further information.

183 Glickman, Lillian L.; Hersey, Benjamin S.; and Golden-
berg, I. Ira. Community Colleges Respond to Elders: A
Sourcebook for Program Development. Washington, D.C.:
National Institute of Education, 1975. 66 pages. (ED 115
332)

This work describes the educational needs of older adults and
surveys some of the programs carried out in response to those
needs by community colleges. The authors develop an inclusive
model of educational program development for elders, with step-
by-step directions on how to set up a core curriculum, form
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ilssvss needs, select program it .tent, ensure program
effectiveness, and secure staffing, financing, and other needed
resources, listing federal, stale, and other k'Soillfes Oh Wilk!l a
community college call draw for assistance ill program develop-
mem. They conclude that couunnnity colleges will need to offer a
wider spectrum Of activities for elders, inchniing programs that
prepare people tor seomd careers nd provid(' 01)00115 for Ilie
Of leitillre

184 Mangano, Joseph A., and Corrado, Thonms J. Respond-
ing to the Needs of Re-entry &lulls in Two-Year Colleges.
Albany: Two-Year College Student Developtnent Center,
State University of New York, 1979. 18 pages. (ED 180 561)

This publication briefly analyzes issues surrounding the commun-
ity college role in serving adult re-entry students, focusing on (1)
the state of the art in lifelong learning; (2) the characteristics of
adult re-entry students in terms of age, objectives, emplo) ment
backgrounds, sex, educational objectives, and preferences for
learning sites and school schedules; (3) the responsiveness of
community colkges, through open-door policies, to adult learners;
and (4) ways of integrating lifelong learning into the two-year
college. It also discusses the findings of a project undertaken to
(etermine the relative importance of selected educational needs to
adult re-entry students and to assist two-year colleges in providing
programs and support services for these nontraditional students.

185 Matthewson, Douglas E., Jr. A National Survey of Interna-
tional Students and Programs in Community Junior
Colleges in the United States. Washington, D.C.: Junior
College Committee, National Association for Foreign
Student Affairs, 1968. 190 pages. (ED 024 362)

The author reviews the findings of a survey conducted in the late
1960s to examine the provisions made by junior colleges for the
enrollment and support of foreign students. He draws upon usable
responses from 410 !out of 850) institutions to detail (1) general
information, such as the number of colleges that have foreign
students and the number that have a foreign student program; (2)
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;Omissions awl housing iillornialion, such as tic, existence ol
special admissions plocedities and Ow plovision el !noisily,: (I)
littalitial inhumation, such as the plovidott 01 financial aid; :mil
(1) enrollliwill inhumation, I le also plovides haulm:11km Oil
English IHOI Iu911y plohlems and on ihe lespi onions' pliiloso.
Odes legal-ding tile condiment of folvigii sindoils. The 550ik
soves as a statistical plotile ol lotrign modem soviet's and
elliollilleitt in the mid 1960s,

186 Mtvirow, Jack, and Malsick, Victoria. gdoeation for
Perspective Ii ansfornm lion; IVomett's Ilerntry Programs
its Community Colleges. New York: Center for Adult
Education, (kiltanbia Utketsity, 1978, t3'.1 pages. (El) Hit;
:167)

Ehe uthors draw from a national field study of wonten's te-enny
programs at community yolleges to relate these programs to
theories Of adult developoleol tttid to discuss program administra
lion, They describe how re-entry prt)grams facilitate a developmen-
tal process of "perspective transformation," by which students
critically examine sex stereotypes and work to overcome culturally
ioduced dependency roles. They also present a classification of
various types of re-entry programs and discuss beir goals, their
iittegration into the college community, and their staffing
requirements. They conclude with a description of an evaluation
guide that can be used by administratOrs of re-entry programs foe
determining how staff, students, and otlwr constituencies differ in
terms of their ivrceptions of program goals and services. The work
provides directors of community college women's programs vith
useful analysis of the theoretical and administrative underpinnings
of re-entry progr:.ms.

187 Nichols, Donald I). "Women's Programs at Public Com-
munity Colleges." Community and Junior College Jour-
nal, 1976,46 (4),7-8,

The author surveys 577 community college deans of students to
identify the types of programs and services offered for female
students and community members. He examines types of special
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188 IwAsh. palticia Anti (ed.), sen,i" Nt popidationA. Nyw
Diteclions lior Community Colleges, no, 27. Sail hainisco:
JosseyIlass, 1979. 1 1.1 pag('s, (El) 1 75 re2,11)

This soincebook examines community college piogiains, adivi
ties, and services for obler adults, die handicapped, and women, 11
movides insights into the development of emeritus colleges,
gerontology «,tilers, interinstitutional consonia for oldr adults,
and support sei vices for the handicappe(l. It ;dm) analyies the
concept Of te-vtitty education and provides detailed tlescriptions of
;iti industrial-technology program for women, special program
for rural women, and a progam for women who are returning to
ilie workplace after ion extended absence. It serves M ;I hatilc
sinircebook for administrators charged with tlit. task of developing
services for these special popolations.
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Dining fall 1981, 252,269 111111611e and parttime faculty
111(11161N WO' elliplOyed the two.yeal olleges.
works cited in dds chapter of the bibliography deal with the
attitudes, backgrounds, and personal nd professimial characteris.
tics of those ntstrnclols. COOks in this cluipter are airanged
under the categories c/1 faculty clmracteristics (llos. 189-235), the
faculty s professionals (nos. 236-270), faculty relatims with OW

colfrge (nos. 271-304), and parttime faculty (nos. 305-314).

Faculty Characteristics, Attitudes, and Instructional Practices

The literature inchules several state and national faculty
studies that provkle a wealth of information on the characteristics
Of coinni unity college instructors and on their altitudes and
instructional practices. Specific topics examined ill these studies
include:

the characteristks and instructional practices of faculty within
individual disciplines (ilos. 192, 193, 195, 198. 205, 206, 207,
209, 210, 212, 213, 221, 222, 224);
instructor jc.., satisfaction (nos. 194, 197, 200, 216, 235);
personal values and psychological traits (nos. 196, 201, 227);
attitudes toward educational innovations and toward the
educational role of the community college (nos. 189, 191, 199,
214, 223, 229); and
the alienation of community college faculty from colleagues at
four-year colleges and universities (nos. 217, 218).
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A IIkIjI ihr tlf this Inemune l Mr 4111114-11IlV Uisi ioiiI II41r
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conclusion regarding the satisfactions and Ilitstmlions that
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h he pointed (nu Mat the literanne twoyein
college (acidly focuses imat ily on those teaching transfel
ionises, Godhey and I lohnsumn (no, 211) air all em-vloi"li: they
plovide comparative data on Liculty at I ommunity i ()lieges and al
vorationakechnical instimtious.

The Faculty as Professionals: Preservice Eamaalm, In.Servire
Faculty Development, and Faculty Evalmnion

During the growth era of the 1960s, considerable ttention
was paid to preseivice education for community college faculty.
Many observels totesaw the problems involved in hit ing Ilishulit
tots whose graduate education had prepmed them for reseal ch
rather than teaching. During this era, liter:nine on the professional
status of facility included discussions or instructor ckilentialing
(lbo. 246), teaching internships for graduate students (no. 245),
nontraditional graduate degrees, such as the doctor of arts
(no. 270), and the pros and cons of hiring Ph.D. graduates (nos, 218.
266).

Enrollment stabilitation in the 1970s, however, cnrbed
faculty hiring rates and, concomitantly. concern for presets ice
faculty training. Writers increasingly turned to the problems of in-
service faculty development, addressing such issues as the manage-
ment and evaluation of staff development programs (nos, 249, 254,
255, 256, 262), common practices in staff development (nos. 240.
242, 250, 260, 264, 268), and the assessment of staff development
needs (nos. 237, 238, 243, 261, 269). Handbooks on staff develop-
ment also appeared. Significantly, though. the literature on faculty
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.oculty anti atIniiiiistratot altilutles linvOul collet Ike bolgain
ing (nos, 27.1, 293);

the 101,1 causv% of tont% iive lialgaining (nos. 271. 273);
the dil felences het wren volleges with and those without
colic( live bat gaining (nos, 282, 300);
conttact provisions and the pioceiltites for grim:111(e
tion (nos. 273, 277, 279, 286, 287, 288);
the effects of collective bargaining on the faculty role iii
governance ind on faculty salaries (uos. 272, 283. 289, 295,
298);

the efkct of collective bargaining on the centtalitation of state
authority (no. 291); and
variations in collective bargaining practices (Ito. 273).
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106 Key Resources on Community Colleges

and Brawer (no. 12), and Vaughan and associates (no. 37). These
works also include several citations that may lead the reader to
further information.

The ERIC data base also includes thousands of documents
that provide information on two-year college faculty. These
documents include:

state and national compilations of statistical data on the
number and demographic characteristics of faculty;
descriptions of faculty development and evaluation programs
that have been established at individual colleges;
opinion papers presented by faculty at professional conferen-
ces; and
discussions of efforts undertaken at individual institutions to
integrate part-time faculty into the mainstream of the college
community.

The use of ERIC as an informational resource is discussed in
Chapter Thirteen.

Faculty Characteristics

189 Alderman, Donald L., and Mahler, William A. "Faculty
Acceptance of Instructional Technology: Attitudes Toward
Educational Practices and Computer-Assisted Instruction
at Community Colleges." Programmed Learning and
Educational Technology, 1977,14 (1), 77-91.

The authors draw upon a survey of 300 faculty members at six
community colleges to investigate instructor attitudes toward
computer-assisted instruction and to test the hypothesis that
teacher resistance thwarts the adop,..on of new 'nstructional
technologies. Among their findings is that faculty feel comfortable
with computer-assisted instruction in remedial classes dealing with
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basic skills and memory work but that they disagree on the value
of computer usage in more advanced courses or in classes
involving creativity. They conclude that faculty at two-year
colleges are no more receptive to computer-assisted instruction
than faculty at four-year colleges.

190 Allen, Kenneth. "Student and Faculty Attitudes." Library
College Journal, 1970, 3 (4), 28-36.

Please see no. 650 for the full annotation.

191 Barshis, Donald. "The Art of Teaching Versus Teaching
the Arts." In Stanley F. Turesky (ed.), Advancing the
Liberal Arts. New Directions for Community Colleges, no.
42. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1983, pp. 55-62.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 548.

192 Beckwith, Miriam M. Science Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Interdisciplinary Social Sciences. Los Angeles:
Center for the Study of Community Colleges and ERIC
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1980. 69 pages. (ED 181
955)

Please see no. 871 for the full annotation.

193 Beckwith, Miriam M. Science Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Mathematics. Los Angeles: Center for the Study
of Community Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for
Junior Colleges, 1980. 80 pages. (ED 176 386)

Please see no. 872 for the full annotation.

194 Benoit, Richard J., and Smith, Al. "Demographic and Job
Satisfaction Characteristics of Florida Community College
Faculty." Community/ Junior College Research Quarterly,
1980, 4 (3), 263-276.

The authors analyze changes over time in the demographic and
job-satisfaction profiles of full-time certified staff in the Florida
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community colleges, comparing the findings of two statewide
surveysone conducted in 1968 and one conducted in fall 1977
that collected data on age, sex, marital status, salaries, educational
backgrounds, teaching and/or administrative experience, partici-
pation in in-service programs, and factors contributing to job
satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Among their findings is that,
though there was a 71 percent increase in the number of certified
staff employed at the colleges between 1968 and 1977, there was
only a 3 percent increase in the proportion of staff made up by
women. They also conclude that staff perceptions about factors
contributing to job satisfaction had not significantly changed over
the years.

195 Brawer, Florence B. The Humanities in Two-Year Col-
leges: The Faculty in Review. Los Angeles: ERIC Clear-
inghouse for Junior Colleges and C, ,it, r for the Study of
Community Colleges, 1975. 52 pages. 1 ) I I I 469)

The author draws upon an extensive literature review to examine
the characteristics of community college faculty who teach the
humanities. She summarizes research findings on the educational
backgrounds of these instructors, the in-service programs that are
available to them, and factors affecting the work environment,
including work loads, salaries, the lack of opportunities to do
research, approaches to instruction, and the transition from
graduate school to community college teaching. Among her
conclusions is that the usual preparation for specialized compe-
tence in a humanities field (that is, graduate work leading to a
Ph.D. degree) is frequently regarded as inappropriate preparation
for two-year college instructors. She argues, nonetheless, that the
faculty seem to be developing professional competence along
disciplinary lines as they gradually seek to take control of their
working conditions.
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196 Brawer, Florence B. Functional Potential: el New Ap-
proach to Viewing Faculty. Topical Paper no. 57. 1.os
Angeles: ERIC Clearing lmuse for Junior Colleges, 1976. 48
pages. (ED 128 049)

This paper examines community college faculty on the basis of
"functional potential," a variable that describes the ability of a
person to tolerate ambiguity, delay gratification, exhibit adaptive
flexibility, demonstrate goal directedness, relate to self and others,
and have a clear sense of personal identity. It draws from a
nationwide survey of two-year college faculty to derive a functional
potential index for humanities and nonhumanities instructors and
correlates functional potential measures with faculty attributes
such as age, future career plans, attitudes about students, and
involvement in professional activities. It suggests that functional
potential provides a better picture of college faculty than the
simple demographic information provided in institutional and

men t reports.

197 Brawer, Florence B. Satisfaction and Humanities Instruc-
tors in Two-Year Colleges. Topical Paper no. 56. Los
Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1976. 46
pages. (ED 128 048)

This paper reports the results of a nationwide survey designed to
examine the relationship between job satisfaction 01 humanities
faculty and demographic variables, grouping respondents into
high-, medium-, or low-satisfaction groups on the basis of
responses to questionnaire items designed as a job-satisfaction
index. The author subsequently examines relationships between
job satisfaction and such faculty characteristics as ethnicity, age,
sex, and full- and part-time status. She suggests that the construct
of job satisfaction is as much a function of the person as it is a
reaction to the workplace. She also reviews the literature on job
satisfaction and provides a bibliography.
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198 Brower, Florence B. (ed.). The Humanities in Two-Year
Colleges: Trends in Curriculum. Los Angeles: FR1C
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges and ( rentel tor thu
Study of Community Colleges, 1978. 162 pages. (ED 156
285)

Please see no. 875 for the full annotation.

199 Coder, Aim. "Wliy Do Community College Faculty Resist
Media as an Inst., ouional Delivery System?" Educational
Technology,11,g3,23 (5), 7-11.

This article analyzes the resistance of community college faculty to
the use of instructional television. The author argues that some of
the major reasons for such resistance are a pervasive belief that
instructional media are more suited for elementary and secondary
schools, a perceived threat to faculty control over what is being
taught, a fear that classroom autonomy will be quashed, and a fear
of the deprofessionalization of the teacher, who essentially would
become a "system manager." She concludes that the increased use
of media in the community college classroom will come about
through active involvement of faculty, not through administrative
coercion.

200 Cohen, Arthur M. "Community College Faculty Job
Satisfaction." Research in Higher Education, 1974, 2 (4),
369-376.

This article reports findings of a study conducted to identify the
factors that contribute to the job satisfaction and dissatisfaction of
community college faculty. It details responses of 222 instructors
from twelve colleges who were asked to relate aspects of their work
that led them to feel satisfied and aspects that led them toward
dissatisfaction. The study reveals that satisfaction was gained
primarily from student learning or interaction with students,
while dissatisfaction resulted from administrative or organiza-
tional difficulties. The author discusses implications for collective
bargaining, administrative action, and faculty professionalism.
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*201 Cohen, Artlint M. and Brawer, Florence B. Confronting.
Identity: The Community College Instructor, Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1972. 257 pages.

This publication offers a psychology-oriented approach to viewing
community college instructors by postulating two major concepts:
identity (defined as awareness of self) and maturity (defined as
integrated functioning within a social context). The authors note
that a professional, mature, self-aware faculty is essential if the
community college is to optimally serve its constituency and the
field of higher education, positing that a professional faculty
operates autonomously, polices its own ranks, sets its own
employment standards, and judges itself by its effects on student
learning. They classify faculty functions around three categories
(model, mediator, and manager) and discuss teacher development,
faculty influence on students, and student influence on the
instructor's personal development. They also examine faculty
evaluation, stressing the differences between practices that measure
faculty performance and those that measure effects on learning.
The book includes a 280-item bibliography.

202 Cohen, Arthur M., and Brawer, Florence B. The Two-Year
College Instructor Today. New York: Praeger, 1977. 174
pages.

This report on the findings of a nationwide survey of 1,998 faculty
and department heads in humanities departments at 156 colleges
considers faculty attitudes, values, satisfaction, concern for
students, research orientation, preparation, and personal develop-
ment. Among the findings are that faculty members were generally
satisfied with their position, that younger instructors tended to be
most concerned for their students, and that instructors with a high
research orientation looked to university professors as their
reference group. The authors criticize the practices of employing
part-time faculty members and of giving salary increments to
instructors with doctoral degrees. They argue for the professional
development of community college instructors and for integrating
the humanities into occupational, remedial, and community
education programs.
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203 Cohen, Arthur M., and Brower, Florence B. "Chapter
'Fluee: Faculty: Coping with Changing Condititms,' lii
Arthtu M. Cohen awl Florence 11, Brower, The American
Community College, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982, pp.
66-92.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 12,

204 Dennison, John D.; 'hunter, Alex; Jones, Gordon; and
Forrester, Glen C. The Impact of Community Colleges: ii
Study of the College Concept in British Columbia.
Vancouver, British Columbia: B.C. Research, 1975. 192
pages. (ED 115 324)

Please see no. 398 for the full annotation.

205 Edwards, Sandra J. Science Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Biology. Los Angeles: Center for the Study of
Community Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges, 1980. 116 pages. (ED 188 709)

Please see no. 885 for the full annotation.

206 Edwards, Sandra J. Science Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Earth and Space. Los Angeles: Center for the
Study of Community Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse
for Junior Colleges, 1980. 87 pages. (ED 180 535)

Please see no. 886 for the full annotation.

207 Edwards, Sandra J. Science Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Environmental Sciences. Los Angeles: Center for
the Study of Community Colleges and ERIC Clearing-
house for Junior Colleges, 1980. 82 pages. (ED 180 558)

Please see no. 887 for the full annotation.
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208 Fiedler, Fred K., aud Gino, Martin W. "Correlates ol
Performance in Community Colleges," Journal of Iligher
Education, 197.1,15 (9), 672-091,

This article tiescrilws a study undertaken to examine the relation-
ship between the teaching effectiveness 01 college departments and
related departmental characteristics. It correlates administrator
ratings of individual departments at eighteen Washington State
community colleges with the responses of 1,10.1 faculty memlwrs
a surve soliciting information on teaching styles used, job
satisfacCon, instructor partidpation in decision making, and
faculty wrceptions of the priority of different hmitutional goals.
It rept- eparate correlations by department area (social science,
humat.. ws, math/science, business, an(1 vocational) and uses
findings to conclude that individual departments "exert an
imporumt influence on faculty attitudes and behavior" (p. 680).

209 Friedlander, Jack. Science Education in Two-Year Col-
leges: Economics. Los Angeles: Center for the Study of
Community Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges, 1980. 86 pages. (ED 188 719)

Please see no. 889 for the full annotation.

210 Friedlander, Jack, and Edwards, Sandra J. Science Educa-
tion in Two-Year Colleges: Engineering. Los Angeles:
Center for the Study of Community Colleges and ERIC
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1980. 80 pages. (ED 191
538)

Please see no. 891 for the full annotation.

211 Godfrey, Eleanor P., and Holmstrom, Engin I. Study of
Community Colleges and Vocational-Technical Centers:
Phase I. Washington, D.C.: Bui eau of Social Science
Research, 1970. 357 pages. (ED 053 718)

Please see no. 19 for the full annotation.
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212 Hill, Audiew, Science Education it; Two-Year Colleges:
Psychology, 1,os Angeles: Center for the Study of Com.
nmnity Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for junior
Colleges, 1980, 74 pages, (El) 181 972)

Please see no. 89.1 for the full annotation.

213 Hill, Audirw, Science FAucation in Two-Year Colleges:
Sociology. I .0S Angeles: Center for the Study of Conomm-
ity Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for jtmior Colleges,
1980. 57 pages, (ED 180 572)

Please see no. 895 for the full annotation.

214 Hill, Malcolm, and Morrison, James L. "The Relation-
ship of Selected Community College Faculty Attitudes,
Socialization Experiences and Reference Group Identi-
ties." Community/Junior College Research Quarterly,
1976, / (1), 25-50.

he authors surveyed faculty members in Pennsylvania commun-
ity celleges to determine how instructor socialization experiences
affect attitudes toward the community college philosophy and
toward traditionalism and progressivism in education. They
correlate respondents' attitudes with four sets of independent
variables: (I) occupational experiences, including years of teaching
experience at various institutions; (2) formal educational experien-
ces; (3) socioeconomic characteristics, such as age and sex; and (4)
reference-group identity; that is, where the respondents would
prefer to teach (community college, four-year college, and so on).
They conclude that faculty generally accept the community college
philosophy, that those who accept that philosophy tend to have a
progressive orientation, and that acceptance of the community
college philosophy is more closely associated with group identity
than with any other indicator of socialization experience.
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215 !Hues, Et !mad It, "Policy Making for More Effective
Acadenlic Advisement hi Two-N'ear (:olleges," lle.senrch ill
Higher Falucation, 1981, /4 (2), 119-134,

Please sce no. 626 for tile full annotation.

216 Kurth, Edwin L., and Mills, Eric It. Analysis of Degree of
Faculty Satisfactions its Florida Community Junior
Colleges: Final Report, (ainesville: Institute of Higher
Ethication, University of Florida, 1968, 135 pages. (El) 027
902)

This publication details findings of a study conducted in 1968 to
(1) assess the satisfaction of Florida community college faculty
with institutional activities, programs, policies, organization, and
working conditions and (2) identify the opiaions, characteristics,
and attitudes of those most satisfied and of those least dissatisfied.
It draws upon responses from 2,756 individuals, representing
approximately 64 percent of all part-time and full-time teachers,
administrators, and counselors employed in Florida community
colleges that had been in operation for more than one year. It
compares satisfied and dissatisfied groups in terms of personal
background, educational preparation, present status and position,
and attitudes toward the importance of junior college functions.
The work serves as an in-depth descriptive analysis of Florida's
junior college faculty in the late 1960s.

217 London, Howard B. "In Between: The Community
College Teachers." Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science, 1980, (448), 62-73.

The author views community college faculty as a subculture
within higher education that i3 "demoralized and uncomfortably
isolated from the larger academic culture" (p. 62). He notes that
most two-year college instructors are products of the secondary
schools or of the university and that, as a result, the faculty are
ambivalent toward the mission of the community college and
toward its poorly prepared students. He also points out the
isolation of community college faculty from the mainstream of
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Semod-dasN tanking within ataileine's ptolessional Itieunchy.
Ile concludes that as long as the 110 of community colleges
within higher education IelilalIl lilflIeljlled, two.year college
instill( lots will feel Mid

218 Mr Colmick, Albeit 1:fr. "Two-Vear Cidlegt, Instill/tors
and the kilo)* Ptolession: Explomtiny Investiga-
thm." log Sociolo,o, 1982,9 (2), 111-121i.

This auhle dtaws upon snivel responses (tom 100 sociology
insuudots al seventy-two community colleges to examine the gap
"between the profession Of sociology and its plactitioners ill the
two-yeat college" (p. 123), The author tones the several ptoblems
that inhibit full faculty involvement in the mainsneam of the
sociology discipline, incInding (1) the lOW percentage of Ph.D.
sociologists among the conlimmity «dlege insnuclots; (2) the fat I
that many sociology instructors have graduate training in other
disciplines and do not teach sodology comses exclusively; (3) their
inability to attend sociological conferences and participate in
professional networks; ;MA (1) Ilit' perception among faculty that
the mailistmun sociology associations do Hot care about the needs
of colleagues at two-year colleges. Ile urges the sociology profes-
sion to become more sympathetic to the special needs of twolear
college faculty.

219 Michaels, Dennis F., and BiNgs, David L. "Community
Services: Community College Faculty Perceptions and
Participation." Comm unityquoior College Research
Quarterly, 1980,4 (2), 137-149.

Please see no. 855 for the full annotation.

220 Monroe, Charles R. "Chapter Thirteen: Faculty." In
Charles R. Monroe, Profile of the Community College:
Handbook. San Francisco: jossey-Bass, 1972, pp. 245-271.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 27.
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221 N#01100-1Villi:sm T,It. ieme fdmatton itt Two-Veo
Chemishy, his Angeles: (:entet lot the Sloth' of

Community Colleges :Ind FRU: Cleat inghtuise lot Jinni)!
(:olleges, 1980, 109 pages, IF.11 187#197)

Pivhr Nil' lin. 900 lot ihr

999
11141 0111.0 MlunicY, VjIIi.tit, T Jr, cience I.:duration gig Ttco.Year

Colleges: Physics, Los Angeles: Cemet lot the Study ol
Community College% and ERIC Clem iiiIiiittst hi Joitiot
Colleges, 1980, loet pages. ( II) 1(.l1 53.1)

PleaSe %(r Ilt), !)0I lin OW hill :11111.1.1tioll,

22:1 Nloilison. James I., "Socialiiation Expetiruce, Role
Mutilation and Fat ulty .1ct (i)Iapt u of the Commehrusive
Ccmunimity jontot Coll( ge Com ept," lIevirte of Educa.
timid Research, 1972. 42 (.1). 573-588,

This anicle des"ribes a study undeitaken Ill 196H to asSt'ss the
cot relation between the sociali/ation experiences of tsvoyrat
college faculty and the degree to wbitit those facility accept the
student-centercd orientanor of the two-year college. It thaws upon
a sinvey of 628 junior coller faculty in Flotida who wen. asked to
fill out a questionnaire that included items measuring the
aeptance of the student-centered philosophy (such as degwe of
agieement with the open-door policy). It corulates those accep-
tance measures with other survey items, eliciting information on
sociabiation experiences that might affect this accept:mu!. such as
whether the respondents had taken ,ourses in junior college
education or whether they aspired to beconw university professors
ratlwr than junior college instructors. The author utilites the
findings to question the hypothesis that subject-oriented instruc-
tors ate not generally student oriented.
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224 NmioniiI Science I'oonlloioo, Junior College Tem-hen of
Sciewei rui4ineeting, uml fut)7; tntr
Oishl t;MPIOVIlle111 Clioructeriqul, ltitiF-19-1. Vitsltiogloo,
FM,: National Si e Fintialation, 1968, 9ti pages, (IA)
028 7(44; available In Inn Inuit he only)

Tin't iuiulilui4ttuiul !twits findings ill a nationwide siiivey oI jnnint
large Wilily wills 1t.%t Ii Olt' Hanna! atill Not ial Pit it'll( t's, rliginert.
Mg, nd tt'lllllhtlOHY, iltawing hipoit tesp)tisrs hom 2,510 insnin's
MI% In aSSe%ti animal and
teal Iiitui. 11.1( inott'sAjon;il adniinisitalive and
leseati li duties, outside employment and t intent woik out hightl
degievs, %alai irs, and i alert aims and degitt. of job satistai lion, It
notes, among miles findings, that 85 pen clit ol the tespotillents
wile :lien, III pen cm taught Itill nine, and 20 pesient of die pat t

s were women, The tvoils piovitls oniplehensive picture of
Minot «dlege si fai 1114 in the

225 Ogilvie, William K.. .ind !taint's, 1\1;tx It. (eds.). "l'art
Eight: Tem !ling In William E.. mot Max it.
Raines (eds.), pet tpecto,e, Me Community lunio7
College. New Appletiai.CenonyCsofts, 1971, pp.
130-190,

rot an annotation of Ihr \+.011, in Its otitiurty, please we no. 29.

226 Palinchak, Rohe! "Chapter Five: The Community
College Faculty." In Robes t Palinchak, The Evolution of
the Community College. Metuchen, N. J.: Scarcecrow
Press, 1973, pp. 210-218.

For an annotation of the wink in its entirety, please see no. 30.
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227 timk, Voting, /gums College Theo.!. and
POleptit)3, Imisrots MituogiapIr St irs. I An Arige1rs:
ERIC Clratinghouse for intrior Colleges; Washington,

Arverican ASSOddlitill I971,
pages, (ED 050 725)

Drawing itirrin t h tn vry of 212 lacrilly at three immunity iolleges
1() assess the value Symms of Purim cidlege instnunns, the author
details their respinsrs to two sutvey insttlIIIR1111: !ht. Rokeai It
Value Survey. which asla.d the resprmrlems to lank ruder values
related to "desited Pilaw* of existent e" and "desired modes of
conduct," and (2) a "staff sinvey" that solicited information on the
views, values, and personalities of Iwo* who Wolk at junior
colleges, Ile concludes that the respondents do not lit the
steleotype of the idealistic, dedicated teacher and tlt.tt "lhey
engaged in a profession of which they seemingly know little and
take little time to enlighten themselves" (p. -19). Ile emphasises
that the study is only pilot investigation hut suggests that
institutional personalities of junior colleges ate created by the
value orientations of their staff rout that the perceptions and values
of staff can determine whether an institution succeeds or fails in
achieving its objectives.

228 Patterson, Robert A. Pennsylvania Community College
Faculty: Career Patterns and Educational hsues, Univer-
sity Park: Center for the Study of Higher Education.
Pennsylvania State University. 1971. 89 pages. (EI) 051
800)

This publication examines the prior career experiences of junior
college faculty in Pennsylvania junior colleges to investigate the
relationship between prior career experience and the degree 10

which faculty hold progressive (that is, student-oriented) attitudes
toward education rather than traditional (subject-oriented)
attitudes. The author draws upon survey responses from 517
instructors (58 percent) to conclude that faculty who came to the
colleges directly from graduate study or from another teaching
position at four-year institutions had the most progressive
educational attitudes and thus were more sympathetic to the goals
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of the community college. I-Ie notes, on the other hand, that
faculty with prior experience in public schools or in private
business had the most traditionill attitudes and suggests that the
latter should be avoided when hiring new faculty.

229 Purdy, Leslie. "Community College Instructors and the
Use of New Media: Why Some Do and Others Don't."
Educational Technology, 1975, 15 (3), 9-12.

This article explores reasons why faculty become interested in or
resist instructional technology, drawing upon a study conducted at
a California community college in 1972-73. It reveals that attitudes
toward instructional technology are closely related to the degree to
which faculty believe that teaching is a solo activity and that the
instructor must have total control over the learning environment
and relates these attitudes to instructors' perceptions of media as a
help or a hindrance to the teacher-student relationship. It also
considers problems encountered by teachers who like to dabble in
new technology and notes how administrative involvement may

e resentment. The author suggests that administrators should
allow faculty to take the lead in introducing media and allow them
enough time for the adoption process.

230 Schmeltekopf, Donald D. "Professional Status and Com-
munity College Faculty: The Role of the Associations." In
Stanley F. Turesky (ed.), Advancing the Liberal Arts. New
Directions for Community Colleges, no. 42. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1983, pp. 77-89.

The author addresses issues related to the professional activities of
community college faculty, including the relatively low level of
participation in prof nal organizations, the efforts of profes-
sional associations to acciress the problems of community college
faculty, the consequences of inadequate professional status, and
the roles of professional associations in enhancing this status. He
argues that low faculty participation in professional associations is
due, among other factors, to a lack of professional identity and to
the absence of a sense of obligation to participate in activities
outside the classroom. He concludes that there is a need to
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establish professional associations for con.mtmity college teachers
in order to boost morale and to give instructors a chance to
exercise their influence and voice their concerns.

231 State University of New Y,,,1 rzbled Student Project
Faculty Survey. Beyond Access: qing the Instructional
Needs of Handicapped Students m Postsecondary Occupa-
tional Education. Phase II. Final Report. Albany: Two-
Year College Student Development Ccnter, State Univer-
sity of New York, 1982.30 pages. (ED 235 331)

This report details the findings of a statewide survey conducted in
1982 to (1) determine whether two-year college occupational
faculty are aware of and utilize instructional accommodations
designed to meet the needs of disabled students and (2) assess
faculty perceptions of the instructional problems created by
disabled .students in their .lasses. It reviews the responses of 817
occupational faculty in regard to their awareness of each of thirty-
six special accommodations that can be made for disabled students.
It examines how the respondents had learned about available
services for the disabled and how to rate the relative importance of
each of twenty activities or teaching competencies that may be used
in teaching disabled students. The report provides insights into
faculty awareness about the disabled and into staff-development
needs.

232 Stecklein, John E., and Willie, Reynold. "Minnesota
Cc.mmun'ty College Faculty Activities and Attitudes,
1956-1980." Community/ Junior College Quarterly of
Research and Practice, 1982, 6 (3), 217-237.

This article compares the findings of a 1980 survey of faculty at
Minnesota institutions of higher education with similar faculty
surveys conch..cted in 1956 and 1968. It examines trends over the
years in faculty demogr4phic characteristics, educational back-
grounds, f.ctors that influence the choit of college teaching as a
career, professional activities, auitudes toward collective bargain-
ing, and sources of job satisfaction and dissatisfaction, breaking
down findings by type of institution (two-yet.)! or four-year).
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Among the conclusions are that community college faculty in 1980
were not as satisfied with their work as they had been in previous
years and that "gains in positive attitude about salaries made
between 1956 and 1968 appear to have been lost . . ." (p. 237).

233 Thornton, James W. "Chapter Ten: Instructors for
Community Junior Colleges." In James W. Thornton,
The Community Junior College. New York: Wiley, 1972,
pp. 132-144.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 34.

234 Winter, Gene M., and Fadale, La Verna M. A Profile of
Instructional Personnel in New York State Postsecondary
Occupational Education. Albany: Two-Year College
Development Center, State University of New York, 1983.
101 pages. (ED 252 261)

Please si.o no. 774 for the full annotation.

235 Wood, Olin R. "Measuring Job Satisfaction of the Com-
rnunity College Staff." Community College Review, 1976,
3 (3), 56-64.

T1 article describes an instrument that can be used to measure
ob satisfaction and dissatisfaction of community college

uctors. The instrument is based on the Herzberg motivation-
hygiene theory, which holds that factors that are intrinsic to a
person's actual work are motivators while extrinsic factors (such as
supervisor demands) lead to dissatisfaction. The article includes a
copy of the instrument itself, which asks respondents to rate their
satisfaction with each of sixty-seven factors arranged under ten
categories: achievement, growth, interpersonal relations, policy
and administration, recognition, responsibility, salary, supervi-
sion, the work itself, and working conditions. It is useful for
studying staff morale.
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The Faculty as Professionals

236 Adams, Frank G. "A Personnel Model: Hiring, Develop-
ing and Promoting Community and Technical College
Employees." Journal of Studies in Technical Careers,
1983,5 (2), 100-110.

The author draws upon policies in business and industry to
describe a staff-development model that allows colleges to develop
talent from within the institution instead of seeking talent from
without. He details the components of the alternative model:
hiring (screening, selection, and classification of employees);
developing (orienting staff to the institution); and promoting
(increasing the variety of on-the-job experiences that might
prepare employees to move more easily to other positions within
the institution as they open). The article is useful for administra-
tors who are faced with the task of maintaining staff morale at a
time of decreased job mobility.

237 Albers, Donald J.; Rodi, Stephen B.; and Watkins, Ann E.
(eds.). New Directions in Two-Year College Mathematics.
New York: Springer-Verlag, 1985.491 pages.

Please see no. 867 for the full annotation.

238 Arnold, George F. "In-Service Needs of Community
College Instructors." Community College Social Science
Journal, 1980-81, 3 (2), 39-43.

The author urges the establishment of faculty in-service programs
that help perfect teaching skills and thus serve as a counterbalance
to traditional preservice graduate programs that include no course
work in education. He cites a 1974 survey of social science
instructors and department heads to note the resistance of
community college instructors to the inclusion of education course
work in preservice graduate programs or to the promotion of
nontraditional graduate degrees, such as the doctor of arts, and
argues that in-service programs are thus the most promising
approach to the development of faculty teaching skills.
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239 Atwell, Clmrles, and Smith, Margaret L. "Competencies
Needed by Teachers of Developmental English in Two-
Year Col kges." Journal of Dem loptnental and Remedial
Education, 1979, 3 (2), 9-1 I.

This article details findings of a study conducted to tktermine
what competencies are needed by developmental English instruc-
tors and how those competencies are generally attained. The study
rank orders forty-two rhetorical, pedagogical, and hunum relations
skills that were identified as important teacher attributes by 100
community college developmental English instructors who were
judged by their supervisors to be "effective" teachers. Among other
findings is that over half of the instructors believed that they had
attained thirty-five of the forty-five competencies primarily
through on-the-job teaching experience rather than through
formal preservice instruction. The article provides a rare insight
into how developmental instructors view their work.

240 Beamish, Eric, and Beuke, Vernon. Staff Development
Services. Final Report, 1979. Ithaca: College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences at Cornell University, State University of
New York, 1979.118 pages. (ED 178 716)

The authors examine staff development practices at two-year
colleges so as to highlight issues and problems, outline possible
solutions, and offer alternative models. They include a comprehen-
sive review of the literature as well as case studies of staff
development programs at a sample of five two-year institutions
representing different sizes, locations, and maturity. They conclude
with a discussion of two popular conceptualizations of staff
development programming and with outlines of pteliminary
designs for new models. The work serves as a highly theoretical
analysis of the organization and purposes of staff development
efforts and is thus more useful to university students of the two-
year college than to campus-level practitioners.
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241 Blank, William E. "Analysis of Professional Competencies
Important to Coimmulity College Techukal Instructors:
Implications for CBTF.." Journal of Industrial Teacher
Education, 1979, 16 (2), 56-69.

Please see no. 744 for the hill annotation.

242 Bloom, Thomas K. "Current Professional Development
Practices of Occupational Instructors." Journal of Indus-
trial Teacher Education, 1976,11 (1), 11-19.

The author surveyed a sample of 290 occupational instructors in
the Illinois community colleges to determine the frequency with
which they engage in each of forty-six professional development
activities. He concludes that "high instructor utilization of a
particular in-service activity is inversely related to the amount of
preparation and planning required of that in-service activity" (p.
17). He also notes that in-service activities conducted away from
the college were utilized less frequently than activities conducted
on campus and that the respondents were more likely to partici-
pate in in-service programs dealing with subject content area than
in programs dealing with educational practices. He warns that the
study findings are useful only in describing staff development
practices and should not be used to determine what activities
should or should not be included in professional development
programs.

243 Caffey, David L. "Full-Time Faculty on Faculty Develop-
ment: Their Perceptions of What Is and What Should Be."
Community/Junior College Research Quarter/y, 197S, 3
(4), 311-323.

This article reports results of a survey of 300 full-time instructors
in eight Texas community colleges, 204 of whom responded to
questions about faculty development goals and activities. Among
other findings are that (1) preferred goals of faculty development
were improvement of teaching skills, additional knowledge in
subject field, and motivating instructors to strive for excellence; (2)
preferred activities were travel to professional meetings, released
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time, and developmental leave; and (3) activities considered
unimportant were staff retreats, observation of teaching by
colleagues, and videotaping of practice teaching sessions. The
author concludes that activities relating to teaching importance
were favored, while those related to personal development,
performance evaluation, and group interaction were less favored.

244 Case, Chester H. "Chapter Four; Supporting Faculty
Leadership for Change." In William L. Deegan, Dale
Tillery, and Associates, Renewing the dmerican Commun-
ity College: Priorities and Strategies for Effective Leader-
ship. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1985, pp. 80-102.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 14.

245 Cohen, Arthur M. Focus on Learning: Preparing Teachers
for the Two-Y ear College. Occasional Report no. 11. Los
Angeles: Junior College Leadership Program, School of
Education, University of California, 1968. 68 pages.

This report describes the development of a junior college teacher
internship program established in the early 1960s at the University
of California at Los Angeles. The author discusses the rationale for
the program, the characteristics of program participants, and their
placement rates and outlines the program curriculum, which
included components on educational goals and objectives, tests
and assessments, use of instructional media, course development,
and instructor evaluation. The repott provides an example of one
university's response to demands for a teaching-oriented junior
college faculty in the 1960s.

246 Cohen, Arthur M. "Credentials for Junior College
Teachers?" improving College and University Teaching,
1969, 17 (2), 97-100.

The author notes that junior college teacher certification and
faculty evaluation procedures do not require instructors to submit
evidence of student learning. He argues that quality instruction
may be the key to junior college institutional identity and that
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faculty should plan courses by specifying behavioral objectives,
plotting learning sequences, and collecting evidence of snulent
learning gains. He suggests (hid these curriculum development
tasks should be carried out by faculty teams and that these teams
should be evaluated by assessing .,./hether or not students stay in
their classes and learn under their direction. He concludes that
graduate programs preparing junior college teachers must produce
subject-matter experts who are also learning specialists.

247 Cohen, Arthur M. "Evaluation of Faculty." Community
College Review, 1974, 2 (2), 12-21.

This article reviews faculty evaluation procedures, showing how
they tend to focus on inappropriate criteria for retaining or
dismissing instructors. The author argues for evaluation practices
that lead to the personal .ind professional growth of the instructor
and that enhance student learning by focusing on criteria that
reward good teaching. He rrphasizes that evaluation should be
based on demonstrated effccis on students, not on the instructor's
personality, and stresses that no one evaluation process can
enhance the professional life of the instructor if at the same time it
is used to gather evidence for possible dismissal. The article
provides insights into why common faculty evaluation practices
often have no positive effect on instruction.

248 Connolly, John J. "Will the Community College Survive
the Ph.D. Surplus?" Educational Record, 1971, 52 (3), 267-
272.

This article assesses implications of the influx of Ph.D. holders in
community college faculties, stressing the fact that Ph.D.s are
research-oriented scholars with values and training that set them
apart from most community college teachers. The author warns
that the philosophy of the two-year college could easily be altered
by adding faculty who are not committed to existing goals and
policies, such as open-door admissions policies. The article
provides a forceful argument against those who believe that
community colleges can and should absorb the oversupply of
Ph.D. graduates.
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211 ) Doty, Charles R. "Major Characteristics in II le Develop.
Mehl 1111plenelliMion of a Professional Staff Develop-
nwnt Program lor Technical 'reacluqs," Canadian
Vocational Journal, 1977, 13 (I), 5-11.

This article ontlines major consideratioas in the development and
implementation of staff development programs for postsecondary
vocational instructors in programs of less than baccalaureate-
degree level. It examines the rationale for staff development, the
short- and long-term improvements that eon be exPeCled, lelliOdS
of increasing staff participation, budget requirements, legal aspects
affecting teacher evaluation, and staff development objectives at
federal, state, and local levels. It serves as a useful checklist of
factors to be considered in establishing staff development policies.

250 Doty, Charles R. and Cappe Ile, Frank. "Technical
Updating in Community Colleges." Journal of Studies in
Technical Careers, 1982, 4 (4), 361-372.

This article draws on a thirty-twoitem bibliography to examine
practices and research in in-service technical upgrading for
community college vocational faculty. It summarizes research and
development efforts, the activities of consortia and associations,
and guidelines pertaining to funding, industry involvement,
institutional commitment, and program structure and partici-
pants. It serves as a useful summary of state-of-the-art information
for vocational education administrators.

251 Eel Is, Walter Crosby. "Chapter Fifteen: The Instructional
Staff." In Walter Crosby Eel Is, T he Junior College.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1931, pp. 388-426.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 15.
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252 Phigerahl, Mamice J and Grafton, Clive 1 "Compari-
sons and implications of Peer and Student Eva !nation for

COMMunity Co Ilvge Faculty," Corninn/lity/l101iOr
College Research Quarterly, 1081, 5 (1), 881-387,

This luticle compares peer and student evaluations of fiftrtwo
faculty members at a California community college, 'Elle authors
note that peer ratings were somewhat higlwr than student ratings
but that the diffoences were not significant, The article reveals
greater faculty confidence ill student evaluations than in peer
evaluations and notes that faculty were more likely to change their
teaching practices in response to student assessments, It provides a
rare comparative analysis of the effectiveness of peer and student
evaluations at the conununity college level.

253 Garrison, Roger H. Junior College Faculty: Issues and
Problems. A Prclimitiary National Appraisal. Washing-
ton, D.C.: American Association of Junior Colleges, W67.

99 pages. (ED 012 177)

This publication draws from informal interviews with appuixi-
mately 700 junior college faculty from twenty institutions to
describe the professional lives of those instructors and to examine
their concerns. It summarizes, in an anecdotal fashion, faculty
concerns related to the junior college and its role, the pressure of
heavy teaching work loads, the need for professional development
and upgrading, orientation for new faculty, faculty participation
in governance, professional affiliations, and other job-related
issues. The author concludes that more research is needed on
preservice and in-service faculty development. The work helps in
understanding the concerns of faculty during the growth era of the
1960s.

254 Hammons, James O., and Wallace, Terry H. Smith.
"Planning for Staff Development." Community College
Frontiers, 1974,3 (1), 38-43,

The authors briefly discuss thirteen factors that should be

considered in planning community college staff development
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programs, !minded are short analyses of justifying the staff
develoinneot program to college personnel. determining who will
be responsible for planning tlw program, determining how 51;0
development nvols will be identified. sidking a lytilance between
institutional priorities and individual needs, determining Who
should participate, motivating staff to take part, choosing
instructimtal and evaluation techniques, and solving scheduling
and funding problems. 'the article serves as a planning guide for
Persmis charged with the tespousibility of establishing a staff
development program.

*255 Ibminons, James (*),; Wallace, Terry II, Smith; and Watts,
Gordini. Ma If Development in the Cmnrnunity College,. el
Handbook, Topical Paper no. 66. I ,os Angeles: ERIC
Ckaringhouse for Junior ('.olkges, 1978, 74 pages, (El) 154
887)

This paper provides pracfical information on how to establish,
manage, and evaluate in-service faculty dtvelopnwm programs. It
includes separate chapters on (1) the definitions, purposes, and
rationale of staff development; (2) steps in program planning and
implementation; (3) methods of determining staff devdopment
needs; (4) the unique needs of part-time faculty; and (5) program
evaluation. It also provides a bibliography of further resources and
samples of a variety of needs assessment surveys.

256 Hekiinian, Shirley. Criteria for the Institutional Evalua-
tion of Community College Staff Development Programs.
Gainesville: Institute of Higher Education, University of
Florida, 1984. 68 pages. (ED 246 961)

This work provides a literature review on the evaluation of
community college staff development programs, details a study
conducted to identify and validate program evaluation criteria, and
suggests a process for the use of these criteria in program
evaluation, basing this evaluation process on the Stufflebeam
Context-Input-Process-Product model and enumerating evaluative
criteria for each of four decision-making areas: planning (context),
procedural design (input), program implementation (process), and
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tun/Owes (0 (abut). It set yrs as an analytn fnunesvm Is to lw used
by administrators ill 11114'401144 lhe ilIftlitalabiltly of jusittaltOlhlf
Staff drvekqunent programs,

257 Mark, Sandra F. "Kwulty Evaltiation in Community
Col leges, " Corn ns u ity /Jun f College Quarterly of
Research and Practice, 1982, f (2), 167-178.

This ankle notes the incompatible purposes of faculty evaluation
(that is, judgment versus assistance) and repot Is findings of a study
tuldettakell to identify the evaltiation practices at four New Yolk
comintinity colleges. The anthor concludes that Illallagemetit
decision making is tile primary purpose of evaluation at the font
collews and that the objectives of self-improvement, growth, and
development are Only secondary. She also discusses the types of
evaluati(1n Ineasu ICS ntilired, noting that Outcome (rather than
pet fonnance) measures woe preferred but that many stlidy subjtcts
doubted that ontcome-oriented evaluation procedures could be
agreed upon. The article provides a rank ordering of evaluation
components that subjects would like to include in evaluation
systems and offers fifteen suggestions for minfiniring negative
conseqtrnces of evaluation.

258 Martorana, S. V.; Toombs, William; and Brenentan, David
W. (eds.). Graduate Education and Community Colleges:
Cooperative Approaches to Community College Staff
Development. Technical Report no. 5. Washington, D.C.:
National Board on Graduate Education, 1975. 149 pages.
(ED II 1 479)

This work presents fourteen essays by community college and
university representatives on the special professional development
requirements of two-year college faculty, discussing the implica-
tions of expanded programs and teaching practices at two-year
colleges, the growing number of nontraditional students, and the
projected decline in demand for new doctorate teachers at two-year
colleges through 1990. The work reviews nontraditional forms of
graduate education for two-year college teachers (including the
Nova University program), examines the response of traditional
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univelsilies to tommilllity rollege stalling needs, antl dist lisses the
univetsily l(II( lii II IIIi1III1 plolessional development. II ptovides

rh.velopment plolessiottals will: rogent analyst's 1,1
Inhillity ollegeiunivosity toopelation it: edit( ating a luilt 1111114.:

01 iviod stall.

*259 O'llarrilut, Troy. TeacherA for Trnnorbno; Stall Develop-
ment in the Communny-Itittior College,s. Tucson: linivet-
sit y of Arizona, 1972. 185 pages.

The author reviews the backgrounds of tommunity college
hist:tutors, shmving that most have prior secruidaty school or
university ow:lime and that few have been prepated par ly
to teach iii Iwo-year institutions. The work 11 e;u1s fur hilmanisti-
cally oriented instroctors with a commitment to the community
college and its students aml outlines an ideal preset vice prepara-
tion program that would include a teaching internship and
piovide information on the community college philosophy and on
tlir nature of two-year colkgr students. The antlun recommends
that every college organize in-service progranis offering institutes,
slun t-term workshops, staff retreats, continuing seminats, encoun-
ter groups, travel to professional meetings, and the opportunny for
professional reading. Appendixes piesent data on institutions
offering graduate dcmree programs for community college faculty
and overviews of various types of recommended preservice and in-
service preparation programs.

260 Padgett, Suzmute, and Thompson, Larry C. 11 Survey of
Professional Development in Arizona Community Col-
leges. Tucson: Center for the Study of Higher Education,
University of Arizona, 1979. 19 pages. (ED 188 681)

The authors survey the professional development activities
provided for faculty at the Arizona conummity colleges, noting
that the average connuunity college offers nine separate profes-
sional development experiences and that the most commonly
offered activities are workshops, professional leaves, orientation,
seminars, consultant programs. and funding for travel. They also
note that most activities arc conducted on a strictly voluntary basis.
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ni 14111: 11 111dIll 05 it ill id 5I1111111.11 4I ;if !UM Lit 1111 ilivrlii
)Iitt Ili I's.

261 5( huh/. Raymond r ;Ind Roil!, j, Repo foi
Inserviie Need of Commit/lily Goliege Part,TOne Oct
fiifuiiiil luottnitorA. Tin Non: Collrge
Inisvt shy of AI bona, I97H, 29 pages, (ED IT,6 290)

publication describes a NIIIdy 1111drIlAkell to identify the
training nee(1 s of ttime occupational Munn 11)11 Ill Ilit tizona
community colleges mid to folmolme tecommemlittion, 101
imploved in-seivite delivety, It includes tesults from a sin vey of
192 pan-time occupational instructors eliciting inhumation 00 the
kinds of assistance and naining they have had or would like to
receive ;It the community collyges while they teach, It also
provides (I) a description of a pal mime faculty development
program at one of the colleges, (2) a list of possible t ewat ds iutd
im cut ivys for part-time instructots, (3) per formalue.based tcaclic:
education modules, and (I) a selktssessment instrument that c'an
be used by administrators to determine the types of assistance Mat
should be provided to partI nue instructors in occtipatnmal
programs, It concludes with recommendatirms for the &lively of
inservice ptograms.

262 Sdrultz, Raymond E., and Terrell, Rolatni. "International
Education: Vehicle for Staff Revitalization," In Maxwell
G. King and Robert L. Bremler (eds.), Advancing Interna-
tional Education, Nov Directions for Oniuntm ity Col-
leges, no. 26. San Francisco; Jossey-Bass, 1979, pp. 37-17.

Thy authors argue that international education is an excellent
vehicle for staff revitalization and offer administrative guidelines
for institutions that may wish to incorporate international
education in staff development efforts. Included are descriptions of
seven international experiences that can make a significant
contribution to staff development: faculty exchange programs;
study-abroad experiences; the involvement of faculty from foreign
countries in curriculum development efforts; the involvement of
faculty and staff in hosting foreign students; workshops and
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conferences in international education; institutes; and teaching
Lssignments abroad.

*263 Seidman, Earl. In the Words of the Faculty: Perspectives
on /mproving Teaching and Educational Quality in
Community Colleges. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1985.
292 pages.

Using in-depth phenomenological interviewing with instructors
and counselors at community colleges in Massachusetts, New
York, and California, the author explores the nature and meaning
of the work of community college faculty. He profiles the personal
and career experiences of instructors who teach English, humani-
ties, mathematics, science, social science, business, nursing, and
various occupational curricula and also includes profiles of
counselors and minority faculty. The work provides useful
insights into how community college faculty decide to enter the
teaching profession and how instructors are affected by issues
related to the curriculum, diminished collegial relations, instruc-
tional improvement, and the need to balance commitment to
students with other professional responsibilities.

264 Smith, Albert B. Staff Development Practices in U.S.
Community Colleges. Washington, D.C.: American Asso-
ciation of Community and Junior Colleges, 1980. 90
pages. (ED 200 285)

This work reviews findings of a nationwide survey conducted in
1979 to draw a profile of staff development practices at two-year
colleges, utilizing responses from 687 colleges to examine (1) the
goals of staff development programs, (2) the estimated effectiveness
of instructional methods used in these programs, (3) the estimated
effectiveness of staff development practices such as sabbatical
leaves and travel grants, (4) the participation rates of various
faculty and staff groups, (5) the sources of program funding, (6)
the organizational structure of staff development programs, and (7)
the criteria used to evaluate these programs and the degree to
which these criteria are met. It serves as a descriptive analysis of
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staff development programs in the late 1970s and of their perceived
effectiveness.

265 Smith, Albert B. (ed.). Evaluating Faculty and Staff. New
Directions for Community Colleges, no. 41. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1983. 123 pages. (ED 225 633)

This sourcebook presents eleven essays that focus on evaluation
processes and highlight successful and unsuccessful staff evalua-
tion practices. It includes discussions of (I) the evaluation of full-
time faculty, part-time faculty, and administrators, (2) the special
problems posed by student evaluations of faculty, (3) the role of
faculty development in the evaluation process. and (4) legal
considerations, concluding with a review of relevant ERIC
,1.Dcuments and journal articles. It provides practitioners and
students of higher education with a good introduction to the
controversies surrounding staff evaluation at the community
college.

266 Smith, Milton L. "The Two-Year College and the Ph.D.
Surplus." Academe: Bulletin of the AAUP, 1979, 65 (7),
429-433.

This article reports findings of a national survey conducted in 1978
to assess the extent to which Ph.D. holders are employed in
teaching and administrative positions at two-year colleges. The
author summarizes data (based on responses from 786 college
presidents) relating to the percentage of full-time faculty and
administrators hired in 1977-78 who held the doctorate and
examines responses to questions soliciting information abouL the
prospects of hiring more doctoral-degree holders in the future. He
notes that less than 10 percent of the newly hired faculty in 1977-
78 held the doctorate and that responding presidents were
disinclined to hire more Ph.D. holders in the future. He concludes
that two-year colleges will not become a major market for the
surplus of Ph.D. holders.
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267 Wallace, Terry H. Smith (ed.). Community College Staff
Development: An Annotated Bibliography. N.p.: National
Council for Staff, Program and Organizational Develop-
ment, 1979. 48 pages. (ED 203 927; available in microfiche
only)

This work provides an annotated bibliography of approximately
225 monographs, journal articles, dissertations, and unpublished
documents dealing with in-service education programs for two-
year college faculty. It is useful as a listing of relevant literature
appearing in the 1970s, although some items from the 1960s are
also noted.

268 Wallin, Desna L. Faculty Development Activities in the
Illinois Community College System. Springfield, Ill.:
Lincoln Land Community College; 1982. 25 pages. (ED
252 269)

This publication surveys the faculty development activities
undertaken at the Illinois community colleges, examining (1) the
type of activities being conducted, (2) whether chief academic
officers feel that those activities actually improve instruction, (3)
the comparative effectiveness of on-campus and off-campus
activities, (4) the usefulness of group versus individual activities,
and (5) methods used to evaluate faculty development activities.
Among other findings are that most faculty development programs
utilize a workshop or seminar approach and that such generalized
approaches meet the needs of few instructors. The author urges the
development of more individualized, one-on-one faculty develop-
ment interventions.

269 Welch, Frederick G., and Yung, Kirby. "Inservice Train-
ing Needs of Postsecondary Occupational Teachers in
Pennsylvania." Journal of Industrial Teacher Education,
1980, 17 (2), 41-45.

This article surveys pos econdary occupational teachers and
administrators in Pennsylvania to determine their needs for in-
service teacher education. It summarizes data on respondents'
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educational backgrounds, employment histories, and current
educational pursuits and examines perceived needs for in-service
education, preferred methods and location for in-service programs,
and opinions concerning who should bear the cost. It reveals that
most teachers are interested in participating in some form of in-
service training and that sabbaticals with pay, scholarships, and
fellowships are the most favored means of financing such training.

270 Wortham, Mary. "The Case for a Doctor of Arts Degree: A
View from Junior College Faculty." AAUP Bulletin, 1967,
53, 372-377.

The author questions whether traditional Ph.D. programs
contribute to the pedagogical skills of future undergraduate
teachers and urges the development of doctor of arts (D.A.)
programs for junior college faculty. She argues that there are
marked contrasts between the conditions of instruction in junior
colleges and graduate schools and notes that junior college faculty
need a greater range of teaching competencies. She outlines a
proposed D.A. program that is less specialized than most Ph.D.
programs, orients students toward a teaching career, expects
completion within a definite time, and balances scholarship,
research, and teaching competencies. She concludes that faculty
with the D.A. degree will improve instructional quality at junior
colleges and enhance the university equivalency of junior college
transfer courses.

Faculty Relations with the College

271 Aussieker, Bill. "Community Colleges Without Commun-
ity." In Joseph W. Garbarino and Bill Aussieker, -.culty

Bargaining: Change and Conflict. Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education Series. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1975, pp. 179-211.

Drawing upon a variety of sources to examine the causes and
effects of faculty collective bargaining at community colleges, the
author assesses the relationship between the tendency to unioni7e
and (1) the presence of state collective bargaining laws, (2) fiscal
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difficulties, and (3) the changing charactee of the community
college in terms of organizational structure, administration, and
mission. He also examines available data on the impact of
collective bargaining on faculty salaries and college governance.
He determines that rapid organizational change in many commun-
ity colleges destroyed the sense of collegial community and led
faculty to organize and notes that unionism is not related to
quality of instruction and that the alleged benefits of collective
bargaining have yet to be proved.

272 Baker, fl. Kent. "The Impact of Collective Bargaining on
Faculty Compensation in Community Colleges." Com-
munity/Junior College Quarterly of Research and Prac-
tice, 1984, 6 (1-4), 193-204.

This article examines differences in faculty compensation at
colleges with and without collective bargaining, utilizing thirty-
one matched pairs of union and nonunion colleges. The author
finds that (1) unionization does improve faculty compensation, but
only in the very short run, and (2) there were no significant
differences in the percentage of increase in compensation over the
five-year period at the union and nonunion colleges. He concludes
that unionized faculty do not experience significantly greater
increases in compensation than their nonunionized colleagues.

273 Begin, James P.; Settle, Theodore C.; and 13erke-Weiss,
Laurie. Community College Collective Bargaining in New
Jersey: Study Report and Recommendations. New Bruns-
wick, N.J.: Institute of Management and Labor Relations,
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, 1977. 345
pages. (ED 151 046)

This work analyzes collective bargaining systems in New Jersey's
public two-year colleges and compares these systems with those in
other states, profiling collective bargaining practices in New Jersey
in terms of (1) the history and origins of bargaining, (2) employers'
negotiating structures, (3) the issues covered in collective negotia-
tions, impasse procedures, and job actions, (4) the effect of
collective bargaining on traditional collegial governance patterns,
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(5) the administration of grievance procedures, (6) the relationship
of job satisfaction with selected bargaining outcomes, and (7) the
representation of nonfaculty staff in bargaining units. The authors
note the wide variation among the New Jersey two-year colleges in
respect to processes and outcomes of collective bargaining, analyze
the causes of these variations, and suggest policy
recommendations,

274 Birmingham, Joseph C., and Borland, David T. "Collec-
tive Bargaining in the Future: A Study of Administrator
Attitudes." Cwnmunity/ Junior College Research Quar-
terly, 1980,4 (2), 169-183.

This article surveys administrator attitudes toward collective
bargaining in Texas, a state that has not had a strong tradition of
unionization. The authors findpredictablythat the administra-
tors opposed collective bargaining and had especially negative
attitudes toward the possibility of faculty strikes. They conclude
that administrators in Texas--and in other states without collec-
tive bargainingshould educate themselves and plan for collective
bargaining in order to avoid unnecessary dissension and discord in
the future.

275 Blocker, Clyde E.; Plummer, Robert H.; and Richardson,
Richard C., Jr. "Chapter Six: Faculty-College Relation-
ships." In Clyde E. Blocker, Robert H. Plummer, and
.ichard C. Richardson, Jr., The Two-Year College: A

,.;,)cial Synthesis. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
1965, pp. 135-168.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 7.
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276 Go lull, Arthur M.; Brawer, Fhnence 114 and Lombardi,
John, "Chapter Three: Characterizing the Faculty" and
"Chapter Four: Faculty Preparation and Evaluation," v,1
Arthur M. Cohen, Florence B. Brawer, and Jot
bardi, A Constant Variable. San Francisco: ,losse) ,

1971, pp. 33-02.

For an annota*.ion of the work in its entirety, please see no. 13.

277 Douglasjoel M. (ed.). Salary and Compensation Method-
ology in Academic Collective Bargaining. New York:
National Center for the Study of Collective Bargaining in
Higher Education and the Professions, Bernard Baruch
College, Cit, University of New York, 1983. 10 pages. (ED
230 140)

This report examines salary and compensation provisions in
academic collective bargaining agreements at 134 two-year colleges
and 73 four-year colleges. It analyzes (1) provisions regarding
salary increases, (2) cost-of-living clauses and/or wage reopener
provisions, (3) faculty typologies used in bargaining agreements,
(4) provisions for compensating chairpersons and adjunct faculty,
and (5) compensation methodology for teaching during the
summer. It also includes brief discussions of provisions for merit
pay and overload compensation. It serves as a summary of current
compensation practices and as useful background material for
administrators engaged in collective bargaining.

*278 Ernst, Richard J. (ed.). Adjusting to Collective Ba..1wining.
New Directions for Community Colleges, no. 11. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1975. 110 pages. (ED 114 157)

This sourcebook identifies, in a series of twelve essays, the major
issues that should be considered by faculty and staff in trying to
dedde whether to embrace collective bargaining. It presents
different perspectives on academic unionization, including the
viewpoints of faculty, college administrators, trustees, and
legislators. It also includes discussions of the status and probable
expansion of collective bargaining in the community college, the
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arguments for and against academic imionizatimi, the role of
administrators in the collective bargaining process, and the
implications of collective bargaining for academic freedom,
productivity, and tenure. It provides one of the most thorough
analyses of the issuesboth pro and conthat were attendant to
the growth of college unionization during the 1960s and 1970s.

279 Fergnson, Tracy It, and lIergan, William L.. "Grievalme.
Arbitration Procedures and Contract Administration."
Journal of College and University Law, 197'1, I (4), 371-

389.

This artick draws upon a review of the grievance procedures in
college and university faculty contracts to examine provisions
governing time limits in raising a grievance, the number of steps
built into the grievance procedures, and the exclusion of personnel
decisions that have been based on the academic judgment of peers.
Among other observations, the authors conclude that contracts in
academe provide for a much longer statute of limitations and
allow twice as many steps in arbitration than do contracts
negotiated in private industries. They note also that faculty do not
yet have faith in the ability of arbitrators to handle cases arising in
academe and suggest that there is a need to train more arbitrators
in the field of higher education. The article provides a rare
comparison of academic labor contracts with those found in
business and industry.

280 Hansen, Glenn L., and Kramer, Robert E. "Iowa Postsec-
ondary Vocational-Technical Teacher Retention Study."
Community/Junior College Research Quarterly, 1978, 2

(3), 255-264.

Please see no. 760 for the full annotation.
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281 I lowe, Ray. Cminnouity College Board of Trustees aml
Negotiations with Faculty, Washinglon, D.C.: Anteriom
Association of Community and Junior Colleges and
Association of Community College Trustees, 1973. 18
pages. (1:1) 080 11(i)

Ple :Ise we no. 355 for the full annotaticm.

22 Jaap, M., and Baker, George A. "The Impact of
Collective Bargaining on the Administuttive Functions
and Roles of Communit; College Presidents," Commun-
ity/Junior College Quarterly of Research and Practice,
1982, 6 (2), 157-166.

This article reviews findings of a national survey conducted to
determine the effect of collective bargaining on college presidents'
perceptions of their administrative roles. Drawing upon responses
from 100 randomly selected presidents at colleges with collective
bargaining and 100 randomly selected presidents at colleges
without collective bargaining, it compares the two respondent
groups on the basis of their ratings of thirty-two administrative
tasks. It suggests that there were no significant differences between
the two groups in terms of the way presidents assigned these tasks
priority or ordered them according to time requirements. The
authors conclude that collective bargaining may not have had a
pervasive effect on the role perceptions of community college
presidents.

283 Kellett, Robert H. Trends and Patterns of Change in
Public Community College Collective Bargaining Con-
tracts: Research Summary No. I. Washington, D.C.:
Academic Collective Bargaining Information Service, 1975.
14 pages. (ED 115 356)

This paper analyzes initial and subsequent contracts negotiated at
forty-one community colleges between September 1966 and
September 1974 to determine whether collective bargaining has
been effective in increasing faculty participation in governance
and in increasing faculty salaries. The author notes that communi-
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ty college comracts are cumulative iu nature and that contnut
provisions, once included in the bargain* agreement, ale rawly
deleted during subsequent contract negotiations, I le also finds that
contract provisions related to faculty wimmetation and instructor
involvement ill decision making incwased in frequency as new
contracts Were negotiated owl time, Th.. paper provides the reader
with insights into the cumulative groN tit of contract provisions as
new contracts are negot 6'A te replace older ones.

284 Lombardi, John. Faculty rVorkload. I Paiwr no..16.
1.os Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges,
1974, 23 i.xigf.J. (ED 097 925)

Mk paper examines issues related to tlw definition of faculty
work load and to the development of work-load fommlas. It pre-
sents a. historical picture of the status of faculty work load and
elaborates on objections to its quantitative measurement. The
author discusses the erosion of parietal regulations, the issue of
quantity versus quality, and the effect of collective bargaining on
work loads. He concludes that work loads will not likely increase
by more than fifteen weekly contact hours, that class sizes will
continue to fluctuate widely, that a large number of colleges will
continue to eliminate parietal rules, and that the labor-intensive
characteristics of education will probably not change.

285 Lombardi, John. Reduction in Force: An Analysis of Vie
Policies and Their Implementation. Los Angeles: ERIC
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1974. 30 pages. (ED 099
043)

Please see no. 486 for the full annotation.
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286 Lovell, Ned, IL; Pi land, William I. and Ba hloo
Rh 11(11.8 COMMIstlity Ced le,14e Priierthsfr zloollyzer,
Sluing held: Illinois Community College Tinstres Associa-
nom; Nomml; Centel for the Study of Ednotional Hnanus,
Illinois Slate Univelsity, ;Ind Office of the Presid('nt,
Illinois Slaw University, 198'3. 7'.! pages. (ED 231 83.1)

This publication analyzes the status of grievance procedines at the
Illinois community colleges dial engage in collective balgaining.
It includes a review of collective bargaining contracts to determine
definitions of "grievances." the extent cif the issiws that may lw
legitimately "grieved," steps and time limits in glievance moue-
dines, no-leprisal anises, sources of arbitrators, limitations of
arbitrators' authotity, and the conditions of atbitration. It also
details the findings of a survey Of zultoinisaators who %vete asked
for informationi on the colleges' bargaining experience and
grievance arbitration history, the impact of grievance procedures
on governance, time expended in the grievance process, arbitration
costs, involvement of the courts, and other factors. The autluns
conclude that grievance arbitration has "not fulfilled the objectives
of its early advocates, who preferred arbitration to litigation" (p. (i1).

287 Lovell, Ned B.; Piland, William E.; and Schack, Edna.
The Status of Collective Bargaining in Illinois Commun-
ity ColltRes, 1983-1984. Springfield: Illinois Community
College Trustees Association; Normal: Center for Higher
Education, Illinois State University, and Office of the
President, Illinois State University, 1984. 48 pages. (ED 251
118)

This publication analyzes the status of collective bargaining at the
Illinois community colleges in 1983-1981, outlining the common
characteristics of community college contracts, focusing on
bargaining status, organizational affiliation, length of contract,
reopener clauses, part-time faculty status, unit membership,
academic-year calendar, class size litnits, teaching-load provisions,
and academic freedom. It also analyzes provisions for insurance,
retirement, tuition waiver and reimbursement provisions, leaves,
clues deduction, grievance definition and resolution, impasse
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plot eduies, management iiltis t hoses, and snilo.s. II hides

analyses of the iliipat t of the Illinois I almr Relations A i on
faculty tonna( is, ilistim In)tial (nudity, tollege Iii,it Cs, and
factilty/aditiiiiistlatol intelat tion. The authols (oilcloth that
collective hatgaining Iia ( ontlibuted to the Iiititti taliratimi of
community colleges.

288 Ilannix, Thomas, "Gunnumity College thievance
dotes: A Review or Contract Content in Ninety-Fout

Purna I of Mr College aml 1 fF331 er.sity Penn?).

nel Associatimi, 1971, 25 (2), 23-10.

This article leviews glievance plocedures iii ninely.foin Lotoniuni

ty college ontracts, noting the varied definitions of grio.mice, the
time limitations for filing grievances, piovisions to, informal
settlement, the !rowers and ditties of arbitrators, and the impact of
collective bargaining on the governance stitictini% The author
suggests that faculty petceptions about the fairness of diffcrout

aspects of college governance will influence grievance ma(
and that "if the faculty feels that matters esehided hum grievance
aibitratitHr are being ptoperly handled by a traditional governance
structure .., then there will be no pressure for change," (p. !in).
The art ole serves as ;i succinct overview of negotiated grievauke
procedures at common ity colleges in the early II, ids.

289 Marshall, Join L. "The Effects of Collective Bai,
on Faculty oalarks in Higher Education." jotio
Higher Muration, 1979, 50 (3), -322,

This article reports findings of u study conducted to detetinim
whether faculties at colleges and universities with collective
bargaining enjoy greater salary incleases than faculties at compar-
able institutions without collective bargaining. It details study
methodology, in which faculty pay increases over a period of five
years were traced at (I) thirty colleges and universities that entered
into collective bargainini.; in 1971-72 or 1972-73 and (2) a control
group of thirty nonunion institutions that were matched to the
experimental group On the basis of institutional type, tnean salary
at the base year, site of faculty, and geogiaphical location. The
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;11111101' ( 010 links 11141 tIlli011i /;11i1:11 111(1 I lit' (11(4 1
lout 'year lush unions but that fat silty at nonunion Iv/is-year
colleges experieused gi caul salaty ins leases than fat silly at two,'
yeas solleges %yids colic( live balgaissing, 'Ilse at lit le si v(' s as Ii
challenge It) Iht. loipothesis Out tolletlive balg,sining int teases
fat silty salasies,

290 Medsker, Leland I., "Chatnes Seveu: Fai silty Attitudes on
the Role of she TwoYear College," lii l.r1;nnl I,. Mrthkei,
The Junior College; I'rogre and Prospect. New

1960, 1,p. Ili9-206.

rot n annotation of the work in its unfitly, please see no, 25.

291 Nktelvt. John II. Collective linrgoiniog for ( .mn mn nit))
Collo, Washington, RC.: Association of Canninunity
Collegt: Tussles's, 1979. 110 pages.

TIsis publication provides a comprehensive description of the
olkctive bargaining process ill onnumnity colleges. It includes a
ii id legal history of 'while employment bargaining, specific

guidelines for selecting a negotiating team, recommendations for
developing ass effective negotiation strategy, and suggestions for
effective communications. It also discusses issues related to
negotiabilit y, grievance procedures, mediation, fact finding,
strikes, arbitration, and the arbitration award and concludes with
do's and don't's in collective ' .irgaining and a brief glossary of
terms. It serves as a useful ii 'tiction to collective bargaining
processes for college administi

292 Monroe, Charles R. ''Chapter Sixteen: Faculty Participa-
tion in Governance." In Charles R. Monroe, Profile of the
Conununily College: el Handbook. San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 1972, pp. 321-349.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, pkase see no. 27.
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293 Ntom r, John 11, Pemoyininin Cooitioinstv Conew. Fil(111'
1Y: .11111144es 'foulard Ciottectipe egotiationi, I Inivrisity
Palk: Center, for the Study ol I Ii.IIrI Educitlion, Pennsylr,
vania Slate t Illivelsity, 1971, lid pages, (F,1) 051 800

'HON wig k repos Is findings of a stn vey I Inultit fed to assess attitudes
of Pennsylvania community college !acidly toward collet list.
bargaining, It explturs faculty dispositions towatd collective
negotiation, IIII I elationships between ttitude and sense of power
and mobility, and the telationitips between ;unlink. and petsonl
china( letIstit s. It teveals that lactilty air n catritily willing to
organite and Indite inflective action, that the is ;1 posinv,

telatithiship between i ense of inrwet lessness and favolable
attitudes towaid wIlective nel!otiation, nd that bnithy who feel
that they have high Caren! Ituthility tend to show more lavoiable
attitudes to collet live baigaining. h suggests that facility ale no
longer satisfitlf with a secondaty tole iii govet nance and that
faculty imions exemplify a glowing sense of ptofessionalism.

294 Mortimer, Kenneth P. (ed.). Faculty Bargaining, State
Government, mut Cnnifius Autonomy; The Experience in
Eight tates. ltelmit no. 87. Univet shy Park: Pennsylvania
State University; Denver, Colo.: Education Commission of
lhe States, 1976. 115 pages. (ED 12.1 221)

This publication presents seven essays that exploit. the scope of
collective bargaining in higher education in Michigan, New
Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Hawaii. Massachusetts, Alaska,

ainl Montana. It focuses particularly on the impact of collective
bargaining On the centralita lion of slale a uthorily in higher
education but provides &tailed information on the scope of
bargaining kgislatirm, the level at which bargaining is conducted,
and the origins of bargaining in each state. It covers collective
bargaining as it relates to all of higher education and makes
several references to issues affecting community colleges in
particular. The work provides the reader with succinct analyses of
how collective bargaining originated in several states, how i has
been administered, and what its likely effects are.
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295 Poole, Larry 1-I., and Wattenbarger, James I,. "flas
Collective Bargaining Influenced Administrative Poli-
cies?" Community College Review, 1977, 4 r

This article compares the governance policies community
colleges without collective bargaining with tl governance
policies of colleges that have at least five years' experience in
collective negotiation. It groups twenty governance policies into
four categories; those on which collective bargaining has had no
influence; those on which collective bau;aining has had some
influence; those on which collective bargaining has had substan-
tial influence; and those that did not change as a result of
collective bargaining but in which faculty gained greater influ-
ence. It conclu(les that policies undergoing the greatest change are
grievance procedures and administrator selection and warns of the
threat of collective bargaining to th,t collegial governance model.

296 "Retrenchment at Two-Year Colleges and Institutes."
Journal of the College and University Personnel Associa-
tion, 1980, 31 (3-4), 190-203.

Please see no. 489 for the full annotation.

297 Richardson, Richard C., Jr. "Governance and Change in
the Community-Junior College." Journal of Higher
Education, 1973, 4; 1), 299-308.

Please see no. 384 for the full annotation.

298 Richardson, Richard C., Jr., and Riccio, Elaine. "Collec-
tive Bargaining and liaculty Involvement in Governance."
Community College Review, 1980, 7 (3), 60-65.

This article details the findings of a study conducted to assess
perceptions of how collective bargaining has affected the faculty
role in college decision making. It draws upon a survey of faculty
union leaders and administrators at 107 community colleges to
estimate the level of faculty involvement in twenty-eight decision
areas both prior to and following collective bargaining. The
authors note that for all decision areas (including issues related to
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personnel, academic, and administrative policies), administrator
estimates of faculty involvement before collective bargaining were
higher than the estimates made by union leaders. They also find
that faculty involvement has become more formalized but that
there are still some areas (including the development of academic
policy) in which faculty do not play a major role.

299 Romoser, Richard C.; Randolf, Nancy L.; and Jonas, Jan
H. Faculty Workload: Full-Time Faculty Lecture Hour
Workload in the Contiguous Forty-Eight States. Manage-
ment Report Series, no. 24. Cleveland, Ohio: Cuyahoga
Community College, 1981. 7 pages. (ED 200 291)

This paper draws upon a survey of state administrators for
community colleges, chief academic officers at individual institu-
tions, and other kilowledgeable individuals to determine the
number of lecture hours assigned per week as a normal full-time
faculty work load at 767 community colleges. It details work-load
information for all but four exceptional instructional situations:
writing classes or other courses in which faculty are allowed
exceptional amounts of time to evaluate students' work; large
classes f67 which special work-load arrangements are !pack; classes
utilizing nontraditional instructional strategies (for example,
computer-assisted instruction); and classes using a team-teaching
approach. The authors explain the rationale for choosing lecture
hours, as opposed to other measurements, for use as a frame of
reference in quantifying faculty productivity. The paper is useful
for understanding work-load norms at community colleges.

300 Smart, John C., and Rodgers, Samuel A. "Community
Colleges with Collective Bargaining Agreements: Are They
Different?" Research in Higher Education, 1973, (1), 35-
42.

This article desct 1 th study undertaken to determine (1) differen-
ces between community colleges with and without collective
bargaining and (2) differences between community colleges
represented by the American Federation of Tca.'/v2rs (AFT) and
those represent& by the National Education Association (NEA).
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The autImrs determine dim, in comparison to NEA colleges or
those with no bargaining agent, AFT institutions are more
exclusive in that they charge higher tuition, have more faculty
v doctorates, are more selective in admissions, and have larger
likary holdings. They note implications and question the
assumed unity of the collective bargaining movement.

301 Smith, Milton L. A Study of the Status of Tenure in the
Nation's Public Two-Year Colleges. San Marcos: South-
west Texas State University, 1984. 9 pages. (ED 250 029)

This paper surveys state administrators of two-year college
education to assess tenure policies in community colleges. It
examines the provision of statutory or customary tenure, the
nc.mber of years of consecutive employment needed to become
eligible for tenure, reasons for the dismissal of tenured faculty, the
power of local boards to establish tenure policy, and the effect of
collective bargaining on tenure. The author finds that only a
minority of the states have formal tenure policies and that "public
two-year college, faculty members are not served well by the
concept of tenure" (p. 5).

302 "Tenure at Two-Year Colleges and Institutes." Journal of
the College and University Personnel Association, 1980, 31
(3-4), 109-135.

This article surveys tenure policies at 371 public and private two-
year colleges and institutes, examining how colleges define an
award of tenure, whether policies are establi lied in writing,
methods used to notify instructors of tenure eligibility, the
departmental locus of tenure, and the college staff who make
tenure decisions. It also reports data on (1) the relationship of
tenure to funding sources, (2) faculty ranks applied to tenuted and
nontenured faculty, (3) the correlation of criteria used to make
tenure and promotion decisions, and (4) tenure for noninstruc-
tional staff. It concludes with information on tenure eligibility for
part-time faculty, time/service requirements for tenure, and faculty
dismissal policies. The article provides useful background
information for administrators developing faculty tenure policies.
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303 "The Virginia Community College System: A Report on
Tenure and Due Process." /14 1./P Bullelin, 1975, 61 (1),
30-38.

This article recount:. (wen ts leading up to and immediately
following the 1972 decision of the Virginia State Board for
Community Colleges to remove faculty tenure except for those
instructors who already possess,,d or had been recommended for
tenure. It concludes that the State Board of Community Colleges
and the chancellor acted furtively, without faculty consultation
and contrary to faculty will. It demonstrates the strong support of
the American Association of University Professors for faculty
tenure at community colleges.

304 Wallace, Terry H. Smith. "Provision for Conuri aity
College Faculty Development in Collective Bargal!ling
Agreements." Research in Higher Educalion, 1976, 4 (4),
381-392.

This article examines fifty-eight community college collective
bargaining agreements, focusing on the nature and value of
provisions negotiated for staff development programs. It reports
the frequency of specific provisions related to sabbaticals, tuition
reimbursement, educational travel, attendance at professional
meetings, released time, and stipends for developing expel imental
instructional programs. The author concludes that few colleges
negotiate comprehensive staff development packages, that there is
only piecemeal agreement on faculty development policies, and
that the most common provisions are those that have low costs or
that are norms in academe (such as sabbaticals and leaves without
pay).
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1-Ti me Faculty

305 Bauer, "Adjunct Faculty: Collective Bargain-
ing and Affitmotive Action Persmnel Policies and Proce-
dures," Journal of the College and University Personnel
Association, 1982, 33 (1), 1-7.

The author analyzes the effect of collective bargaining and
affirmative action on personnel policies regarding adjunct faculty
at the Pennsylvania community colleges. He compares the policies
of colleges that extend collective bargaining to adjunct faculty
with the policies of colleges that do not extend collective bargain-
ing to part-timers. He also compares the policies of colleges that
utilize affirmative action in the selection of adjunct faculty with
the policies of colleges that do not apply affirmative action in part-
time hiring. He concludes that adherence or nonadherence to
collective bargaining or affirmative action does not fully explain
variances in personnel policies applied to adjunct instructors and
notes that other financial factors weigh heavily in the institution
and maintenance of personnel practices.

306 Bender, Louis W., and Breuder, Robert. "Part-time
Teachers'Step-Children' of the Community College."
Community College Review, 1973, I (1), 29-37.

This article describes a national survey conducted in 1972 to assess
community college policies toward adjunct, part-time faculty. The
authors conclude that recruitment, training, and evaluation
policies concerning adjunct faculty are weak or nonexistent and
that the employment of part-time faculty is not used by colleges or
prospective faculty members as a trial period before making a full-
time employment commitment. They note implications in light of
the increased use of part-timers to expand college services.
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307 Fryer, Thomas VV., Jr. "Designing New Personnel Poli-
cies; The Permanent Part-Time Faculty Member." Journal
of the College and University l'ersonnel Asweiation, 1977,
28 (2), 14-21,

The autlmr discusses emerging issues related to the growing
number of permanent part-time facultythose instructors who are
hired year after year on a part-time basis. He notes the large
proportion of instructional work load taught by part-timers, the
difficulty of determining equitable compensation rates for part-
timers, judicial rulings granting due process and tenure rights to
part-time faculty who have continuity of service, and the organiza-
tion of part-timers in faculty unions. He points out the righteous
indignation of growing numbers of part-timers who see themselves
as victims of an unjust system that assigns them second-class status
and concludes with eight suggested policies governing the use of
part-time faculty and their relation to the college.

308 Guthrie-Morse, Barbara. "The Utilization of Part-Time
Faculty." Community College Frontiers, 1979, 7 (3), 8-1'/.

This article examines the use of part-time instructors through a
review of the literature and an analysis of national data on the
numbers of part-timers employed. It uses data provided by the
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges to point
out that in the four years between 1973 and 1977, the part-time
cohort had grown from 40 to 56 percent of the total faculty
employed. The author discusses resulting benefits eujoyed by
colleges, including lower wages, single-tenn contracts, reduced
fringe benefits, job protection for full-time faculty, up-to-date
expertise in some teaching areas, and increased contact with the
community. She concludes with a discussion Pi drive to
institute pro rata salary scales for part-timers, arguing that pro rata
salaries are possible only with a reduction in the number of
instructors employed.
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309 linnuttouslitmes. "Adjunct Faculty: Another Look."
Community College FM tiers, 1981, 9 (2), 46-53,

The author discusses growth in the use of part-time or adjunct
faculty and the necessity for more careful training, supervision,
and evaluation of tltese instructors. He notes tltat reasons for
growth in part-time faculty include lower costs, staff flexibility
mid availability, and community relations. He cites the paucity of
research on the performance of part-time instructors and recom-
mends better training of supervisors and evaluators of part-timers
and more direct methods for involving them in college processes.

310 Hoffman, John R. "The Use and Abuse of Part-Time
Instructors." Cown.,.nity Services Catalyst, 1980, 10 (I),
12-18.

This article surveys the P.; temlod-day director6 at community
colleges in seven southwe tern states to identify discrepancies
between actual and ideal personnel policies governing the
employment of part-time faculty. It draws upon an coensive
literature reviewas well as the survey fuldingsto note needed
improvements in each of five areas: recruitment, selection,
orientation, supervision, and evaluation. The author finds that the
smaller the institution, the less well defined and systematic are the
personnel vactices directed toward part-timers. He also notes that
recruiting is most often accomplished through contacts with full-
time faculty members and that orientation and supervision
activities are typically minimal. He recommends more systematic
procedures, including evaluation of part-timers and deliberate
steps to integrate them into the college environment.

311 Lombardi, John. Part-Time Faculty in Community
Colleges. Topical Paper no. 54. Los Angeles: ERIC
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1975. 62 pages. (ED 115
316)

The author utilizes a variety of data sources to provide an
exhaustive analysis of the status of part-time faculty in community
colleges as of 1975. He provides background information on the
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growing limiters of part-time instructors, the solaces of part-time
faculty, and their academic backgrounds and qualifications. I le

also discussc, tmlicy-related issues, including the definition of
part-time loads, provisions to control the number of part-
timers teaching day courses, and wage patterns. lie concludes that
pro rata pay (computed as a fraction (If the current salary pakl to

instinclors) can be expected for part-tinie teachers during
the next tell years. The work includes a seventy-four-item
bibliography.

312 Parsons, Michael H. (ed.). Using Part-Thne Faculty
Fffectively. New Directions for Community Colleges, no.
30. San Francisco: Jossey-Bas, 1980. 115 pages. (ED 188
717)

This sourcebook presents thirteen essays examining the character-
istics and support of part-time faculty at twoyear colleges. It

examines staff development opportunities for part-time faculty, the
integration of part-time faculty into college life, support and
training for vocational-technical adjunct faculty, legal issues, and
the special problems of being a part-time instructor. It also
suggests eight steps to be followed in achieving parity for adjunct
faculty and concludes with a sixty-One-item bibliography. The
book provides staff development officers with an introduction to
the problems posed by the increased employment of part-time
faculty and to the approaches that might be used in solving those
problems.

313 Tuckman, Barbara H., and Tuckman, Howard P. "Part-
Timers, Sex Discrimination, and Career Choice at Two-
Year Institutions: Further Findings from the AAUP
Survey." Academic: Bulletin of the AAUP, 1980, 66 (2), 71-
76.

The authors utilize data from a national survey of adjunct faculty
to discuss sex discrimination in wages, hiring practices, and
employment conditions among part-time instructors, dividing
respondents (N = 1,980) into four groups: "hopeful part-time"
(those seeking full-time jobs), "full-mooners" (those with another
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ltiIIiitttt' job), "pan-limollers" (th)se whit another purinow job),
and "home.workers" (those attending t) children or relatives at
hom(). They discover that there is relatively little differenu ill the
credentials ol male and female parttimets but that men are more
highly paid, hold mote of tile available permanent positions, are
outside of the labol market for shorter periods of time, and are
more mobile. They conclude that there is definite disci imillation
against women in all respondent groups and that part-time
positions for women rarely lead to ftill-nule academic posts.

31.4 Tucknum, !toward P., and Caldwell, Jaime. '"I'he Reward
Structure for Part-Timers in Academe." Journal of Higher
Eduailion, 1979,50 (6), 745-769.

The authors utilize data collected in a national survey of part-tinir
faculty at 128 colleges and universities to develop regression
equations explaining variances ill pair-timers' salaries at two-year
colleges, four-year colleges, and universities. They mule lo the
general conclusion that salaries for adjunct instructors (unlike
those for full-thne staff) at more influenced by institutional
policies (such as length of contract) than by professional skills
(such as experien('e, educational attainment, and so On). They
note, however, that two-year col kges are an exception, because
salaries for adjunct faculty at those institutions are highly
influenced by years of part-time teaching experience, They suggest,
therefore, that part-timers arc more accepted at two-year colleges
than at fonr-year institutions or universities.
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Governance,
Administration,
and Planning

*OM, *ON. 4000 osailr.110. 4.011/

The extraordMary growtlt in the numbers of two-year
colleges during the 1950s and 1960s was matched with a growing
concern for their efficient operation and administration. Numer-
ous scholars turned their attention to administrative issues, wilh
the result that a large body of the two-year college literature
focuses on governance, administration, and planning. This
chapter Organizes a selection of that literature under five headings:
administrators and administrative leadership (nos. 315-348);
boards of trustees (nos. 349-361); institutional governance and
administrative organization (nos. 362-391); the state role in
administration and governance (nos. 392-422); and institutional
research and planning (nos. 423-450). Writings dealing with
fimmce and financial management are presented in Chapter Six.

Administrators and Administrative Leadership

The items cited in the first section of this chapter (nos. 315-
'348) deal with the characteristics and roles of two-year college
administrators. Major themes covered in this literature include:

the contradictory nature of the president's role as both
administrator and educational leader (no. 321);
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the attitodes of college inesidents towtml Melt jobs (ltos. 321,
33H, 310);

the chimuleristics ;Ind lesponsibilities UI depattment chaiiu.
sons and deans (lms. 325, 326, 327, 331, 312311):
the ellataclet ist ics and resj untsibilit it's of miscellaneous college
administrators, including student personnel administratots
(mis. 317. 315), Colffilltinity selvice and continuing education
directors (Ito. 335), financial aid officers (1m. 313), aml libraty
adminisnanits (mtos, 333, 331); and
the characteristics and perceptions of women and minority
administrators (1105. 322, 330, 332).

Ilccatise the literatme on college administrators is Ida-
lively small (esiwcially hi comparison to the large number of
works dealing with faculty and stmlents). it is difficult to draw
generalizathms about the rate of administrative !cadetship at two-
year colleges. A review of the available writings, however, indicates
that administrators face considerable Obstacles, Some authors,
including Moore (no. 337), argue that the educational and
professional backgrounds of adntinistrators do not prepare them to
deal with the special problems of tne two-year college. Writers
focusing on the department chairperson, including Pierce (no, 312),
Lombardi (no. 331), Shawl (no. 311), and liammons and Flunter
(no. 32(i), emphasize the erosion of the chairperson's anthotity as
the bureaucratic organization of the college grows larger. As for
the president, Vaughan (no. W) examines stress-related burnout
anmng chief executive officers, noting that most presidents who
started their careers in the growth era of the 1960s found them-
selves in a more stressful environment, characterized by diminished
career !nobility, reduced funding, and colkxtive bargaining, in the
1980s.

Boards of Trustees

Although trustees are the chief architects of institutional
policy, relatively few works examine their characteristics or
responsibilities. Those authors who have examined trusteeship
provide information on:
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board relations with the plesident (nos, 352, 351, 3(j, 357):
the boald's tole ill collective bawtining (nos, 355, 356);
trustee cliaractet istics anti ;mitotic.. (11wi, 3.19, 351.
lesp)nsibilities and tequisite trustee competencies (nos, 350,
.352, 358, 360, 361); anti
methods of trustee selection (nos. 350, 353).

o)ne 01 the most conuoveisial and long-standing debates
about trusteeship centers on the alleged conservatism of tinswes
and the effect of that conservatism on the expansion of educational
opwrtnnities to the entire comnmnity. Moon. (no. 360) posits that.
trustees ate obeli ignotant of the special tole of the community
college and are unrepresentative of college constituencies in terms
of race and social class. Bets (no. 3,19) notes that conservative
boards are especially characterist i«)f rural areas, wlwre the average
t fusty(' is more lit.ely to 1w a male cousetvative Republican with no
prior affiliation With a community college. Btu the effect of this
conservatism is unclear. Mills (hro. 359) found in 1972 that tlw
average trnstee was indeed prditically conservative btu that he at
the same time was supportive of open admissions and the
comprehensive curriculum.

Institutional Governance and Administrative Organization

As the colliges expanded and grew in munbers during the
1960s and 1970s, considerable attention was paid to the administra-
tive organization of the colleges and to the participation of various
college constituencies in the administrative decision-making
process. At least two comprehensive texts on organization and
governance in the two-year college have appeared: Governance for
the Two-Year College, by Richardson, Blocker, and Bender (no.
387), and Power end Politics in the Community College, by Zoglin
(no. 391). The former pays particular attention to participatory
processes that involve all college groups in governance, while the
latter illustrates the complex interactions of internal politics,
collective bargaining, trustees, and governmental agencies in the
governance process.
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The II lajoi themes einetring in the temaining litelatine
int hide the 10111)\\'0111;

the giotsill mid OW..110/06011 (II 1111110( 11111)th ;In( I 11111111«111vgC

111011116011S (111%. 371), 315, 376, 377, 385);

the buteatut.nitatioll 01 (4)110;es:15 they guns. 0111(1 (I1.), 373);
the delta, totem St) mune ol the olleges (nos. 379, 381)) and
.1110 native "(1(1510" models III otgallitation (nns. 367.
:172, 378); Ind

yarn( illatoty management within tlie ((illege and the distribu.
non of decision making amohg 10(1110,, mut administiatots
(nos. 36:3, 371, 371, :376, 381, :187),

The last item mentiolled--panicipatory managementhas been a
lImlitukIm ly troublesome and ehisive goal lor the nvoyear college,
hominent authors, styli as Richaulson (hw, 381), have wpeatedly
t alled kir a democratilation of the tra(litional, Intl.:1016(AI
adminisnative stuncturc of two-year coll...ges. 1)eurocnititation has
also been a major impetus behind ploposed "dusty!" models of
college (again/anon, Yet )(Tent evidence advanced by llaldridge,
Curtis, l'Icker, anti Riley (no. :363) indicates that community college
governance is still characterited by weak !acuity influence and
gteater administrator domination,

The State Rok in Administration and Covet name

Growing state authority is an important theme in the
community college literature of tlw I 970s and rally 1980s. Anthots
focusing on the maw role in college governance have examined,
among other topks, the following:

statewide master plans (no. 02);
patterns of state financial support (nos. 393, 394, 398, -106,118);
the characteristics and activities of state boards governing two-
year colleges (no. 399,111,119);
patterns and practices of st.atesvide coordination and policy
making (nos. 392, 396, 1397, 400, .103, 107, 109, 112, 413, 417,
420, 421); and
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laiRe% ill( 41;11V 111111101 'MO ilS i 11104 I Oil bit ill

1111itlif 39ri. 111i,

dIC 0101114N, Ilic ilopm I ol C1.111 11111110f MI WI ll ;lilIia 1 11.41s

hi ,tn tue nuhi tuntiovetsial, Nlany authors, nit Whin;
39;)) Hely iiiul Vattenbalget (no, 416), Int it+ on the pin(
tl,iiii,itt iti 10,,,t1 ,ititollonty mid the bility 01 the «thew's
iesoolid III liP 1141.6, Alithins tinutihining to tht,

funct liute,4 volume rill /hi/041/1g .itate ow/ /,cli Pl (;otitrol (no,
also poirt to the negative ionsetillemes 01 leased state

control (silt Ii t reosed htitealit rititation ititd diminished
anthot ity in cunictslunt develupment) hot intrude that thew au.
benefits to he gain, d hi 'elle., 01 mote stahh. tug. The situ y of
oinnitinity collyge t,ovetInitite in the past tsventy yeah, then, has
latgely liiiuu me of a i .ale.ofl tiE some local autonomy lot state
hinds,

Institutional Reseatth and Planning

A good deal ul the atlininistiative liteiatute is devoted to
institutional teseau 11 and planning. Milhous lot tising oti the
lesealch function hose t (meted a wide satiety uf irlated issues,
including:

(Tom), Inc apprwches to (ollege planning (no. .130);
the planning involved in starting a new college out. 123);
problems in defining and measuring institution,d at cournahil.
ity and productivity (nos..131, 410,116).
the slants of community college institutional ieseattli ()likes
(nos.132, 437,138,1+1);
identifying research priorities and needs (no,.. 133,111):
methods of conducting community imp;tcl studies (nos, .121,
112);
comprelwnsive institutional planning (ums. 125.115..113. +15);
utilization of student information systems (tio..131); and
the statewide coordination of community college research
rfforts (no. 439).
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In addition, two comprehensive works on the institutional
research function have appeared: Junior College Institutional
Research: The State of the Art, by Roueche and lloggs (no. 447),
and Community College Research: Methods, Trends, and Pros-
pects, a collection of essays compiled by the Educational Testing
Service (no. 428). Both are by now somewhat dated.

Sources of Further Information

The items cited in this chapter of the bibliography by no
means exhaust the literature on two-year college governance and
administration. The ERIC data base (discussed in Chapter
Thirteen) provides hundreds of additional relevant documents,
including:

state and national compilations of statistical data on the
number and demographic characteristics of community college
administrators;
descriptions of governance structures at individual colleges;
institutional and statewide master plans;
institutional research reports from individual colleges;
research reports emanating from the central offices of state
community college systems; and
annual summaries of state legislation affecting community
colleges (compiled by S. V. Martorana and his associates at the
Pennsylvania State University).

Besides these primary sources in the ERIC data base, the
researcher should also consult the general works (nos. 7-39) listed
in Chapter Two of this bibliography. Most of these works
appearing after World War II include a chapter or two on
administration and governance and thus provide an excellent
starting point for those wishing an introduction to related issues
and problems. Of particular note are the analyses provided by
Bogue (no. 8), Medsker (no. 25), Blocker, Plummer, and Richard-
son (no. 7), Medsker and Tillery (no. 26), Ogilvie and Raines (no.
29), Monroe (no. 27), Thornton (no. 34), Bushnell (no. 10), and
Cohen and Brawer (no. 12).
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Administrators and Administrative Leadership

315 Alfred, Richard; Elsner, Paul; and LeCroylan (eds.).
Emerging Roles for Community College Leaders. New
Directions for Community Colleges, no. 46. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, '1984. 129 pages. (ED 245 773)

This sourcebook presents eleven essays that fc changes in
the environment of leadership for commt: dleges and
consider methods for identifying and developini, ic leaders. Iii
three sections, it addresses (1) the current context for leadership,
touching upon institutional responsiveness, management chal-
lenges, and leadership development programs; (2) the provision of
effective leadership in an area of transition, including new
relationships with government, business and industry, and
technological innovations; and (3) developing community college
leaders for tomorrow through graduate education, on-the-job
experience, and other means. It also provides a literature review on
the community college presidency.

316 Birmingham, Joseph C., and Borland, David T. "Collec-
tive Bargaining in the Future: A Study of Administrator
Attitudes." Community/Junior College Research Quar-
terly, 1980, 4 (2), 169-183.

Please see no. 274 for the full annotation.

317 Brooks, Gary D., and Avila, Jose F. "A Profile of Student
Personnel Workers in Junior and Community Colleges."
Journal of College Student Personnel. 1973, hi (6), 532
536.

This article details the findings of a survey conducted in spring
1972 to develop a demographic and professional profile of the
chief student personnel officers at the nation's two-year colleges. It
draws upon the responses of 252 student personnel administiators
(representing 53 percent of the national sample included in the
survey) to assess their characteristics in terms of age, sex, ethnicity,
educational background, titles, salaries, primary responsibilities,
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years of experience, and publications conu bitted to professional
journals. The authors conclude that the v, lession suffers hole a
lack of representation of women and minorities .nul from a high
mortality rate.

318 Brooks, Gary D., and Avila, Jose F. "A Descriptive Profile
of Junior College Presidents." Research in Higher Educa-
tion. 1974, 2 (2), 145-150.

This article profiles the community college president on the basis
of data collected in a survey of chief executive officers at 556
randomly selected two-year institutions. It examines data related to
sex, ethnicity, educational background, salary, age, length of
service, professional affiLitions, and prior publications and also
summarizes major areas ot concern, including the small number of
women and minorities among college presidents and the high
turnover rate of chief executive officers. The article serves as a
concise summary of the demographic and backgroui characteris-
tics of community college presicknts as of the mid 1970s.

319 Campbell, Dale F. (ed.). Strengthening linan,-iul Manage-
ment. New Directions for Community Colleges, no. 50.
San Francisco: Jossey.Bass, 1985. 135 pages. (ED 258 654)

Please see no. 456 for the full annotation.

320 Cohen, Arthur M. "Chapter Eight: Leading the Educa-
tional Program." In George B. Vaughan and Associates,
Issues for Community College Leaders in a New Era. San
Francisco: Josscy-Bass, 1983, pp. 159-185.

For art annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 37.
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321 Cohen, Arthur M., and RouecheJohn E. Institutional
Administrator or E.ducational Leader? The Junitg College
President, Washington, D.C.: American Association of
Junior Colleges; Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for
Junior Colleges; Rougemoni, NC.: Regional Education
Laboratory for the Carolinas and Virginia, 1969. 55 pages.
(ED 031 186)

The authors argue that ,:ommunity college presidents should be
educational leaders rather than institutional administrators. They
discuss the differences between the two job orientations, noting
that the administrator is concerned with the maintenance and
survival of the institution, while the educational leader changes
the organizational structure of the college as needed to maximize
student learning. They draw upon a survey of institutional
documents (including presidential job descriptions) to demonstrate
that, in reality, the junior college president is neither assigned
responsibility nor held accountable for educational leadership.
The work concludes with ten steps that trustees can take to rectify
this situation, stressing the desirability of board policies that allow
the president to delegate the day-to-day chores of fiscal
administration.

322 Eaton, Judith S. (ed.). Women in Community Colleges.
New Directions for Community Colleges, no. 34. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1981. 110 pages. (ED 203 929)

This sourcebook presents seven articles analyzing the impact of the
changing role of women on community colleges, including
discussions of the backgrounds and experiences of women
community college presidents, the struggle of women faculty for
equal professional status, the contributions that women can make
to strengthen humanities programs, programs targeted to serve
special groups of women, ways community colleges can improve
women's educational and occupational mobility, and the role of
women trustees. It concludes with a review of those researching the
role of women in two-year colleges.
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;;;23 Joseph, Jr. ddministr Ia.ive Leadership in to,:
Community N.V,: Exposition Prchso
1971, 105 pages,

This guidebook for plo,pct l!vc ;Ind newly appointed administra-
tors defines administrative p.spoll.,ibilitics Ill ylletal ternri and
sketches the concept of tnanageluent by objectives. It considci
roles of the various administrators in a typical community colkge
organization, presenting data from a survey of ninety-thtee
California community college presidents asking about their prim
experience and administrative emphasis. The book concludes with
a statement of duties carded out by the governing boartk adminis-
tration, faculty, and citizen advisory groups.

324 Gillie, Angelo C Sr. "Occupational Perceptions of Two-
Year College Presidents." Community College Frontiers,
1978, 7 (1), 38-43.

The author examines factors that affect the community college
presidency and analyzes the opinions of current presidents, former
presidents, and current state directors about the duties and
influence of the president. He notes that, while most agree that the
president's main job is to maintain an optimal environment for
learning, there is often disagreement as to the relative importance
of the numerous other functions assigned to the president. He
briefly compares the responses of current presidents and former
presidents to survey questions concerning die most important
function of the chief executive, preferred college governance
models, the extent of the president's influence, and hi Cr her
decision-making authority. The article provides insights aow
presidents view their jobs.

325 Groner, Norman E. "Leadership Situations in Academic
Departments: Relations Among Measures of Situational
Favorableness and Control." Research in Higher Educa-
tion, 1978, 8 (2), 125-143.

The author utilizes data from a statewide survey of community
college faculty and department chairpersons in Washington to test
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hypotheses ttbout euvirontnental factors that affect the ability of
chairpersons to exert leadership. Ile entwines the correlation
between ineasures of clmirpersou control and "situational favor-
ableum" measures related to the quality of relations hoween
faculty and chairpersons, the degree to which the chairperson's job
is clearly defined, and the clarity of criteria used to assess faculty
performance. 1-k compares his findings with a similar study
undertaken at a university and concludes that good faculty-
chairperson relations are significmtly correlated with clarity in
faculty assessment criteria. The ani:le tmderscores the importance
of clear, objective staff evaluation policies to organiz.ational
effectiveness.

326 Hammons, James 0., and Hunter, Walter. "The Perceived
Problems of Community College Department/Division
Chairpersons as Revealed by the Nominal Group Process."
Conzmunity/Junior College Research Quarterly, 1977, 1
(2), 163-170.

This article examines findings and implications of a workshop at
which sixty-three community college chairpersons were asked to
determine the five most prevalent factors that prevent them from
exercising leadership, noting that the top-ranked obstacle to
effcytive functioning was the lack of a clearly defined role for the
chairperson. Other obstacles included weak support and direction
from top administrators, faculty-related problems (such as lack of
faculty motivation to improve or the lack of effective faculty
evaluation critF.ria), and organizational problems within the
college. The authors conclude that the majority of chairpersons
felt powerless in facing and correcting these obstacles and that the
middle-management structure of community colleges may be
eroding.
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327' I lannlions, James, aild Thomas, VVanda. "Pei formanee
Appraisal of Communily College Deparunent/Division
Chairpersons," Community College Review, 1980, 7 (3),

atimors draw upon a survey of ,172 institutions to study the
appraisal systems used to evalnate community college department
and division chairpersons, analyzing (1) the twrcentage of colleges
that have such systems; the purposes, prowdures, criteria, and
standards nsed to appraise the administrative performance oi
chairpersons; the iwrceptions of chairpersons regarding these
systems; Ule standards and criteria that chairpersons would like to
see in evaluation systems; and the degree to which current
ap:'iraisal systems improve the chairperson's administrative
performance. Among their findings are that 82 percent of the
responding colleges had evaluation systems, tlmt only 9 percent of
the chairpersons felt that evaluation was based stdely On Objective
criteria, and that the perceptions of chairpersons did not vary by
academic discipline. They concl, le with recommendations for
strengthening the evaluation proc,

328 liammons, James 0., and Wallace, Terry Smith. "Staff
Development Needs of Public Community College Depart.
ment/Division Chairpersons,- Cmmnunity/Junior Col-
lege Research Quarterly 1977, 2 (I), 55-76.

The authors study the staff development needs of 1,100 two-year
college chairpersons who were surveyed to obtain information on
(I) descriptive data about the colleges at which they work, such as
region, size, presence of collective bargaining, and so on; (2)
information on prese:'vice and hi-service training .-rently
received by chairpersons; (3) chairperson Opinions regarding areas
that should be covered in professional development activities; and
(4) chairperson opinions on the timing and duration of in-service
activities. They indicate that preservice preparation, in-seivice
training, and self-improvement activities of chairpersons are at
best nominal and at worst nonexistent and suggest that this results
in a loss of efficiency and in a hesitancy to make decisions. They
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conclude tvith reconfluendations to int tease tile availability
of !mining hvo-year college chairpers.ms.

329 jaap, M., and Raker, GInge A. "The Impact of
Collective liargaining on the Administrative 1:noctions
and Roles of Community College Presidents." Commuri .
ity/f unior College Quarterly Of Research and Practice,
1982, 6 (2), 157-106.

t.sase see no '..1).;') fol. the full affirmation,

330 himmons, Willie J. Blach Administrators in Public
Community Colleges: Self-Perceived 1?ole awl Status. New
York: Carlimi Press, 1977, 202 pages.

This publication examines the background of black community
colkge administrators and assesses their perceptions about their
roles and status, utilizing data from a survey of 189 black
administrators who were categorized on ti. c levels: (1) presidents,
chancellors, or chief administrators; (2) vice-presidents, provosts,
deans, associate deans, or assistant dea 1; and (3) departnwm or
division chairpersons, program coordinators, or department lwads.
It summarizes findings concerning the line positions that black
administrators occnpy, their self-pciceivect role function, and
differencesif anyin the responses of administrators at predom-
inantly black, predominantly white, and integrated institutioir..
Among the implications is that black administrators at predomi-
nantly black institutions experience a higho dewee of role conflict
than their colleagues at predominantly white institutions.

331 Lombardi, John. The Duties and Responsibilities of the
Department/Division Chairnan in Community Colleges.
Topical Paper no. 39. Los Angelw, ERIC, Clew iughouse
for Junior Colleges, 1974. 21 pages. (ED 089 811)

This paper contrasts formally established duty lists of community
college department chairpersons with research findings on what
chairpersons actually do, noting that formal duty lists are grossly
exaggerated and provide no indication of the authority exercised

,
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by chairpersons, The aut hot argues that the chairperson's
authority has, in Inch been eroded by the movement Iowan!
N'ticilNdory democracy, collective bargaining, and administra-
tors' efforts to gain control over the teachitur-learning milt and
concludes that the chairperson will become a "ministerial officer
who acts as the 'servant' of the faculty perform* dunes
accordance with directions established in policy manuals, stale
laws, and collective bargaining agreements" (p. 16),

332 Lopez, Alberta 1.%, mid Schultz, Raymond E. "Role
Conflict of Chicano Administrators in Community Col-
leges," Cmninunity College Review, 1980,7 (3), 50-55.

This article examines the role perceptions of Chicano administra-
tors at public community colleges in live southwestern states,
drawing upon a survey of 175 Chicano administrators who were
asked for information ou (I) how Chicano adminiArators perceive
their professional roles, (2) whether the respondents feel that their
role perceptions are at odds with what is expected of Owni by
students, the community, and the institution, and (3) the specific
experiences and beliefs that affect the role of Chicano administra-
tors. The authors conclude that ethnicity is a significant factor in
the way Chi( ano administrators perceive their roles and that
Chicano administrators balance "allegiance to their institution, to
their Chicano constituencies, and to their own Chicano value
system" (p. 51).

333 Matthews, Elizabeth W. "Trei:ds Affecting Commtmity
College Library Administrators." College and Research
Libraries, 1977, 38 (3), 210-217.

Please see no. 669 for the full annotation.

334 Matthews, Elizabeth W. "Update in Educati m Com-
munity College Library Administrators." Joulnal of
Education for Librarianship, 1979, /9 (4), 301-311.

Please see no. 670 for the full annotation.
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335 Miles, Leroy, "A Stuvey of Adffil F.dth11-

lion OnlIpettlicies NCeded by Directors of Community
Services and Continuing Education." Conunonity/Juniot
Collge Research Quar lull)). 1980. (4), 319-330.

Please see no. 818 for the hill annotation.

336 Nhnne, Kat Inyo M.; Twortibly, Susan R., and Martorana,
S. V. Today's Academic Leaders: A Nationat Study of
Administrators in Community aml Junior Colleges.
University Park: Center for the Study of Higher Ednca-
tion, Pennsylvania State University, 1985. 129 !rages.

This publication details the findings of a national survey
conducted in 1984 to provide descriptive information ott the
personal and professional characteristics of community coil, ge
administrators. The authors examine data related to (I) demo-
gmphic and socioecon ;c characteristics, (2) participation in
professional and coniul laity activities, (3) mentor relationships,
(4) job-search activities leading to employment in administ. 'ye
positions, (5) factors that attract administrators to their current
positions, (Cr) reasons administrators have for remaining in their
positions or for considering a job change, and (7) administrators'
opinions concerning future issues. The work provides a cross-
se tional picture of two-year college administrators at all levels,
iacluding presidents, campus executives, I hid academic and
business officers, student affairs officers, head librarians, financial
aid directors, and directors of continuing education.

337 Moore, William, Jr. Blind Man on a Freeway: The
Community College Administrator. San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 1971. 173 pages.

The author points to inadequacies of graduate school programs
that prepare community college administrators and examines the
administrator's role in meeting the needs of new constituen.
groups. He presents anecdotes from community colleges concern-
ing the function of the administrator and describes tile la
constituent groups that community college administrators in'r.:,ict
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with, includiin; +indent activists, women's rights advocates,
minority groups, and militant menthe's, Ile also examines
the responsihilities 01 the community college administrator in the
delivery of education to the disadvantaged, 1 le mges the develop-
ment of a national erfott nain community collerle J(111111654;1.
tors and examines approaches to emerging Famine-, ptohleins, such
as racial bigotry and discrimination. The work selves as an
overview (alheit an anecdotal one) Of the challenges to administra-
tors that %very posed by the social upheavals of the 1960s,

338 Morgan, Don A, Perspectives of the Community College'
Presidency. Occasional Repine no. 1,1, 1.0s Angeles: Junior
College Leadership Program, Graduate School of Educa-
tion, University of California, 1970. 19 pages. (ED 038 955)

'Ehis report draws upon Ow findings of several surveys conducted
infounally by the author to examine how community college
presidentsas well as their associatesview the community
college presidency. It sinnmarizes stuvey findings as they relate to
the advice responding presidents have for newly appointed chief
executive Officers, the reasons presidents have for eventually
leaving their jobs, and the characteristics, of Laccessful and
unsuccessful presidents. It also examines ht4v the presidency is
viewe(I by "second-ranking" administrators (G4 exanIPle, Vice-
presidtmts or assistants to the president), by the presidents' spouses,
.3ae1. by the presidents' secretaries. It provides the reader with
insights into how community college presidents of the late 1960s
viewed their jobs.

339 Nicholm, R. Stephen. Chief Executive Officers Contracts
and Compensation, 19c1: 4 Study of the Contract Provi-
sions, Language, Benefits, and Compensation of Chief
Executive Officers of Two-Year Colleges for the 1981 Year.
Washington, D.C.: Presidents Academy, American Associ-
ation of Connnunity and Juni(n. Colleges, 1981. 63 pageL.
(ED 213 478)

This publication Stu eys the contract and compensation arrange-
men.s for chief execw;ve .ilficers of two-year colleges in the United
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CIIIIIIt11, II 111(10(10s I (HS( 111tii00 01 III( 1011 ittlIttem
compensation as %yell as excel pis hom tonna( 01

appointment, length of nom, tooppoitittiwitt, tltitits, (Ntetit ol
NioNict.s, housing and atitontobini allorani vs, liability, tetitentent,
sobbadrals, tlisobility, (Nonunion, nomination, and whet kilns, It
is useful as a summary of tho rontlact plovisions govritting
collegelnesident relotions ii 19,o.

340 0'( :ow F., Community Colleges: el Presnfrnes
View. Utbana; Univiosity of Illinois Picss, 19(i8, 172 pagcs .

l'Ivase see no, 128 for tlw lull it)II(italj(uii,

341 Patten, W. G. e: Pilot tudy: Priorities in Administrative
Needs and Program ervices for Community and Area
Technical Colleges. Emphasis on Large Urban dregs,
Columbus: National Center for Reseatch in Vocational
Education, Ohio State liniversity, 1979. 185 pages. (ED 18(
703)

Please see no. 761 for the full annotation,

342 Pierce, I larnton II. "The Role of Scicnce Division Chair-
! .ett in Regionally Accredited Two-Year Colleges: A
.,Cational Survey." Journal of Research in Science Teach-
ing, 1971, 8 (3), 251-251.

The author draws upon a survey of 285 community college science
division heads to examine their characteristics and professional
responsibilities. lie summarizes survey data related to the educa-
tional backgrounds of tlw division heads, their ,,..ars of profes-
sional experience, the roles and responsibilities of the division
heads, and the factors that contribute to their job satisfaction,
fisting common duties performed by the respondents and obstacles
to role ful fi

Li
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Janie, IS. "Two,l'ear College inancial Aid
Officers," lowtsal uJ Cidlegy StudetIt Persomiel, 1971,. IS

(1), 12-16.

This anicle details the hadings of a %wily cooductvd 1969 to
compaie the characieristiis of financial aid (Intl iwoyear
colleAes with those of financial aid direcwrs !otn.year instint.
11011%. 11 draws mita) a stuvry !Malicia! diI officels at 5Io two
year colleges 00 percent of whom respond('d) to assess the
dein Taaphic chamcletistics and p.ofessional backgtonlids of the
financial aid officers, the organization Of the linancial aid
progiains that they administer, awl the factols that lead to
sat In Om or dissatisfactim ou the job, The author compares the
resultant data with the findings of a survey of font-year college
financial aid administrators conducted in 190, noting, among
other findings, that financial aid administratois at fonryear and
two.year colleges are similar it) terms ol characteristics and

i

344 Shawl, W. F. The Rob! ol the Academic Dean. Topical
Paper no. 42. I.os Angeles: ERIC (learinghouse for Junior
Colleges, 1974. 2" pages. (ED 092 210)

This oaper outlines the personal impressions and ideas of an
academic dean on his role in the c 'humility college. i. presents a
brief historical view of the lesponsihilities of the academic dean
and discusses the external forces impinging upon the dean in the
role of curriculum developer. It also examines the dean's responsi-
bilities in curriculum planning, staff selection, faculty evaluation,
affirmative action, and collective bargaining. The author con-
cludes that academic deans increasingly play middle-management
roles, with growing numbers of administrators both above or
below the dean on the college's organization chart.
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:11r1 II tiu Alite J,, and Will% l'hr :Isle! Student l'ellormel
(W1,0161104 in the "l'ioul't,o College. Iltili/ons
NIttliograph 111.41Itington, Atuet it an Avon tar
Ii011 01 .11111tor Colleges, I I72 75 pag,es Otin tiltb

'1'his puhlii adult leviews ii tiilll.V l Isvo studies, independently
nutlet taken, that expIote ilit tolel and i harm let kit id t hid
student prtsoltnel othninisnaltus at Plitiot rolleges, ()in. study,
t ontpleted in 1968, suiveyed a national N11:1111it111,111110111 S:11111111 01
thes adiliiiiistiator:; ilii 0111(.1 l00111(011 c.iiIieti
,Iliveyvd only toithvestelo jUllitli tollrgos.
'lite ;loam!, howinmite sot ry data as they tel:tte to the pet sonal
Iu,lt;ititliIi I the administlators, their edit( ational and

employment uhf krawtods. ;Ind other johtielated la, lots, stub a.,
sabilies, job te, plot( ssional affiliations, aspilations, and the
most lut (mud by the tespondents. They t ont hide
that snide, iii ltiI)IiI1i snalots love only petiphcial status
within tht and that iheil depaltilletits ate untletltunled and

oirl they outline eight ler ounlientlatiolis lot
i1111mIve

:34C (t'tlgI it. 'Itti:110111: 'lineal to Ibtesidential
I itectiveness." Comanatity and Junior Colh.ge Journal,
1982, 52(fi), 10-13.

This :wide (11S(.11SSCS hll'eSS-le1:11(11 101111001 3101 exi1111010 the
factors contributing to the Innuout of community college presi-
dents, summatiting luirmnit symptoms and ways of pit:venting the
malaise. Tbe author notes that most community ,:t% tuesidents

entered the profession at relatively young ages and now find
themselves at the peal: of their (Arco's with no oppownlity to
advance. I-le also notes that most plesidents who statted their
careers in the growth era of the 19130s now wot k ill the mole
stressful environment of i ettencliment. unionimtion, and Nita-
mein stabilinttion. Ile orgus sensitivity 0) Iminout within the
college ctnnuounity,

1 9 )
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347 Wenrich, J. William. "Can the President Be All Things to
All People." Community and Junior College Journal,
1980, 51 (2), 36-40.

This article lists five roles of the community college president:
advocate and representative, manager of the institution as a whole,
planner and visionary, negotiator and mediator, and legitimator.
The author notes the many constraints placed on presidential
prerogatives from both within and outside the community college,
arguing that playing the above-mentioned roles requires a sense of
timing and juggling. He concludes that, amidst the ever-increasing
roles and demands made on community college presidents, ethical
integrity must be the overriding principle of leadership, because it,
in turn, promotes ethical integrity of all who interact with the
college.

348 Wing, Dennis R. W. The Professional President: A Decade
of Community Junior College Chief Executives. Topical
Paper no. 28. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges, 1972. 23 pages. (ED 058 881)

This paper surveys community college presidents holding office in
1970 and compares the survey findings with data collected in
similar presidential studies conducted in 1960 and 1964. It utilizes
responses from 498 presidents (68 percent of those surveyed) to
profile community college presidents in terms of age, employment
experience, educational background, and future career aspirations.
It also examines the presidents' opinions concerning why they
were selected to become chief executive officers and the ideal
preparatory sequence of positions that individuals should have
before assuming the presidency. The author suggests that most
presidents assuming office in the 1960s were steeped in the
conservative traditions of standard collegiate education and that
this conservatism may account for the fact that community
colleges have not strayed far from traditional collegiate modes.
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Boards of Trustees

349 Bers, Trudy I-I. "Trustee Characteristics and Decision
Making Among Suburban and Rural Community College
Trustees." Community/ Junior College Research Quar-
terly, 1980, 4 (3), 249-262.

This article reports the results of a study comparing personal
characteristics, decision making, and conflict among selected
community college trustees in suburban and rural areas in Illinois,
finding that rural trustees are more likely to be Republican,
conservative, and male, more active in a variety of social organiza-
tions, and more likely to have had no prior affiliation with the
community college than their suburban counterparts. The author
maintains that trustees in rural and suburban districts have
different notions about the programs that would most benefit their
communities. She notes increased state control, however, and
suggests that suburban/rural variations in trustee perspectives are
"temporary and symbolic accommodations to the philosophy that
community responsiveness is the special mission of community
colleges" (p. 261).

350 Cosand, Joseph P. "The Community College in a New
Period of Change." AGB Reports, 1975, 17 (8), 32-42.

This article provides an overview of the role and function of
community college boards of trustees, examining (1) the ongoing
evaluation and planning role of trustee boards, (2) the selection of
board members, (3) the image, organization, size, and structure of
the board, (4) the trustee role in selecting the college president, (5)
the value of lay advisory committees, (6) guidelines for effective
board meetings, (7) faculty input in board decisions, and (8) the
trustee role in setting institutional goals. It also discusses emerging
issues that board members should be aware of, including tenure
and collective bargaining, affirmative action, interinstitutional
cooperation, and nontraditional patterns of college attendance.
The author concludes that trustee boards need to be dedicated, well
informed, and willing to plan for changing community college
needs.

194
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351 Drake, Sandra L. A Study of Community and Junior
College Boards of Trustees. Washington, D.C.: American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges, Associa-
tion of Community College Trustees, and Association of
Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges, 1977. 59
pages.

This publication draws upon a national survey of community
college presidents and governing board chairpersons to examine
the characteristics, attitudes, and activities of two-year college
trustees. It includes analyses of demographic, occupational, and
other background characteristics, as well as analysis of the time
spent by trustees on various functions. It serves as a descriptive
profile of community college trustees in the mid 1970s.

352 Dziuba, Victoria, and Meardy, William (eds.). Enhancing
Trustee Effectiveness. New Directions for Community
Colleges, no. 15. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1976. 109
pages. (ED 130 693)

This sourcebook presents sixteen articles on increasing the
effectiveness of community college trustees. It identifies the
numerous responsibilities and challenges trustees face, such as
financt1 constraints, legal matters, increases in teacher militancy,
collective bargaining, affirmative action, governance tasks, and
other issues. It also examines a cost-benefit analysis of appointing
trustees rather than electing them, ways to improve the board
meeting's effectiveness, a self-evaluation instrument for trustee use,
the relationship between the board and the president as manage-
ment partners, the need for trustees to become politically involved
at the local, state, and national levels, and guidelines for attaining
financial stability. The volume concludes with projections of
undergraduate education trends in the 1980s and a bibliography of
relevant 1 itera ture.
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353 Goddard, Jeanne M., and Polk, Charles H. "Community
College Trustees: Elect or Appoint?" AGB Reports, 1976,
18 (3), 37-40.

This article discusses the two principal methods of community
college trustee selection: election and appointment. The authors
argue that the selection of a trustee is a political act in which costs
and benefits are weighed by each of the four actors involved in the
process (the appointing authority, the voters, the trustee, and the
college president). They note, for example, that trustee appoint-
ment by a governor may be used by the governor to mend political
fences (a benefit to him or her) but may also alienate members of
the public who are opposed to the appointee and that the elected
trustee usually has more power or political independence than an
appointed one, but only at the price of the financial and emotional
rigors of a political campaign. They conclude that neither
selection method is better, because each has counterbalancing
pluses and minuses. The article serves as a reminder of the
intricate political consequences of trustee selection.

354 Hall, Robert A. Challenge and Opportunity: The Board of
Trustees, the President, and Their Relationship in Com-
munity College Governance. Annandale, Va.: Association
of Community College Trustees, 1981. 29 pages. (ED 201
362)

This publication discusses the board-president relationship and its
importance to community college governance. The author
considers the political context within which this relationship
operates, focusing on the external forces to which the president
and board must jointly respond, and examines other aspects of
governance, including (1) the state's role; (2) administrative areas
determined partially by the state and partially by the board; (3) the
nature of policy and its subdivisionsgoverning, executive,
operating, and educational policy; (4) the roles of the board,
president, deans, and students in policy making; and (5) how the
subdivisions of policy blend together. He analyzes the respective
roles of trustees and the president in the governance process and
concludes with suggestions for strengthening the board-president
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relationship. The work serves as a useful introduction to gover-
nance for new community college trustees.

355 Howe, Ray. Community College Board of Trustees and
Negotiations with Faculty. Washington, D.C.: American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges and
Association of Community College Trustees, 1973. 48
pages. (ED 080 116)

This publication provides board members with an introduction to
collective bargaining and examines the role of tilt board in the
bargaining process. It includes discussions of (I) what the reaction
of the board should be when the prospect of collective bargaining
first emerges on campus, (2) whether the faculty choice of a
bargaining agent should be a serious concern of the board, (3) the
board role in choosing a negotiator, (4) the relationship of the
board to the negotiator, (5) the board's role in ratification, and (6)
what the board should do immediately after ratification. The
author emphasizes that hostile attitudes and reactions toward
collective bargaining will lead to an uneasy relationship between
administration and the bargaining unit.

356 Johnson, B. Lamar (ed.). The Junior College Board of
Trustees. Occasional Report no. 16. Los Angeles: Junior
College Leadership Program, University of California,
1971. 62 pages. (ED 078 817)

This publication presents nine papers delivered at the National
Conference on the Junior College Board of Trustees in February
1971, including discussions of the role of the board in assuring
accountability for student learning, managing college resources,
and maintaining a good working relationship with the college
president. It also presents analyses of the board's role in facuhy
negotiations and of the effects of student activism on trustees. The
work serves as a review of trustee problems as they were perceived
in the early 1970s.
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357 King, Maxwell C., and Breuder, Robert L. President-
Trustee Relationships: Meeting the Challenge of Leader-
ship: A Case Approach to Dysfunctional Assumptions and
Techniques. Washington, D.C.: American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges, 1977. 72 pages. (ED 142
271; available in microfiche only)

This publication explores the issues involved in community
college president-trustee relationships. It describes a hypothetical
board meeting that portrays events representative of improper
practices between boards of trustees and the chief executive officers.
It also provides results of a comparative survey of presidents' and
trustees' perceptions as to what the president should and should
not do in working with his or her board. It concludes with a list
of fundamental principles to which presidents and trustees should
be sensitive in undertaking their educational responsibilities. The
work serves as a represemative example of the large number of
works that have focused on the problems that can arise between
presidents and trustees.

358 McLeod, Marshall W. Patterns of Responsibility: Statutory
Requirements of Community College Local Boards of
Trustees. Annandale, Va.: Association of Community
College Trustees, 1979. 43 pages. (ED 201 363; available in
microfiche only)

The author draws upon an examination of state statutes to
examine the legal responsibilities of local community college
governing boards. He examines the boards' legal status as
corporations, the principal powers accorded to boards under state
law, legal guidelines for meetings, trustee reimbursement, and
statutes that define board liability. He also delineates the ex-
pressed, implied, mandatory, and permissive rights of governing
boards. The work serves as a concise summary of the legally
defined rights and duties of governing boards in 1979.
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359 Mills, Peter K. "Community College Trustees: A Survey."
In The Two-Year College Trustee: National Issues and
Perspectives. Washington, D.C.: Association of Governing
Boards of Universities and Colleges, 1972, pp. 30-38. (ED
073 757)

The author draws upon a survey of 239 two-year college presidents
and 296 trustees to ascertain the characteristics of public commun-
ity college trustees, describe the process by which institutional
change occurs at these colleges, and examine the interaction and
involvement of trustees with the process of change. Among the
findings are that (1) community college boards are smaller than
those at four-year institutions and usually operate as committees of
the whole, (2) the average trustee is politically conservative but
supportive of open admission and the comprehensive curriculum,
(3) trustees support the role of the president as educational change
agent, and (4) there is little faculty and student representation in
board deliberations. The work provides readers with a profile of
community college trustees in the early 1970s, noting that they
were conservative politically but progressive in terms of educa-
tional outlook.

360 Moore, William, Jr. "The Community College Board of
Trustees: A Question of Competency." Journal of Higher
Education, 1973, 11 (3), 171-190.

The author charges that boards of trustees are often uninformed
and incompetent, arguing that most trustees are ignorant of
educational matters and unrepresentative of the constituencies they
serve in terms of race and social class. He outlines fourteen criteria
for board competency, suggesting specific board responsibilities
related to policy formation, ethical standards, and requisite
knowledge of college affaits. This article presents one of the most
critical examinations of the community college trustee.
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361 Potter, George E. Trusteeship: Handbook for Community
College and Technical Institute Trustees. (2nd ed.)
Annandale, Va.: Association of Community College
Trustees, 1979. 180 pages. (ED 201 368; available in
microfiche only)

This publication serves as a handbook providing basic informa-
tional aid for community college governing board members. It
details (1) major trustee responsibilities, (2) the functions of bmird
members, officers, and committees, (3) the selection and role of the
board chairperson, (4) board-president relations and the evaluation
of the college president, (5) legal issues, including litig !) and
criteria for selecting a college attorney, (6) the board's ;cal role
in state and local trustee associations, and (7) the boai_! s role in
collective bargaining. It includes several ancillary mattrials, such
as a trustee code of ethics, sample bylaws for a trustee association,
and a sample college labor agreement. The work is useful
primarily as an introduction to the trustee's legal responsibilities.

Institutional Governance and Administrative Organization

362 Alfred, Richard L., and Smydra, David F. "Chapter Nine:
Reforming Governance: Resolving Challenges to Institu-
tional Authority." In William L. Deegan, Dale Tillery,
and Associates, Renewing the American Community
College: Priorities and Strategies for Effective Leadership.
San Francisco: Jossey-Bs, 1985, pp. 199-228.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 14.

363 Baldridge, J. Victor; Curtis, David V.; Ecker, George; and
Riley, Gary L. Policy Making and Effective Leadership: A
National Study of Academic Management. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1978. 290 pages.

This volume reports the findings of a national study of American
college and university governance, discussing the organizational
characteristics of colleges and universities and examining how
these characteristics shape decision-making processes. It also
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analyzes the diversity of institutional, management, and gover-
nance patterns; autonomy in academic work; faculty morale; the
effects of unionization; the role of women faculty in governance;
and governance patterns in the future. The authors compare
finding7 for community colleges with governance patterns at
"multiversities," liberal arts colleges, and other types of higher
education institutions. They conclude that community college
governance is characterized by relatively small faculty influence,
greater administrator domination, and increased tendency to
unionize.

364 Blocker, Clyde E.; Plummer, Robert H.; and Richardson,
Richard C., Jr. "Chapter Seven: Administrative Structure
and Functions." In Clyde E. Blocker, Robert H. Plununer,
and Richard C. Richardson, Jr., The Two-Year College:
Social Synthesis. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
1965, pp. 169-200.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 7.

365 Callahan, Daniel M., and Lake, Dale G. "Changing a
Community College." Education and Urban Society, 1973,

6 (1), 22-48.

The authors review a two-and-a-half-year organizational develop-
rnent effort conducted at a New York community college, focusing
on three conceptual models: entry, systems theory, and survey
feedback. They detail data-collection techniques, the survey
instrument package used, and data summaries. They report short-
term results of the workshops, as well as results one and two years
later, noting that, after two years of intervention efforts, the
administration experienced improvement in goal setting, program
planning, budgeting, task specification, and other areas. The
article provides an in-depth examination of an organization
development intervention in a two-year college.

201
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366 Cohen. Arthur M.. and Brawer. Florence B. "Chapter
Four: Governance and Administration: Managing the
Contemporary College." In Arthur M. Cohen and Florence
B. Brawer, The American Community College. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982. pp. 93-126.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 12.

367 Collins, Charles C. The Peoples' Community College: "A
Cluster Model." Pittsburg, Calif.: Community College
Press, 1977.140 pages. (ED 151 015)

This publication offers a model for building a community college
dedicated to general education, replacing the traditional depart-
mental organization of colleges with an arrangement that groups
academic and vocational disciplines into clusters centered around
the ideas of the physical world, the life process, economic and
social institutions, human relations, and "man the creator," with,
for example, engineering and computer sciences in the "physical
world" chister, health sciences and agriculture in the "life process"
cluster, and business education in the "economic and social
institutions" cluster. The author plots the costs of such a college
and lists the specific staff positions that would be included.

368 Fells, Walter Crosby. "Chapter Thirteen: General Admin-
istrative Considerations" and Chapter Fourteen: The
Administrative Staff." In Walter Crosby Fells, The Junior
College, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1931, pp. 353-387.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 15.

369 Frankie, Richard J. "Legal Aspects of Authorization and
Control in Junior Colleges: A Summary (1936-1979)."
College and University, 1971, 46 (2), 148-154.

This article briefly sketches the role of the judiciary in defining the
place of the junior college within the American educational
system. It traces the role of the court in placing the early junior
college in the same legal position as the high school and in
upholding later legislative acts creating junior college districts
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outside of the common school system. It concludes with synopses
of eleven court decisions affecting the authorization and control of
junior colleges from 1936 to 1970.

370 Crede, John F. "Collective Comprehensiveness: A Pro-
posal for a Big City Cummunity College." Journal of
Higher Education, 1970, 41 (.j), 179-194.

The author argues that urban multicollege districts should be built
around the principle of "collective comprehensiveness," which
posits a district made up of specialized institutions rather than the
development of a single mammoth college or a scattering of
neighborhood comprehensive institutions. He cites two factors
that have caused City Colleges of Chicago to consider this
alternative: (1) the need to provide special services and operational
structures for black communities and (2) the cost savings accrued
by concentrating different vocational programs on a single
campus. He argues further that the concentration of major
occupational program groups !such as allied health or industrial
and engineering technology) at single locations would improve the
quality of vocational education and enhance faculty morale. The
article provides one of the most forceful arguments against the
belief that individual community colleges must necessarily provide
a comprehensive curriculum.

371 Gunne, Manual G., and Mortimer, Kenneth P. Distribu-
tions of Authority and Patterns of Governance. Report no.
25. University Park: Center for the Study of Higher
Education, Pennsylvania State University, 1975. 31 pages.
(ED 116 757)

This report examines the distribution of decision-making author-
ity among faculty and administrators at three community colleges
and three public state colleges in Pennsylvania. The authors draw
upon interviews with faculty and administrators to categorize
governance conditions at each institution along a five-zone
continuum: "administrative dominance," "administrative pri-
macy," "shared authority," "faculty primacy," and "faculty
dominance." They note that the community colleges were more
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dominance." They note that the community colleges were more
likely to be characterized by administrative dominance but point
out that no two institutions distributed their authority in exactly
the same way and that such factors as history, tradition, and
custom produce variations in governance even among colleges of a
similar institutional type. The report is useful in understanding
the inadequacy of research that focuses on the differences in
governance between broad institutional categories (such as two-
year and four-year colleges).

372 1-ieermann. Barry. Organizational Breakthrough in the
Community College. Topical Paper no. 47. Los Angeles:
ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1974. 38 pages.
(ED 100 441)

This paper challenges the traditional hierarchical and departmen-
tal structure of the community college, discussing alternatives
based on (1) interdisciplinary clusters of academic and vocational
departments, (2) the inclusion of faculty and students in a
participative management scheme, and (3) a management-by-
objectives approach to all levels of institutional planning. It
provides brief case-study applications of each of these alternatives,
citing strengths and weaknesses. The report serves as a description
of the way in which some community colleges have departed from
traditional organizational schemes.

373 Heron, R. P., and Friesen. D. "Growth and Development
of College Administrative Structures." Research in Higher
Education, 1973, 1, 333-346.

This article examines the bureaucratization of publicly sup-
ported community colleges in Alberta. Canada. from the first
operating yeat of each institution to December 31, 1971. The
authors observe changes over the years in four groups of organiza-
tional variables: (I) methods of defining and regulating behavior,
such as the degree to which procedures are written and formalized:
(2) centralization of decision-making authority in the president; (3)
autonomy, or the degree to which college decisions arc made by
college personnel rather than by outsiders, such as government
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organization, such as the average number of instruc
personnel reporting to each immediate supervisor. They co
that, as colleges get older, they adopt more authoritarian de
making procedures and become less influenced by coon
wishes.

374 Jenkins, John A., and Rossmeier, Joseph G. Re
ships Between Centralization/Decentralization and
nizational Effectiveness in Urban Multi-Unit Coma
College Systems: A Summary Report. Ann Arbor:
for the Study of Higher Education, University of
gan, 1974. 33 pages. (ED 110 103)

This work surveys 3,320 faculty members and administra
twelve urban andticampus community college districts to
perceptions of the distribution of decision-making authori
influence among six organizational levels: the board of tr
the district administration, the unit/campus administi
deans, department chairpersons, and faculty members.
examines the respondents' assessments of their districts' ort
tional effectiveness and compares those assessments wi
perceived centralization of authority. Among the findings a
the twelve institutions were not highly centralized and tin
differed primarily in the patterns of centralization/decentral .

within their units rather than between units. The surve
indicates that there is an increase in effectiveness if participa
decision making is simultaneously increased for staff
hieramhical levels. The work provides insights into how
viewed district administrative effectiveness in the early 1970s.

375 Kintzer, Frederick C. Organization and Leaders,
Two-Year Colleges: Preparing for the Eighties. C
ville: Institute of Higher Education, University of F
1980. 35 pages. (ED 241 093)

The autitor examines the organization and administrat
public and private American two-year colleges during the
describing changes in budgeting, the expansion of col
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bargaining, and the pressure to provide increased oppoutinity for
minority students. He also discusses developments in the
administrative-management structure of two-year colleges, with a
focus on the bureaucratic and participative governance models,
and concludes with a comparative analysis of the organizational
structlites of two-year colleges, citing trends in public coMmtillity
colleges, single and multiunit districts, state university systems,
branch colltres, state boards for community colleges, technical
institutcs/coltyges, private institutions, and innovative institu-
tions, such as noncampus and cluster colleges. The work serves as
a brief overview of administrative trends shaping the college of the
1980s.

376 Kintzer, Frederick C. Decision Making in Multi-Unit
Institutions of Higher Education. Gainesville: Institute of
Higher Education, University of Florida, 1984. 56 pages.
(ED 242 362)

This publication details the findings of a study conducted to
determine the location of authority (that is, central office versus
campus office) in multiunit two-year 'colleges. It draws upon
responses from administrators at 108 campuses and 34 district
offices to identify the loci of authority for eighty-four practices,
categorized under eleven headings: accreditation, business,
curriculum, instruction, administrative personnel, teaching
personnel, nonteaching personnel, research, services, student
development service, and relationships with other schools and
organizations. Among the findings noted are that collective
bargaining was the only activity seen by all groups as the prime
responsibility of the district central office and that individual
campus units controlled practices listed under curriculum,
instruction, and student development services.
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377 Kintzer, Frederick C.; Jensen, Arthur M.; and Hansen,
John S. The Multi-Institution Junior College District.
Horizons Monograph Series. Los Angeles; ERIC Clearing-
house for Junior Colleges; Washington, D.C.: American
Association of Junior Colleges, 1969. 6,1 pages. (ED 030
'115)

This publication provides a pioneering examination of the
administration and administrative organization of urban, multi-
campus junior college districts, reviewing factors that have
contributed to the growth of multicampus districts, guidelines for
the formation and development of administrative patterns at these
districts, and the pros and cons of centralized versus decentralized
administrative structures. It includes case studies of multicampus
districts that serve as a representative sample of common organiza-
tional patterns. The authors conclude with guidelines delineating
the appropriate functions of the central office and the individual
campuses. The work is ,. 'A in understanding the tensions that
exist in multicampus :.ts between the central administration
and campus personnel.

378 Koehn line, William A. "Learning Clusters: A Creative
Alternative." Community College Frontiers, 1975, 4 (1),
26-31.

This article reports the interdisciplinary cluster pattern of
organization instituted at Oakton Community College (Illinois),
where each cluster is headed by a dean and has about thirty full-
time faculty from the areas of business, communications, foreign
languages, humanities, learning resources, mathematics and
science, physical education, social science, student development,
and vocational-technical programs. The author criticizes tradi-
tional department and division structur,s, arguing that the faculty
in such groups tend to ignore the students who are not majors in
their areas and that a logical coherence based on subject-matter
analysis cannot be achieved. He concludes that the cluster
approach is the most rational organization for community
colleges, because it mitigates competition among departments and
makes it more likely that students will receive a broader education.
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379 Lombardi, John. The Department/Division Structure in
the Community College, Topical Paper no. 38. Los
Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1973. 25
pages. (El) 085 051)

This paper provides an overview of the composition and status of
the department/division structure at community colleges, discuss-
ing the discipline orientation of the department, departmental
governance, the role of nonfaculty members in the department,
student demands affecting the department, and the grouping of
departments in campus buildings. The author concludes that
community college departments are moving toward the university
model of self-governance and that college officials are trying to
counteract this trend by creating a different teaching-learning unit
and replacing the chairperson with an administrator. The paper
provides a rare analysis of the role of the department in college
governance.

380 Lombardi, John. "The Community College Departmental
Structure: Directions for the Future." Community College
Review, 1974,2 (2), 33-40.

This article examines division and department structures in
community colleges, noting (1) the history of the department
structure, (2) modes of participation and governance in depart-
ments, and (3) administrative attemnts to counteract the insularity
of faculty and staff within tra l disciplinary units. The
author points out that early ju, . ir colleges borrowed from
traditional four-year institutions in establishing the department
structure and that such structures have expanded in the modern
age as colleges continue to adopt the university model of the
autonomous academic department. He warns that increased
academic departmentalization weakens institutional cohesiveness
and the authority of college administrators.
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381 Monroe, Charles R. "Chapter Fifteen: Governance and
Decisimi-Making." In Charles R. Monnw, Profile if the
Community College; el Handboolt. San Francisco; Jossey-
Bass, 1972, pp. 303-320.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 27.

382 Ogilvie, William K., and Raines, Max R. (eds.). "Part
Nhw: Structure and Control." In William K. Ogilvie and
Max R. Raines (eds.), Perspectiv on ilw Community
Junior College. New York: Appleton-Contury-Crofts, 1971,
pp. 491-552.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 29.

383 Poole, Larry H., and Wattenbarger, James L. "Has
Collective Bargaining Influenced Administrative Poli-
cies?" Community College Review, 1977, 4 (3), 8-11.

Please see no. 295 for the full annotation.

384 Richardson, Richard C., Jr. "Governance and Change in
the Community-Junior College." Journal of Higher
Education, 1973,44 (4), 299-308.

The author argues that administrators must democratize commun-
ity college governance structures or resign themselves to collective
bargaining and the increased external interference of legislation
and court decisions. He notes how the typical hierarchical
administrative organization of the community college is dysfunc-
tional for institutional problem solving and examines the pros and
cons of two alternative mechanisms for involving faculty and staff
in the governance process. He urges the adoption of an administra-
tive philosophy based on a recognition of the interdependency of
campus constituencies rather than on bureaucratic authority.
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385 Richardson, Richard C.Jr, "Governing the Multiunit
Cmonittnity College System," Educational Record, 1973,
5.1 (2), 116-14 I,

'rile author argues that tlIC IflhlItitlIlit college is best operated as a
unified institution offering services in a variety of locations rather
than as a multicollege district with atttonomons campuses, Ile
IlOtes that (I) fiscal exigencies prohibit the thiplication of staff,
facilities, and programs that can result in a multicollege district;
(2) collective bargaining is best carried out at the systeniwkle level;
and (3) interinstitutional interdependencies mandate the system-
wide coordination of campus activities, lie describes a system
governance model that incorporates a system governing board, a
system chief executive, and campus service units, suggesting that
the system chief executive and his or her staff be headquartered at
a flagship campus and that governance procedures involving
faculty and students in areas other than salaries, fringe benefits,
and working conditions be left to individual campus initiatives.

386 Richardson, Richard C., Jr. (ed.). Reforming College
Governance, New Directions for Community Colleges, no.
10. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1975. 97 pages.

This sourcebook presents twelve essays dealing with governance
structures, problems, and innovations at several community
colleges in the United States and Canada, including discussions of
(I ) the structure and function of community college boards in
Canada, (2) the organizational climate of Iowa's community
colleges, (3) a "customized" system of governance that was
developed to meet the special needs of a multicampus college in
Florida, (4) an institutional self-study investigating how well
various college constituencies participate in the decision-making
process, (5) one college's attempt to improve communications and
goodwill among various members of the college organization, and
(6) the strengths and weaknesses of student participation in
governance at a college in Quebec. It concludes with a literature
review of relevant ERIC documents. The volume provides readers
with an understanding of actual governance practices rather than
mere theoretical discussions.
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*387 Richardson, Richard C., Jr.; Blocker, Clyde E.; and
Bender, Louis W. Governance for Me Two.Year College.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prenticed tall, 1972. 245 pages.

The authors proinote the «wept of administration as a participa.
tory process involving all constituencies, advocating a college
organitatimi that is flatter 01411 the typical hierarchical pyramid of
the bureaucracy so that authority, responsibility, decision making,
and communication are evtlyoue's responsibility. They snpport
coordination as a means of defining the role of the colleges,
spelling Out responsibilities of various administrators and
outlining criteria for faculty evaluation. The work serves as
excellent background reading for presidents and presidential
aspirants who would move an institution wward participatory
governance.

388 Richardson, Richard C.1r., and Rhodes, William R.
"Chapter Nine; Building Commitment to the Institution."
hi George B. Vaughan and Associates, Issues for Cow-
mwilly College Leaders in a New Era. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1983, pp. 186-201

For au annotatim of the work in its entirety, please see no. 37.

389 Richardson, Richard C., Jr., and Riccio, Elaine. "Collec-
tive Bargaining and Faculty Irwolventent in Governance."
Community College Review, 1980, 7 (3), 60-65.

Please see no. 298 for the full annotation.

390 Thornton, James VV. "Chapter Nine: AdmMistration of
the Community Junior Colleges." In James W. Thornton,
Tine Community Junior College. New York: Wiley, 1972,
pp. 115-130.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 34.
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*391 Zoglin, Mary 1,, Pmorr and Politics in the Community
college. Po Im Stnings, Calif,: ETC Poblicatitms, 1976, 170
pages.

This work considering community college governance focuses on
how decisions are made and the interactions of all participating
groups in the governance process, It includes analyt;es of the
history of community college govern:one; local, mate, arid federal
roles in the wwernance process; board of trustee membership :nal
hoard relations with professional sniff., internal college politics; Ow
role of collective bargaining; and the [inure of community college
gmernance. It presents bypothetkal case studies to illustrate
community col kge governance processes. The work provides a
comprehensive description of the governance process that is
particularly useful as an introductory text for new trustees and for
odwr newcomers to the college decision-making arena,

The State Role in Administration and Governance

392 Maska State Commission on Postsecondary Education.
National Survey of the Criteria Used by Each State in
Determining the Establishment or Expansion of Com-
munity Colleges. Juneau: Alaska State Commission on
Postsecondary Education, 1978. 76 pages. (ED 195 291)

This publication surveys state agencies responsible for statewide
community college planning to identify the criteria used by the
agencies in determining the establishment, expansion, or termina-
tion of two-year colleges. It draws upon responses from forty-fis
states and the District of Columbia to note that only twelve states
used specific criteria 'and that twenty-four used general criteria
outlined in broad policy statements or in legislation. It also reveals
that the most commonly used criteria were (1) population
projections, (2) follow-up studies of high school graduates, (3)
enrollment rates, (4) needs studies, (5) site-selection procedures, (6)
funding availability, (7) evidence of community support and
nonduplication of programs, (8) enrollment capacities of present
institutions, and (9) the effect of a new campus on existing
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instihilions. The woa ?wives as a sut"-hy,state analysis ol how
atoll( les expand 01 mutat I Milli' 1 011111ilt1111Y I «Ilegt. systems,

393 AtneY, l.awirtIce II. Mate ralleno of Financial Sup/mri
for Community CollivA, Cahiesville: Institute 01 I Uglier
EthiCalion, linivelsily of Flinida, 1970. 53 pages, (El) 038
129)

Please see no. .151 tor the lull annotation,

39,1 Augrublickjohlt. Issues in Financing Omimunity
leNes. Denver. Colo,: Education Finance Center, Educatimi
Commission of the Slates, 1978. 70 imges, (El) 101 020)

Please see no. .152 tor the full annotation.

395 Bender, lamis W. The States, Communities, and Control
of the Community College: Issues and Recommendations.
Washington, D.C.: American Assmiation of Community
and Junior Colleges, 1975, (13 pages. (ED 119 125)

The audio! discusses the causes and implicatimis of the drift from
local to slate control of community colleges, arguing tlmt
increased state control is largely a consequence of the growing
federal role in higher education, the subsequent establishment of
state coordinating agencies, and the willingness of community
college leaders to accept "the lure of federal dollars without regard
to the concomitant administering machinery and requirements
thereby created" (p. 37). Ile further maintains that some design or
provision for local policy making is essential to the community-
based mission of the two-year colleges, regardless of the source of
funding. He concludes with recommendations for state and local
action to preserve the community form of the college.

396 Charles, Searle (ed.). Balancing State and Local Control.
New Directions for Community Colleges, no. 23. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1978. 117 pages. (ED 158 822)

This sourcebook presents ten essays concerning the balance of
local and state control in the governance of community colleges,
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int hiding destliptions ol the interm lions Iwtween local and stow
antIttnitirs in Connecticut, Calihn ltI.I, Flotilla, Illinois,
IVashington, Pennsylvania, Nlississippi, and fIii Itigan, ii rilmIta,
sizes both Ilte positive opals ol lot leased stale i (mind (such s
ntme stable Wiling) and the negalivr iIspri Is (sin Ii as On irascil
!)III Urralihni011 and diloinishrd innononty iii cindinloin
developm(nt), The volume serves as a balanced review id how
int leased slate ((mind has alto led umituntily ((Alegi, opeialions,
II coochnks with a ieview iclevant litelattne and ;111
biblimpaphy,

3917 Day, Robot %V., antl Bender, 1.ouis %V. The State Bole
Program I.:v(1611am of Community Colleges: Emerging
Concepts and Trensh, Tallahivisec: Stale Mal Regional
1 ligbet hhication Crutet, Florida Slate I Istivetsity, 11,176,

12 iiages. (ED 12( 982)

This publkotion surveys personnel at fifty.oste agencies in tlduuy-
eight states to determine tlw role that state agencies play in
evaltiating or suspending extant community college programs,
utilizing survey responses to list, for each state, the criteria used in
pwgrain evaluation. It also presents six case stMlies demonstrating
agency progtant evaluation ctitetia and proceduses in Atkansas.
California, Maryland, North Carolina, Oklahoma, and Virginia.
The work provides the reader with insights into state-by-state
varianivs in authority over institutional curriculum development
during the mid 1970s.

398 Dennison, John D.: Twiner, Alex; Jones, Gordon; and
Fmrester, Glen C. The Impact of Community Collegrs:
Study of the College Concept in British (:olumbia.
Vancouver, British Columbia: B.C. Research. 1975. 192
pages. (ED I 15 32,1)

This monograph describes a four-year comprehensive study of the
British Columbia community colleges. It details study compo-
nents, including achievement testing, analyses of enrollment and
financial data, and surveys of high school seniors, community
residents, faculty, and businesses. Findings are outlined ,ts they
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399 !Lill, Crowe I Stare iloard# for Cionnotitiity Collegev
tnt i. q Conceput and PrItifieri, Gainesville: Institute

of I higher Education, Nivel sity m if Flotitla, 1974, )1 pages,
(F:1) (149 804)

The author ;maim s the plobletnv of C011tern SUtte

:Optima& for twoqrat colleges, detailing the topics owlet! ;11
Wald !timings and boaul.member opinions conceining thr most

on tam problem illt'a% (ard by community colleges, Ile reveals
that state boards devote most of their time to finamial matters,
facilities, curricula, lwrsonnel, policy matters, and students, Ile
notes that, while boaul members ale conctmed with the issues of
at titillation and coordination, little time is devoted to these ntpics
at board meetings, concluding that articulation problems :or not
in the pnwince of state hoanls and not likely to be sotved by board
merthers. The wotk provides insights into the role of state boattls
as of the early 1970s.

400 Harris, Norman C. "State-Level Leadership for Occupa.
tional Edocation." Iii Janws L. Wattenbarger and Louis
W, Bender (eds.), Improving Statewide Planning. New
Directions for Higher Education, no. 8. San Francisco:
jossey-Bass, 1974, pp. 35-50.

Please see no. 716 for the full annotation.
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ieviewed and revised in light of changing conditions.
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-I his tcpint anals ors titian' ial plitoiples and plat lit r iti start-

(Widow, with histis not st,or 41114144i fiat tiollr$.tts iii
In tt-ws 4144-41111414, lot stiplmsn III tirt 41 times,

04411161044 then 41C11$4111% Wt-',IktIt'ssrN ill 11'1111% tit t onsiltrin
%silk toloomilitv lorsrl1.11nnt of 1444 at Itillittv
4 441414441, ishiri Inns. id 4IilI%t$I.$ 41.11.4, Ilititrition Id *nitration)
Iiitalos lock, hilitgri r(ptits .0441 riptaltiatioo. anol
.1444 )ontal4tlits. II .1111 cootpatrt I'4'I%I% IS 4111.e1 knitting aolnoasli
with that Ill other stairs and dist 114.n altetn.nises: Ii IlltISitItaN

14)1i1 S III3k11% 46111 imitlelitolt)0. (01 asscssing the vilest% ol stair
holding 10141 II% Itst t 41111

407 Itt st .1. William. .`itote Cootos1014tv ColleRe Nvstons;
l'heir Mar 411141 Operation ot Serett StAttri, Nrw Vot

071. I-19 pages.

This publication tepotts thr *code) sit an influential studs of the
role and operation of the %WIC' (IIiflhI%tiIIiIS it,I Irgr %sums in
Ctliforitia. Florida, Illinois. Michigan. NtW Ynils. Texas.. and
Washington. It profiles each ssstrin in terms of histoo' and
deschipment. adnintisttative orgattilation. allocati(1n of 5131e
funds, adlitissitios and transfer policies.and lite &glee id 'statewide
Planning and 44)4)1116141km. Summary chapters note ifilfetriires
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among the systems and analyze the issues that state systems will
have to confront in the future. The work serves as a textbook
overview of the state role in community college education as of
1970.

408 Morse, Ed. Student Services Planning Model (SSPM).
Richmond: Virginia State Department of Community
Colleges, 1982 57 pages. (ED 219 106)

Please see no. 636 for the full annotation.

409 Mortimer, Kenneth P. (ed.). Faculty Bargaining, State
Government, and Campus Autonomy: The Experience in
Eight States. Report no. 87. University Park: Pennsylvania
State University; Denver, Colo.: Education Commission of
the States, 1976. 115 pages. (ED 124 224)

Please see no. 294 for the full annotation.

410 National Council of State Directors of Community-Junior
Colleges. Status of Open Door Admissions: Issues, Trends
and Projects. Committee Report no. 1. N.p.: National
Council of State Directors of Community-Junior Colleges,
1983. 35 pages. (ED 230 214)

Please see no. 971 for the full annotation.

411 Owen, Harold J., Jr. Self-Study Manua/ for State Govern-
ing and Coordinating Boards for Community/Junior
Colleges. (2nd ed.) N.p.: National Council of State
Directors of Community-Junior Colleges, 1977. 41 pages.
(ED 151 035; available in microfiche only)

This manual is designed to assist state community colleL
coordinating boards in assessing their role in the state's higher
education system and identifying areas where change or improve-
ment is necessary. It outlines several items to be considered in the
board self-study procedure, including ('' board goals, scope, and
legal responsibility, (2) organization and administration, (3)
planning, research, and evaluation, (4) finance, (5) external
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influences, (6) the board role in such areas as instruction, student
services, state rules and regulations, and public services and
continuing education, and (7) management information systems. It
also presents a 142-item bibliography of government documents,
monographs, and journal articles pertaining to the state gover-
nance of community colleges and to state governing boards. The
work serves as a concise review of state board responsibilities.

412 Parcells, Frank E. "Curriculum Approval in Illinois
Community Colleges: Local and State Processes." Com-
munity/Junior College Quarterly of Research and Prac-
tice, 1983, 7 (4), 287-302.

Please see no. 531 for the full annotation.

413 Parrish, Richard M. "Statewide Program Approval Mech-
anisms for Community Colleges: A National Survey and a
Case Analysis." Community / Junior College Research
Quarter/y, 1979, 4 (1), 21-45.

This article details a study undertaken in 1978 to (1) analyze
statewide mechanisms for the approval c: community college
degree programs, (2) assess the opinions of community college
academic administrators in New Jersey about the regionalization
of high-cost, specialized programs, and (3) suggest appropriate
courses of action concerning program approval procedures and
regionalization. It provides a chart summarizing program approv-
al mechanisms in the fifty states and concludes that only eight
states have no review or approval authority. Among the findings
noted are that few states have detailed plans for the regionalization
of programs and that academic leaders are willing to live with
program decisions made on a reg, mal basis as long as regulations
are adopted requiring equal access and differentiated funding.

414 Piland, William E. Remedial Education in the States.
Normal: Department of Curriculum and Instruction,
Illinois State University, 1983. 68 pages. (ED 251 160)

Please see no. 786 for the full annotation.
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415 Steward, David W. "The Politics of Credit: What the State
of California Discovered." Educational Record, 1982, 63
(4), 48-52.

Please sce no. 538 for the full annotation.

416 Tillery, Dale, and Wattenbarger, James L. "State Power in
a New Era: Threats to Local Authority." In William L.
Deegan and James F. Gollattscheck (eds.), Ensuring
Effective Governance. New Directions for Community
Colleges, no. 49. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1985, pp. 5-23.
(ED 255 276)

The authors review the growth of state power and authority in
community college governance by examining developments in
governance in Florida and California. They trace the incremental
transfer of final decision ,o the state level and suggest
options and likely outcomes fo, )vernance, providing descrip-
tions of current statewide governance structures in both Florida
and California. They conclude that mediocrity and fewer educa-
tional services may result if more power flows to the state.

417 Wattenbarger, James L., and Christofoli, Luther B. State
Level Coordination of Community Colleges: Academic
Affairs. Gainesville: Institute of Higher Education,
University of Florida, 1971. 29 pages. (ED 050 719)

The authors draw upon a survey of the state agencies responsible
for community colleges to examine the nature and extent of state
coordination of academic affairs related to curriculum, faculty,
degree requirements, and instruction. On the basis of responses
from forty-four states, they describe three categories of statewide
coordination: (1) statewide councils made up of administrators,
faculty, and/or state agencies, (2) the "multiple approach," under
which coordination is achieved through separate channels,
including advisory committees and faculty councils, and (3) "other
approaches," including state superboards or the periodic establish-
ment of ad hoc committees. The work clearly delineates the
various administrative structures used to effect statewide coordina-
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Lion in 1970 but does not examine the impacts of those varying
systems on the colleges themselves.

418 Wattenbarger, James L., and Heckjames. Financing
Community Colleges, 1983. Gainesville: Institute of
Higher Education, University of Florida, 1983. 68 pages.
(ED 232 751)

Please see no. 475 for the full annotation.

419 Wattenbarger, James L., and Sakaguchi, Melvyn. State
Level Boards for Community Junior Colleges: Patterns of
Control and Coordination. Gainesville: Institute of Higher
Education, University of Florida, 1971. 77 pages. (ED 054
770)

This publication details the findings of a study conducted in 1970
to examine the characteristics and major activities of state boards
for public junior colleges, revealing four patterns of state board
coordination: (I) the establishment of independent boards for the
coordination of junior colleges, (2) the coordination of junior
colleges through a university board, (3) the utilization of state
departments of education as the loci of responsibility, and (4) the
assignment of responsibility for junior colleges to the same boards
that are responsible for all of higher education. The authors review
various board functions, noting that "all state boards exercising
authority over junior colleges have specific activities in common,
despite divergencies in overall functions or operational posture"
(p. 28). The work is useful as a brief overview of the various
methods used to facilitate statewide coordination in 1970.

420 Young, Raymond J., and Jones, Helen M. "State Gover-
nance Structures for Community Education." Community
Services Catalyst, 1982, 12 (4), 15-20.

This article details the findings of a study conducted in 1980-81 to
analyze the state-level coordination of community education,
drawing upon surveys of and interviews with slate agency officials
from forty-six states to examine the extent to which the states have
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governance plans, interagency agreements among agen..ies respoll-
sihle for cotnnittility education, state-lcvel advisory grottps, and
legislative .,tppropriations for coinu.ullity education. It also
examines the placement of responsibility tot t ontintinity Alucation
within the organizational biet u vhy of the state agency and
outlines the perceived strengths and of community
e(I uca t ion plans.

421 MOIL Mary L. Understanding and Influencing the State
Pole in Postsecondary Education. Management Report
77/7. Cupertino: Association of California Community
College Administrators, 1977. 37 pages. (ED 140 896)

This report explores the pros and cons of state involvement in
higher education governance, discnssing the legal and philosophi-
cal basis of state control, as well as the causes of increased state
control and concomitant advantages and disadvantages. It also
examines the current role of different agencies and units of state
government in higher education governance, including the roles of
the legislature, the executive branch, and the coordinating agencies
themselves. The author concludes that the trend toward state
control shows no sign of abating and that attempts to bring about
change will require accurate identification of the role of each
agency of state government in the governance process, agreement
of essential elements of local autonomy, simplification of state
control mechanisms, and promotion of institutional autonomy
within rnultiunit systems.

422 Zusman, Ami. "State Policy Making for Community
College Adult Education." Journal of Higher Education,
1978, 49 (4), 337-357.

This article describes the political negotiations and compromises
leading to the passage of state legislation restricting the expansion
of adult education in the California community colleges. The
author notes that the legislation did not set policy regulations
concerning what courses should be funded and who should be
served, because legislators and other interested parties held
conflicting values and objectives about adult education, and
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concludes that support for adult education is cyclical, for, while
adult education is valued in the abstract, it is often st en as a
marginal, not fully kgitimate part of publicly supported edoca-
(ion. The article provides insights into the complex politics of
state funding for community colleges in general and bur adult
education in particular.

Institutional Research and Planning

423 Alfred, Richard L.., and Ivens, Stephen H. el Conceptual
Framework for Institutional Research in Community
Colleges. slew York: College Entrance Examination
Board, 1978. 24 pages. (ED 15,1 865)

This publication details a conceptual model for conducting
institutional research, describing four model components: (1)
setting goals, (2) identifying programs and policies that meet these
goals, (3) evaluating programs to find out whether they are useful
to the institution, and (4) tracing the flow of resources to assess the
cost effectiveness of college programs. It identifies, for each of these
components, the data that need to be collected and resource
materials that can be used by administrators to develop alternative
plans of action. It provides institutional iesearchers with an easily
understood framework for the research process.

424 Annijo, J. Frank; Micek, Sidney S.; and Cooper, Edward
M. Conducting Community-Impact Studies: A Handbook
for Community Colleges. Boulder, Colo.: National Center
for Higher Education Management Systems, 1978. 223
pages. (ED 160 137; available in microfiche only)

This volume provides basic guidelines that can be followed by
community college administrators in organizing and conducting
community impact studies. It includes introductory material
touching on the broad range of economic, educational, social, and
technological impacts that community colleges have on their
seivice areas, subsequently analyzing the steps in planning and
managing an impact study, including choosing a project leader;
designing the study with respect to data-collection tools, sampling,
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personnel considerations, and scheduling; and tabulating and
;waiving data. It also examines questhmllaire design and provides
several examples of survey instruments and follow.np letters. It
serves as a thorough introduction to the mearch methodology
employed in college-iini.xict studies.

425 Ca i forma Conlin unit y Colleges. Models of Strategic
Planning in Community Colleges. Sa(:ramento; Office of
the Chancellor, California Community Colleges; Aptos,
Calif,: Accreditiog Commission for Community and
Junior Colleges, Western Association of Schools and
Col leges, 1983. 70 pages. (ED 212 360)

This publication describes the strategic planning processes utilized
at four California community colleges; (1) the educational master
plan project at the San Francisco Community College District, (2)
the planning and budgeting process at Long Beach City College,
(3) the planning process at Riverside City College, and (1) the
annual review and planning process of the Yosemite Community
College District. For each case report, it presents a brief character-
ization of the planning project, information on organizational
structures and planning procedures, a history and projections, and
a general commentary. It concludes with a discussion of the
common characteristics of the four strategic planning models. The
work is useful as an example of how strategic planning is actually
operationalized at the institutional level.

426 Cohen, Arthur M.; Brawer, Florence B.; and Lombardi,
John. "Chapter Two: Institutional Research." In Arthur
M. Cohen, Florence B. Brawer, and John Lombardi, A
Constant Variable. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1971, pp.
23-32.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 13.
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427 Ctoss, K. Patricia, "The State of the ALI in Needs Assess..
mews." Community/ Junior College Quarterly of Re-
search and Practice, 1989, 7 (9), 105-206,

This article examines the slaw of du. art of edtmttional tweds
assessments, pointing out common errors ill their design and
interpretation. The author notes that researchers often construct
survey instruments that solicit information On respondent demo-
graphics without considering how such data are useful in
determining the respondents' snbject-maner interests, educational
goals, scheduling needs, or preferred instructional formats. She
also emphasizes that many needs assessnwnts merely confirm what
is already known, such as the axiom that the more education
people have, the more likely they are to participau iii available
educational opportunities, and that needs assessnwnts reveal the
respondents' perceptions of what education is rather than what
education might be. She concludes with a brief discussion of
common errors made in interpreting needs assessment data.

428 Educational Testing Service. Community College Re-
search; Methods, Trends, and Prospects. Proceedings of the
National Conference on Institutional Research in Com-
munity Colleges. Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing
Service, 1976. 205 pages. (ED 187 363)

This publication presents fifteen papers analyzing a variety of
issues related to institutional research, planning, and evaluation,
including discussions of the nature of institutional research; the
collection, organization, and analysis of research data; research
methodology; and the development and dissemination of research
reports. It also examines management aspects of community
college research, research coordination at the national and state
levels, user-oriented approaches to program evaluation, and the
identification of institutional research needs. It serves as a useful
introductory text for new instit.itional researchers and for students
of higher education.
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429 Evans, N. Dealt, and Neagley, Ross L. Planning and
limunity Colleges. Englewood

Cliffs, N.J. Prentice.I la 11, 1973,372 pages.

'Fltis volutne provides Itow.to information for hoard tnenthers,
administrators, and planners who are involved in starting a new
community college, including chapters On stale regulations,
conducting local needs studies, selecting staff, organiiing adminis-
trative services, planning facilities, developing special activities for
students and the community, and gaining accreditation. It offers
checklists for curriculum committees and for instructional leaders
to ensure that their activities remain directed toward educational
change. It also provides copies of a variety of materials drawn from
existing community colleges, such as community survey instru-
ments, organization charts, and sets of institutional philosophies
and goals.

430 Fearn, Robert M., and Ihnen, Loren A. "An Economist's
View of Planning Problems in Community College
Systems." In Paul W. Hamehnan (ed.), Managing the
University: A Systems Approach. New York: Praeger, 1972,
pp. 107-121.

The authors describe community colleges within the framework of
human capital investment, explaining that the economist views
the student as a demander of educational services and as a supplier
of labor and accrued human capital in the employment market.
They note further that education is viewed as investment in
human capital and that the objective of any educational system is
to maximize the monetary and nomnonetary benefits flowing to
society through such investment, given the constraints imposed by
scarce resources. They conclude with a review of three common
methods used to plan college programs (the needs approach, the
social demand approach, and the cost-benefit approach) and urge
college planners to assess the benefits as well as the costs of new
college programs. The work is useful in understanding how
human capital theorists view the institutional planning process.
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431 hall, Toni M., and Reed, Jim F. ilitmion of Student
Information Systems," In Mmitha Mehallis (ed.),

Derision Malting. New Dit venous for Community
Colleges, no San Francisto; JosseyIlass, 1981, pp, (13-
81.

rl'his work outlines procedures and suggestions that plovide
framework for the development of n institutional approach to
student follow-up analysis, describing (1) techniques for involving
users in the process of choosing the information to be collycled: (2)
categorks of students to be sutveyed, including entering, with-
drawing, nonreturning, and graduating stmlents; (3) appropriate
design characteristics aud survey methods; and (4) data-processing
procedures, It a1so outlines strategies for promoting data utiliza-
tion by educational decision makers and concludes that successful
student informatkm systems mtst involve potential users iu the
develoinuent, implementation, and ongoing operation of the
system. The work is useful as background reading for new
institutional researchers.

432 Hazard, Francis E. Status Survey of Institutional Re-
searchOhio's Two-Year Campuses. Columbus: Ohio
lioard of Regents, 1977. 37 pages, (ED 135 444)

The author examines the status of the institutional research
function at Ohio's two-year colleges in 1977, reviewing survey
responses from 84 percent of the colleges to examine the number of
colleges that have autonomous institutional research offices, the
titles of persons responsible for institutional research, the
educational backgrounds of those persons, the immediate supervi-
sors to whom institutional research directors report, and the
percentage of time those directors devote to institutional research
tasks. He also details responses concerning the number and types
of institutional research studies completed during 1975 and 1976
and the relative importance of eleven institutional research
functions. The work provides a useful descriptive analysis of the
status of institutional research but provides no insights into the
impacts of institutional research on the colleges themselves.
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6133 !Wiwi% Community College Boanl, Worm'Is Need% and
Priorities as Perceived by Ctonottioily College cltIministrw
tors in Min(4t's, Splingfield; Illinois Community College
Rom tl, 1979. 56 loges, (r.1) 168 618)

This publication 5Iuffin:6/es the findings of a stucey conducted ill
1978 to assess the pen eived research 'teeth lot which (1) statewide
snot: ,s would he most desitable, (2) imetinstitutional resvat It
ell . ould nost deshable, nd (3) locally conducted research
studies would be most desirable. It III ili/c% Irsp011W% [tont tleCisitfil
makers at OM ty-nMe public commtmity college distlicts in Illinois
to note anning other findings, that statewide rescind) was needed
in the t vas of systemwide college impact, system management and
resmuce allootion, nd con ultimo nd program priorities. h
now% also that petccived needs for local, campusbased research
focus on the ;netts of college impact on the community; commun-
ity, staff, and student chalactelistics; and cmpus management nd
resource albrcation, 'lite work serves as an illustration of how tote
state addressed the problem of defining the state and local roles itt
community college research.

434 Kastner, I Luoki II., Jr. "Instructional Acctmutability and
the Systems Approach." Coln Ui 14 nity Gullege Revirio,
197,1, 2 (1), 35-11.

The author examines the meaning of accountability, noting that it
has implications for the community colkge in terms of manage-
ment, instruction, and social responsibility. He points out that
institutional accountability is measured in three ways: (1) the
degree to whkh administrators derive maximum outcomes from
available institutional resources, (2) the degree to which colleges
provide instructional programs that are relevant to the needs of
society and students, and (3) the rate of return (both in the long
run and in the short run) that society can expect from its
investment in community colleges. He discusses problems encoun-
tered in measuring accountability at each of these levels. The
article serves as a brief summary of the ways in which community
colleges are accountable to the public.
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435 Knoell, Donn liy NI and NI4 Jusuur, (Awl les. Platitting
Coliegr% for tiir Community, S,111 hillit .04 it; Ithu.)-1101,
1971, I 12 pages,

The autism% ;souse that tiallitional highet edit; ;slims planning
modes ale inapplopt late itt the ((Immunity tillkKr Noting, They
dist tiss t (immunity t ;dirgr planning ISIS the basis of six themes', (1)
planning should not he lot used on new las link's', (2) plans should
make plovision lot Ale:native, olk ;mums modes tut iusli so lion;

(3) planning IsosuIsI ills 10116111111011 of the

let leational, and gettetal edits tion twills of S OW16111(I11% Mill 115)1

tS)t%%'t j1111.11;1!'sillg Ill;11111C1% Imstkl act (mottos

date nontiallitional ,ititlents ts well as lecent high st hool
(5) bait iris to ;u.i ess should he eliminated; and (6)

planning skink( be ompleltrusive. incolinnating ,

fiscal, and physit al plant consitletations. The wink ptovitics
institutitmal plannels will) ass in.depth dist itssion ISt bow the,e
goals I an be ituplemotted.

436 Koelutline, William A., nd Illubaker, C,
"'Fiends jut Community College Planning nd Design:*
Community College Frontiers, 197$, (.1), 28-35.

The authors relate institutional changes to physical facilities,
imlicating that, if the college is to be perceiml as a place of
kanting for the mite tommunity, it must lw designed for that
purpose. They argue ti sat. ii the college is to Wive as a cultural and
recreational center offering services to anyone at any time. the
single.campus configuration will have to give way to satellite
campuses and other means Of extending the college into the
community. They illustrate several alternative configurations,
advocating the use of temporary fadlities, leased space, shared
facilities, and movable structures. and «md tide that colkge
planners niust also design their facilities to tellect social columns
with energy efficiency.
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4:1'7 hithl, Pcgto 1,.; !Ads, Isms .1; Ilowatil, lames
\V4-1Insan, hc.1 I., !;toteey I,/ qfr isillstssIstuusi lir .
fusis lissts us lilisssti% Publis Cussussussilv Oaleg.

r;i1 ii

logr%, (FI) 191 520)

I hi publication detail, finding., of ,,oscry tsildsit led us
Ilsr ssl.,1111`s 411 i5hlillilit111,11 10e.11111 si lisr Iiiissi 11115111151161V

ssiicgrS ssstI Its driei issisir 1111{V lissi hi;sim hod s iwittusi Nils( e ihe

4111111#10itill 111 %111111.11 tsiii1,* ill 1973 MO 1976, It Inswitlr. data on
the timothy: of colleges with an established trie.tic It the
peo ti5t,s.r sti Iiithe ties stird lit 61%611161110 st,*.11111 lty the promn

slcmge of that lulu tion, the atlittiitisitatise status of the prison
tesponsthle Isis ishilisliIsMal 11"Wills Is, Ilse litslill441 iii NI111 slirlishriS
11%iglIt'll 111 the 111111 litM, ihe eiii sissiii.ii ,isssi W1)11%,1*NO'l lens e

ha, kgictunds sit tesratt It tlitet tots. It al.o exantioe, the imelst of
institutional teseatt hells in staff development 11111 illt* Mir\ Of

%chit II tesratchei air engaged, The wsuk plovitIrs
insights into the otgattitation utsi Itim lions of college teseao It
offices btu not into the Mips t of tesratt it Mons on 1hr college.
I het list. Ives,

Cia Lash. Ivms F. Fiir Need lot Instinstiothil Rewattli in the
Commtunty Colleges." Community Colkge Fumtirs,i,
1975,7 (2).42-15.

l'his ;mirk yxamitws the status of institutional teseatch iii
community colleges, emithasiting thy state of Illinois. It indicates
the inquntance of institutional tesearch that pnwides inhumation
for administrative decision making, inctease plogtant accounta
bility, and assists in understanding the chatacteristics of :unmask-
tional students and insttucticmal methods. Tlw author notes that
only a minority of community colleges have well-established
offices of institutional teseatch with qualired staff and adequate
tesources and recommends the strengthening of the institutional
research office in comnmnity colleges and the involvement of
professional resc.archers who will maintain their currency through
participation in professional conferences, seminars, and work-
shops conducted by prokssional associations and :Ilea universities.
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%tate data mr hying «toweled with tin sleatlito( and insalid
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litc451115. s m1111111116 tolleges agaistst tont nines (+1101.1N glatIttotion

1.11rs) that alt mote appoint tate liii Issls%nl,Iiv, ()
disetsit$ misting twtorat and (3) inadequate I oostelatitist
between state agrIli stIllegt 1 he itt's tAt'111111.111

0.11fiile Itsr.11411 tilos Is ill C.111611116, Triv,1%, is5iI Misolis 410
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11 otoilittale tlatao tollet non (-hosts; and bolsi&
lot l (olltv svids jeseatt II assistant e.

4it1() Nit Assint Is. I lamb! 1) and Colusellass. 'I'llositas. "At sotto.
!ability Tlitough NIallagristrtu Ii Objet tises." C'timmtatt

(:tillege Frosstieri, 1978, A (3), .'15

This anit le dust I ibes the liplit anon of inanagrillynt by Olive Ors
in the t tolleges, using the 1 lassie ittinst-at tisities.
oulinsi italatligin, wills students, fat tilty,
lotto! tion, counseling, and planning as at tivities, and A lasw%
olleted, students giatluated, and set sit es winkled as ()minus. Tht.
atitIons argue that imple failing to pet fools their jobs satisfat tor .
ily twit ally do so Itecattst. they ate tincleat about osetall tugailita.
tional goals and alum1 how their jobs tit. into those goals. They
rectonntesid that tojolesel administrators filst define their own
roles and then teceive the twining necessaty to Ining 11161
subordinates into th matiagensent.by-objectives process,
suggest that the matiagentent.by.objectives technique assists
people in attending to die impost:tut aspects of their wink and in
establishing CI iteria for evaluation.
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441 McLaughlin, Gerald W., and Montgomery, James R.
"Asserting the Demand and Needs for Research as Indi-
cated by Various Groups in Community Colleges."
Research in Higher Education, 1975, 3 (2), 177-186.

'This article illustrates the application of the delphi procedure,
used in conjunction with a panel of experts, to determine priorities
for community college research and planning in a southeastern
state. It notes that those on the panel included community college
presidents, deans, department heads, state-level administrators, and
professors of higher education and describes how surveys and
statistical procedures were used to identify the top research
concerns. It provides administrators with a technique that, though
mathematically complicated, can help determine priorities for state
and institutional research offices.

442 Micek, Sidney S., and Cooper, Edward M. "Community
Impact: Does It Really Make a Difference?" In Ervin L.
Harlacher and James F. Gollattscheck (eds.), Implement-
ing Community-Based Education. New Directions for
Community Colleges, no. 21. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
1978, pp. 79-90.

Please see no. 854 for the full annotation.

443 Myran, Gunder A. (ed.). Strategic Management in the
Community College. New Directions for Community
Colleges, no. 44. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1983. 129
pages. (ED 238 477)

This sourcebook presents seven essays on strategic planning and
manage... , in the community colleges, including discussions of
(1) the definition of strategic management, (2) external forces that
shape college policy, (3) administration/faculty alliance in a
shared governance model, (4) goal setting, internal audit, and
external assessment, (5) financial planning, including sources and
allocation of funds, (6) program and service development,
including the assessment of goals, student needs, and community
priorities, and (7) conversion of plans to actualities. It concludes
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with a bibliography of relevant ERIC materials. The volume
provides an overview of the necessary elements of successful
community college planning as well as a descrip lion of the pitfalls
to be avoided.

444 Platt, Cheste, ostitutional Research: A National
Survey." Commun, and Junior College Journal, 1915, 45
(7), 30,35.

This article reports findings of a national survey of two-year
colleges conducted in 1973-74 to assess the budgets and priorities
of institutional research offices, revealing, among other findings,
that only 15 percent of the colleges routinely used research
findings to make important decisions. The author contrasts the
finding3 with those of a similar study conducted in 1968, noting
that research on curricula and instruction dropped from second-
place priori, in 1968 to fifth place in 1973.

445 Richardson, Richard C., Jr., and Rhodes, William R.
"Chapter Tweiye: Effective Strategic Planning: Balancing
Demands for Quality and Fiscal Realities." In William L.
Deegan, Oa le Tillery, and Associates, Renewing the
American Community College: Priorities and Strategies
for Effective Leadership. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1985,
pp. 284-302.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 14.

446 Romney, Leonard C. "On Community College Productiv-
ity: Perceptions from the Inside." Community/ Junior
College Research Quarterly, 1979,3 (3), 215-230.

This article draws upon a national survey of administrators,
faculty, and trustees at forty-five colleges and universities (includ-
ing ten community colleges) to examine opinions concerning the
goals against which highu education productivity should be
measured. The author noies that the respondents from community
colleges registered stronger preferences than their colleagues at
four-year institutions for the goals of "vocational preparation,"
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"meeting local needs," "social egalitarianism," "innovative
climate," and "accountability/efficiency." 1-k also reveals that the
community college respondents expressed weaker preferences for
academically oriented goals, such as "intellectual orientation" and
"cultural/aesthetic awareness." The article provides useful
insights into the professional values of community college leaders.

447 Roueche, John E., and Boggs, John R. Junior College
Institutional Research: The State of the Art. Horizons
Monograph Series. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for
Junior Colleges; Washington, D.C.: American Association
of Junior Colleges, 1968. 76 pages. (ED 021 557)

This publication provides one of the first large-scale examinations
of institutional research in American junior colleges, presenting
examples of research produced and recommendations for the
support of the research function. The authors discuss the concept
of institutional research, resistance to research, and purposes of
such research, detail four common research methodologies found
in junior college research reports, and review studies on students,
teachers, programs and instruction, and student services. They
summarize results of a national survey designed to determine
junior college involvement with and commitment to programs of
institutional research, concluding that a strong institutional
research program is the most logical way for junior colleges to find
solutions to their own peculiar problems.

448 Scigliano, John A. "Strategic Marketing Planning: Crea-
tive Strategies for Developing Unique Income Sources."
Paper presented at the annual conference of the National
Council on Community Services and Continuing Educa-
tion, Danvers, Mass., Oct. 20-22, 1980. 22 pages. (ED 196

474)

Please see no. 491 for the full annotation.
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449 Van Ausdle, Steven L. Comprehensive Institutional
Planning in Two-Year Colleges: A Planning Process and
Case Study. Columbus: National Center for Research in
Vocational Education, Ohio State University, 1979. 140
pages. (ED 186 682)

This publication provides college administrators with theoretical
and practical information on how to implement an institutional
planning process that defines the direction in which the college is
going (that is, its goals), how the college will achieve its goals, and
what resources will be required to meet these goals. It describes the
prerequisites to effective planning in terms of leadership, staffing,
scheduling, board participation, and integration with state-level
planning activities. It also details the steps in a comprehensive
institutional planning model and discusses special considerations
in planning the vocational education program. It concludes with a

case study describing the planning process at Walla Walla
Community College (Washington) and with appendixes that
provide goal statements, an enrollment and planning worksheet, a
budget analysis form, and other useful materials.

450 Van Ausdle, Steven L. Comprehensive Institutional
Planning in Two-Year Colleges: An Overview and Con-
ceptual Framework. Columbus: National Center for
Research in Vocational Education, Ohio State University,
1979. 109 pages. (ED 186 683)

This publication examines the theoretical underpinnings of
comprehensive institutional planning and presents a conceptual
framework to facilitate an understanding of the role, function, and
operation of planning within the college. It begins with a
discussion of the societal forces that make comprehensive planning
imperative and then reviews literature on planning theory, as well

as the literature that has specific application and reference to
planning in the two-year college. The author synthesizes premises
found in the literature as they relate to the essential characteristics
of the planning process, essential prerequisite conditions, and
essential requirements of the process. He also conceptualizes the
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planning process through a review of the planning-management-
evaluation model and discusses the inadequacy of closed
organizational models that do not consider the impact of the
environment. The work serves as theoretical background reading
for college planners,



6
Financing and Budgeting

Funding mechanisms have always been a major concern of
college administrators, but never more so than in today's era of
stabilized growth and diminished budgets. The literature of the
last twenty years chronicles the transformation from a period of
growth to one of retrenchment. This financial literature can be
subdivided under three headings: funding and fiscal management
(nos. 451-477), retrenchment, fund raising, and institutional
development (nos. 478-494), and tuition and student financial aid
(nos. 495-506).

Funding, Budgeting, and Fiscal Management

The plurality of works listed in this chapter examine how
colleges are funded and how institutional funds are managed.
Among these works are general texts: Managing Finances in
Community Colleges, by Lombardi (no. 465); More Money for
More Opportunity: Financial Support of Community College
Systems, by Wattenbarger and Cage (no. 473); Financing Corn-
rnunity Colleges, by Garms (no. 460); and Financing Community
Colleges: An Economic Perspective, by Breneman and Nelson
(no. 455). Lombardi, a former college president, analyzes finances
from an administrator's point of view, discussing causes of fiscal
crisis, including voter rejection of bond issues and increasing
demands for special programs geared toward nontraditional
students. Wattenbarger and Cage trace support patterns for
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community colleges by !whiting Out the differences in state,
federal, private, and local funding, Gallus writes from the point or
view of a theoretical economist, discussing the pros and cons of
community college funding as it would In, approaclwd in a free.
market economy, in a centrally planned economy, and in a mixed
economy. Breneman and Nelson also bring the economist's
perspective to the funding issue, but in a more applied manner,
They marshal several data sonrces to examine the efficiency and
equity of various funding mechanisms and fiscal policy decisions
(such as a decision to raise tuition). A variety of topics are
addressed in the remaining works, including:

differing patterns of financial support (nos. 451, 452, 475, 476);
the differing costs of instructional programs (nos. 453, 454, 471,
474);
fund allocations within multiunit districts or colleges (no. 458);
institutional productivity (nos. 454, 469); and
sources of financial support (nos. 461, 464).

The works emanating from the University of Florida's Institute of
Higher Education (nos. 474, 475, 476) are particularly useful in
analyzing the different approaches that have been taken to the
allocation of state funds for community colleges.

Retrenchment, Fund Raising, and Institutional Development

Fiscal exigencies of the 1970s and 1980s havc Jrced
community college administrators to face the issues of ich-
ment and fund raising. Tax limitation measures, for eA, .nple,
have taken a noticeable toll. Kintzer (no. 483) discusses the changes
in educational mission, college programming, governance,
staffing, and funding that are attributable to tax revolts in
seventeen states. In light of these and other cuts, several works
focus on faculty reduction in force; these works include those
authored hy Lombardi (no. 486), Schultz (no. 490), and the College
and University Personnel Association (no. 489). Two other works
(Kastner, no. 482, and Long and others, no. 487) examine the
problem of cutting whole programs. The New Directions mono-
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graph edited by Alfred (no. 478) provides several essays on the
general theme of ,:opitto; with reduced resources,

Recent attention has also been focused on methods of fund
raising, including:

the management Of college re,:l estate (no. 479);
the establishment of college foundations (nos. 480, 481, 484,
488, 494);
the establishnwnt of college alumni associations (nos. 480, 185,
4F8);
institutional marketing (no. 49l); and
increased public relations (no. 193).

A comprehensive, how-to text on fund-raising techniques for two-
year colleges is provided by Ott ley (no. 488).

Tuition and Student Financial Aid

Two inakil themes emerge in the literature on tuition and
student financial atd: (1) the desirability of low or no tuition and
(2) the question of whether two-year college students receive their
fair share of financial aid made available through such mecha-
nisms as the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants program. The
tuition question is taken up by Simonsen (no. 505), Richardson
(no. 503), Lombardi (no. 500), Howard and Gardiner (no. 497), and
Zucker and Nazari-Robati (no. 506). The financial aid debate is
examined by Gladieux (no. 496), James Nelson (no. 501), Russo
(no. 504), and Susan Nelson (no. 502). One can generalize from the
literature that tuition is an unavoidable fact of life at two-year
colleges but that the colleges have been less than successful in
securing sufficient financial aid for the students. On this latter
point, however, Susan Nelson (no. 502) warns that available data
are insufficient to properly judge whether students are receiving
their fair share of financial support.

It should be pointed out that the most comprehensive
analysis of tuition and student financial aid is provided by
Breneman and Nelson (no. 455) in their Financing Community
Colleges: An Economic Perspective. The authors examinefrom
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the perspectives of efficiency and equitythe cptestion of how
much the individual student should contrilnue toward Ids or IHT
V(111(1114)11 and hOw much should be inthlicly subsiditcd. They
conclude that tuition is not necessarily inequitable, as long as
financial aid is available,

Other Sources of Information

College fiscal management has always commatuIed the
attention of those who write about two-year institutions. Indeed,
most of the general works (nos. 7-39) listed in Chapter Two of this
bibliography (Ievote considerable space to the problems of
institutional funding. Of particular note are the analyses by Henry
(no. 20), Medsker k iio. 25), Blocker, Plummer, and Richardson
(no. 7), Medsker and Tillery (no. 26), and Cohen and Priwer
(no. 12). Other sources of information include the ERIC data base
and the Statistical Reference Index (SRO. The researcher turning
to ERIC will find:

state and national statistical compilations of financial data
such as revenues and expenditures;
descriptions of efforts undertaken at individual colleges to
improve productivity, raise funds, or manage retrenchment;
and
conference papers and speeches on topics related to institu-
Clonal finance.

SRI includes state documents (many of which are not in the ERIC
data base) that provide aggregated statistical data on the revenues
and expenditures of two-year colleges. Chapter Thirteen provides
additional information on ERIC, SRI, and other relevant sources
of information.
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Funding and Fiscal Management

451 Alin', Lusvielfte II, State Patterns of Financial a Pflort
for Gmumunity Co Urges, Gainesville: Institute of Iligher
Education, University of Florida, 1970. 53 pages. (ED 038
129)

This publication examines mechanisms and solaces of community
college funding in each of forty-two states during 1967-68,

detailing (I) the number of colleges ill each state that were
controlled locally and the number of colleges that were controlled
by a state-level agency, (2) the methods used to distribute state
funds to junior colleges, and (3) the itercentage of funds received
by the colleges from federal sources, state stnirces local districts,
local charge-backs, and student fees and tuitions. It provides only
a limited analysis of the implications of the study findings but
serves as a concise iticture of the state role in connnunity college
funding as of 1968.

452 Augenblick, Jolni. Issues in Financing Community Col-
leges, Denver, Colo.: Education Finance Center, Education
Commission of the States, 1978. 70 pages. (ED 164 020)

The author draws opon a variety of data sources "to discuss the
problems associated with state systems of financing community
colleges and to examine the relationships that arise between states,
local community college districts and students when each is an
important contributor to institutional revenues" (p. vi), The work
includes a chart delineating the state-by-state characteristics of
state support for commonity colleges in 1976 as well as detailed
descriptions of the finance systems in Mississippi, New Jersey,
California, and Illinois. It focuses primarily on the problems
associated with interdistrict equalization and provides insights
into the distribution of wealth and the distribution of students and
revenues.
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453 Ita Husky. Moult, and Bows, John, "Program (;usting
a Community College," Socio-Fewitmlie Planning
res, 1975, 0 (3-1), 105-109,

This article describes a crossover accounting procedme by which
bodget data ate converted into cost and revenue data for

individnal counnimity college inograms. It explains the metlanls
used in the puweduie to calculate direct charges and ovellwad, the
per-modem costs of individoal clauses, atnl the average cost of
elective credit. The amhors note that cost-revenue analyses of
individual courses can help administrators identify "the relative
positions of On programs hi their use of institutiolial resoorces"
(p 107). They also emphasite that such analyses can be nsed to
evaluate the line-item finamial budget ex ante by comparing the
loldgeted costs of different progains with projected enrollments
and revenues. They conclude. therefore, (11;1( accurate prow am
costing will have great benefits for histitutional long-rauge
planning.

454 Ilerchin, Arthur, Toward increased Efficiency in Com-
munity Junior College Courses: uln Exploratory Study.
Los Angeles: League for Innovation in the Community
College, 1972. 236 pages. (ED 063 915)

This publication identifies aud describes community wllege
courses that are considered highly efficient; that is, "thise that save
their respective colleges some instructional costs and are at the
same time effective in terms of learning outcomes" (p. 2). The
author devises a foi-mula to compute the per-pupil direct costs of
instruction for college courses and draws on data collected from
member institutions of the Leagne for Innovation in the Com-
munity College to compare the per-pupil costs of traditional
classroom instruction with those of three nontraditional modes:
large groups, individualized programmed instruction, and audio-
tutorial instruction. He concludes with a series of calculations
detailing instructional costs for courses that take a variety of
approaches to instruction in English, mathematics, data process-
ing, economics, history, home economics, and other subject areas.
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4155 Blom lulu, David \V., and Nelson, Susan Financing
C1mmis/n(1) Gonegem 311 him/Hui/ PerApeetive. Woshing,
ton, Brookings lu,tiuitiini, 1981, 222 pages,

puhlication addiessys colestions ot community college
financing ill the !nattier context of educational tmaPow. !Ili"! hies,
and equity, It includes an.th sus of (1) the nuHles and levels of
financing community colleges, (2) the efficiency of conummity
college education in terms of finance, economic theory, and
onlcomes, (3) the implications of tnition mul student financial aid

equilY. (1) ifficrsecloral equity in the distribution of state and
local support for imstsecondaiy education. and (5) interdistrict
equity in the provision of local slipport for coniumility colleges. It
also discusses federal and state aid within the hamewoik of the
efficiency and equity of the total educational systein. The work
provides the reader with a thorongh analysis Of the nuniermis
variables that come into play when assessing the impact of poli('y
decisions (such as a wise in tuition) on educational efficiency and
equity,

456 Cnupbell, Dale E (ed.). Strengthening Financial Manage-
ment. New Directions for Community Colleges, no. 50.
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1985. 135 pages. (El) 258 651)

This sourcebook presents eleven essays that examine financial
management in the community colleges from the perspective of
college finance and administrative support officers. Part One
reviews selected role functions that college business officers
perform, including planning and budgeting, cost accounting,
purchasing and maintenance, and student financial aid. Part Two
focuses on the shift toward entrepreneurial management, with
essays on institutional research, auxiliary services, generating new
financial resources, and investing college funds. The volume
concludes with an examination of emerging issues and implica-
tions for strengthening financial management in the areas of
public policy and future issues.
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,157 hill, Aithin :11,, and Iliasver, Floiciity II "Clia Intl Five;
11i11111'4: 111.1intaining fist il Suppin I," In Acittlic 111,

C:olivn and FIturu r II Iltasvet, ,imericon Com,nunilv
Coarge, halicisco: Josseyllass, 1982, pp, 10.111i,

Fin an annotation ol the wotk in its tinnily, ',lease see no, 12,

458 Muni, John W. "Financially Atitmionions College in .1
Syston," Commnisity and jurlita College

Journal, 1975, 1 (7), 10-II,

This mitt le destc ilk's a method of fund Abu mion for mithicollege
disuicts, undo which allocations for individual colleges ;Ile
deol mined ou ttt impat tuttla !task and college-level
pcistuntel ate fire to develop their own budget plans within the
allocated amounts. The :1111hor nolo that, under this plan, distil( t.
level budgetaty officials fulfill a Novice function rather Owl a
«ntnolling him:lion. Ile argues that benefits of the plan Unlink-
decreased contpetition between district campuses and iminoved
budget athninistration at the campus level. concludes that the
plan offers a viable alternative to standard budgeting plocedtues,
tinder which colleges fight among themselves for district
allocations.

459 Lells, Walter Crosby. "Chapter Nineteen: Problems of
Finance." In Walter Crosby Fells, The Junior College.
Boston: Flonghton Mifflin, 1931, pp. 506-5.18.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 15.

460 Garms, Walter I. Financing Corninunity Colleges, New
York: Teachers College Press, 1977. 120 pages.

This publication analyzes the financing of cotmnonity colleges
from an economist's point of view, considering the economic
rationale for funding community colleges and outlining nine
criteria for evaluating community college finance plans. It also
examines the effects of tuition and three types of funding models:
(1) market-economy models, which posit systems of private
colleges competing in the free market; (2) planned-economy
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models, whit It einisiou 01 1114ft-6114M s.t1 and ritnitiollyt1
institlitions; and til mixed models, combining leatities 01

thy altos r Iwo. It pi trs isles Iiivoirlis ill dia. ussion 1.1 the
applitutions ul riot:multi analysis to thr des eloputent and
evaluation 01 I fillrge holding sv steins istol is meinl mole lot
them bits 111411 lot till ;Itional phi( titionets.

*161 Angelo C,, Sr, "Pttblit- TworYem College Funding
and Plogrant Pattet Its," GorfoultuotVlbstsior Csdlege
Quarterly ol norarch nnd Practice. I9S2. i (3). 201-2111

The uthor indites data limn a valiety 01 solutes to tab itlate (I)
the ire:tentage III t imintimity college funds drtisrd (tom national,
state, local, and +indent soots-es in the poiod between 1971 and
1978; (2) the avrtage cost per pnblic two.yeat college student; and
(3) the iwtientage of students who wen. in tomittal socational
programs in fall 1979. I le details findings by state, noting that the
pettentage ol tevennts derived front state apploinianons vatird
flonn 21 to 100 percent and that the smite tangy applied to state.by-
stale variations in the ptoinntion of stinktus entolkd iii occitp.t.
tional cut ricula. The auricle is useful as an illusn:Ition of how slate
wmtnunity college systems vaty iii trims of both funding and
(Auricular emphasis.

462 Kintier, Frederick C. Organ i.tation and Leader.thip
Two-Year (olleges: Preparing /or tfir Eighties. Gaines-
villt: Institute of Iligher Education, Ilnivetsit y of Flot
1980. 35 pages. (ED 211 093).

Please see no. 375 for the full annotation.

463 Liston, Robert E. Financial Alanagernent in Higher
Education: An Approach to Improvement. Advanced
Institutional Developmen( Program (AIDP) Two-Year
College Consortium, vol. 2, no. 3. Washington, D.C.:
McManis Associates, 1976. 32 pages. (ED 133 022)

This publication presents a series of cost sheets that allow for the
calculation of instructional costs at differing institutional levels,
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including (1) an instructor cost sheet, which facilitates the
calculation of cost per student contact hour, (2) a course cost sheet
for the calculation of average per-student costs in individual
classes, (3) a discipline cost sheet for the calculation of total cost
and average costs per student contact hour in related clusters of
courses, (4) a division cost sheet, which aggregates these data for
individual departments, and (5) a curriculum program cost sheet,
which aggregates the above data for the entire college. The author
presents examples of the use of the forms and notes that changes in
existing accounting systems are not required. The work provides
colleges with a costing methodology that allows people besides
financial managers to collect, aggregate, and rearrange financial
data and then apply then-1 to the problems of concern to decision
makets.

464 Loftus, Virginia 1-.; Hines, Edward R.; and Hickrod, G.
Alan. Financial Characteristics of U.S. Community
College Systems During Fiscal Years 1977 and 1980.
Normal: Center for the Study of Educational Finance,
Illinois State University, 1982. 41 pages. (ED 226 791)

The authors examine community college fu tding data from 1977
through 1980, concluding that during this time period (1) local
revenues decreased by 6.9 percent, tuition and fees by 0.8 percent,
and federal funding by 0.2 percent; (2) nine states experienced an
increase in tuition and fees as a percentage of total revenues while
thirty-seven states experienced a decrease; (3) average revenues per
full-time equivalent student increased 28 percent; and (4) the
largest shift in funding occurred in California, where state
revenues increased horn 40 to 65 percent, while local revenues
decreased from 46 to 19 percent. The work provides a succinct
overview of shifting trends in the sources of community college
funds.

*465 Lombardi, John. Managing Finances in Community
Colleges. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1973. 145 pages.

The author discusses the external and internal causes of fiscal
crisis in community colleges, including voter rejection of bond
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issues and tax referendums, and shows how it is difficult to control
costs in a labor-intensive enterprise and how increasing demands
for special programs geared toward special groups of students
place a constant burden on fiscal managers. He examines the
variety of funding sources and the variations in state support
patterns and offers several recommendations for controlling
expenditures through financial planning and more efficient use of
physical facilities.

466 Marks, Joseph L. "Understanding the Dydamics of
Change: The Case of the Humanities." Community
College Review, 1981, 9 (1), 6-11.

Please see no. 899 for the full annotation.

467 Medsker, Leland L. "Part One: Financing Pul)Fc Junior
College Operation." In Nelson B. Henry (ed.), The Public
Junior College. Fifty-fifth yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education. Part I. Chicago:
National Society for the Study of Education, 1956,
pp. 247-266.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 20.

468 Pa Iola, Ernest G., and Oswald, Arthur Z. Urban Multi-
Unit Community Colleges: Adaptatzun for the '70s.
Berkeley: Center for Research and Development in Higher
Education, University of California, 1972. 129 pages. (ED
068 096)

Please see no. 163 for the full annotation.

469 Priest, Bill J., and Pickelman, John E. Increasing Produc-
tivity in the Community College: An Action-Oriented
Approach. Washington, D.C.: American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges, 1976. 40 pages. (ED 125
721)

This publication describes efforts undertaken by the Dallas (Texas)
Community College District to obtain an optimal return on the
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investment of educational dollars. It introduces the concept of
productivity in general, examines its relevance to education, and
identifies community college outputs that can and cannot be
quantified. It details the eight contiguous phases used by the
district to increase productivity: increasing staff awareness of the
need for enhanced productivity; establishing a group to lead the
productivity project; reviewing current productivity of operations
and work stations; generating recommendations for improvement;
evaluating the recommendations; implementing the recommenda-
tions; monitoring productivity gains; and rewarding staff and
departments for demonstrated gain. The authors conclude that top
administrative commitment to the project, the positive response of
college staff, and the timeliness of responses to sugeestions all
contributed to the success of the program.

470 Thornton, James W. "Chapter Seven: Legal Controls of
Community Junior Colleges." In James W. Thornton,
The Community Junior College. New York: Wiley, 1972,
pp. 89-99.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 34.

471 Warren, John T.; Anderson, Ernest F.; and Hardin,
Thomas L. "Differential Costs of Curricula in Illinois
Public Junior Colleges: Some Implications for the Fu-
ture." Research in Higher Education, 1976, 4 (1), 59-67.

This article identifies and compares the per-student costs a
baccalaureate and vocational curricula at a stratified random
sample of eight public community colleges in Illinois. It details
the type of data collected in the study and notes that the majority
of occupational curricula examined cost more per student than the
transfer curricula. The authors conclude that cost studies should
be refined to include capital expenditures for instructional
equipment and that approximation techniques can be used when
complete data are not available. They also note study implications
for differential ' anding and cost-benefit calculations.
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472 Wattenbarger, James L. "Chapter Eleven: Dealing with
New Competition for Public Funds: Guidelines for
Financing Community Colleges." In William L. Deegan,
Dale Tillery, and Associates, Renewing the America?:
Community College: Priorities and Strategies for Effective
Leadership. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1985, pp. 252-283.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 14.

*473 Wattenbarger, James L., and Cage, Bob N. More Money
for More Opportunity: Financial Support of Community
College Systems. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1974. 109
pages.

The authors trace support patterns for community colleges by
pointing out the differences in state, federal, private, and local
funding. They chronicle the trend toward greater funding of
community colleges by states and reduced emphasis on local
support, describe the variety of state funding formulas, and
conclude with a plea for maintaining local control. The work
provides a clear, thorough analysis of the varied fonding patterns
among the states.

474 Wattenbarger, James L.; Cage, Bob N.; and Arney, L. H.
The Community Junior College: Target Population,
Program Costs and Cost Differentials. Gainesville: Insti-
tute of Higher Education, Univer ity of Florida, and
National Educational Finance Ploject, 1970. 163 pages.
(ED 045 068)

This work utiliies enrollment and financial data from fifteen
community collegesconsidered exemplary institutions by the
researchersto examine differences in the costs of various
instructional programs, explore how funds are allocated, and
investigate student characteristics and projected enrollment
growth. It details, among other findings, (1) cost differentials for
fifty-six programs in the fifteen community colleges, (2) 1980
community college enrollment projections based on the propor-
tions of the surrounding populations served by the fifteen colleges,
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and (3) the distribution within each of ten program areas of budget
allocations mule to administration, physical plant maintenance,
instructional resources, student services, supportive instructional
costs, auxiliary services, and instructional salaries. It provides a
fairly accurate prediction of the growth in community college
enrollments during the 1970s and represents one of the earliest
attempts to identify program cost differentials.

475 Wattenbarger, James L., and Heck, James. Financing
Community Colleges, 1983. Gainesville: Institute of
Higher Education, I ; niversity of Florida, 1983. 68 pages.
(ED 232 751)

The authors utilize data collected from forty-four state directors of
community college education to review various state approaches to
community college funding. They describe financing patterns in
each reporting state, including information on community college
structure, enrollments, funding formulas and procedures, and
major problems facing community colleges within the state. They
also provide statistical data on sources of community college
support, changes in state expenditures from 1980 to 1983, and
changes in operating funds between 1967 and 1982. The work
serves as a brief, state-by-state overview of funding mechanisms
and problems in 1982.

476 Wattenbarger, James L., and Mercer, Sherry L. Financing
Community Colleges, 1985. Gainesville: Institute of
Higher Education, University of Florida, 1985. 68 pages.
(ED 259 797)

This publication reviews state approaches to community college
financing in the mid 1980s, including statistical data reflecting
general trends and changes in sources of funds, expenditures per
full-time-equivalent student, operating funds by source, capital
outlay fund sources, and student fees. This is the most recent of a
series of publications on state-level finance that have been
compiled over the years by Florida's Institute of Higher Education
and made ava;lable in the ERIC data base.
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477 Young, John E. Conditions and Factors Associated with
Successful Federal Funding. Resource Paper no. 15.

Washington, D.C.: National Council for Resource Devel-
opment, 1978. 9 pages. (ED 162 693)

This paper analyzes conditions and factors that may affect the
success of two-year colleges in securing federal categorical aid
funds. The author determines that highly funded institutions have
a well-planned federal relations development program that is

given top priority by the chief executive officer, lie notes that
other important factors are clearly defined institutional objectives,
institutional credibility, well-prepared project proposals, close
contact with federal agencies, and a high level of agreement
between the president and resource development personnel and
contrasts these conditions with those characteristic of low-funded
institutions. The paper is useful as a brief summary of organiza-
tional factors that contribute to the success of college development
efforts.

Retrenchment, Fund Raising, and Institutional Development

478 Alfred, Richard L. (ed). Coping With Reduced Resources.
New Directions for Community Colleges, no. 22. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1978. 112 pages. (ED 154 888)

This sourcebook presents nine essays on topics related to the theme
of reduced resources for community colleges in the current period
of decelerating growth. It includes discussions of (1) the loss of
institutional autonomy resulting from increased state support; (2)
the effects of budget cuts on curriculum, instruction, and student
personnel services; and (3) administrative approaches to resource
reduction. It also provides two retrenchment models and concludes
with "heretical concepts" that administrators can adopt in order to
maintain the growth that characterized earlier years. The work
presents the reader with insights on the retrenchment problem
from well-known community college experts, such as S. V.
Martorana, Dorothy Knoell, and Richard C. Richardson.
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479 Bender, Louis W. Land-Use: A financial Resource for
ComMU/lity Colleges? A Report of a National Survey of
Land-Use Practices of Community Colleges. 'flillahassee:
Center for State and Regional Leader0-4- 'da State
University, 1978. 51 pages. (ED 162 7151

The autImr considers how conununity colleges use inttitutionally
owned land for fund raising, public service, or other noninstruc-
tional purposes. He reports findings of a national survey of
community colleges that was conducted in 1978 to (1) determine
the various uses of excess land and estimate the various costs of
maintenance and improvement; (2) identify the ways colleges use
income generated by land use; and (3) assess problems or barriers
encounte..2d by institutions in using land for income purposes. He
concludes that there are three major types of noneducational land
use: commitment of surplus land to esthetic or land-bank pur-
poses, dedication of some excess land to public use, and dedication
of available portions of land to income purposes. He notes,
however, that few institutions have a comprehensive land-use
plan. The work serves as background information for administra-
tors considering the use of excess land as an income source.

480 Council for Advancement and Support of Education.
Building Voluntary Support for the Two-Year College.
Washington, D.C.: Council for Advancement and Support
of Education, 1979. 141 pages.

This publication presents strategies for attracting voluntary
support for community colleges through fou.:lations, community
donations, and alumni organizations. It outlines steps in establish-
ing a college foundation and examines sample bylaws and
methods of fund raising; describes the value of public relations,
volunteer programs, speakers' bureaus, and the use of college
facilities by public groups as a means of enhancing community
support; and details the activities of an alumni office. It provides
useful how-to information for college development officers.
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481 Duffy, E. F. Characteristics old Conditions of a Successful
Community College Foundation. Resource Pal wr no. 23.
Washington, D.C.: National Council for Resource Devel-
opment, 1980. 13 pages. (El) 203 918)

The author draws upon a review of die literature awl the opinions
of a panel of experts to identify the characteristics of a successful
conununity college foundation. He notes that success criteria
include strong public relations, involvement of community leaders
and potential donors as members of the foundation, and the use of
the foundation as a vehicle for community involvement in the
college. He also notes the importance of organized and defined
planning efforts, a governing board that is aware of its roles and
responsibilities, and a clear statement of Imrpose for the founda-
tion. The paper serves as a useful resource for people charged with
the responsibility of establishing a community college foundation.

482 Kastner, Harold H., Jr. "Modifying the Open-Door
Policy." Community College Review, 1979, 6 (4), 28-33.

The author argues that reduced financial resources require college
planners to limit the number of courses that are offered free or at
a low cost. He outlines criteria that can be used to identify those
classes of students most deserving of subsidized educational
offerings and determine the types of programs that should be made
available on a low- or no-cost basis. He maintains that every
citizen should have an opportunity to obtain two years of
education beyond high school and that first-time, in-state students
should have a higher access priority to low-cost programs than
out-of-state students, nonresident military perFrnmel, or those who
have already completed at least two years of postsecondary
education. The article provides a framework for further discussion
on limiting the scope of subsidized college services.
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*483 Kintzer, Frederick C. Proposition 17: Implications for
Community Colleges, Toi&al Palwr no, 72. Los Angeles:
ERIC Clearinghouse for jiinior (:olleges, 1980, 39 pages,
(ED 188 711)

This paper reviews tax limitation legislation, its impact on the
community college, and strategies for dealing with cutbacks,
examining historical pircedents of such legislation and discussing
the changes in educational mission, college programming,
governance, staffing, and ftnuling that are attributable to tax-rate
limitation legislation in seventeen states (Arizona, California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Maryland,
Michigan, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Permsylvania, Texas,
Virginia, and Washington). It provides suggestions for dealing
with cutbacks, including tactical changes in institutional opera-
tion, new approaches to teaching, program budgeting, resource
development programs, alliances with community agencies and
industry, experiential learning programs, and volunteerism. It
concludes with a seventy-item bibliography.

484 Kopecek, II(0)ert J. "Ail Idea Whose lime Is Come: Not-
for-Profit Foundations for Public Community Colleges."
Community College Review, 1982-83, 10 (3), 12-17.

This article urges the development of nonprofit college founda-
tions as a means of securing additional funding for two-year
institutions. The author notes the benefits of such foundations,
including improved institutional quality resulting from the
addition of programs and services that could not otherwise be
funded with limited public appropriations. He warns, however,
that monies raised by the foundation should be used at the
discretion of the college governing board and that the foundation
itself should not be involved in institutional policy making. The
article is useful as background information for development
officers charged with the responsibility of establishing a commun-
ity college foundation.
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485 lopecek, Ito !will, mid Kubik, Susan. "Untapped Reser-
voir Of Support." Community and Junior College Journal,
W79, 50 (I), 18-21,

The authors argue for the orgainiatitm of community college
alumni associations, no:ing that such associations assist the
college intangihl) through goodwill and tangibly through
financial cou:ribations, assistance in the placement of graduates,
mid guidance to cofkge officiak. They suggest that membership be
open to all wlm have completed Glie s mester of full-time study but
point Out that a yearly fee may be useful in keeping only intereste(l
indivitE,als on the rolls (though the costs of collection may be
problematical), They ma imain drat the college should appoint an
alumni officer and bear tile organizational mid inhninistrative costs
of the association. The article draws upon experiences of an
alumni association at Northampton County (Pennsylvania) Area
Community College to illustrate how alumni can lw organized to
support the college. h serves as useful background reading for
college development officers.

486 Lombardi, John. Reduction in Force: An Analysis of the
Policies and Their Iniplementation. Los Angeles: ERIC
Clearinghome for Junior Colleges, 1974.36 pages. (ED 099
043)

This publication reviews reduction in force (RIF) guidelines in
twenty-four faculty collective bargaining agreements, examining
how these guidelines address issues related to faculty participation
in the RIF process, conditions that must exist to initiate RIF
procedures, the role of seniority in faculty dismissal, the rights of
dismissed instructors, RIF and affirmative action, RIF-related
litigation, and administrator liability for damages. The author
emphasizes that damage to morale can be mitigated if administra-
tors involve faculty in the development of RIF procedures and if
the criteria for activating reductions in force are objective and
easily identified.
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487 Long. Jaws P., anti Ihn0 to Phase Out a Pri lgram.
Special Pnblicat ion Series, no. .12. Columbus: National
Uliter fin. Reseatch in Vocational Education, Ohio State
University, 1983 .16 p,iges, (ED 231 981)

This paper provides twoyear college administrators with sug-
gested guidelines for program phase-out, including a iliscnssion of
the three typical situations that render a program phase-Out
necessary (insufficient enrollment, insufficient (unding, and
unsatisfactory job placement of graduates). It also examines
possible alternatives to phase-ont, die devekyment of a phase-om
plan, and factors involved in obtaining approval and support front
trustees, state associations, students, faculty, and other constituen-
cies. It concliuk.s with a consideration of the phase-ont implemen-
tation stage, along with procedures to ease the phase-out for
students, faculty, and staff. It serves as an outline of factors that
should be considered in planning and implementing the phase-out
of college programs,

488 Ott ley, Alford El. Funding Strategies for Community
Colleges. Chicago; Central YMCA Community College;
Washington, D.C.: McManis Associates; N.p.: Advanced
Institutional Development Program Two-Year College
Consortium, 1978. 88 pages. (ED 162 708)

This publication describes approaches to fund raising for public
two-year colleges, including individual chapters on the college
development office, grantsmanship, alumni activities, the annual
fund campaign, the establishment of a college foundation, and
deferred giving. It also includes extensive appendixes that provide
a sample certificate of corporation and a sample bill of articles for
a community college foundation. It provides useful how-to advice
for college development officers, although many of the resources
listed in the monograph arc by now out of date.
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489 "gorynchmem ist Two.Veat Colleges and Institutes,"
Journal ol the College tool IlltiuerAity l'etmoinel Asi(wia.
tioo, 19H0, 11 (3-1), 190-203.

This au iclt surveys facHlty truenchment policies in a national
sample of 320 iniblic and private twoyear ( ()lieges, h examines the

ftequency of trot tic hment actions at those colleges between 1971 .

and 1978, the tasons retrenchment lwcame necessaty, methods
used to select specific [amity for truenchment, ;Ind the impact Of
.-trettchntent ott employment rights and benefits. It includes
analyses of how faculty rank and length of service bole into the
retrenchment process and also disemses provisions for appeal,
reappointment rights, and retention Of tenon:. The at title novides
administratots with a Inlet summary of how rettenchment is
carried out at other institutions.

490 Schnly, Raymond E. "A Sane Approach to Staff Mlle-
dm." Community College Review, 1976, 3 (3), 6-11

This article discusses the need for periodic icductions in staff and
outlines procedures for making decisions about terminating the
employment of individual staff members. The mohor :ejects
seniority as the basis for staff retention, be( arise it, provides the
least financial relief, prevents the introduction of new ideas, :Ind
results in terminating the employment of nel% l employed
minority-group staff members. Ile sugg( most ritaff
reductioy;s are undertaken by sin,ply not fiIiin cies and by
terminating the employment of part-time and no.- ,red instruc-
tors. He recommends (1) maintaining accurate tecoub on course
and program enrollment so that staff in undersubscribed programs
can be reduced, (2) using clearly formulated due-process proce-
dures, and (3) assist ing fat tilty to obtain other posit ions.
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Stigliono, John A, "Snategic 1\ hailing Planning: Ora.
five Snategies for Developing lInimie liii ilic Stinnes."
Paper mystified at die annual I onleience of the National
Council on (:ommunity Set vit es and Continuing kilo&
non, kfilvels, 111hs,, Oct, 20-22, 1980. 22 pages. (1:1) lthi
.17.1)

This !mitel disc115%cs c intent ((immunity college financial prob.
Ions and examines die acquisition of alternative funding dnotigh
the application of snategic malketing 'thinning. It begin!, with a

delillition of in:.,keting and a description of the ability of a

progiani attrat t new cot hunters and to In ovide eat ly
identification of potential ditrats to the college, such as C01111111111.

ity apathy or teductions in state binding, 11 subserviently examines
die me of the maiketing protess ill identifying alteniative funding
anti .te ways in which the college bookstore and other college
operations may legitimately set ve as Inofit-inaking ono prises and
thus reduce dependence mum legislative funding. It inchides a
marketing audit instiumtin and fotm for use ill identifying and
evaltuting marketing issues.

.192 Stevenson, Mike K. and Walled, R. Dan. "Finaut Lii
Decision Making in a Period of Rettenchment." In
Mandia Mehallis (ed.), hnproving Decision Making. New
Directions for Community Colleges, no 31 Sin Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1981, pp. 83-93.

The authors draw ir i literature review to discuss guicklines for
managing retrench aging administrators to (I) anticipate
and plan for comt .- al exigencies, (2) decentralite the
Inulgeting process so as to involve all parties that have a vested
interest in the retrenchment problem, (3) reassess college missions
and priorities in light of changing fiscal restraints, (1) base fiscal
projections on accurate data that allow for comparisons of all
budget units, and (5) utilite program outcome measures in the

sion-making process. They also recommend that the budgeting
Planning processes be merged and that all data items collected

in these processes be accurately defined and weighted as to relative
inti,,-tance. The work serves as a cle;:r summary of the factors that
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need 5I be ocsocitleted Icy ittIministlatots lot ing 1111' 11111100 111

11'111111A 111111111111,

49:1 'hem. Rh Itanl I (.11) li4bIai Ilelaitots% it; the Commun.
sly Col/ege; flout to Stml Ilp sin ()penolion, Ifrieltume
howls's!, sold Alutler the Shall iti Community Cidlege

\'ashingtost, (:ss,UjI list AtIvittit
'mitt mid S1114101! of Education, NH!, 68 pages, (VI) 207
633; available 111 11111 huh II(' only)

Thiv Pithlis :thou selves as a plat tit al guide to c onlitlimity college
public trlations (I'lt) elitnts. IIUIlhiIIljI chaptels explote (I) the
philosophy of community iuIIit PR, the tole of the PR dile Icti ,
and poteutial posblent mem; (2) guidelines fin establishing 1%
Ploxialm: (3) the and IlI.hilitrhsiIIi V (it
1(11(4111S; (1) the It'Sulllt MO 111114)111(111 IleCtb of I,K

(Ai(s: (Tr) Ore whiling and lasgen,scale dist! ibution options
asaiLibIe to the PR onkel; (6) the plate of the l'R office sdthin the
(dirge administlatiott; wl (7) tvays of gauging the effectisettess of

I% wow:nits. The wink ptovitles useful bat kgiolind re tiling lot
iie l'R OE college development ()Mills,

49,1 Woodbuty, KennethIt., Jr. 1tablishiisp. Foundmium: A

Public Institution, Including the Two.Yeat (:ollege. May
Find That I laving a humid:Ilion Aids Fund Raking.-
CASE Currents, 1080, 6 ('0, 18-21.

The author notes how a fomulatUnt can nor eihe the colk.ge's base
of financial support and provides practical advice on hot . a

foundation should be established and administeted, including
illknnlati011 On the types of footattions 111:11 may lw established,
who slundd be included on the foundation IHiaul, the duties of
foundation officers, and the number of INEuti meetings that should
be held annually. The article is useful as a brief introductitm to the
()iteration of community college ((simulations.
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Tuition and Student Financial Aid

495 Eckert, Miles A., and Murphy. % told D. "A Functional
Model for a Community-Junior College Fin:mcial Aid
Office." Journal of Student Financial Aid, 1976, 6 (3), 5-
12.

The authors draw upon the opinions of a panel of experts to
outline ninety-nine functions cf the community college financial
aid office, including tasks relatt.:d to ten broad areas: counseling,
application processing and determination of awards, public
relations, recruitment, office management, placement, cooperative
functions with other college divisions, research and evaluation,
professional development, and "other functions" related to federal,
state, and local aid programs. The article provides the reader with
insights into the wide range of skills required by student aid
professionals.

496 Gladieux, Lawrence E. Distribution of Federal Student
Assistance: The Enigma of the Two-Year Colleges. New
York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1975. 30
pages. (ED 110 128)

This work examines the participation of two-year colleges in three
federal student assistance programs: Supplemental Educational
Opportunity :ants, iae College Work-Study Program, and
National Direct Student Loans. The author concludes that
application, allotment, and allocation procedures do not inher-
ently militate against participation by two-year colleges but that
many community colleges simply do not apply for funds. He also
concludes that participating colleges probably are not requesting
enough funds to meet actual student needs. He suggests that many
two-year colleges "are penalizing themselves and their students by
not devoting more systematic attention and greater staff resources
to the management of student assistance" (p. 18).
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497 Howard, James E., and Gardiner, Peter C. "Compute-
Assisted Policy Analysis in Higher Education: Assessing
the Impacts of Charging Tuition in Community Col-
leges." Community/ Junior College Research Quarterly,
1979, 3 (4), 341-362.

This article describes the application of a computer simulation
modeling technique to the analysis of alternative policy decisions
that are made by community college administrators. It shows how
the simulation model can be developed by s;ating the problem or
issues that it is intended to answer, determining the key factors
involved, drawing a causal loop diagram, programming the
simulation, making initial runs, and applying sensitivity testing.
It demonstrates the use of the model in assessing the probable
effects of tuition on institutional costs, total revenue, and student
attendance and recommends using such simulation models in
individual institutions.

498 Johnson, Jane L. "An Analysis of the Relationship
Between Instructional Costs and Differential Tuition
Levels." Journal of Higher Education, 1979, 50 (3), 281)-
288.

The author utilizes fiscal data collected from Washington colleges
and universities in 1974-75 to determine whether differing tuition
charges at two-year and four-year institutions are the result of
actual cost differences between the two types of colleges. She
determines that cost-based tuition differentials between community
colleges and four-year institutions may result if the four-year
institutions' total average undergraduate costs are used in
calculating tuition rates but notes that if the calculations are based
on lower-division costs alone, the tuition rates charged to
coma' *ty college students in transfer programs and to freshmen
a, itomores at four-year institutions should be approximately
equ_i. The article serves as a useful analysis for state planners
charged with the task of setting tuition rates for students in
different segments of the state's higher education system.
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499 Johnson, Richard. "Strengthening the Student Aid System
in the Community Colleges." In Martin Kramer (ed.),
Meeting Student Aid Needs in a Period of Retrenchment.
New Directions for Higher Education, no. 40. San Fran-
cisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982, pp. 49-55.

The author examines barriers to the development Of successful
student aid programs at community colleges and makes sugges-
tions for improvement. He argues that the image of the commun-
ity college as a low-cost institution has resulted in a general
tendency to ignore the nontuition costs of attending college and to
avoid the responsibility of hiring knowledgeable financial aid
administrators. He also notes that the colleges have done little to
seek private donor funds for student aid purposes and that two-
year colleges have not organized effective lobbying campaigns to
securc adequate public funding. He calls on college aid adminis-
trators to place a high priority on informing other college
personnel of the importance of student financial aid and securing
inst;tutionwide support for a well-planned aid program.

*500 Lombardi, John. No- or Low-Tuition: A Lost Cause.
Topical Paper no. 58. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse
for Junior Colleges, 1976.46 pages. (ED 129 353)

This paper reviews the issues surrounding the debate about
community college tuition charges, concluding that arguments for
no or low tuition are a lost cause. The author draws from an
extensive review of the literature tn point out the large gap
between the rhetoric of low tuition and actual practice, emphasiz-
ing that at no time in the history of public two-year colleges has
there been widespread acceptance of low- or no-tuition policies.
He also discusses the different rates at which tuition is charged, the
types of fees charged to students, the impact of tuition and fees on
access, the increase in tuition and fees from 1961 through 1975, and
the anomalous tuition debate in California. The paper helps in
understanding historical trends in tuition charges at corn; inky
colleges, as well as the forces counteracting any push for a no-
tuition policy.
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501 NelsonJames E. "Student Aid at the Two Y- u College:
Who Gets the Money?" Community anti I !olio?. College
Journal, 1976, 47 (2), 12-13, 15, 17.

This int examines the provision of financial aid to community
college students, noting that they receive less than 16 percent of
available aid, although they account for over 25 percent of all full-
time students in higher education and over 53 percent of all first-
time, full-time freshmen from low-income families. It also notes
that significantly lower proportions of eligible students apply for
available aid and blames this underparticipation on the mispercep-
tions that community collcge education is inexpensive, that funds
are not available for part-time students, and that community
colleges do not have sufficient financial r,id staff. The author
recounts the need for skilled staff to admin. .Fer aid programs and
recommends that financial aid staff need to be increased if the
colleges are to continue to agract low-income students.

502 Nelson, Susan C. Community Colleges and Their Share of
Student Financial Assistance. Washington, D.C.: College
Entrance Examination Board, 1980. 70 pages. (ED 188 718)

The author draws from a variety of data sources to examine two
conflicting contentions: (1) that community colleges receive a
smaller amount from state and federal student assistance programs
than they should and (2) that there is, on the other hand, a
prevalence of individual overawarding at Mese colleges. She
emphasizes the conceptual issues of the aid utilization debate (for
example, conflicting opinions about how to define student need)
and the lack of data necessary for an adequate analysis. She draws
only tentative conclusions, noting that charges of overawarding
arise from disputed definitions of need and that a pattern of
underutilization does seem to exist for campus-based award
programs. The work serves as a comprehensive analysis of the
statistical and conceptual problems that cloud the debate concern-
ing the community college share of federal student assistance.
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503 Rich+ on, Richard C., Jr, "Tuition in Commnnity
' Mother View." Community and Junior College

j, l, W71,14 (9), 21, ':?4-25.

The author argues that theme ate sound reasons for community
colleges to charge tuition, as long as there is enough financial aid
to ensure that no student is denied access becaum, of a lack of
funds. He maintains that (I) tuition already accounts for a large
proportion of college revenues and is a "fact of life" that cannot be
ignored, (2) public tuition subsidies have not effectively removed
financial barriers to college attendance, and (3) students in states
that provide tuition subsidios have difficulty obtaining grants-in-
aid that help cover living expenses and other costs incurred while
attending college. He also warns that if community colleges
continue to charge no or very low tuition, they will be hard
pressed to compete for federal subsidies that are admittisiered
through individual students.

504 Russo, Joseph A. "Community College Student Aid: A
Hard Look from Within." Journal of Student Financial

1976, 6 (1), 20-27.

This article traces the disproportionately low utilization of
financial aid by community college students to inadequate
staffing, funding, and administrative support for community
college financial aid offices. The author maintains that underpaid
and overworked financial aid officers simply do not have the time
or resources available to make sure that all students receive the aid
for which they are eligible. He argues against the statewide
consolidation of community college requests for federal student
financial aid and suggests instead that colleges provide adequate
staff for the student aid operation and encourage financial aid
administrators to keep up with new developments in the field.
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505 Simonsen, Edward. "The Case Against Tuition in the
Community College." Community aml Junim. eollrge
J 1974, 4.1 (9), 20, 22-23.

The author argues that community collegeslike public libraries
and public schoolsshould not charge tuition or any other type of
user fee, He bases this argument oil ethical rather than ecomnnic
grotunls, maintaining that tuition will result itt education for the
elite, while a policy of no tuition will ensure tile education of the
masses. The article serves as an example of the strongahnost
emotionalcommitment that many community college practition-
ers have to the no-tuition philosophy.

506 Zucker, Jacob D., and Nazari-Robati, Ali. "Tuition and
the Open-Door: A Relative Perspective." Community/
Junior College Research Quarterly, 1982, 6, (2), 145-155.

This article utilizes state-by-state enrollment and tuition data to
study the relationship between tuition charged by conummity
colleges and the number of students who enroll. The authors
determine that. there was a negative correlation between tuition
and enrollment at two-year colleges and argue that, while this
correlation was small, any drop in enrollment attributed to higher
tuition threatens the survival of two-year colleges in that prospec-
tive students will seek out other alternatives for education and
training. They recommend high levels of government subsidiza-
tion of two-year colleges so that tuition increases can be avoided.
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Instruction, Instructional
Support, and Student
Services

The itnportance of good teaching haF :)een emphasized
since !he earliest days of the corn unity colleges. College planners
never envisioned thest institutions as homes of research scholars.
The community colleges could not reasonably expect to influence
total student development, because few of them built residence
halls and because commuter institutions have minimal environ-
mental impact on students. Nor did custodial care of the young, a
major feature of the lower schools, become significant in the
community colleges, because attendance was not required.
Classroom teaching was the hallmark.

This chapter cites those works dealing with instruction
and instructional support, The large body of literature in this atea
can be subdivided under four headings: curriculum planning and
development (nos. 507-542), instructional practices, innovations,
and media (nos. 543-608), student personnel and support services
(nos. 609448), and libraries and learning resource centers (nos. 649-
685).

Curriculum Planning and Development

Two comprehensive works on the two-year college curric-
ulum have been published: Colvert's 1939 The Public Junior
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College Curriculum: eln Analysis (no. SI(i) and Reynolds's 19h9
The Comprehensive Junior College Curriculum (no. 535). Roth
Works are enunwrative, rather than evaluative; the authms Outline
id describe the various curricular offerings of the colleges

widmut extensive elaboration On curriculum development prob-
lems and without analyzing how well the colleges perform their
various curricular functions.

Other writings on the curriculum focus on an array of
Imre specific themes, including:

the role of faculty in curriculum development (no. 513);
procedures involved in the curriculum development process
and the responsibilit.y of persons who are involved in curricu-
him planning (nos, 512, 515, 517, 531, 532, 542);
the incorporation of mastery learning in curriculum and
instructional devehipment (no. 509);
the development of special types of curricula, including
cooperative education (no. 523), occupational programs (no, 522),
bilingual education (no. 534), and programs for small-business
development (nos. 525, 529);
management approaches to curriculum development (nos. 508,
509, 510, 521, 540); and
the involvement of lay citizens in curriculum planning (nos. 526,
537, 524).

Perusal of these works underscores the tact that curriculum
development is a complicated process involving much more than
the collective decisions of a campus faculty. Zoglin (no. 542) notes
that the expansion of the community college mission into
occupational and other nonacademic areas is largely the result of
layperson and community influences in the curriculum planning
process. Other works, including those by Stewart (no. 538) and
Parcells (no, 531), illustrate the growing state influence in
curriculum development and approval.

Instructional Practices, Innovations, and Media

Instructional innovation is a hallmark theme of the
community college literature. Because the colleges reach out to
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"nontraditional" students who had previously been linserved hy
American higher education, college leaders have sttessed the need
for new approaches to instruction that meet the varying needs and
illnlnirN Of ;I divvrse student body. woo comprehensive text On
luSh tionntol innovation ill the community college is Johnson's
1969 Islands of Innovation Expanding: Changes in the Commun
ity (ollege (no. 582). Johnson's work describes innovative practii
in such areas as cooperative work-study, programmed instruction,
audiotutorial teaching, instructional television, games and
simulations, and remedial instruction. Since then, other aolhors
contributing to the literature of instructional innovation have
focused on several themes, including:

the employment of mastery-learning systems based oil behav-
ioral objectives and variable-length terms (nos. 548, 580, 583,
601, 602, 603);

experimental curricula for high-risk students (no. 572);
team-taught courses (no. 564);
instructional television and other nonprint media (nos. 544.
545, 546, 558, 574, 584, 586, 588, 595, 597, 599, 606, 607);
experiential education (nos. 576, 608);
credit for prior learning and life experience (nos. 568, 604, 605);
individualized instruction (nos. 552, 573);
the integration of the humanities into occupational curricula
(nos. 549, 585);
international education (nos. 543, 577); and
honors programs (nos. 553, 596, 598).

Although instructional innovation receives much atten-
tion in the literature, available research on community college
instructional practices provides evidence that the traditional
lecture mode is still the norm. (See the studies on science education
conducted by the Center for the Study of Community Colleges
during the late 1970s, nos. 550, 551, 565, 566, 567, 570, 578, 579,
591, 592.)
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Student Personnel and Support Services

Sinn. the mid 1960s, at least five monographs have
;Ippeared oil the stilik,c1 or two-year college counseling nd
gnidance pmgrains: Community College Student Personnel Work,
edited by MacLean and Mishingum (no. 630); Student Develop-
ment Progrants in the Community Junior College, edited by
O'llanion and Thurston (no. 639); Career Counseling in the
Community College, by Healy (no. 62,1); Counse/ing in t/u'
Community Colleges: Models aml Approaches, by Paradise and
Long (no. 612); and Counseling: ii Crucial Function for the 1980s,
edited by Thurston and Robbins (no. 617). These works are
invaluable in descrihmg the scope of student personnel services
provided by the colleges, problems in the mat ;gement of student
personnel service programs, and the characteristics and responsi-
bilities of counselors and other student personnel workers. In
addition, the reader should be aware of the few state and regional
surveys that have been undertaken to describe and assess the status
of community college student services programs (nos. 621, 622,
625, 626, 615).

Of the remaining works in the student services literature,
several more specific themes are addressed. These include:

special services for minority, female, and foreign students (nos.
616, 617, 618, 620, 637, 614);
the characteristics and responsibilities of chief student person-
nel officers (no. 706);
the problems involved in providing adequate counseling and
other services for evening and part-time students (no. 611); and
academic advisement practices and innovations (no. 623).

The last item mentionedacademic advisementhas become
increasingly important during the 1980s in light of growing
demand for more rigid academic standards. Although O'Banion
(no. 638) argued for the abolition of testing programs, grades, and
academic probation in the early 1970s, more recent authors
including McCabe (nos. 628, 629)have called for a return to such
practices as a means of combating mounting attrition rates. Future
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researclwrs will need to examine the effectiveness of this tenon to
enforced academic standauls,

Libraries and Learning Resource Centers

The comunmity college lilwary has long been recognited
as au integral part of the college's instructional ittognun. In 1939,
ohnson (no. (166) called it the heart of the college and recom-
mended numerous ways it might become central to the instinc-
tional pnwess. By the end of tin' 1970s, many libraries had become
learning resource centers (1,1t Cs). lit some colleges, this meant
only that the library remained intact, with facilities added for the
pmvision of self-instructional programs. Bin in many, totally new
LItCs were built to encompass a library, audiovisual materials,
learning assistance centers, atuf media production units. Wallace
(no. 681) traces the history of this development and shows how the
LAC is differein from other types of lilnaries. l'he range of servkes
provided by modern-day L,RCs is extensively analyzed by Bender
(no. 657).

Veit (no. 6821 pre,ents us with the only contemporary
textbook on two-year college library and I.RC services. Other, less
comprehensive works in the community college library literature
focus on several themes, including:

library personnel needs (nos. 668, 671):
reference services (no. 678);
student and faculty attitudes toward and usage of the library
(nos. 650, 651);

library services for specific types of students (nos. 656, 658, 674.
681);

surveys of management practices and services (nos. 660, 663,
672, 673, 675, 676, 680);
the characteristics and responsibilities of library administrators
(nos. 669, 670);
bibliographical instruction (nos. 658, 659, 681);
two-year college library buildings (no. 662); and
library and LRC standards and guidelines (nos. 652, 653, 654.
655, 679, 683, 685).
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Further Sources of Infolmation on Instt m don
and Instructional Support

A variety of sources can be used to find additional
inhuntathm on instruction and instructional support, The ERIC
data base includes hundreds of lelevant thicuments that describe
curritalluni (1(1,('l(1)11)(4n and instructional practices at individual
community colleges. lo addition. ERIC provides IMIlletous
instructional 1110(111105 cmtrse Outlines that call be trwil or
adapted by community «dlege faculty. Among these instructional
maul ils, for example, are over 100 individnaliml institutional
modules &sighed by a professional nursing zlssociation for use ill
teaching allied health students a variety of job-related tasks.

The researcher looking for further information on two-
year college libraries should consult two additional journals:
College and Research Libraries and College and Reseinch Librar-
ies News. 'The former includes substantive and scholarly articles,
many of which have been cited in this bibliography. The latter
serves primarily as a newsletter for the Association of College and
Research Libraries (ACRI,) and prov along wit h other
information, synopses of dr activities of the ACR.L Commimity
and Junior Colleges Section. Further information on how to
obtain ERIC documents and journal articles is provided in
Chaptet 'Thirteen.

The general texts listed in Chapter Two of this bibliog-
raphy are also invaluable sources of information On mrriculuin
and m:ruction (albeit not on library services). Practically every
one Of these works includes extensive sections On the curricultitit or
on individual curricular functions. Read sequentially, these works
provide the historian of the two-year college with insights into
hour die curriculum expanded from one dealing primarily with
baccalaureate sit. dies to One encompassing career, compensatory,
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mid t outintutity sel vit omponeno, 'rite liIeI,sttIIt ol these
indi%idual «otiponents detat'ed in the following does.

Cnnictdunt Planning and Prvelopmem

507 Mhos, Donald j.; Roth, Stephen 114 and WaiLins. Ann V.
(ilk.). New Direction.% to Two. Year Co/lege Mathematics.
New Vs n Splinger-Volag, 1985.191 pages.

Please see no. 867 Ior the hill annotation.

508 lIalittskv, Wanen, and 'tutus, Jubu. "Plot-',1411 0)siing in
Comnumily Cullrge." SIWinEcoriomic Plannirig Scien-

ces, 1975, 9 (3-4 , 105-109,

Please see no. 153 for the full mmtation.

509 Ras bee, David. d Systems Approach lo Community Col-
lege Education. Princeton, NJ.: Atielbach, 1972. 18.1

pages.

This publication advocates a systems approach for the integi anon
1f instruction, curriculum, and student guidance, referring to
theories of nistruction stemnUng from behaviorists in educational
psychology and weaving those ideas into a mastery-learning
approach to curriculum and instructional development based on
specific objectives, feedback, separation of subject matter into
small units of learning, and variable time. It offers examples of
instructional systems models used at Colotado Mountain College
and criticizes a model at Oakland (Michigan) Community College,
noting that it is fixed on a single instructional system. The work
presents guidelines for employing a systems approach, along with
model flow charts that tie the management and guidance areas of
the college to curriculum and instruction.
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5 1() Beaulieu. !tett A., «old 11ithois, Itigr,i I, "Systems
Simulation lo tIte 011111101161y ( :041;1 IIIII 'lit iltitslIN 1111

(:111111111t1111 DVVel1)11,111,111," harrici Journal of
lo..ructUmal Aledia, 197,1, 1 (4), 377-3S

This atilt le titges community t ()Urge leaflets to .1%e a +vhteitis
adlitnaill to I int hailinn development by identifying and ,.v.i.Nsing

rehtion,, hr ti ern numerous finstuti ( I) hue
I ha ;15151isii5.s, nintr,n, Sir ,,Itorms;

(2) onlit aims ol cit iii id.t, effa Oveness; (3) linkages between the
colleite and area wilversities, and iof; (4) ;them,.
live cvoictiliint policies and progiams that Might he helecIrd: and
(5) atIntinisnat:ve decision utakilig u .tirlt ;stens as budgeting.

nd s.sculty I lititig taws, 'Ow :11111141fs

I1W,. le systems apploach ir tlut Ia(-100 influent ing
;oafhlate rno)1oynient oppoltutlines, student enualice talcs- mid
stf.deot oiolrer fates. They argue that thr svstents apptoat It is

better than traditional ad hoc planning elfoits 111;11 do not fully
accommodate changes in demographic, technoh)gical, and other
factors.

511 11614, A Ilsrt I.. and On %V III, latent.. Curricular Decision
Making in Occupational ['duration: d Procedural Check-
list and 1;nide. Bewarch Ptib 11 :Ilion 76-5. Ithaua: Coindl
Institute for Reseatch mud Drvehmluent iii (kenpational
Educnion, Sta(e University of New York, 1976. 115 pages.
(ED 130 728)

Please see no, 708 for the full annotation.

512 Borgen, Joseph A.. and Davis, Dwight E. An Investigation
of Decision-Making Practices in Illinois junior Colleges
with Implications Toward a Systems Approach to Curric-
ulum Development and Evaluation in Occupational
Education as Part of the Phase II Repot. Joliet, Ill.: Joliet
Junior College, 1971. 178 pages. (ED 060 199)

The authors draw upon interviews with deans. department heads.
and other personnel of twenty.nine Illinois junior colkges to
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examine the decision-making promis undertaken at the college
level in vocational curriculum development. They focus on the
specific activities completed and the resources utilized during the
program identification phase, the program development phase,
and the program evaluation phase. They conclude, among other
findings, that most decisions during each of these phases were
made by the occupational dean and that most of these decision
makers looked at programs at other institutions and relied on
advisory committees to assist them in program development. The
work provides readers with insights Ynto how college-level
personnel in Illinois approached vocational program development
and evaluation in the early 1970s.

513 Cohen, Arthur M. "Credentials for Junior College
Teachers?" Improving College and University Teaching,
1969, 17 (2), 97-100.

Please see no. 246 for the full annotation.

514 Cohen, Arthur M. "Academic Planning in Community
Colleges." Planning for Higher Education, 1979, 7 (5), 28-
32.

This article examines internal and external forces that shape the
community college curriculum and discusses principles on which
program planning should operate. The author notes that, while
transfer and vocational curricula are influenced by university
course requirements and labor-market conditions, community
college programs are often shaped by the initiative of faculty
members and administrators within the institution. He argues that
curricular planning cannot be based on assumptions of unlimited
growth and posits that all college programs should be socially
utilitarian, verifiably educative, and not readily available else-
where. The article presents program planners and curriculum
developers with a planning philosophy that eschews college
expansion into unlimited community services on the basis of an
infinite growth agenda.
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53.5 Cohen, Arthur M. (ed.), Shaping the Curriculum. New
Directions for Community Colleges, no. 25. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1979. 125 pages, (ED 171 334)

Eleven articles provide a comprehensiv( overview ot the curricu-
lum of the community college, with discussions of curricular
revision, the process of change, and a program e duation model;
the importance of state agencies !alining instructional
programs; the need for career educa 1 how to prepare career
programs in association with ernpl(., . appropriate goal state-
ments and the need for competency-based general education; ways
faculty can integrate values education into the curriculum; and
administrative strategies to shape the curriculum. The book
concludes with a review of relevant literature. It serves as an
overview of the processes of and participants in curriculum
development.

*516 Colvert, Clyde C. The Public junior College Curriculum:
An Analysis. Louisiana State University Studies, no. 38.
University: Louisiana State University Press, 1939. 177
pages.

This publication surveys the college catalogues of 195 public
junior colleges to analyze the components of the junior college
curriculum. It details the types of courses offered by the colleges
for each of forty-three disciplines under five broad headings: (1)
English and foreign languages, (2) social sciences, (3) biological
and physical sciences, (4) fine arts, and (5) vocational, semiprofes-
sional fields. For each discipline, it charts the number and types of
courses offered, the percentage of colleges offering those 'Inurse
types, and the range of semester hours offered per course. The
work provides a detailed picture of the junior college curriculum
in the mid 1930s.
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517 Day, Robert W., ; nd lender, Louis W. The State Role in
Program Evaluation cf Community Colleges: Emerging
Concepts and Trends. Tallahassee: State and Regional
Higher Education Centcr. Florida State University, 1976.
42 pages. (ED 126 982)

Please see no, 397 for the full annotation.

518 Eells, Walter Crosby. "Chapter Eighteen: The Curricu-
lum." In Walter Crosby Eells, The Junior College. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1931, pp. 473-505.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 15.

519 Elcvson, Allana. Women's Studies in the Community
College. Women's Studies Monograph Series. Washington,
D.C.: National Institute of Education, 1980. 54 pages. (ED
187 398)

This paper examines the devekipment of women's studies pro-
grams at the community college level and provides suggestions to
increase their effectiveness. It includes (1) a discussion of the
potential role of women's studies in developing the self-confidence
and economic status of the large numbers of older, part-time
female students at community colleges; (2) a review of relevant
literature; and (3) an examination of the status of women's studies
programs as determined by a survey of fifteen community colleges
and eight women's studies program directors. It serves as a cursory
overview of the status of women's studies programs in community
colleges and of T'ae factors that havc led to the establishment of
those programs.

520 Evans, N. Dean, and Neagley, Ross L. Planning and
Developing Innovative Community Colleges. Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1973. 372 pages.

Please see no. 429 for the full annotation.
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521 Greenaway, John. "A Block-Matrix Method for Course
Development." Canadian Vocational journal, 1977, 12 (4),
33-38.

This article describes the use of a grid matrix as an organizing tool
by course planners and advising committee members who are
charged with the task of developing new courses. Noting that the
columns in the matrix represent specific subjects or course units
while the blocl,s within each column represent specific competen-
cies, it details information to be provided in each competency
block: estimated time required for mastery, prerequisites, behav-
loud objectives, and evaluation methods. The author discusses
actual applications of the technique and provides illusuations.

522 Harris, Norman C., and Grede, John F. Career Education
in Colleges: A Guide for Planning Two- and Four-Year
Occupational Programs. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1977.
419 pages.

Please see no. 717 for the full annotation.

*523 Heerrnann, Barry. Cooperative Education in Community
Colleges: A Sourcebook for Occupational and General
Educators. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1973. 219 pages.

The author presents a rationale for cooperative education and
details model programs, taking the position that cooperative
education should be integrated throughout the community college
curriculum and not provided just for vocational students. He
proposes model programs organized around clusters for students
who have defined career objectives, who have semiprofessional or
technological goals but no particular occupation in mind, who are
preparing for further professional training, who want career
upgrading, who are interested in further university work, who are
undecided on their goals, or who need basic skills rernediation. He
outlines defined outcomes for each program and provides a
description of how cooperative arrangements with area employers
can enhance the college's standing in the community and help
promote student retention. He also describes work-experience
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programs at several colleges and presents sompIc student and
cmitinunity survey forms, letters to potential employers, visitation
reports. anti expense account records for cooperative education
coor(lina tors,

524 Howaid, Witham R. "1. :olwounity '1.1.ins,tctions and the
Marketing Process." lit John A. Lucas y.(..), Developing a
Total Marketing Plan, New Directions fol Institution1
Research, no. 21, San Francisco: Jossey-11! , 1979, pp. 69-
86.

Please see no. 844 for the full annotation.

525 Jellison, Holly M. (ed.). Small Business Training: A Guide
for Program Building. Washington, D.C.: National Small
Business Training Network, American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges, 1983. 68 pages. (ED 229
072; available in microfiche only)

This publication provides college practitioners with guidance on
how to organize and deliver educational programs that meet the
needs of small businesses. It includes an outline of steps to be
followed in starting a small-business training program: creating a
community-based advisory committee, marketing and financing
the program, making timetables and developing strategies, and
securing the cosponsorship of the small-business association. It
also describes the types of small-business programs offered by two-
year colleges and examines the development and functions of the
Small Business Training Network, an affiliate organization of the
American Association of Community and 'or Colleges. The
work serves primarily as a resource for .! charged with the
responsibility of extending college services to the small-business
community.
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526 I,ight, John . A Practitioner's Guide to Using and
Meeting with eldow:ry Groups. Columbus, Ohio: Na-
(ional Postsecondary Alliance, 1982. 68 pages. (ED 237 140)

This publication presents strategies, suggestions, and a rationale
for the use of advisory committees as a means of securing input
from business aml industry. It examines die state of the art of
advisory groups, noting examples of state-level mandates, common
problems associated with advisory committees, and the innovative
ways that such committ.s have been put to use. It also surveys the
different types of advisory committees in use and suggests
operating procedures covering membership, staff training, meet-
ings, and attendance. It concludes with case studies illustrating
institutional experiences with advisory committees and providf's a
sample manual for committee members. The work serves as useful
background reading for college practitioners who are charged with
the responsibility of establishing and overseeing lay advisory
committees for vocational programs.

527 Lukenbill, Jeffrey D., and McCabe, Robert H. "Getting
Started: Straightforward Advice." In B. Lamar Johnson
(ed.), General Education in Two-Year Colleges. New
Directions for Community Colleges, no. 40. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1982. 124 pages. (ED 222 236)

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 956.

528 Monroe, Charles R. "Chapter Three: Curriculum Develop-
ment." In Charles R. Monroe, Profile of the Community
College: A Handbook. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1972,
pp. 46-58.

For an annotation of the work in i entirety, please see no. 27.
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529 Nelson, Robert E., and 19Iaml, William E. Organizing
Small Business Programs in Community Colleges. 11t-
hana: Department of Vocational and Techni(al Education,
University of llhnois, 1992. 71 pages. (ED 219 517)

This publication provides guidelims and resmirce materials for
organizing small-business programs in community colleges. It
inclucks individnal chapters on student needs, program content,
the use of ldvisory committees in establishing the program, needs
assessment strategies, and methods of promoting anti evaluating
the program. It also provides a bibliography of curriculum guides
and textbooks, as well as appendixes that include such items as a
small-busincss survey, a timetable for organizing management
courses, a small-business management seminar, and sample
evaluation forms. The work serves as a brief guide to the factors
that should be considered in starting programs to assist persons
who want to initiate or maintain a small-business opciation.

530 Ogilvie, Wil .n K.. and Raines, Max R. (eds.). "Part Nye:
Curricular -ograins and Instruction." In William K.
Ogilvie and Max R. Raines (eds.), Perspectives on the
Community Junior College. New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, 1971, pp. 222-340.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 29.

531 Parcells, Frank E. "Curriculum Approval in Illinois
Community Colleges: Local and State Processes." Com-
munity/Junior College Quarterly of Research and Prac-
tice, 1983, 7 (1), 287-302.

This article presents a step-by-step review oi t' process of course
and program approval in thc Illinois community colleges,
focusing on the respective roles of the local college and the Illinois
Community College Board. The author concludes that most of the
responsibility for course and program approval in Illinois rests
with college administrators and trustees, who must develop
procedures to ascertain employer demands, student interest, and
available resources. He reports that the Illinois Community
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College Board is responsible for coordinating ionise and pit qnam
changes, gootanteeing need, ensuring comi,Pnicy, categoriri
courses for binding purposes, and discouraging needless thlplit a-
non Of effort. The article lwovides the reader with insights into
how slate-level coordination affects the community college
curricultun.

532 Parrish, Richard M. "Statewide Progriun Approval Mech.
,ulisins for Community Colleges: A National Survey and a
Case Analysis." Community junior College Thseareh
Quarterly, 1979, '1 (1), 21-,15.

Please see no..113 for the full annotation.

533 Posnes, George, and others. Program Harming in Two-
Year Colleges: A Handbook. Ithaca: Cornell Institute for
Research and Development in Occupational Education,
State University of New York, and College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences at C.nell University, 1975. 1(0 pages.
(ED 112 957)

Please sc^ no. 723 lot the lull annotation.

534 Regan, Timothy F. (ed.). Bilingi.al/Bicultural Education
in the Community College. Advanced Institutional Devel-
opment Program (AIDP) Two-Year Collegc Consortium,
vol. 2, no. 2. Washington, D.C.: McManis Associates, 1976.
32 pages. (ED 133 021)

This publication presents three brief essays on bilingual/bicultur-
al education in the community college. It includes discussions of
the application of linguistic theory to the bilingual/biculum.1
education programs that are available in two-year colleges and the
value of bilingual/bicultural education. It also provides descrip-
tions of program implementation at El Paso (Texas) Community
College. It is useful in gaining a rudimental y understanding of the
goals and components of bilingual education at the commun;ty
college level.
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5:35 Ityytudds, James W. The Gimorehemive Junior College
Curriculum, llerkvIvy, Minn( luin, 1969, 227 pages.

This work serves as a comprehensive (albeit dated) textbook to lw
used by students of tlw two-year college corricultim, It presents it
detailed classification of the cntricithun, citing common course
titles in the general education, transfer educatkm, and vocational
education curricula. It also examines the types of comnumity
services provided by the colleges and the factors inhibiting the
development of community services programs; the ielationship of
student services and the library to the instructional program;
curriculum organinu ion; and the problems involved in curriculinu
development. It concludes with a discussion of seventeen theoreti-
cal issues affecting the curriculum, including the place of the two-
year college in the hierarchy of formal schooling.

536 Schroder, Ralph J. "Indepeodvince for the junior College
Transfer Curriculum." Jour,al of Higher Education,
1969, .10 (4), 286-296.

Please see no. 906 for the full annotation.

537 Schussele, Michael. "Systematic Curriculum Planning."
Community College Frontiers, 1971, 2 (3), 12-16.

This article outlines the process of involving lay citize ns in
curriculum planning, noting that citizen involvement is justified
because of the community college's commitment to serving local
needs. It explains how college staff can involve citizens in several
stages of the curriculum planning process: identifying objectives,
developing a statement of purpose, arranging objectives into
priorities, analyzing available resources and the programs of other
institutions in the area, converting objectives into desired
behaviors, preparing evaluation methods, and developing pro-
grams to achieve stated goals. It provides useful information for
curriculum planners who are concern^d w;th relating their
programs to the perceptions of key community groups.
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5'38 Stewart, David \V, "The Politics of Credit: What die Stow
of California Discovered," Educational Record, 1982, 67
(4), 8-52,

This article discusses factors involved in the decision to offer
contses on a credit or noncredit basis in the Ca !amnia community
colleges. It details the effect of Propmition 13 (a stale ballot
measure reducing property taxes) on the credit isstte and lists
standards and criteria for credit, noncredit, and comintinity service
courses resulting front state legislative intervention. The author
examines such issues as who makes credit decisions, whether
students should earn credit hrr devdopolculai courses, ;old the
effects of increased state control on the credit issue. 1-Ie also

discusses the fiscal value tnnl the prestige of credit, as well as the
effects of declining enrollnient, student financial aid, and student
interest in transfer on course credit designations, so._.ssing the
importance of rr, ,gnizing potential hazards to credit integrity
restating from i tual pressurci.

539 Thornton, James W. "Chapter Twelve: Do, ping the
Curriculum." In James W. Thornton, The Community
Junior College. New York: Wiley, 1972, pp, 159-174.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. I.

540 Valentine, Ivan E., and Lars,m, Milton E. "A Systems
Approach to Curriculum Develot,ment." Community
College Review, 1974, 2 (2), 48-57.

The authors present a thirty-three-cell flow chart demonstrating
the process 9f curriculum development, beginning with input
from state agencies, students, staff members, and local constituents,
and then carrying the process through institutional committees
and intramural orglizations, with review and approval statioas
along the way. They explain how the process accounts for res,ance
availability, evaluation mechanisms, and extramural q.,cacy

approval and include a Performance and Evaluation Jeview
Technique (PERT) chart showing the steps that must h taken in
planning a curriculum, implementing it, and ev:diating the
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plogiatu, '1'lley note that cm" icultim development ill most
(immunity colleges is a hapharaid plocess and dull the steps
outlined in the flow haus (au he used by g ollege practilionct s lit
utiliiing a systems applom 11 to ploglatit planning.

541 Walsh, Patricia Ann (ed.), Scr..i,ig Neu, PopulatUnn, New

Directions for Community (:olleges, no, 27. San Fratnisco:
jossey-hass, 1979. 11.1 pages. (ED 175 520)

Please see no, 188 for the loll annotation,

542 Zoglin, Mary 1.. Community CO lege Responsiveness:
Mytlt or Reality?" Journal of Education, 1981, 52

(.1), 415-.126.

The author analytes the course additions aud deletions made at
three California conummity colleges thaing 1975-76 atul 1977-78
in four curricular zireas: transfer educatbm, vocational education,
!medial studies, and cmtunintity services. Using data gathered
front personnel at the colleges to determine where the impetus
leading to these curricular changes emerged, she concludes that
changes in the transfer and remedial cut ricula resulted primarily
from professional influences (that is, those ematuiting from
faculty, administrative, and other academic spheres), while
changes in the vocational and community, service curricula
emanated from community influences, such as lay advisory
committees. She notes that governmental influences were small
and observes that the expansion of the community college mission
into vocational and other nonacademic areas is largely the result of
a willingness to permit lay influences in the curricular decision-
maLirg process.
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Instuctional Pok.thes, Innovations, and Nledill

59;1 Adams, c1, I high, and Ei11 Wo(1(1. bite/ rtii1IMOIZ-
ilig the Cononhosil1, College, 1SI IF Fellow,
Ityst.:11(11 Itepot I no, 2. Tallahassee; Institute lot Studies in
Iiighei Edit( ;Ikon, l'Imida tate Ottiveisity,
pages, ( I I) 22!. ,13/1)

The atie Is note that Ninth Antetion Students hay,. a 111%v level
of awateness ()1 intonational ;Waits and examine the tole ol the
community college in the 111101(1mo. 111 intonalional oluiation,
They plesent a ( homology of developments in iliternationalititip,
the community college and highlight elloos underniken in the
:ilea. of !acidly devehipinott and exchange plogionts, swam
soulyabload plogottlis, the einollmetit of intonational students iii
community colleges, the duveiopillellt of intonational (situation
uonsollia, and the sliming ol expo tise with huteign I (ninnies
developing then ()sot systems of two.yeat college ethic ;Ilion. The
woil: also includes a bibliography of )(laird materials and a
;(iiinal statement on the tole ol inteinational/intocultmal
ednuation in community colleges.

594 Agit% Linda S., and Politic, Theodore W. "College-0(11k
Courses hy 01)(11.C:hunk Television," Educational Tech-
nology, 1976. 16 (10), 39-.13,

The authors review the development of Firth! (muses offered ny
the Dallas (Texas) Community College District over open-circuit
television, finding that this instructional methodwhich is
accompanied by a telephone hot line, ,.,leplume confelences with
instructors, and supplementary stody materialsis well geared to
adult students. They analyze the steps in a systematic approach to
telecourse development, noting that records of hot-line calls,
surveys, and instructor (Innocents are used to assess itirse success.
The article provides a thorongh evaluation of a well-organized
alternative method of adult education that appears to have a good
rate of learner success.
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545 A1.1,1111011, ntsikshl I.. hut/Halloo ol the TICCIT
Compittes-dt+i+led Inttion tional Syttent in the Coromnn-
ity Final I;$.11(),1. el, t lin rum,

mama! 1 ,stisc. Set sit e, 1978, rai 0;mgvs, (Vt)
tilH(1)

This publication details lindlogs ol itatiltit fed to evaluate
th impact itl Iitile-Shated Intriactive, Compute! ,Coutiollech
Inhumation Television (TIC(IT) on community college students
Ill intioductoty algeht 4 and English «Inquisition Ionises, It
tonit;Ists the petionname of students in 4 kisses taught plintaidy
with '141CCIT (a «minutes-assisted ijisI ti tional H M-Icalit) with the
pei lOt twin( t til similat students in let tineclist (potf)ll set Iitifl (If
thy same coin ses, It etails study data gatlieted ft toll 5,(01) st tidents
11 two comnittnity collegt'S till t 011151' I ompletion Imes, student
a(hieveineitt, student attitudes, and stodent tivities and esamines
faculty acceptant c. of the -11(:(:r1. ploglain and Ow tole teat het.
played in mut SCS Miele OW filth ny tiitt Iii I i(ni.t1 it.soui( e Ss'as the

.1.11c itI pnivides 00111 insight% jinn the' plohleins
and Outcomes of computet-assisted itistt cut icitt.

546 Amyl, );411, Donald I_ and Mahler, William A. "Faculty
AllePlimue t,t bislniclioiml Tet lmoltigy: A Toward
Echicational Ptiu tices and Cmtuntu -Assisted lustrnction
at Community Colleges," Programmed Learning and
Fdurational Technology, 1977, 14 ( 1), 77-91.

Please see no. 189 for the full annotation.

547 Alpe!, Victor I I., and Roueche. John E. Installation and
Assimilation of Educational Innovations in roratiininl/
Teclosical Programs in Post-Secondary Institution,: Final
Report. Austin: Depart nwnt of Echicational Psyc homgy,
University of Texas, 1978. 217 pages. (ED 1(12 711)

This publication details methodology and findings of a two-part
study undertaken in the mid 1970s to examine the factors thit
contribute to the successful installation and assimilation of
instructional innovations in vocational/techniia: programs. It
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1114,114 him mtmi1 Shia; t StIvicrt,

reviess.1 the usponses of Nft5 iihn in Int,. Mid
1)011164 Imille; st411 Witt) 1%.'lly 1111vtlett le400111g ilmi
tirmiti 111 whit h Iht.y tity intlivithlillett.t1 6)111116W iiiiitI ill thot
hiltlilimIli;11 1101110th, I illstt tvithimoe,tho noel vention td au in nun
wheal( h learn Iltai %vas m ons'etted at a I wit-) eat ( ullege to establish,

1)1;111, ktitfle, Allit lug thy findings tN
11111 t halo( lrljhiu s and t1ss;sliiis" tul jut siilIiit tots, 1.01111 ilsisi

( lima( tetistii s 01 tho hvitoiR, .to mote liLl o

ot wont tot vAti111(4... iit ilis &girt' Itt lmn Ii 1,14 1111V 11110(11,d

ittlittValivt' tat hvilit",-

5.18 "'hi' )oii.uisl. "Ilir A" "1 Ci'm Isksr. \'tiii' itim 1104;
hi Is." III Stanley F. 'I tityNky 4110am ing the

/Allem/ ..frt%, New Dile( non. lot Coutintini!y
.11)..1::. San Frain '.st (); jossey-11ass, 198:4, pp. 55-e2.

addresses the (Ittestio0 td 01(111(1 Inastely learning is
ts.10 t,i tea( fling the hinuanitiesItgoing that

dale ,te Ito bask cormadit lions between the pedagogical 1..to,ds ()I
t y !raining and the asstnnitt isms underlying humanities

tut iron and suggesting that the tesista me of humanities
olty to :nastily leauting stems ftom ;mother set of reasons,

sbchltlim; (1) lack of exueriern e with and toofessional devaluation
of teacher education and (2) distrust of pedonical inouvations
einbtat ed by mlotinistiatots. The wotk provides die leader Willi a
balanced discussion of faculty resistance to mastety leatitiog and of
the effot ts that can be nutlet-taken t(r overcome this resisnun I.

549 Beckwith, Miriam NI. Integrating the IlumunitieA
Occuliational Prograries; /In Inventory of Current e1p,
proa(hes. Project Report no. 12. Los Angeles: Center foi
the Study of Community Colleges, 1980. 8 pages. (F.1)
189)

Please !we no. 7.13 fin the full annotation.
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550 Beckwith, Miriam M. Science Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Interdisciplinary Social Sciences. Los Angeles:
Center for the Study of Community Colleges and ERIC
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1980. 69 pages. (ED 181
955)

Please see no. 871 for the full annotation.

551 Beckwith, Miriam M. Science Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Mathematics. Los Angeles: Center for the Study
of Community Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for
Junior Colleges, 1980. 80 pages. (ED 176 386)

Please see no. 872 for the full annotation.

552 Belmore, William E., and Sellers, Martha. "Individualized
Instruction: Rationale and Factors for Success." Commun-
ity College Frontiers, 1977, 5 (2), 13-17.

The authors argue in favor of individualized instruction tech-
niques, such as the personalized system of instruction, audiotuto-
rial instruction, open classroom, and mastery learning, noting that
these techniques allow learners to proceed at their own pace in
accordance with their own learning styles. They maintain that
successful development of such programs requires full support at
all levels of the institution, with the understanding that program
initiation takes time and that program success cannot be evaluated
on the basis of one term's experience. They argue further that
instructional support services such as test- and media-construction
facilities must be made available to students. They outline ten
factors that are requisite to the success of individualized programs
and provide instructional development personnel with suggestions
for effective program implementation.
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553 Bentley-Baker, Kande 11, and others. Honors in the Two-
Year College. Washington, D.C.: National Council of
Instructional Administrators, American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges; Cranford, N.J.: Com-
munity College Humanities Association; Cranford, N.J.:
National Collegiate Honors Council, 1r83. 58 pages. (ED
246 933)

This work serves as a handbook addressing issues related to the
development, implementation, and management of special
programs for talented and gifted students in the community
college. It includes a rationale for such honors programs and
highlights their role in (1) attracting, retaining, and meeting the
special needs of superior students; (2) improving the overall image
of the college; (3) increasing faculty job satisfaction; and (4)
promoting innovative programs, services, and courses. It also
examines the unique characteristics of two-year colleges that are
likely to influence the philosophy and development of honors
programs, the methods used to combine honors program compo-
nents, and the factors to be considered in implementing and
managing honors programs. The work provides insights into how
these programs can be developed to meet the special needs of the
two-year college.

554 Blocker, Clyde E.; Plummer, Robert H.; and Richardson,
Richard C., Jr. "Chapter Eight: Curriculum and Instruc-
tion." In Clyde E. Blocker, Robert H. Plummer, and
Richard C. Richardson, Jr., The Two-Year College: A
Social Synthesis. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
1965, pp. 201-238.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 7.
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555 Brawer, Florence B. (ed.). The Humanities in Two-Year
Colleges: Trends in Curriculum. Los Angeles: ERIC
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges and Center for the
Study of Community Colleges, 1978. 162 pages. (ED 156
285)

Please see no. 875 for the full annotation.

556 Brawer, Florence B. (ed.). Teaching the Sciences. New
Directions for Community Colleges, no. 31 San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1980. 69 pages. (ED 191 543)

Please see no. 876 for the full annotation.

557 Brawer, Florence B., and Friedlander, Jack. Science and
Social Science in the Two-Year College. Topical Paper
no. 69. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Col-
leges and Center for the Study of Community Colleges,
1979. 37 pages. (ED 172 854)

Please see no. 877 for the full annotation.

558 Coder, Ann. "Why Do Community College Faculty Resist
Media as an Instructional Delivery System?" Educational
Technology, 1983, 23 (5), 7-11.

Please see no. 199 for the full annotation.

559 Cohen, Arthur M. (ed.). The Humanities in Two-Year
Colleges: Reviewing Curriculum and Instruction. Los
Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges and
Center for the Study of Community Colleges, 1975. 101
pages. (ED 110 119)

Please see no. 879 for the full annotation.
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560 Cohen, Arthur M., and Brawer, Florence B. "Chapter Six:
Instruction: Old Methods and New Media." In Arthur M.
Cohen and Florence B. Brawer, The American Community
College. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982, pages 147-168.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 12.

561 Cohen, Arthur M.; Brawer, Florence B.; and Lombardi,
John. "Chapter Seven: What Is Good Teaching?" and
"Chapter Eight: Challenging Traditional Concepts in
Curriculum." In Arthur M. Cohen, Florence B. Brawer,
and John Lornbardi, A Constant Variable. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1971, pages 99-136.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 13.

562 Cosner, Thurston L.; Chandler, Theodore A.; and Spies,
Carl. "Theories and Instruments for Student Assessment."
Community College Review, 1980, 7 (4), 51-57.

This article briefly describes the application to student assessment
of four psychological constructs: cognitive style, anxiety theory,
attribution theory, and conceptual level theory. For each of the
four constructs, it presents a synopsis of what the theory entails, a
brief description of the instruments used to measure students
against the construct, and implications of the construct for
teaching. It serves as a useful synopsis for educators interested in
entry-level testing that matches individual students with modes of
instruction on the basis of individual psychological profiles.

563 Cross, K. Patricia. Accent on Learning: Improving Instruc-
tion and Reshaping the Curriculum. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1976. 291 pages.

The author urges instructional and curricular reform at the
postsecondary level in light of the need to replace the current
emphasis on "educational opportunity for all" with au emphasis
on "education for each." She suggests the utilization of nontradi-
tional, i..,dividualized approaches to instruction, as well as
increased attention to the effective development of students and to

0 Q
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the development of nonacademic abilities such as interpersonal
skills. She reviews research relevant to the application of these
reforms, focusing particularly on mastery learning, self-paced
modules, cognitive style, individualized learning techniques, such
as computer-assisted instruction, and structured and unstructured
approaches to curriculum development. The work serves primarily
as an easily understood synthesis of what researchers have
determined about the success and failures of these educational
innovations.

564 Dickinson, Gary. "Planning for Team InstrucCon in the
Community College." Continuous Learning, 1971, 10,
230-235.

This article presents guidelines for organizing and planning team
teaching in community colleges, identifying major problems and
noting structural considerations, such as size, composition, and
hierarchy of the team; the representation of various departments
on the team; and the physical classroom setting. It reviews
functional, or process, considerations, such as the determination of
course goals, objectives and priorities; the identification and
arrangement of learning tasks; the development and utilization of
teaching techniques; and the evaluation of the team-teaching
effort. It provides instructors with a concise outline of the factors
that need to be considered in organizing a team-taught course.

565 Edwards, Sandra J. Science Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Biology. Los Angeles: Center for the Study of
Community Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges, 1980. 116 pages. (ED 188 709)

Please see no. 885 for the full annotation.

566 Edwards, Sandra J. Science Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Earth and Space. Los Angeles: Center for the
Study of Community Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse
for Junior Colleges, 1980. 87 pages. (ED 180 535)

Please see no. 886 for the full annotation.
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567 Edwards, Sandra J. Science Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Environmental Sciences. Los Angeles: Center for
the Study of Community Colleges and ERIC Clearing-
house for Junior Colleges, 1980. 82 pages. (ED 180 558)

Please see no. 887 for the full annotation.

568 Feasley, Charles E. "Actual Costs of Assessing Prior
Learning: Institutions Report." Community/ Junior
College Research Quarterly, 1978, 3 (1), 25-35.

The author utilizes data from thirty-one four-year institutions and
thirty-four two-year institutions to investigate the costs incurred in
evaluating students' prior learning experiences. He finds that
colleges have different ways of assessing prior learning for credit
purposes and that most do not have a way of comparing the costs
of nontraditional methods of prior-learning assessment with the
cGsts of conventional classroom-related testing methods. He argues
that this diversity points to a general state of disarray when it
comes to prior-learning assessment.

569 Friedlander, Jack. Innovative Approaches to Delivering
Academic Assistance to Students. Los Angeles: Center for
the Study of Community Colleges, 1982. 20 pages. (ED 220
172)

Please see no. 797 for the full annotation.

570 Friedlander, Jack, and Edwards, Sandra J. Science Educa-
tion in Two-Year Colleges: Engineering. Los Angeles:
Center for the Study of Community Colleges and ERIC
5C318ea)ringhouse for Junior Colleges, 1980. 80 pages. (ED 191

Please see no. 891 for the full annotation.
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571 Gibbs, 0. B., and Lee, Herman C. "Colleges Without
Walls: The Status of Nontraditional Learning in Califor-
nia Community Colleges." College and University, 1974,
49 (3), 267-274.

This article reviews findings of a survey conducted to assess the
extent to which the California community colleges utilize
nontraditional institutional systems that are characteristic of
college-without-walls programs. It reveals that, of the seventy-three
responding institutions, 9,t percent allowed students to challenge
courses and earn credit through examination, 86 percent had pass-
fail options, 84 percent utilized off-campus community facilities,
55 percent had a learning resource center, 49 percent utilized
noncredentialed instructors, 45 percent offered weekend classes, 43
percent utilized the College Level Examination Program, 14
percent permitted self-directed studies, and 5 percent allowed
students to earn degrees through independent study. It provides
insights into the degree to which nontraditional instructional
innovations were utilized by community colleges in the early
1970s.

572 Gibson, Walker (ed.). New Students in Two-Year Colleges:
Twelve Essays. Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachers
of English, 1979.130 pages.

Please see no. 892 for the full annotation.

573 Greathouse, Lillian, and Bedient, Douglas. "An Examina-
tion of the Difficulties Attributed to Individualized
instruction." Journal of Studies in Technical Careers,
1980, 2 (4), 724-732.

This article reports findings of a survey conducted to examine the
extent to which individualized instruction is used in community
college typing classes and to identify problems in the use of the
individualized technique. It detaih the responses of the heads of
secretarial science programs at thirty-two Illinois two-year colleges
who were asked whether ten problems commonly associated with
individualized instruction were present, drawing conclusions as to

295
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the effects of individualized instruction on course standards and
student effort and whether there were sufficient instructional
materials and resources to meet the needs of students in the
individualized classes. It outlines suggested solutions to problems
encountered and thus provides the reader with practical informa-
tion on how to go about the individualized approlch to
instruction.

574 Gross, Ronald. "The Other Open University, Part 2."
Planning for Higher Education, 1978, 7 (1), 25-36.

The author informally discusses the efforts of community colleges
to produce, buy, and use telecourses, examining (1) the deve1^71-
ment and operation of the Bay Area Community College .1, vi-
sion Consortium and the Southern California Consortius. for
Community College Television; (2) the organization and benefits
of less structured, ad hoc consortia; (3) the different ways
telecourses have been used; (4) the controversy over the impact of
telecourses on faculty employment; (5) thQ cost of a typical
telecourse program; and (6) the need for more interaction and
support among institutions using telecourses. He concludes with
an outline of common mistakes made by colleges using telecourses
for the first time.

575 Heath, Paul R., and Peterson, Susan L. The Common
Market Concept: Contracting for Community-Based
Educational Services. Monograph no. 2. Stockton, Calif.:
Cooperative for the Advancement of Community-Based
and Performance-Oriented Postsecondary Education, 1980.
12 pages. (ED 190 186)

This paper describes the common-market system at John Wood
Community College (Illinois), whereby the college contracts with
other area educational institutions to provide instruction for its
students. It discusses the legal basis for the common-market system
and describes the efforts of the college to provide student services.
The authors outline the advantages of the educational common-
market system to the students, taxpayers, and contracting organiza-
tions and conclude with a discussion of the application of the
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contractual model at other colleges and a checklist of factors to
consider in forming a community-based contractual education
system. The paper is useful for administrators who are seeking
methods of eliminating duplication of effort among area educa-
tional agencies.

576 Heermann, Barry. Experiential Learning in the Community
College. Topical Paper no. 63. Los Angeles: ERIC Clear-
inghouse for Junior Colleges, 1977. 84 pages. (ED 140 909)

This paper introduces the concept of experiential learning and
explores means of implementing experiential learning programs at
community colleges, focusing on two broad categories of experien-
tial learning: learning through life experience or nonsponsored
prior learning and sponsored learning that is incorporated into
institutional programs to give students off-campus experience in
integrating and applying knowledge. It includes several examples
illustrating the essential components of sponsored programs and
discusses methods used to assess and recognize nonsponsored prior
learning through student portfolios. It closes with a description of
the college-without-walls concept and how such colleges operate.
The paper provides information of use to persons planning
experiential learning curricula.

577 Hess, Gerhard. Freshmen and Sophomores Abroad: Com-
munity Colleges and Overseas Academic Programs. New
York: Teachers College Press, 1982. 194 pages.

This publication examines the mechanics of establishing and
maintaining overseas academic programs for community college
students. It provides a history of internationalism in higher
learning and presents a rationale for the involvement of commun-
ity colleges in international programs. The author reviews
Rockland (New York) Community College's involvement in
overseas programming, noting cooperative efforts between the
college and other educational institutions, and subsequently
discusses national cooperative efforts to develop overseas pro-
grams, the College Consortium for International Studies (a
national umbrella organization encompassing overseas academic
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programs of all member colleges), and administrative support
services essential to international programs. He concludes with an
examination of the impact of international programs on faculty
and students. The work serves as a guidebook for administrators
wishing to involve their colleges in overseas programming.

578 Hill, Andrew. Science Education in Two-Year Colleges:
Psychology. Los Angeles: Center for the Study of Com-
munity Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges, 1980. 74 pages. (ED 181 972)

Please see no. 894 for the full annotation.

579 Hill, Andrew. Science Education in Two-Year Colleges:
Sociology. Los Angeles: Center for the Study of Commun-
ity Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges,
1980. 57 pages. (ED 180 572)

Please see no. 895 for the full annotation.

580 Huther, John. "Behavioral Objectives and Guaranteed
Learning: Equality Carried to Its Final Extreme." Com-
munity College Review, 1973, / (2), 30-36.

The author criticizes the use of behavioral objectives, arguing that
(1) the best objectives may be difficult to identify, (2) the
elimination of time as a factor in learning may simply replace one
screening technique with another, (3) the commtmity college that
seeks to stop screening students for the university or for employers
is out of harmony with a society that thrives on inequality of
rewards, and (4) society does not want students who have achieved
only minimum competency. He maintains further that instruction
with behavioral objectives may not lead people to become
independent learners and suggests external audits to convince
community college leaders of the limitations of the objectives
specified.
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581 Jarvie, L. L. "Making Teaching More Effective." In
Nelson B. Henry (ed.), The Public Junior College. Fifty-
fifth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education. Part 1. Chicago: National Society for the Study
of Education, 1956, pp. 213-231.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 20.

582 Johnson, B. Lamar. Islands of Innovation Expanding:
Changes in the Community College. Beverly Hills, Calif.:
Glencoe Press, 1969. 352 pages.

This publication provides examples of instructional innovation
based on visits to or conferences with the representatives of 159
community colleges. It reports innovative practices in the areas of
cooperative work-study, programmed instruction, audiotutorial
teaching, instructional television, games and simulation, remedial
instruction, student tutors, group instruction, and independent
study. It also discusses the relationship between social change and
educational innovation, aids arid obstacles to instructional
innovation, and trends and projections. The author notes the
dearth of evidence regarding the success of instructional innova-
tion and calls for increased evaluation of instructional methods.

583 Jones, Emmett L.; Gordon, Howard A.; and Schechtman,
Gilbert L. Mastery Learning: A Strategy for Academic
Success nt a Community College. Topical Paper no. 53.
Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges,
1975. 54 pages. (ED 115 315)

This paper describes the implementation of a mastery-learning
approach to instruction at Olive-Harvey Community College
(Illinois), discussing the history of experimentation and innova-
tion at the college and examining the tasks involved in developing
courses within the mastery-learning frainework: specifying the
objectives and content of instruction; preparing final exams;
establishing achievement criteria; defining course learning units;
identifying the learning elements within units; and constructing
formative tests, It also details Operating procedures, including the
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establishment of control and experimental wimps to test the
effectiveness of mastery learning against traditional instruction,
and presents outcomes in terms of student achievenwnt, attrition,
and affective characteristics. It comludes that a mastery-learning
strategy, when implemented with precise fate, ptoduces superior
results in all academic areas.

584 Julian, Augusta A. Utilizing Telecommunications for
Non-Traditional Instruction in the North Carolina
Community College System: Project Final Report. Dur-
ham: Durham Technical Institute and North Carolina
Consortium for Instructional Teleconununications, 1982.
148 pages. (ED 224 957)

This publication describes, among other cemponents of a state-
wide project on instructional television, a survey of 648 students
enrolled in tekcourses sponsored by a consortium of North
Carolina community colleges and technical institutes. It summa-
rizes survey data on (1) the factors influencing students to enroll in
telecourses, (2) their demographic characteristics, and (3) the
delivery, operational, and support services that are useful and
helpful to telecourse students. The author notes that telecourse
students are similar demographically to those in on-campus
programs and that the major reason for telecourse enrollments is

time/place convenience coupled with interest in course content.
The work provides useful insights into the characteristics and
objectives of telecourse students.

585 Kohai, Leslie (ed.). Merging the Humanities. New Direc-
tions for Community Colleges, no. 12. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1975. 105 pages. (El) 115 33.1)

Please sec no. 896 for the full annotation.
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586 Kressel, Marilyn (ed.). Adult Learning and Public Broad-
casting. Washington, D.C.; American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges, 1980. 69 pages. (ED 181
985; available in microfiche only)

This publication summarizes the activities and findings of each
phase of the Adult Learning and Public Broadcasting Project, a
study conducted by the AmeriGtu Association of Community and
Junior Colleges to examine television usage in adult eduanion. It
includes a review of the findings of a national survey of commun-
ity colleges conducted in 1978 to assess the extent of television
utilization for instruction and examines case studies of station-
college cooperation, legal issues affecting instructional television,
and recommendations made by the National Assembly of Com-
munity College/Broadcast Cooperation in September 1979. It is
useful as a national summary of the use of broadcast media by
community colleges in the late 1970s.

587 League for Innovation in the Community College. Orien-
tation to Instruction in the Community College: A Series
of Ten Self-Instructional Units for Part-Time Faculty
Members, and Other Instructors New to the Community
College. Los Angeles: League for Innovation in the
Community College, 1979. 157 pages. (ED 196 480)

This publication provides a series of self-instructional units that
are designed to acquaint new instructors with the special mission
of the community college and with teaching and evaluation
strategies that enhance instructor effectiveness. Included are ten
units covering (1) the curricular and governance characteristics of
the community college, (2) the academic and demographic
characteristics of students, (3) student personnel programs, (4) the
writing of performance objectives, (5) ways of enhancing learning
and motivation, (6) guidelines for large-group instruction, (7)
individualized instruction, (8) the selection and use of instruc-
tional media, (9) test construction, and (10) criterion-referenced
grading. For each unit, it provides objectives, reinforcement
exercises, and suggestions for further reading that are useful in
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acquainting new community college instructors with effective
teaching techniques.

588 Lester, Glenda R., and Cox, David W. Utilization of
E(lucational Television for Instruction in Mississippi
Public Junior Colleges: A Technical Report. Jackson:
Mississippi Authority for Educational Television, 1984. 98
pages, (EI) 244 716)

The authors investigate the use of instructional television in the
Mississippi community colleges, utilizing information provided by
media specialis:s :It each college to detail the types of institutional
support provided for instructional television, the amount of
hardware and software available on campus, the ways television
has been put to use by the colleges, and perceived needs for more
effective utilization. They also review the responses of a random
sample of 450 instructors to survey soliciting information on
faculty use of instructional television and media centers, factors
influencing faculty usage, and perceived needs for instructional
television. They note, among other findings, that 90 percent of the
faculty felt that television was a valuable instructional tool but
that only 53 percent actually made use of the medium. The work
serves as a comprehensive description of television usage within
the state.

589 Maxwell, Martha. Improving Student Learning Skills: A
Comprehensive Guide to Successful Practices and Pro-
grams for Increasing the Performance of Underprepared
Students. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1979. 518 pages.

Please see no. 782 for the full annotation.

590 Monroe, Charles R. "Chapter Fourteen: Improvement of
Teaching." In Charles R. Monroe, Profile of the Com-
munity College: A Handbook. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
1972, pp. 272-302.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 27.
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591 Mooney, William T., Jr. Science Education in Two-Year
Collages: Chemistry. Los Angeles: Center for the Study of
Ca.mmiunity Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges, 1980, 109 pages. (ED 183 397)

Please see no. 900 for the full annotation.

592 Mooney, William T., Jr. Sciatica Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Physics. Los Angeles; Center for the Study (,f
Community Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges, 1980. 106 pages. (ED 191 534)

Please see no, 901 for the full annotation.

593 Moore, William, Jr. Against the Odds: The High Risk
Student in tha Community College. San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 1970. 244 pages.

Please see no. 783 for the fu' ,nation.

594 Morrison, James L.; Watson, Eugene R.; and Goldstein,
Jerry. Compensatory Education in the Community Col-
lege: An lnteractionist Approach. Topical Paper no. 52.
Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges,
1975. 60 pages. (ED 111 455)

Please see no. 785 for the full annotation.

595 Murphy, Richard T., and Appel, Lola R. Evaluation of
the PLATO IV Computer-Based Education System in the
Community College: Final Report. Princeton, N.J.:
Educational Testing Service, 1977. 446 pages. (ED 146 235)

This publication describes and evaluates a demonstration project
conducted in the early 1970s to assess the impact of PLATO (an
interactive computer-assisted instruction program) on community
college students and faculty. It details the hardware and software
components of PLATO, the steps involved in the implementation
of the demonstration project at five community colleges, and the
methodology employed to evaluate the project. It utilizes data
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col leciecl from experimental and control groups to assess the effects
of PLATO on the attrition rates, knowledge gains, and attitudes of
sludents in accounting, business, biology, chunistry, English, and
mathematics course4 It also examines faculty attitudes toward tile
PLATO system ant; the impact of the system on the Loimnunity
colleges themselves. The work provides useful insights into the
outcomes of a large-scale effort to introduce computer-assisted
instruction to the community colleges.

596 Olivas, Michael A. "A Statistical Portrait of Honors
Programs in Two-Year Colleges." Unpublished paper,
1975. 16 pages. (ED 136 890)

This paper details findings of a national survey conducted in 1975
to examine the extent to which the nation's two-year colleges make
honors programs available to students of exceptional ability. The
author notes that, of the 644 institutions responding, only 47 had
honors programs with formalized academic and administrative
structures. He points out, however, that the bulk of the institutions
at least had "honors elements," such as honors classes, honor
societies, colloquia, independent-study provisions, or financial aid
based at least partly on achievement. He concludes that the
development of honors opportunities for gifted students in two-
year colleges is a relatively new phenomenon and a "fledgling
attempt to educate one constituency in an extremely heterogeneous
student population" (p. 12).

597 Oxford, Jacqulinn F., and Moo le, David M. "Media Use
and Instructional Methods in Community College Science
Courses and Related Areas." Community/ Junior College
Quarterly of Research and Practice, 1982, 6 (3), 261-270.

The authors utilize data collected in a national survey of two-year
institutions to examine the use of instructional media in commun-
ity college science courses, comparing media usage in two types of
classes: those in which media usage accounts for less than 25
percent of the available class time and those in which it accounts
for more than 25 percent. Among their findings are that media
usage does not decrease attrition and that the availability of media
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facilities and assistance does not bums(' the frequency Of media

r: 98 Piland, F.., and Could, Kathy. "Community
Colleges and limmrs Programs: Are Tlwy Mutually
Exclusive?" College Board Review, 1982, (123), 25-27, 3(3.

This article surms forty-eight Illinois comnumity colkges to
ascertain the frequency, characteristics, and features of honors
programs. It summarizes results from thirty-six responding
institutions, noting; (I) only seven of the respondents had honors
programs enrolling between 10 and 100 students; (2) entrance
criteria usually include ACT score, grade-point average, and
recommendations; (3) specific features of honors programs include
social activities, recognition banquets, special class sections,
independent study, and recognition at graduation; and (4) most
programs are guided by a faculty advisory committee. Tlw authors
conclude that honors inograms are in keeping with the compre-
hensive community college mission and the goal to provide a
quality education to all who desire it.

599 Purdy, Leslie. "Community College Instructors and the
Use of New Media: Why Some Do and Others Don't."
Educational Technology, 1975, 15 (3), 9-12.

Please see no. 229 for the full annotation,

600 komine, Stephen. "Perceptions of an Effective Commun-
ity College Instructional Climate." Journal of Higher
Education, 1974, 45 (6), 415-449.

This article reports findings of a survey conducted at twenty-nine
colleges in fifteen states to determine student and faculty opinions
about the attributes of an effective instructional climate. It details
the responses of 2,058 students and 325 faculty members who were
asked to rate the relative contributions of seventy items to
instructional effectiveness. 'The author notes that both faculty and
students placed greater significance on items related to instructor
behavior than on items related to student involvement and
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responsibility for learning, I I I series of nine statements
II tat can he used in describing alt effetlive hist hilt iolla I climate Mid
in developing faculty assessment instruments, arguing that snch
statements can be developed and used hy individual colleges in
establishing instructional and institutional evaluation critetia,

601 Rotwchviloint I., and N1cFarlane, William 11 "Improved
instruction in the Junior College: Key to Equal Opportn-
It it y." Journal of Iligher Education, 1970, .11 (9), 713-722.

The authors argue that "equal Opportunity in the community
college is :Inge a slogan Man a fact" (p. 71,1), because the colleges
have yet to adapt teaching strategies to the special needs of
students witlt academic skills deficiencies. They note the large
proportion of ronedial stmknts who fail to complete their courses
satisfactorily aml attribute tltis attrition largely to negative faculty
attitudes toward disadvantaged students and to teachier training
programs that do not provide community college instructors with
requisite pedagogical skills. They urge colleges to employ mastery-
learning instructional systems based on behavioral objectives and
variable-length terms. The article constitutes one of the strongest
challenges in the literature to the presupposition that community
colleges are superior teaching institutions.

602 Roueche, John E., and Pitman, John C. A Modest Propos-
al: Students Can Learn. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1972.
142 pages.

This publication provides junior college instructors with an
introduction to mastery-learning technologies and their applica-
tion in developing instructional programs for nontraditional
students. The authors argue that most students can master college
material given sufficient time and proper instruction, but they
warn that traditional modes of normative evaluation do not enable
colleges to meet the varied learning needs of a diverse student
body. They define teaching as "the deliberate attempt to cause
change in learners by means of predetermined behavioral objec-
tives" (p. 63) and discuss organizational changes lequired to build
college instructional programs around Bloom's concept of mastery
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!raining, They conclude liii examples of affective and cognhive
!valuing objectives.

603 Shearon, Ron W and Temp lin, Robert (1 Jr. "Tlw
Debate over Behavioral Objectives: A Call for Bringing lin'
31110 IMO Ihe Mal ter of Learning," Comtnunity College

Review, 1973, I (3), 23-30.

The authors recount the pros and cons of behavioral Objectives,
noting the arguments of both proponents, who believe that
behavioral objectives increase instructional efficiency and facilitate
learning, and Opponents, who maintain that there is little evidence
to indicate the %/aloe Of stated objectives in increasing student
learning and that iumplex human behavior cannot be reduced to
mechanistic measurements without dehmuanizing the teaching-
learning process. They suggest that the perceptions of learners are
not sufficiently taken into account when behavioral Objectives are
specified and that the relationship between specifying behavioral
objectives and measuring actual learning thus falls short of
expectations.

604 Shisler, Clifford L., and Eveslage, Sonja A. "Awarding
Credit for Noncollegiate Learning in Illinois Colleges and
Universities." Community/Junior College Research
Quarterly, 1980, 1 (4), 309-318.

This article examines the extent to which Illinois colleges and
universities award academic credit for noncollegiate learning
experiences, detailing (1) the percentage of institutions that award
credit for training received in the military and in training
programs conducted by industries and labor unions; (2) the
percentage of institutions that award credit through formal testing
programs or through individual assessments of life and employ-
ment experience; and (3) the methods used by the colleges and
universities to as3ess noncollegiate-sponsored instruction offered
by industries and the military. The authors compare findings by
type of institution (community college, four-year college, and
graduate university), noting that public community colleges are
the most receptive to crediting external learning experience.
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605 Y1111118, and I Je.ily, Th1'111011, SlirpeV of PlactireA

Coln HI unity Gal le,ge I it l;ranting Credit for Non,
Learhirig FxperieureA. Dooglos, Oh Iiisii

Collepe, 1975, ,Ir imges, (V) 151i 2t19)

This 1)111)1100m details findings of a national sot vey conducted in
1975 to idemily college practices in granting itiilit 101 11011l1Adi
i01131 kl111111g eXIWI ivIICCS, It ll11155'S leSiionses ftom n;uely-

six colleges ill six regional accrediting associations to determine (1
Whether there were differences in practices among colleges
belonging to dilferent acctediting associations: (2) whether the date
of institutional establishment altered credit-granting practices: and
(3) whether there were differences in practices between public and
private institutions. Among the findings is that colleges in all six
districts awarded varying degrees of credit for College 1,evel
Examittation Program (CLEP) exams, for work experiences, for
military experiences, for United States Armed Forces Institute
panicipatkm, for courses taken in nonoceredited institutions, and
for in-service prokssional training. The work is useful as a review
of common prior-learning assessment practices in the mid 1970s.

606 Zigera, James J., and Chausow, H., men M. Chicago's TV
College: 4 Filth Report. Chicago: Learning Resources
Lab, City Colleges of Chicago, 1974. 38 pages. (ED 089 806)

This report reviews progress made in the first eighteen years of the
"TV College," an effort begun by the City Colleges of Chicago in
1956 to use broadcast television for instruction. It examines the
place of the TV College within the administrative structure of the
city colleges, the variety of course offerings provided by the TV
College, the characteristics of students enrolled io telecourses, and
the costs involved in producing TV College courses. It also
summarizes the findings of a study undertaken during the early
years of the TV College to compare the achievement of at-home
telecourse students with the achievement of students in tradition-
ally taught classrooms. It is useful as a brief overview of one of the
earliest and lolgest efforts undertaken to incorporate instructional
television in community college education.
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*(1(17 /.igetell, J,; 016)1111;e. ,Iams S,; and le;
Theudote AV, l'elevi,.inn in Co, ,,,. unitv and jultior
GolleRev OPervieui (;iinleline%, I Ps Angeles; FAR:
nein highousv lot juniot Colleges; S) N,Y KRIC
Cleatingltouso on Information Resources, IVIO, 46 pages,
(VI) 2011 329)

This paper plovides, III questiowand.onswer natnat, introductoty
infonnotion on the use ol educational television ill the community
college. It includes Olive sections, coveting ( I) cotton develoi .
ments in 10(40111nm:5km ions use at wo.year postsecondaty
institutions in the United States; (2) what the teseatch says about
the use or teleunnumicatious by adult iearnets; and (3) how to get
slatted in using the new media to provide cost.elfective instruct h
It s:'1ves as au excellent innoductoty guide for college I Ractitionet s
who nerd to know how television has heel% applied ill t he

community college and what resmuces are needed to shall up an
instructional television program.

608 Zwerling, I.. Steven. "Experiential Education at a Com-
Muulty College," In John Duley (ed,), Implentrnhing Field
Experience Mucation, New Directions ha I higher Educa-
tion, no, San Francisco: jossey-Bass, 1974, pp. 1-12,

For an annotation Of the work in its entirety, please see no. 990.

Student Personnel and Support Services

609 Antes, AV, Clark, :nu! Elsner, Paul A. "Chapter Seven; Re-
directing Student Servkvs." In George B. Vaughan and As-
sociates, Issues for Community College Leaders in a New
Era, San Francisco; Jossey-Bass, 1983, pp. 139-158.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 37.

610 Barbee, David. A Systems Approach to Community Col-
lege Education, Princeton, N.J.: Auerbach, 1972. 184
pages.

Please see no. 509 for the full annotation.
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(111 I(iffist(iin, 1)01i,l1(1, "11(1w GoIIII All, 11 lot Glum whin
(41111.14(' 11(1(111 Pt()goilts?" ..1(1(4/1 I.rodenhiP, !)it), ;.11 (7),

;wilt( )1 imolt's that students in evening totitinm "11" In"
1(4 t'i111 531:11. i ollside1;111011 helvit C atItuded those if the
(1;1).11111(4 division" (p, 199), noting that many evening students
flt'tIttently lull :et 0%1. atlefloote otinselittg, Innveitient
tegistlation se: vi( es, evening lihnny III I IltII% a selvit es, 01 the
attention of folly tiwtlified instnit lots. Ile disl OW% Ill('
11;filvt. mid 1111011641 that k1t1 10 11111

usSIII( I() rOnts Oil populat, ionises at the
expense. of (.0111514s that way at nially mote vital.

612 Blot kyr, Clyde E.; Plummet, Itultet I 1 I. nd lth Imulsou.
Kit lh,nd C,, r. "Chapter Nine: The Student.Petsonnel
Program." lu (3yde E. Minkel, Itoben II, Plummer, and
Richard C., Richaulson, Jr., The l'wo.Year College; ;1
;weed Synthesis. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Rill,
1965, pp. 239-268.

For an annotation of the will: in its entirety, please see no. 7.

613 !kooks. Gary D., and Avila, Jose F. "A l'u dile of St odent
Posonnel Workers in Junior and Community Collews,"
Journal of Co' ege Student Permninel, 1973, 14 (6), 532-
536.

Please see no. 317 for the full annotation.

614 Clarke, Johnnie R. Commitment to tlw Nontraditional
Student. Topical Paper no. 51. 1.05 Angeles: ERIC Clvar-
ingliOnse for juoior Colkges, 1975. 18 pages. (ED 107 327)

Please see no. 171 for the full annotation.
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lila Co lull, .N1 Ilms NI iul 111,1wri1 Flumwe II Cliques
Soric Situltiu Si.svUt.c. Irsluole itoieliuur,"
In /Whin M, hos H, Tule ;Ism
ctin Community College, S;its Flom ism; lossey,Ilass, 1982,
pp 101-190.

l'ot i111110105i011 01 slu. wolf: io its culiirt, plcow Nt's 110, 12,

616 C011011* ,,1111,111, 110;m1, The Foreign Stu .
dent in Stiste8 Community onil junior Co Negev
Colloquium Held Of 1Vhsvpfead, 11ocirse, IVivonAin,
October /8-20, 1977, New Yolk; College Enflame Eximti-
nation Roma, 19714, 811 pages,

m 172 mot the hill annotation.

617 Dais, Jimio NI, "Finvign Students in the 2-Yeat C.ollege,"
hfrrmitimual hlurational and Cultural Exchange, 1971, 7
(2), 25-32,

l'Irsise see nn. 171 i for tlw lull annotation.

618 ni Tlunnas. "Foleign Students and U.S. Commuoity
Collego." Community College Review. 1980, 7 eh, 58-05,

Tlw author note% Ow influx of !mgt. 'umbels of kneign studvots
in community and junior ndleges sinw tlw early 1970s and reviews
the literature on tltis phenomenon, highlighting the concerns
revealed ill the literature ;Is they relate to admissions, finances,
laugnage problems, advisement procedures, and cultural differen-
ces, Ile also tunes the implications for two-year colleges and
summarites appropriate institutional responses, such as providing
adequate preadmis:Amts counseling and information to foreign
students and ensuring adequate financial resources.

619 Eells, Walter Crosby. -Chapter Eleven: The Guidance
Function." In Walter Crosby Eells, The Junior College.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 19'3l, pp. 315-333.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, ph.-ase see no. 15.
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(1:.it) F11001, Cool: k;iloity Color loliug for Crouuturrity (:ol-
lege Woroerr, 'Washington, 1),(::: A1004,01
(4.11111111114 and 1979, 11;114c). (n) 11I7

164)

Illeast. see no, 7ti lot the hill

621 Galant, Richaol 1,, "Pt lin ity hir HIM(' Ride liVine1 iii
Cminseloo in Mit higan Community Collegs." Comm tor
ityllimior College Heuearch Quarterly, 197H, ( I ), 61-73,

This ;lin( le describes a study «unhurt-A to dew, mine wlictliti their
is a need to leolganite the counseling moglants olfeted at the
NIh higan community colleges, It tivveys Once groups (romtseloo
ethicatots, admittistratons, and counselors) to investigate whether
they Mink that the hume tole ol the counwlor will temaill
traditionally established («insisting of Irmedial, a(lministiative.
and therapeutic tasks) or whether the counselor will become
engaged in emoging toles Mat stress activities ;tinted at pieventa
live and developmental tasks. The author finds that the established
tole will still In' given higher miurity ill thr itext few yeats and
that, despite changes in educational philosophy and student body
clientele, the conuselm's tole will change only thiough a slow,
evolutional y ess,

622 600dman, I csmard II.: Beard, Itichaul I..: and Mal
Cato! 1.. "Counseling Se: vices in the TwoNear College: A
Smithy:twin Stirvey," N41SP11 Jourma, 1975. 12 (.1), 2.11-

This article describes Me counseling services available al HO two-
year colleges that tesponded in a sill vey conducted in the early
1970s. It sit:um:in/es survey findings on the types of organired
counseling services available, studem-cormselor ratios, methods of
publiciting available counseling services. die types of tests and
interest inventories that are available to students, the frequency
with which followup studies of students are ((inducted, and the

salaries. and educational backgromuls of student persomml
directors. It also examines responses concerning counseling areas

:312
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(323 limo% joiollo; Trienic;
S4111111111, It11111111 11, ,.isli.iemerit (Ind 64045164555 bilmool-

o. SV$leol, 11;,;
levy, 111htl, 3 1 pages, (FD 1117 77(1)

This piihlisitlion dem ithes thy 1I imisid)4(11.
Ailhwiiiriit C.101101.41 Iiiltsi 510411 SvNwili 01(0S). oil ins,

itninnitil aid lot isiallusilic advist.nicist 111;st it. donowil in int
101 III stinlyilts ;shtisii tlw Inogies% Wry ihr making ill (11110.01114

11 tlist.inoa, th twill ha A(4S, die
hittninatinil !withi)5* mid sitlymil;n10, I si the AGIS syslcm, titt
sY511111's II1111W111'. 11'5 111111111' ;11111 hal( Ii apabilities. the Once
phases involved implementing the system, isl the Inuelllial 1151'
of AG IS 1% ;5 gladuatioss appin lion tile, Appendixes ins hide on
Assoc iate iii A:is Flitiv Model, a sample AGIS natiss tips
tepott, and a s;iniple AGIS :epos t of soggested ionises. The wink
stivcs ;45 oomph. of how «imputes ail aid the
at adeinic advisesorm lune es,.

(324 Ify.4, chalks. Career. Counseling in the Ctonolonity
College. Sin Thomas, 1971. 1.10 pages

This publication piesents counseling plot educes developed by Oie
audio: from inhumation gained its a sinvey of 200 community
colleges. 11 dem iilws counseling pun eihnes that (an aid in (awe"
choice; including a !WIWI developed by the autism in %Anis the
client leattis cased planning and pioldent.solving skills anti then
applies them to Isis or her tudi plans. It piesents other model
counseling plocedures. tying them th Psychological thenry.
Appendixes Oiler I ;li('d c ()tinseling plans and exceipts (loin gionp
minseling sessions held in community colleges.
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*628 McCabe, Robert II. "Now Is the Time to Reform the
American Community College." Community and Junior
College Journal, 1981, 51 (8), 6-10.

The author reviews factors contributing to the development of the
community college and suggests changes to permit continuance of
the open-door policy while at the same time strengthening
academic standards. He discusses the societal origins of the open-
door policy and the dilemma of maintaining both open access and
educational excellence. He calls for a systematic reformation of the
community college educational program, including such policies
as raising expectations of students, controlling student flow,
providing more feedback information to students, utilizing
variable-time and variable-service programs, maintaining high
standards, and enforcing student suspension. The article provides
one of the most influential calls for reform in contemporary
community college education.

629 McCabe, Robert H. Why Miami-Dade Community College
Is Reforming the Educational Program. Miami, Fla.:
Miami-Dade Community College, 1981. 7 pages. (ED 211
145)

This publication explains reform efforts undertaken at Miami-
Dade Community College (Florida) to retain the open-door policy
while strengthening academic standards. The author argues that
increases in the number of unprepared students and concurrent
demands for higher academic standards have "set up the commun-
ity colleges for failure" (p. 2) and calls for policies that maintain
the open door but at the same time (1) increase expectations of
students, (2) provide more feedback, (3) direct students till .ugh
sequential programs based on ability, (4) implement variable-time
and variable-service programs, (5) maintain a commitment to high
standards, (6) and enforce student academic suspension. An
appendix summarizes evidence of improved student performance
seen one year after these refor is were imolemented at Miami-
Dade.
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630 MacLean, L. S., and Washington, R. 0. (eds.). Commun-
ity College Student Personnel Work. Columbia: University
of Missouri, 1968.386 pages. (ED 025 265)

This publication provides thirteen essays exatnining problems and
projects related to student personnel services at junior colleges. It
includes discussions of the underlying philosophy of student
personnel services, the special needs of community college
students, and problems and innovations in the areas of admissions
and records, student orientation, remedial services, counseling and
guidance, student activities, and student financial aid and job
placement services. It also includes essays on faculty advising and
student personnel services in vocational-technical institutes. The
work provides the reader with insights into the student personnel
function as of the mid 1960s, with a thorough analysis of the
relevant literature to date.

631 Matson, Jane E., and Deegan, William L. "Chapter Six:
Revitalizing Student Services." In William L. Deegan,
Dale Tillery, and Associates, Renewing the American
Community College: Priorities and Strategies for Effective
Leadership. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1985, pp. 131-149.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 14.

632 Medsker, Leland L. "Chapter Six: Student Personnel
Services in Two-Year Institutions." In Leland L. Medsker,
The Junior College: Progress and Prospect. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1960, pp. 141-168.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 25.

633 Meyer, A. M., and Hannelly, Robert J. "The Student
Personnel Program." In Nelson B. Henry (ed.), The Public
Junior College. Fifty-fifth yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education. Part 1. Chicago:
National Society for the Study of Education, 1956,
pp. 191-212.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 20.
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634 Monroe, Charles K. "Chapter Nine: Student Personnel
Services." In Charles K. Monroe, Profile of the Commun-
ity College: A Handbook. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1972,
pp. 144-180.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 27.

635 Morrison, James L., and Ferrante, Reynolds. Compensa-
tory Education in Two-Year Colleges. Report no. 21.
University Park: Center for the Study of Higher Educa-
tion, Pennsylvania State University, 1973. 60 pages. (ED
078 818)

Please see no. 784 for the full annotation.

636 Morse, Ed. Student Services Planning Model (SSPM).
Richmond: Virginia State 0( 7artment of Community
Colleges, 1982. 57 pages. (Eli '"1 106)

This publication describes the Virgiuia community colleges'
strategic and operational planning methodology for student
services programs, noting that the model operates within a
framework created hy the state's social, political, and technological
environment. The author outlines five model components: (I)
preplanning, which includes the establishment of the basis for the
plan; (2) strategic planning, which includes a review of mission
and services, an assessment of needs, and the specification of
planning assumptions and goals; (3) operational planning, which
encompasses the specification of activities, resource requirements,
and budget; (4) operation and management of the student services
themselves; and (5) evaluation of outcomes. The publication
includes worksheets, forms, and survey instruments used in the
planning process. It serves as a framework for planning and
developing student services programs.

637 Nichols, Donald D. "Women's Programs at Public Com-
munity Colleges." Community and Junior College Jour-
nal, 1976, 46 (4), 7-8.

Please see no. 187 for the full annotation.
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638 O'Banion, Terry. "Humanizing Education in the Com-
munity College." Journal of Higher Education, 1971, 42

(8), 657-668.

This article places the community college within the context of
student criticism of higher education in the 1960s, arguing that
two-year institutions, like the large multiversity, operate on a
dehumanizing production principle that ignores individuality and
molds students to fit the requirements of employers or upper-
division institutions. The author calls for a humanization of the
learning process through courses in self-development; the aboli-
tion of testing programs, grades, and academic probation; the
involvement of students in setting course objectives; and the
reconceptualization of faculty as "human development facilita-
tors." The article demonstrates how the upheaval of the 1960s

challenged the self-proclaimed reputation of the community
college as "the people's college."

639 O'Banion, Terry, and Thurston, Alice (eds.). Student
Development Programs in the Community Junior College.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1972. 235 pages.

This publication presents nineteen papers authored by community
college presidents, deans of student personnel services, and
university professors specializing in community colleges covering
the role of student development programs, pro Aems in organizing
student development services, and the future of student develop-
ment in community colleges. The work argues that student
personnel services should be an integral part of the community
college mission and shows how student counseling can be
organized and evaluated. It points to internal and external
influences on the development of student personnel programs and
recommends that student personnel workers be especially trained
to staff community colleges.
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640 Ogilvie, William K., and Raines, Max R. (eds,). "Part Six:
Stutknt Services." Ill William K. Ogik w ma Max R.
Raines (e(Is.). PersPectives on t! r Community Junior
College, New York: Appleton-(;enttw -Crofic, 971,
pp 3,11-392.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, pltose uo. 29.

641 Palola, Ernest G., and Oswald, Artlita 1. Urban Multi-
Unit Community Colleges: 4daptation for the '70s.
Berk( Center for Research :mil Development in Higher
Education, 1lniversity of California, 1972. 129 pages. (Ell
068 096)

Please see no. 163 for the full annotation.

642 Paradise, Louis, and Long, Thomas J. Counseling in the
Community Colleges: Models and Approaches. New York:
Praeger, 1981. 220 pages.

This publication provides a comprehensive introduction to the
organization and functions of community college counseling
programs, describing the need and rationale for counseling, the
major tasks of the counselor, and the diverse student subpopula-
tions served by community colleges. It includes further discussions
of the organization and administration of counseling services,
ways to facilitate individual and group counseling, the use of tests
in counseling, and outreach programs. It serves as a useful state-of-
the-art textbook for counselors and students of community college
education.

643 Rippey, Donald. What Is Student Development? Horizons
Monograph Series. Washington, D.C.: Council of Univer-
sities and Colleges, American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges; Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse
for Junior Colleges, 1981. 109 pages. (ED 207 619)

This publication advocates a theory of education that focuses on
total student development rather than on the transmission of
content knowledge within academic disciplines. It delineates a
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student development minkl that assigns administrators, Moine-
tors, and counselors siwcific pmfessional roles in meeting student
developmental needs, classified under three headings: (I) the
development of knowledge, skills, and attitudes; (2) the develop-
ment of self-determination; and (3) tlw development of an ability
to control one's environment. It illostrates tlw application of the
model in community college settings.

644 Southern Regional Education Board. The Black Commun.
ity and the Community College.' Action Programs for
Expanding Opportunity, A Project Report, Atlanta, Ga.:
Institute for Higher Educational Opportunity, Southern
Regional Education Board, 1970. 60 pages. (ED 046 380)

Please see no. 165 for the full annotation.

645 Status Survey of Guidance and Counseling Services in
Michigan Community Colleges. Berkley, Mich.: Instruc-
tional Development and Evaluation Association, 1981. 127
pages. (ED 215 714)

This publication outlines findings of a study conducted to assess
the status of counseling and guidance services in Michigan's
twenty-nine community colleges. It details (1) the types of services
provided, (2) the use and staffing of job-placement offices, (3) the
different college staff who have counseling or advisement respon-
sibilities, (4) the sources of careel information used by students, (5)
professional development activities of guidance personnel, (6)
methodologies used to conduct occupational skills needs assess-
ments, (7) efforts undertaken to inform students about available
career education and guidance services, (8) opinions concerning
the areas in which the state could provide technical assistance, (9)
features considered beneficial to community colleges, and (10)
exemplary programs. It recommends the establishment of a state
technical bureau to disseminate information and render technical
assistance.
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64(3 Thotni)n. James W. "Cluipter Seventeen: Student Person
nil Services." III Jones W. Thonuon, 71u. Community
Junior College. New York: Wiley, 1972, 10). 262'283.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 3.1,

647 Thurston, Alice S., and Robbins, William A, (eds,),
Counseling; 4 Crucial Function for the I 980s, NVW
Directions for Community Colleges, no, 13, San Nincisco:
Jossey-Ilass, 1983. 141 Imges. (ED 235 865)

sonrcebook pwsents ten essays dealing with the status and
Inure of counseling in the community college, including discus-
sions of (1) counseling services that fluctuate in effectiveness
itccording to the lipproach used; (2) the counseloes expanded,
highly professional role; (3) academic counseling for nontradi-
tional and disadvantaged students; (4) the role of noncounseling
personnel; (5) advisement and counseling itmovations at Miami-
Dade Community College (Florida); (6) the organization of
counseling services in multiunit systems; (7) preservice training for
counselors; (8) student development programs; and (9) problems
that must be solved in the 1980s if the viability of community
college counseling services is to be preserved. It concludes with a
bibliography of relevant literature.

648 Thurston, Alice S.; Zook, Fredric IL; Neher, Timothy; and
Ingraham, Joseph. The Chief Student Personnel Adminis-
trator in the Public Two-Year Co//ege. Horizons Mono-
graph Series. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges; Washington, D.C.: American Association of
Junior Colleges, 1972. 75 pages. (ED 060 840)

This publication reports findings of two studies exploring the role
and characteristics of chief student personnel administrators
(CSPAs), describing procedures for each study, one surveying a
national random sample and the other surveying CSPAs in
midwestern institutions. It provides data on background character-
istics, academic preparation, and career goals; program functions,
administration, and staffing; and perceived administrative prob-
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lout Major problous noted include appatent inadequate ptepara
don for the position, disparities between job duties and perceived
program goals, a tendency toward crisis management, noninvolve.
ment in preparing own budget or hiring own staff, and problvms
due to understaffing and lack of funds. The antlnns conclude 11131

IWUCCIVe pel'tiOntlei prOgl'allIS as only
peripherally important to the junior college program and offer
eight recommendmions to strengthen student persolloel services,

Libraries and Learning Resource Centers

649 Adams, Harlon Martin. The Junior College Library
Program; A Study of Services in Relation to Instructional
Procedures, Chicago: American Library Association;
Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1910. 92 pages

This publication reviews practices used to correlate junior college
library services with curriculum and instruction, utilizing
responses from administrators at 136 colleges to examine standards
and functions of the junior college library, methods used to plan
library' services "in conformity with the philosophy of the
curriculum" (p. 18), library services to students, and administra-
timi of the library. It concludes with a description of efforts to
improve library service at Menlo (California) Junior College
during the 1930s and an outline of selected principles for junior
college library programming. It provides the reader with insights
into the role of the junior college library just prior to World War

650 Allen, Kenneth. "Student and Faculty Attitudes." Library
College Journal, 1970, 3 (4), 28-36.

This article describes a study conducted at three Illinois commun-
ity colleges to assess student and faculty attitudes toward the
community college library and to determine how students and
faculty actually use the library. It draws upon data collected in a
survey of students in randomly selected course sections, a survey of
faculty, and a survey of students and faculty while in the library.
The author examines opinions concerning the relationship of
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libraty usage to academic succvss owl responses concern* the
moons for coming to the binary. I le compares the tesponses of
freshmen and sophomores, full-lime students and parttitur
students, vocational and nonvocational students, and humanities
instructors versus instructors ill other divisions, The article is

useful as an example of how researchers can investigate attitude
and tisage patterns among the various library constituencies,

651 Kcimeth W. of Community College Libraries,
lamden, Conn.: Shoe String Press, 1971. 159 pages.

This publication repom findings of a study cmulncted at three
Illinois community colleges to assess student and faculty utiliza-
tion of and attitudes mward library resources. It details study
methodology, which involved student surveys, faculty surveys, and
surveys of students and faculty while in the library, and explores
such questions as (1) whether students and faculty feel that library
utilization is necessary for academic success, (2) whether library
resources mcet educational needs, (3) how often students use the
library, (1) how often faculty expect students to use the library, (5)
whether students consult librarians, and (6) which library
materials are used by students. It compares findings for students by
curriculum major, enrollment status (full-time/part-time), and
educational level (freshman/sophomore).

652 American Library Association, American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges, and Association for
Educational Communications and Technology. "Guide-
lines for Two-Year College Learning Resources Pro-
grams." College and Resear ii Libraries News, 1972, 33
(11), 305-315.

This article outlines guidelines that supersede the 1960 "Standards
for Junior College Libraries" (no. 655). It includes qualitative
guidelines dealing with the objectives and purposes of the learning
resources program, organization and administration, budgeting,
staff qualifications and duties, facilities, materials, services, and
interagency cooperation. It recognizes the expansion of the two-
year college library into learning resource services and notes that
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the kat fling tesout«. ploguini can be scatteled sevetal
comPth siles, plot located just within the libialy, (No: 101
inhn Illation On the contiovelsies stittounding these guidvlincs
espetlolly their Ittk of quantitative standaulssee 1'allote, no, Iwo

653 Amoicalt Libraly Association, Assmiation of College and
Research Librari..s, and Association for Educational
Cmumunications and Teclutology, "Guidelines for Two-
Year College Learning Resources Programs (Revised), Pat t
I," College and Research I.ibraries News, 1982, .17 (1), 5-

This article outlines suggested guidelines that supersede the 1972
"Guidelines I'm Two-Year College I .earning Resonrces Programs"
(no. (i52). It enumerates diagnostic and descriptive guidelines in
the areas of (1) the objectives and purposes for a learning resource
program. (2) the organi/ation and administration of such pro-
grams, and (3) Inidgeting. (Note: Part 11 of the guidelines is
presented in no, 65.1,)

654 American Library Association, Association of College and
Research Libraries, and Association for Educational
Communications and Technology. "Guidelines for "I'wo-
Year College Learning Resources Programs (Revised), Part
II." College and Research Libraries News, 1982, 43 (2), 45--

19.

This article outlines suggested guidelines that supersede the 1972
"Guidelines for Two-Year College Learning Resources Programs"
(no. 652), It includes diagnostic and descriptive guidelines for the
instructional system components of learning resource programs
(staff, facilities, and instructional equipment and materials) and
provides guidelines for user services and interagency cooperation
activities.
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655 Ass()) iation ot College and Reseinch I iIu,ui it's, Committee
out Stamliuds, 'St;utuiI.tuiI liii luoiot (;ollege
College aml llesearch les. 1914). 21 (3). 200-2IHi.

This ;uncle ptovidcs, acconling h) Hate (no. (183), the Hist
national definition of libtaty set vices for junim colleges. It

includes inialitative nd quantitative standatds and guidelines
dealing with (I) Imietions of the jtntior college library, (2)
sum tute 11.1 governance, (3) budget, ('I) staffing, (5) collection si/c
and de nem, ((i) Imildings, (7) Ulna)y smite nd its
evalnation, and (8) into libmty coopetation.

656 Asy 'dation of College and Reseatch Eibtaties, Needs
Assessment Package for Learning Resource Services to
Handicapped and Other Disadvantaged Students. Clticago:
Junior College Libraries Section, Association of College
and Research Libraries, 1978,41 pages. (El) 1(i1 035)

This publication contains assessment packages designed to
identify and appraise learning resource services provided for
disadvantaged students at two-year colkges. It identifies eight
student populations for whom services may by evaluated; sight-
handicapped students; hearing-impaired students; students in
wheelchairs; the andmlatory handicapped; educationally disadvan-
taged students; studynts whose native language is not English;
foreign students; and students with mental or psychological
disorders. Each assessment section requires the evaluator to record
information about total number enrolled, numbers in component
groups, whether enrollments have increased or decreased or are
expected to do so, and the names of staff members providing
assistance to the students. It then provides checklists of learning
resources and services already available, forms to record results of
interviews with students, and a plan to effect change. It is useful
for colleges evaluating their services in terms of the Education for
All Handicapped Children Act.
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657 Ilem let, David It . ton/sing flemmicer (no! the Instruc-
tional Pttnown in Cnnominitv Cullege,1, Hamar
Hbrao. Ploressional Publications, 1989, 291 pages:

This public:Ilion lepot ts findings of a national study inidenalaal
to assess the leaining iesoult e vices at community 1 olleges, It
details ineihodology, which involved a sin vey 01 31.`"). institutions s
well as site visits and imerviews with leaining iesoune peisomiel.
and examines (I) the interielationship of whit and liolipt int
maul ials, (2) the use of media to provide pinions of the insti lit-
thulal plogrant 10 individual !valuers, (3) the stoPe leit111b9-:
lesoince seivices provided, (1) the type and silt. of !cawing tesomce

(5) the types of services that tinnily facilitate instniction,
(6) tlw respmisibilities of stolf, (7) the administrative organiiation
of learning iesoince sci vices, and (8) patterns of piognint develop-
mein. Ii dras\ t 011 the studs findings to provide guidelines for the
development of learning resource programs and thus staves as a
basic refeience for program planners and learning resource
ditectot s.

658 Breivik. Patricia Senn. "Resources: The Fonith It."
Community College Frontiers, 1977, 5 (2),16-5().

This article recounts successes and failures in offering library
instruction to educationally disadvantaged students. The author
argues that successful library-based instruction must be directly
related to the work that students are doing in their classes and that
sufficient time must be secured from the students' programs to
ensure the successful transference of the skills learned in tlw
library. She outlines six principles of library inswiction and calls
for a re-evaluation of the relationship between library use and
school achievement.
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659 Canintai 1±, Vloyd M.; VCosin, Nlatti; and Rohr; ts, Not,
111411, Gisffil/11111111, Co lege 1,ibralv Intiluclion,, 'running
ji, SelpIlidiance g,t :iatic 1,ibroy Mr, Hamden, Conn !
lantirt Hooks, 19'. 9, 283 pages,

This publication constitutes a manual lot the developmem tit
touIrtgradnate lihiaty Ipisilin lion inol.n,nn% that ate especially
gemed towatd institutions with an opriudom policy. It disctisset
the rationale for bihlioglaphit al institution and outlines activities
uecessaly to develop, maintain, and evaluate bitch inograms, It
movides Aamplo of teaching ;mil testing maul ials. hit hiding
iteitis 11131 Or designed to acquaint smarms with the lihrmy and
its wile( lions the lose of the caul catalogne, limper nse of libraiy
%object hodings, and the ose of pet iodical indexes. It also provides
om sr outlines, sample svoikbmks, and tests. It conchules ssith in

extensive bibliogiaphy on college libtaty instinctm coveting the
yeats 1965 to 1978.

660 Calm, Eleanor M. "Chapter Eight: Application of Mictos
in Libraries and I.11,Cs." In Donald A. Dellow and
l.awietKe II. Poole (eds.), Microcmnputer Applications in
ddministratioil and Instruction. New Directions for
Cmnmunity Colleges, no. .17. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
1981.. 122 pages. (ED 2.17 990)

The author examines the utilization of microcomputers in
libraries and learning resource centers, citing examples from
practice at the learning resource center at the State University of
New York's Cobleskill campus. She discusses microcomputer-
related user services, including equipment and software access and
the provision of professional consulting, and elaborates on user
control systems based on the organization of the facility, the
availability of staff, and the adequacy of microcomputer resources.
She also details administrative applications, such as data gathering
and analysis, word processing, inventory control, time manage-
ment, data-base management, and electronic filing. She concludes
that microcomputers will play a significant role in library
automation by providing a low-cost approach to automation.
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(161, Nu is " College I.1111,i' 111 11W

NI111,19101," College roord Hewitt, li lr# i iS (5),
-101III,

This srIii Ir pitivides 4111111110111e 1111t111C 111 Ole W111111111114 11111114r

drawing upon visits to !hilly-Amy lanai Ira beiweris 1975
mid 19711, The author destinies the val i ui trims and phrase, tiwil
to label 111C 1111411Y 41111 t1111111r% nook u i physit al fat nit it-t,
aihninisttative olganitation, book.%elet litto Plot ctbIlr%i
ing elassilitation st limes 1161i/ill, seivit es (Meted so
students and fat nIty. She coin ludrs with a depit lion ol the
community tollrge Waal y it 111C mid 1970s.

662 Dale, Doris C. Two.Year Commuosity old Junior College
Library Buildings: 4 Bibliography ol Boob, clrlicler, arid
Research Studies, Vance Ilibliogiaphirs Alt-hitt-time
Set les, no. A7-17, Monticello, I II. ',ssie Iliblitimaphirs,
1982. 27 pago,

This 130.item bibliography (with brief annotations) on twoqrai
college library buildings covers books, periodical ankles, disserta
dons, and othrt teseatch studies pi oduced (tom the 196th through
1980, It lists items dealing with rchitecture, intelior
and the planning of a new library building. It also includes
journal articles that drsci no the library buildings On vai ions Iwo.
year college campuses, It is an invaluable irsource foi tluise who
te charged widi the task of designing a new library,

663 Dennison, Lynn C. "The Organitation of Libiary and
Media Services in Community Colleges." College and
Research Libraries, 1978, 39 (2), 123-129.

This article studies community college learning resource centers to
determine whether differences in their organizational structures are
associated with differences in the levels of services provided. It
describes the differing organizational patterns of twenty learning
resource centers in terms of the physical integration of print and
nonprint materials, the integration of those materials in the
catalogue, and the way in which staff positions are differentiated.
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It examines these patterns in relation to three indicators of service
quality: the promotion of the center in the college's general
catalogue, restrictions (if any) on the use of materials, and efforts
at self-evaluation. It draws only tentative conclusions about the
relationship of center organization to service quality but provides
the reader with insights into the differing ways that learning
resource centers organize their materials and staff.

664 Edsall, Shirley. "The Community College Librarian: A
Profile." Comntunity and Junior College Journal, 1976, 16
(4), 32-33.

This article details findings of a national survey of 1,662 full-time
librarians employed at 508 community colleges, muffling the
respondents in terms of sex, age at which they entered the
profession, educational background, prior work experience,
participation in professional activities, job satisfaction, and
academic status on the college staff. The author concludes that
community college librarians are committed to their profession,
even though the majority were unoriented to the special mission of
the community college at the time they were first employed.

665 Eel ls, Walter Crosby. "Chapter Seventeen: The Library."
In Walter Crosby Eel ls, The Junior College. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1931, pp. 443-472.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 15.

*666 Johnson, B. Lamai. Vitalizing a College Library. Chicago:
Amerir- Library Association, 1939. 122 pages.

This publication describes a program at Stephens College
(Missouri) that placed the library at the center of the college's
educational effort. It outlines three program objectives: (1) to
assure that the library contributes to the instructional program, (2)
to teach students how to use books effectively, and (3) to lead
students to read for pleasure. It provides details on how each of
these objectives was met and describes the breadth of library
materials essential to a successful program, including art, music,
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and films. It also discusses the s,drninistration of the program,
including record keeping and the budget. The work provides an
early and classic example of the central role played hy junior
college libraries in the instructi, program; the author was, at
the time, both head librarian r in of instruction.

667 Johnson, B. Lamar (ed.). The Junior Col term Library.
Occasional Report from UCLA Junior College Leadership
Program, no. 8. Los Angeles: University of California,
1965. 96 pages. (ED 012 606)

This publication presents sixteen papers delivered at the 1965
Conference on the Junior College Library, including discussions
of the role of the library as an agency of instructional improve-
ment, library operations at Stephens College (Missouri) under the
leadership of B. Lamar Johnson, barriers encountered by librarians
in their attempt o become part of the college's educational
program, the history of junior college library standards established
by the American Library Association, and the institutional
accreditation process as a ineans of strengthening the junior
college library. It also profiles the libraries at eight individual
institutions. It serves as insightful background reading on the
educational role of junior college libraries as of the mid 1960s.

668 Martin, Elizabeth, and others. Junior College Library
Personnel Needs: Report of a Survey 1966-67. Chicago:
American College and Research Libraries, 1967. 7 pages.
(FD 014 983)

Utilizing data from a survey of 201 junior colleges to assess junior
college library personnel needs in 1966-67, the authors define four
levels of personnel: professionals, semiprofessionals, technicians,
and untrained staff. For each category, they determine (1) the
numl.er of staff currently employed, (2) the optimum number of
employees, (3) the number of positions for which funding is
avoilable, and (4) the number of applicants. They also examine
requisite skills and knowledge fo: staff at each level and whether
these skills are learned through course work or through job
experience. The findings reveal that there was significant under-
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staffing in the hue 1960s but that this probably resulted more from
a lack of funds than from a lack of applicants. The work serves as
a brief overview of junior college library staffing problems in the
growth era of the 1960s.

669 Matthews, Elizabeth W. "Trends Affecting Community
College Library Administrators." College and Research
Libraries, 1977,38 (3), 210-217.

This article details findings of a national survey of the directors of
libraries and learning resource centers at public comprehensive
community colleges, utilizing responses from 465 directors to
examine (1) their administrative titles, (2) their professional
backgrounds and demographic characteristics, (3) their duties and
responsibilities, and (4) their positions within college administra-
tive hierarchies. The author concludes that the directors have had
to take on roles beyond that of the traditional librarian to become
"analyst(s) and designer(s) of instructional systems with a concern
for planning a learning environment" (p. 216).

670 Matthews, Elizabeth W. "Update in Education for Com-
munity College Library Administrators." Journal of
Education for Librarianship, 1979,19 (4), 304-311.

This article surveys chief administrators of community college
learning resource centers to solicit their opinions concerning their
educational preparation. It investigates (1) the respondents'
preparation in media techniques, (2) whether their academic
preparation adequately prepared them for their careers, (3)
preparation in specific subject areas, such as reference or catalogu-
ing, (4) academic courses and training that the respondents
would recommend for future directors, and (5) the highest degree
attained. Among the findings is that chief administrators are
highly educated and generally well prepared, although lack of
preparation is indicated in certain areas, such as audiovisual
materials.
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671 Means, Robert P. "Comprehensive Statewide Needs
Assessment of Community College Library Personnel," In
Floyd C. Pennington (ed.), Assessing Educational Needs of
Adults, New Directions for Continuing Education, no. 7.
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1980, pp. 25-35.

The author summarizes findings of a statewide survey conducted
to identify the continuing education needs and preferences of
professional and nonprofessional staff at the libraries of the
Illinois commtmity colleges. He reviews data related to (1) the
extent to which staff keep abreast of changes in the field, (2) the
incentives and obstacles to participation in continuing education,
(3) the job-related tasks in which staff see a need for continuing
education, and (4) staff preferences for methods and types of
continuing education. He also provides an in-depth discussion of
the survey methodology employed and thus presents useful how-to
information for college practitioners charged with the task of
conducting continuing education needs assessments.

672 Mosley, Madison, Jr. "A Profile of the Library Learning
Resources Center in Small Community/Junior Colleges."
College and Research Libraries, 1984, 45 (5), 392-395.

This article surveys twenty-eight library learning resource centers
at small, rural two-year colleges to identify selected administrative
practices. It summarizes data pertaining to the division of
functional units, the title of the director and his or her place in the
college's administrative organization, staffing patterns, duties of
nonprofessionals, classification systems used, the type of catalogue
used, participation in computer networks, circulation systems, on-
line services in effect, and instructional assistance provided to
faculty. He sees limited staff and lack of automation as deleterious
to the quality of library service.
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673 Orban, Deborah. ""1.1w I warning Resources Center at the
Community College: Its Function and Future." Commun-
ity College Frontiers, 1980, 8 (3), 29-3,1.

This article serves as a general introduction to the functions and
organization of community college learning resource centers
(LRCs). It outlines the many services provided by LRGs in the
areas of instructional support and materials, discusses the steps an
LRC director can take to implement the learning resource concept,
and examines the LRC organizational structure. It concludes with
a discussion of the new technologies that will affect LRC
operations in the future. The article provides a rudimentary
knowledge of what the LRC is, how it is organized, and how it
differs from the traditional library.

674 Peskind, Ira J. "The Junior College Library." Library
Trends, 1975, 23 (3), 383-390.

The author considers the unique characteristics of junior college
library service for students in music and fine arts programs, briefly
describing the objectives of junior college cam ation and noting
the diversity among students and the emphasis on instructional
innovation. He contrasts approaches to music and fine arts
curricula at two- and four-year institutions, emphasizing the role
and type of instructional materials used. He illustrates how a
junior college library integrates its services with instruction by
describing library services in music and fine arts at Loop College
(Illinois). He proposes that junior college libraries continue the
trend toward innovation, despite limitations of space, facilities,
staff, and budget.

675 Platte, James I. (ed.). The Status awl Prospects of Library!
Learning 1?esource Centers at Michigan Community
Colleges. Lansing: Michigan Community and Junior
College Library Administrators and the Michigan Com-
munity College Association, 1979. 96 pages. (ED 181 954)

This publication reports the results of a 1979 survey of twenty-nine
Michigan community college libraries and learning resource
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centers, providing background information on the responding
colleges and examining (I) types of services offered, including
library orientation, reference, and araliovisual services; (2) the sin!
and variety of the collection, its use, and its circulation; (3) staffing
patterns and task allocation; and (l) budgets, It compares data,
where applicable, to those reported in a similar study concluded in

1971. Among the conclusions noted are that the percentage of staff
time devoted to acquisitions activities has been reduced since 1969-

70 and that this shift suggests that librarians are spending less time
on collection development and more time in instruction and
promotional roles.

676 Reeves, Pamela. "Junior College Libraries Enter the
Seventies." College and Research Libraries, 1973, 34 (I), 7-
15.

This article reports findings of a study involving a national survey
of 250 junior college libraries and visits to an additional 53 college
libraries in twenty-one states (including the "pacesetter" states of
California, Florida, Illinois, Michigan, New York, Texas, and
Washington). It briefly describes common practices in library
instruction, cooperation with the libraries, collection development,
and automation and examines data related to volumes per full-
time-equivalent student, library staff per full-time-equivalent
student, the ratio of professional to nonprofessional staff, and
hours of operation, making some comparisons with university
libraries. The author attempts to shift the focus of junior colleg(
library literature from the definition of standards to the description
of actual practices.

677 Rolland, Joanne. "A Look at Ontario LRCs." Canadian
Library Journal, 1983, 40 (3), 157-161.

This article provides an introduction to the learning resource
centers of the Ontario Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology
(CAATs). It briefly describes the mission and structure of Ontario's
community college system and defines the learning resource center
concept, under which all formats of learning materials (including
books and audiovisual materials) are housed, administered, and
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organized by a single college unit. The author traces the historical
evolution of this concept atul cites vations Canadian government
documents describing how Ontario adopted much of the sancture
of the American community college and committed itself to the
development of learning resource centers at its two-year colleges.

678 Tanis, Norman E. (ed.). "Reference Service in junior
Colleges: Growing Challenge." RQ, 1969, 9, 105-123.

Eight articles on library reference services in junior colleges
include discussions of the role of reference librarians in the
community college, the case for considering nonbook materials as
an integral part of a reference collection, and new techniques co
increase student access to reference sources. They also examine the
function of media counseling in reference services and special
reference services for technology programs. They serve the reader
as an overview of reference policies and practice in junior colleges
during the late 1960s.

679 Tanis, Norman E., and Powers, Milton. "Profiles of
Practice in the Public Junior College Library." College
and l?esearch Libraries, 1967, 28, 331-336.

The authors propose a "minimum quantitative threshold standard
for adequacy in public junior college libraries throughout the
United States" (p. 333), defining this threshold in terms of median
annual budget, staffing, and collection-size data gathered for
accredited public two-year colleges that have enrollments of lt
least 1,000 full-time-equivalent students and that have been
operation for at least seven years. They suggest that junior cone,
falling below these benchmarks may be providing inferior service
to students and demonstrate how the benchmark data may be
charted and used by librarians to compare the progress of their
own libraries. The article provides an example of one attempt to
define library standards during the growth era of the 1960s.
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680 Thomson, Satalt K. Learning Resource Centers in Com-
munity Collegew el Study of Budgav and Services. Chi-

cago: Anwri, au Library Association, 1975, 1.16 pages.

This publication examines the interrelationship between experuli-

tures and service programs iii twertty-sevelt coulunntity college
library learning resom cc enters in California, Florida, Illinois,
New Jersey, Missouri, Olti 1, Texas, Virginia, and Maryland. It
draws upon interviews with And surveys of key personnel at these

learning resource centers to gather information On features of the
learning resmuce program; budgets, purchasing policies, and
grants; student utilization of media hardware and software; and the
production of audiovisual materials. It is useful in understanding

variances in budgeting and service patterns.

681 Truett, Carol. "Services to Developmental Education
Students in the Community College: Does the Library
Have a Role?" College and Research Libraries, 1983, 4.1

(I), 20-28.

This article draws uron a survey of fifty-two community college
libraries in Tex,: to identify library services performed for
developmental students and to assess the relationship between

these services and student persistence. The author notes, among
other findings, that, while the vast majority of the responding
colleges had developmental education programs, 63 percent did

not offer special library instruction for remedial students, and that
there was no correlation between the number of special library
services offered and student persistence. She confirins earlier
research revealing low levels of library service to the developmental

program and warns that library services may be growing less
relevant to student needs as ever-larger proportions of the
community college curricula are devoted to remedial instruction.
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*682 Vvit, Frit/. The Community College Library, Colurilui-
lions III Librariauship and Informatiou Science, no, 1.1,

Westport, Collo,: Greeliwo(n1 Pr(ss, 1975. 221 pages, (ED
112 858)

This publication provides a compreheusive Overview of ttw state of
the community college library, reviewing its history and discussing
issues related to personnel, administrative organization, technical
services, types Of learning materials and equipment housed,
tuicrofouns, types of services offered, and cooperative ammge-
ments and extension of services to other hist itntimis and organiza-
tions, It zits() examines library standards and guidelines, problems
in planning the library building, and educational movemeith and
developments that affect the library. It draws from a variety of
sources, including the junior college literature, institutional
publications, questimmaire replies, the author's correspondence,
meetings at conferences, and on-site visits. The work serves as a
comprelwnsive, though dated, textbook on the community college
library.

683 Wallace, James 0. "Two-Year College Library Standards."
Library Trends, 1972, 21 (2), 219-232.

'Ms article provides a brief history of the efforts undertaken to
develop standards and guidelines for two-year college libraries. It
examines the development and landmark nature of the 1960
"Standards for Junior College Libraries" (no. 655), the controver-
sies surrounding those standards, and the steps leading to the 1972
"Guidelines for Two-Year College Learning Resources Programs"
(no. 652). It serves as useful background reading for those
interested in knowing more about the parties involved in the
development of two-year college library standards.

684 Wallace, James 0. "Newcomer to the Academic Scene:
The Two-Year College Library/Learning Center." College
and Research Libraries, 1976, 37, 503-513.

This article reviews the development of the two-year college library
in light of junior college history. It discusses the early years of the
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junior college, the junior college movement Of 1915-1960,
developing professional support for the junior college library, and
the broadening Of library services to meet the expanding commint
ity college mission. The author argnes that today's community
college library can be differentiated from Other types of libraries by
its to involvement in instruction, (2) ntil4ation of
a variety of media, (3) inclusion of both librarians and
educationakechnology specialists on its professional staff, and (.1)
development of a support staff that includes media technicians as
well as traditional library assistants.

685 Wallace, James 0. "Two-Year College Learning Resources
Standards." Library Trends, 1982,31 (1), 21-31.

This article chronicles the efforts underriken by community
college librarians to utilize and revise the 1972 "Ct felines for
Two-Year College Learning Resources Programs" (no. (152). The
author reviews research studies that have been undertaken to assess
learning resource programs against the qualitative criteria
outlined in the guidelines and details the problems encountered iii
supplementing the guidelines with quantitative standards. He
examines the use of these quantitative standards in subsequent
research, noting the pros and cons of applying Higher Education
General Information Survey (HEGIS) data to determine the
percentage of colleges that meet minimum standards. The article
serves as a summary of the work on community college library
standards during the 1970s.
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Occupational Education

Although two-year institutions started in the early twen-
tieth century as junior colleges providing prebaccalaureate
instruction at the 13th- and 14th-grade levels, vocational program-
ming has become a mainstay of the modern two-year college
curriculum. Since the mid 1970s, the rise in occupational enroll-
ment has more than kept pace with the large increase in total
enrollments and in most states has in fact outstripped the rise in
transfer enrollment. This chapter lists those works that deal with
the vocational curriculum. The literature is subdivided under four
headings: the developing two-year college role in occupational
education (nos. 686-706), program and curriculum development
(nos. 707-728), program evaluation and outcomes (nos. 729-742),
and miscellaneous writings on occupational education (nos. 743-
774).

The Developing Two-Year College Role in Occupational
Education

The first twenty-one works cited in this chapter (nos. 686-
706) trace the growth of vocational education in the two-year
college from the 1920s through the early 1980s. Bennett's pioneer-
ing work on Vocational Education of Junior College Grade (no. 688)
justified college participation in occupational curricula on the
basis of the need to train people for a growing number of middle-
status careers that require a level of education midway between the
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high school iliplomo and the haccalttinvote degree, Din Mg the
1910s, Wallet Croshy Fells (nos. 695, 696) emphasired the need tor
"terminal ednuatiou" programs that would combine vocational
and genetol hilltileti in i capstone cutricultim for the vast inojrnity
of students destined never to attain the baccalatneate degree. Imtet,
advocates of the cower education movement, including (il* (no.
701), espoused a "cower ladder" concept whereby connnimity
college occupational ptograms would be articulated with high
schools and fout.year college programs in a multisegmental effoit
to promote student (meet development from gtode 9 through the
bacca!aureate,

I.onthardi's 1978 enrollment analysis (no. 703) clearly
demonstrates that vocational programs now rival the transfer
curriculum in terms of si/e. But the growth of the occnpational
corriculum does not continue unquestioned. At ns (no. 686) notes
the difficulty of developing occupational curricula in ligbr of
increased job specialization aml int unstable labor market. Gmbh
(no. 702) argues that community college kaders exaggerate the
numbers of jobs available to graduates and make unrealistic clahns
about the role of occupational education in solving economic
problems. Baron (no. 687) asserts that growth in the vocational
curriculum has been achieved at the expense of the transfer
function. More serious criticisms have been made by the social
critics of the community college, whose works are listed in Chapter
Twt,l ye.

Program and Curriculum Development

Besides items dealing with the community college role in
vocational education, the literature includes several works that
examine occupational program and curriculum development.
Harris and Grede (no. 717) provide one of the most comprehensive
analyses of the program development process, examining trends in
the curricular structures of certificate and associate degree
programs in business, engineering, allied health, and public and
human services. Another comprehensive work is provided by
Mayer (no. 721), who presents an exhaustive review of the
literature (as of 1971) on curriculum design and development in
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ilssOCIalt &glee vocational pinglams (uo, 710);
the use ol advisuly committees (im. 720, 721);
(111 ric1111011 tIt'VvI01/110'111 ill S111'CIIIr occupational 1 ields
(nos. 7(0, 710, 712, 71H, 725, 726); and
the ;nloption ol iuisulili Ilona 1 innovalions in vocational

icula (no, 707).

III 1011, 11111011k, IIS1s, and 01101 011Is 11;1%1' 10411
tleSTIOIMI 101 WI10 ;10' t halged with the lesponsihility of
planning vocational (1116111a. These items im hule nos. 708, 715.
723.

Program Evaluation and Outcomes

Vocational programs are most often evaluated against two
student outcome measures, One measure is the percentage of
gradnates who find employment in the areas for which they woe
trained. Researchers using this measure employ follow-up analy-
ses, such as Ihose presented in nos. 732, 733, 73.1, and 735. The
second measure is the "rate of rentro" to investment in the
vocational program. Studies utilizing this measure (nos. 729, 730,
731) analyze estimated lifetime earnings streams to determine the
added inconae that graduates can expect to enjoy as a result of their
investment of tuition and forgone earnings during the training
program. Both follow-up and rate-of-return studies have consider-
able limitations. Williams and Snyder (no. 741) note that most
follow-up studies suffer from low response rates and a host of
other methodological flaws. As for rate-of-return analyses, they are
based on questionable estimates of future lifetime earnings and do
not consider nonpecuniary benefits that accrue to students. To
date, studies examining the benefits accrued to vocational
education students have served primarily to underscore the extreme
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developmental %Indies JII(I In 1i oc Inpational students (Iio.
758);
far olty joh satisfaction (no, 710);
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(nos. 762, 773);

vocational specific Occupational airas (nos, 716,

718. 752, 761);
handicapped students in vouationll ()grains (no. 768);
strident and faculty charactelistic s (nos, 7.17, 753, 759, 760, 766,

767. 77.1);
prnmlvice education iletlis 01 occupational ponvant
tianus (no. 76.)):
cooperative ndneation programs (110, 751): and
the similarities and dissimilarities between comninnity colleges
and proprietary institutes (no. 757).

The 'mem literature also includes discussions of what has been
termed "contract education," or "customired job training." These
phrases refer to special programs under which colleges or college
systems contract with area businesses and industries to provide
training needed by employees. Such training usually focuses on
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job-related skills and is often conducted at the workplace. Though
vocational in nature, these programs are often part of the college's
community service and development efforts; thus, works dealing
with job training on a contractual basis and with other efforts to
serve area industries are cited in Chapter Ten.

Sources of Further Information on Occupational Education

Since the 1940s, practically all of the major comprehensive
works on the two-year colleges har2 included analyses of the
vocational education function. The researcher looking for further
information on vocational education should consult the appropri-
ate chapters in Bogue (no. 8); Medsker (no. 27); Gleazer (no. 18);
O'Connell (no. 28)); Cohen, Brawer, and Lombardi (no. 13);
Monroe (no. 27); Thornton (no. 34); Palinchak (no. 30); and
Cohen and Brawer (no. 12).

Another valuable source of information is the ERIC data
base, which includes hundreds of documents describing occupa-
tional programs and currioda at individual institutions. Voca-
tional faculty who are charged with the responsibility of
developing a course or program in welding, tar example, could
consult the data base to find a series of course guides describing
four welding courses developed at Allegheny County Community
College in Pennsylvania. Further information on the use of the
ERIC data base is provided in Chapter Thirteen.
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The Developing Two-Year College Role in Occupational
Education

686 Arns, Kathleen F. (ed.). Occupational Education Today.
New Directions for Community Colleges, no. 33. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1981. 124 pages. (ED 200 286)

This sourcebook presents ten articles on the role of occupational
education in community colleges, examining the history of
occupational education at the community colleges and the
implications of its growth, problems that occupational education
will face in the 1980s, college roles in government-funded
manpower programs, and college involvement in job development
and training for the unemployed. It also discusses comprehensive
occupational program reassessment, the implications of societal
trends for occupational education, and methods of integratin& the
humanities into the vocational curriculum. It concludes that the
four central issues in occupational education are uncertain
enrollment patterns, unclear future employment markets, an
uneasy economic climate, and the trend toward increased
specialization.

687 Baron, Robert F. "The Change from Transfer to Career
Education at Community Colleges in the 1970s." Com-
munity / Junior College Quarterly of Research and Prac-
tice, 1982, 7 (1), 71-87.

This article documents and examines the implications of the
dramatic rise in vocational enrollments during the 1970s and the
concomitant decline in the proportion of students in transfer
curricula. The author argues that the shift in enrollment patterns
has not only affected the curriculum of two-year colleges but has

also affected the community college as a whole, in such areas as
funding, organizational structure, instruction, faculty hiring, and
student advising and counseling. He points out that this process of

change has put into question the traditional proclaimed mission
of the two-year colleges. He concludes by suggesting ways in
which the overall organization of the college curriculum could be
rearranged in order to strengthen the faltering transfer programs.
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688 Bennett, G. Vernon. Vocational Education of Junior
College Grade. University Research Monographs, no. 6.
Baltimore, Md.: Warwick and York, 1928. 244 pages.

This publication mesents a pioneering analysis of the need for
"junior college grade" vocational education to prepare students for
occupations at skill levels above the high school diploma but
below the baccalaureate degree. The author draws upon a variety
of secondary data sourcesas well as upon surveys of schools and
vocational education leadersto identify the specific occupations
that fit this middle, semiprofessional mold and to predict the
maintenance cost of a nationwide program providing training.
The work includes an analysis of how each of six educational
delivery systems would fit into such a system: (1) the federal
rehabilitation program for disabled veterans, (2) land-grant
colleges, (3) state universities, (4) normal schools, (5) public junior
colleges, and (6) the vocational education systems operationalized
under the Smith-Hughes Act. It provides insights into the genesis
of junior college vocational education.

689 Bennett, Kenneth F., and Blackburn, Robert T. "Social
Indicators of Institutional Commitment." Journal of
Industrial Teacher Education, 1975, 13 (1), 48-52.

This article examines problems related to the development of
measures that can be used to determine the commitment of
individual community colleges to vocational education. It notes
that such measures should be easy to calculate, that they should be
based on publicly available, standardized data, and that they
should not reflect factors outside of the institution's control, such
as size and location (urban, rural). The authors describe a pilot
study utilizing five indices to rank order community colleges in
Michigan on the basis of commitment to voritional education:
number of vocational students per full-time vocational faculty;
ratio of full-time vocational faculty to total full-time faculty;
number of vocational students per vocational program; number of
full-time vocatior .1 faculty per program; and ratio of vocational
courses to liberal arts courses. They provide, however, only scant
justification for the proposed measures.
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690 Bethel, Lawrence L. "Vocational Education." In Nelson B.
Henry (ed.), The Public Junior College. Fifty-fifth year-
book of the National Society for the Study of Education.
Part 1. Chicago: National Society for the Study of Educa-
tion, 1956, pp. 94-117.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 20.

691 Bogue, Jesse Parker. "Chapter Eight: Technical Education
in the Community College." In Jesse Parker Bogue, The
Community College. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1950, pp.
179-206.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 8.

692 Cohen, Arthur M., and Brawer, Florence B. "Chapter
Eight: Career Education: Preparing Students for Occupa-
tions." In Arthur M. Cohen and Florence B. Brawer, The
American Community College. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
1982, pp. 191-222.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 12.

693 Cohen, Arthur M.; Brawer, Florence B.; and Lombardi,
John. "Chapter Nine: Vocational Education." In Arthur
M. Cohen, Florence B. Brawer, and John Lornbardi, A
Constant Variable. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1971, pp.
137-156.

For an annotation of the work in its entiret), please see no. 13.

694 Eel Is, Walter Crosby. "Chapter Ten: i he Terminal
Function." In Walter Crosby Eells, The Junior College.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1931, pp. 283-314.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 15.
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695 Et, lls, Walter Crosby. Present Status of Junior College
Terminal Education, Washington, D.C.: American Associ-
ation of Junior Colleges, 1941. 340 pages.

This publication presents a comprehensive analysis of the role of
the junior college (as of 1940) in providMg "terminal" education
programs for students wishing to complete their formal schooling
with two years of postsecondary study. Thc author stresses that
such terminal programs prepare students for citizenship and
careers, thus necessitating a curriculum that combines vocational
studies with general education. He draws from a variety of sources
to examine the legal status of terminal education, recognition by
accrediting agencies, curricula and enrollments, major fields of
study offered, instructional staff, library services, equipment
available for instruction, and financial support. This work
provides the historian of the community college with an important
resource on the expansion of the junior college into areas other
than the preparation of students for university study.

*696 Eel ls, Walter Crosby. Why Junior College Terminal
Education? Terminal Education Monograph no. 3. Wash-
ington, D.C.: American Association of Junior Colleges,
1941. 365 pages.

The author presents evidence supporting the importance of
"terminal" education that provides for tlw personal, social, and
vocational development of students who end their formal school-
ing at the junior college. He examines tlw relative emphasis on
vocational and general education in terminal curricula, as well as
the social, economic, and educational trends affecting curriculum
development. He also includes an analysis of the opinions of
educational and business leaders gathered in a survey of 4,000
individuals conducted in 1940. He concludes with four essays on
the principles of curriculum revision at the two-year college, the
"philosophy of semiprofessional education," new roles for junior
colleges, and the need for terminal education. The work provides
historians of the two-year college with first-hand information on
the factors that led to the expansion of the curriculum beyond
traditional academic studies.
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697 Engleman, I..ois E., and Fells, Walter Crosby (ed,), The
Literature of Junior College Terminal Education. Termi-
nal Education Monograph no. I. Washington, D.C.:
American Association of Junior Colleges, 1911. 322 pages,

This classified and annotated bibliography of 1,400 books, journal
articles, proceedings, and reports on junior college termitml
education divides the literaturecovering the years 1900 through
1940into eleven chapters: the terminal education function;
general discussions of terminal education; college organization
and administration as they relate to terminal education; guidance
and personnel services; the library; physical plant and equipment;
faculty; cultural aspects of the curriculum; general occupational
curricula; specific semiprofessional curricula; and items dealing
with the American Association of Junior Colleges' study of
terminal education. It provides access to the early literature
chronicling the efforts of junior college leaders to develop a
terminal curriculum for those students not planning to obtain a
baccalaureate degree.

698 Gil lie, Angelo C. Essays on Occupational Education in the
Two-Year College. University Park: Department of Voca-
tional Education, Pennsylvania State University, 1970. 169
pages. (ED 037 210)

These eight essays examine the historical roots of postsecondary
vocational education, the ways that vocational curricula can be

organized to meet the needs of school-alienated youth who arc not
academically inclined, and the future prospects of vocational
programming. Included are a brief overview of the history of the
community college and its role in providing vocational education,
a description of a curriculum development technique based on the
broad cognitive attributes of the technician rather than on specific
job skills, a proposed experimental community college for urban
youth, a general-technician curriculum for school-alienated youth,
and an argument for a "six-four-four" configuration of American
education, with six years in elementary school, four years in
secondary school, and four years in junior college. The author
provides little information on the actual status of the vocational
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education function but makes a considered case for the potential
role of vocational education in meeting future employment needs
as well as the personal development needs of alienated youth,

699 Angelo C. '"Ihe Postsecondary he !tole in
Career Education," In Joel It Ma;4isos ,, Career
Education. Washington, D.C.: American Vocational
Association, 1973, pp. 344-353.

The author describes a proposed alternative to postsecondary
vocational MI1(116011 based on the principle that training for skills
needed in specific occupations should be provided only after the
student has secured employment. He argues for a two-year
vocational education curriculum that (I) counsels students into
broad occredational core curricula that include a common general
education component, (2) provides job placement, and (3) provides
specialized skills training after employment. He notes that this
two-year program can be expanded to include the last two years of
high school and argues that "the two-year institution should be
converted into 'universal colleges' that encompass grades 11
through 1,1, with a large majority of students steered into
occupational programs" (p. 353).

700 Gleazer, Edmund J., Jr. "Chapter Four: The Two-Thirds
Who Will Not Transfer." In Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr., This
Is the Community College. Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1968, pp. 64-79.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, pl. Ise see no. 18.

701 Grede, John F. "The Role of Community Colleges in
Career Education." In Larry McClure and Carolyn Buan
(eds.), Essays on Career Education. Portland, Oreg.:
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 1973, pp. 117-
126.

The author examines how community colleges provide an
alternative to the traditional role of postsecondary education in
preparing people for careers. He argues that, instead of the
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traditional insistence on broad exposure to the liberal arts as a
prerequisite to specialized career courses, coniniunity college career
programs are predicated on early specialization and a "career
lattice" concept that allows the student, if in' or siiv desires, to go
on for further education. Ile notes, for example, that the modem
who has been prepared in high school to be a laboratory assistant
should be able to go on to the community college to become a
laboratory technician and then transfer to a four-year college to
earn a baccalaureate degree. Ile urges the development of such
lattice networks that would embrace ul I educational levels to
provide a stepping-stone approach to career development.

702 Grubb, W. Norton. "The Bandwagon Once More: Voca-
tional Preparation for High-Tech Occupatioos." Harvard
Educational Review, 1984, 51 (4), 429-451.

The author notes the emphasis that coimminity college leaders
place on training students for middle-level positions in emerging
high-tech industries and argues that the case for expanding
community college vocational offerings in high-tech areas has
been overstated. He draws upon a variety of data sources to make
the point that contemporary community college leaderslike the
proponents of vocational education at the turn of the century
exaggerate the number of jobs that will be available for graduates
and make unrealistic claims about the role of vocational education
in solving national economic problems and increasing educational
opportunity. He warns that, while high-tech vocational programs
may, in the short run, sove the interests of industry, they could
ultimately weaken the educational mission of the community
college.

*703 Lombardi, John. Resurgence of Occupational Education.
Topical Paper no. 65. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse
for Junior Colleges, 1978. 41 pages. (ED 148 418)

This paper presents an overview of the history, current status, and
probable future of the occupational education component of the
community college curriculum. It provides a historical perspective
on the growth of occupational education, utilizing institutional,
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stale, and national data to dmument the rise in occupational
enrollments, and examines the gunvtll in the number of occupa-
tional instructors, the causes of the Iremendons growth in
occupational education, questions 'concerning the reliability of
data regarding occupational courses and students, and the
concerns of educators involving the role Of occupational programs
in higher education. It concludes that the dramatic enrollment
increase in occupational programs is part of the cyclical nature of
student enrollment patterns and that it does not spell the end of
liberal arts in the community college.

704 Monroe, Charles R. "Chapter Six: Occupational Educa-
tion." In Charles R. Monroe, Profile of the Community
College: A Handbook, San Francisco; Jossey-Bass, 1972,
pp. 78-102.

For an annotation of the work in its enliwty, please see no. 27.

705 Thornton, James W. "Chapter Thirteen: The Curriculum:
Occupational Education." In James W. Thornton, The
Community Junior College. New York: Wiley, 1972, pp.
175-200.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 34.

706 Ward, Phebe. Terminal Education in the Junior College.
New York; Harper 8c Row, 1947.282 pages.

This publication draws upon a five-year study conducted by the
American Association of Junior Colleges to present an overview of
the principles of terminal education and to suggest procedures aud
practices for the development of junior college terminal education
programs. It discusses the philosophy of terminal education,
stressing that it provides for the personal and vocational develop-
ment of students who wish to complete their formal schooling at
a level between the high school diploma and the baccalaureate
degree. It also examines needed student personnel services and
provides how-to information on various facets of curriculum
planning, implementation, and evaluation. The work helps
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historians of the jonkir college understand the foices behind the
expaosion of the curriculum into ateas mashie of traditional
prebaccalattreate studies.

Program and Cotricultult Development

'707 Appel, Victor 11., and RottecheJohlt E. Installation and
ehsimilation of FJ14(ati0nal Innovations in Vocational/
Teehni6n Pro:Trams in Post-Se«mdary Final
Repo. Austiu. Departruent of Educational Psychology,
University of Texas, 1978. 21'i di:ges. (ED 162 711)

Please sve oo, 547 for the full annotation.

'708 Bei lby, Albert F.., and c:OrNvin, latent% Curricular Decision
Making in Occupational Education: d Procedural Check-
list and Gunk. Research Publication 76-5. Ithaca: Cornell
Institute for Research and Development in Occupational
Education, State University of New York, 1976. 115 pages.

(ED 130 728)

This publication provides college personnelparticularly those
involved in occupational programswith a checklist of questions
to be answered in planning and evaluating curricula. It includes
questions related to (1) purposes of the curriculum; (2) the
prerequisites that entering students will have to meet; (3) intended
learning outcomes; (4) the courses that will make up the curricu-
lum, including required courses, remedial work, and electives; (5)
the instructional strategies to be used; (6) external and internal
planning considerations, such as state master plans and existing
programs at the college; (7) required resources; (8) student
characteristics and attendance patterns; (9) employment opportu-
nities for graduates; (10) anticipated external support; and (11)
evaluation criteria. It provides advice ou how to go about
answering these questions as well as references to additional
resource materials.
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709 lhawley, Edwaid A. The lVew Malan Service Worker;
Commimily College Education and Mc Social ServiceA.
New Yolk; Vs aeger, 11/75, 178 pages.

This wink examines (Unrolls con«.pluali/ations of the sole of
human so vices wolkets (such as mental health winkeis, chilihcate
win keis, and c(t section, offices+) and the implications of those
concept nali/ations lot associate th.gree progsams that Impale
people for employment III human services calves's, It focuses on
two models ol 1111111111 seivices education and practice: (1) the
"tedulician model," mulct which each winker possesses a high
degum of competence in one speciali/ed function, and (2) the
"generalist model," under whids the winker possesses knowledge
aml skills that cats ht' 1111 Hied in a wiik val iety of settings. 'Ilse
author atgues that both models present serious problems ;mil
Imposes an alternative com e1nnal Itainewotk under which the
human services winker is viewed as one of several specialists who
()penile %sills i teatn of colleagues to provide a wide range of
services. The work provides readers with an example Of One
ttempt to define the setniprofesshmal sole of workets at Ihe
associate thwee level.

710 11rawley, Edward A., and Schindler, Ruben (cols.). (om-
munity and Social Service Macation in the Community
College: Issue.s and CharacteriAtics. New York: Cotincil on
Social Work Education, 1972. 70 pages. (ED 119 750)

This publication presents seven essays that are designed to assist
community college faculty and admin istra tors in the developnwnt
of associate degree programs that prtpare students for employment
in community and social service roles. The essays discuss current
issues related to the role of the Coutwil on Social Work Education
in associate degree education, the content of community and sodal
service programs for students, and job development. They also
draw upon the findings of a stational survey of 11'1 associate degree
programs to assess student and faculty characteristics and the
degree to which field experiences are included in the curriculum,
concluding that further study is needed of the place of liberal arts
in such programs, faculty recruiting problems, and the amount of
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apploptiate lield %soils seises as a useful willowy
of the slams of ((immunity 01111 MN iil sii 1' 11 ptogiams in the late

10(10s.

711 ( ulieii, Aillnit M. (rtl.), hoping the Corliculutn. New
Dile( ii. us 101 (:ollegs, lin, 25, Sao F1;11111'110:

jilss('y.11;1)4, 1070. 12r1 pages. (El) 171 33 I)

meast. see no. 515101 ow hill ;m0116011.

712 Dopp, oon, and Nicholson, Athylven, Cuidelines for
Cooperative Vocational Education In Community Col-
leges. Olympia: 1Vashinguin State lloaul lor Cmtimunity
College Ethwation and Washington Slate Cmntlinating
Council for Oct apatimial Education. 1072..19 pages. (ED
061 .1.10)

This is ;1 inaimal of "how-to" information fin community college

administrators nd teacher coordinators who ate interested in
implementing, evaluating, ot developing cooperativ:. vocational
education programs. It inchules individual sections on (1) the
defin.tion and benefits of cooperative vocational t.ditcation, (2)

steps 10 br taken in planning a cooperative education program, (3)
111C responsibilities of the instructor-coordinator, (.1) the r.sponsi
!Alines of the employer, (5) general legal responsibilitics, (6) the
initiation and maintenance of good public relations, :Ind (7)
evaluatioir procedures. It also providel the reader w; s Ins and

survey instruments used in conducting leasibilit) record-

ing visits Is participating businesses, outlining st twining
schedules, delineating college and indirtry and

evaluating student progress. Despite its aAe, it is a useful
introduction to program planning procedures in cooperative
ethic-at
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713 Duty. ( 'Armies It. "Ventral At ticulatiott td (lct ttpatioual
Fdlicittion ltom Set toutlaty St hods to Outmlunity
leges," jou um( of Studies in Technical Careets, 19145, 7 (2),
98.112,

This auk le outlines the prim ivies tit high st hool..cottuntittity
college ;mit illation and pirsents it 122-item hiblioglophy 01
testunt es to he 4.011%110.d lot hither itiltamation on this topic, 11
int hides citations k to.oetiak iliai pun tde at di ttlation-telated
inhumation tut lifty-live vocational stark( I awas, slit It ehl non-

s, autom)tive lepait, 'rush( out ilp.itions,
welding, and solal vilogy. It also lists idyl llt VN geilrial Sniffles

iitliCtiktii011 1)141611'S. Ii is ttstII i It oat Ily its it
hiblittgfitidlical 10101111V lot anise I harged with the tits!: of
establishing conlin.leticyb:hed vet tical articulation ptomains
between t tunittuility I olleges and mu toutitling high st hook.

71 1 Fhnitla Community Jittlita (Alege Intel-institutional
Research Council. Post-Secorulary Occupational Educa.
tion in Florida: Planning, Iroplernentation, Evaluation.

Flotida Community jonhir College Interin-
stitutional Reseatch Council, 1972, ;(i pages, (ED 077 UM)

This publication details findings of a study conducted ill theeat ly
1970 .. to describe postsecondaty occupational education in Flotida
in terms of slate coordination, program planning and develop.
mem, program implementation, program evaluation, and student
characteristics. It tlra upon a number of interviews and surveys
10 examine (1) tlw level administrative structure for postsec-
ondary occupationa .tion in Florida; (2) ilw perceptions of
faculty and achninistratt procedures used to plan, implement,
and evaluate vocational programs; (3) the opinions of lay advisory
committee members concerning the W.Iy ill which the committees
should operate in the progratn development process; and (1) the
abilities, interests, goals, anti special needs of students in Occupa-
tional programs. It provides a descriptive analysis of otTupatiornil

.trarnming in the early 1970s, although implications for future
!rections are trot examined.
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71, cocci limity, Jititut .;\ mot iss-NLIIII NI(.1110(1 Itti Coto se

1)esclopuieut," lotitoal, 1977, 0 I),
31,18,

Please see no, 5:!I lot the hill annotation.

716 I "S1.114.'100 1.C,1111401111 1411 Olt

Film James 1 %V.iiirsili.si gel mill 1,oris
W, Bendel (ells:), it/Wowing Stateunde Plantitog,
Dile( lions fol I ligho FdinatUnl, no. 8, S.In ham is( w

JW114Y.11.111, 197.1, pp,

.1 he ;mann notes the in( teased Ntille (11111i14 1/1 Ilulitislily ()liege,

and examines the status ol the statewide woulinat t011 5l opt-
ional education at !how institutions, Ile trvims Irspottses 01

hict state (ollittuntity. (()iiew. (din ers :1 NM VII' "idling
IIIIMI1136111 on then tole in (ooldioatiug v4)(46,11131 can( .dion

and allocating fedeta1 !Oink fol 0(c upational plow:nos and

desct exempl.try ;win oat hes to \LIIC It'itirl11111 In StMill
C11011110, Caulk/1111a. 11111101,i, N1.1..\ACIIIISOls, and

Florida. Aiming his oils hiNimiS is that effn live statewide (tundi
nation is !Untitled by tin dministrative duality that divides

responsibility ItH ontuttlitity ((Mew's betseeen state ditet nu, of
vocational edit( non and state dile( tots o1 tonittinnity 1 ()liege

systems. Ile calls for sttottger statewide tooldittation efforts,
noting the nubility of itufividuat tolIeges Iondo, I toanpowel
planning and othet leseau Ii ptojects needed to develop quality

vocational programs.

*71.7 Minis. Norman C.. mid Clyde. j()Int F. Career Education
in Colleges: Guide for Planning Two. and Foor.1'ear
(krupational Programs. Sao Francis( o: Jossey-Bass. 1977.

-119 pages

This publication provides vocational cduc.ttion administratois and
stodents of Inghet education with a goide to the devehquitem tIl

career programs ili.ii ain students "for cameos at paraprofes-
sional. semiprofessional, technical. and vety highly skilled level"

(p. It introduces the reader to tuvessary bad:gloom! infonna-
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non, including the increased demand for vocationally oriented
higher education in the 1970s, changes in ib: tabor market, and
the different types of institutions providi.,:, vocational education.
It examines trends in program developmen: at the certiticate and
associate degree levels for four career clusters: business, engineer-
ing and science, allied health, and public and human services. It
notes career potential for liberal arts graduates and examines
organization, evaluation, and planning in postsecondary career
education.

718 Kiffer, Theodore E., and Burns, Martha A. Human
Services Occupations in the Two-Year College: 4 Hand-
book. University Park: Center for the Study of Higher
Education, Pennsylvania State University, 1972. 134 pages.
(ED 071 651)

The authors draw upon a survey conducted by Burns (no. 748) to
provide college administrators with a guide that can be used to
establish human services curricula (that is, those vocational
programs that prepare paraprofessionals in occupations that are
designed to help people). Individual chapters discuss nine human
services programs: child day care, library and teacher aides, fire
prevention, government services, hotel and food services, allied
health, parks and recreation, social work, and law enforcement.
For each field, ven fac irs are examined that need to be
considered in program development: steps in initiating the
program, costs, faculty requirements, student admissions, curricu-
lum design, accreditation, and placement procedures and employ-
ment opportunities. The work provides insights into the
organization of human services curricula, although much of the
information on costs and accreditation may be outdated.

719 Kuhns, Eileen, and Martorana, S. V. "Programming
Occupational Education: An Old Problem in a New
Setting." Community College Review, 1977, 5 (2), 29-42.

This article examines occupational programming at community
colleges, noting that aner types of institutionsas well as
industry-based programsare providing associate-level education.
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The authors suggest that community colleges can reaffirm their
leadersInp position in this area by (1 ) studying and addressing
industry concerns about the deficiencies in general competencies
exhibited by employees, (2) exploring alternatives to course and
degree programming, (3) developing and using outcome measures,
and (4) basing programming decisions on coordinated data and
information rather than on ad hoc knowledge of educational
needs. They concltuP that community colleges will succeed in
occupational education if students feel good about themselves and
their programs and about the quality of their work.

720 Light, John J. A Practitioner's Guide to Using and
Meeting with Advisory Groups. Columbus, Ohio: Na-
tional Postsecondary Alliance, 1982. 68 pages. (ED 237 140)

Please see no. 526 for the full annotatio, t.

721 Mayer, Lynne S. Needed: A Compromise in Postsecondary
Vocational-Technical Curricula. Huntington: West Virgi-
nia Research Coordinating Unit for Vocational Education,
1971. 58 pages. (ED 059 369)

This publication reviews literature to date on curriculum design
and development in postsecondary vocational education, examin-
ing writings related to (I) program identification through
manpower needs analysis, (2) job analysis as a basis for curriculum
design, (3) basic skills and general abilities required of the student,
(4) student characteristics, (5) instructional programs and student
services, and (6) the content and sequence of vocational-technical
curricula. It includes an extensive chart delineating the percentage
of course work devoted to general education courses, job-related
courses, P, kills courses in thirty-three programs within five
currici. :as: business and office education, health education,
occupational home economics, technical education, and trade and
industrial education. It also examines the percentage of class time
devoted to theory and laboratory in vocational skills courses. It
serves as a thorough review of the litet Ittlic produced during the
1960s.
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722 Messersmith, Lloyd E., and Mcdsker, Leland L. Problems
and Issues in Accreditation by Specialized Agencies of
Vocational-Technical Curricula in Postsecondary Institu-
tions. Berkeley: Center for Research and Development in
Higher Education, University of California, 1969. 142
pages. (ED 030 750)

This publication details the methodology and findings of a study
undertaken to analyze the scope and effects of agency accreditation
of vocational-technical curricula in two-year institutions. It
utilizes several data sources, including a study of materials and
legislation relating to the scope and function of professional and
regional accrediting agencies, interviews with key personnel at
accrediting agencies, surveys of personnel at forty-three two-year
institutions in eighteen states, and surveys of the professional
associations that are most active in two-year college vocational
programming. It examines the extent to which professiDnal
associations are approving community college curricula, the
degree to which accreditation inhibits or promotes program
development, the effects of accreditation on institutional auton-
omy, and the helpfulness of accreditation in institutional
evaluation. The work provides a comprehensive picture of
vocational program accreditation in the late 1960s.

723 Posnes, (;eorge, and others. Program Planning in Two-
Year Colleges: A Handbook, Ithaca: Cornell institute for
Research and Development in Occupational Education,
State University of New York, and College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences at Cornell University, 1975. 160 pages.
(ED 112 957)

This work describes an approach to planning occupational
programs at two-year colleges, focusing planning methodology on
the assessment of seven subquestions or systems: (1) identitywhat
should be the general content of the program?; (2) articulation--
does the program fit college, local, regional, and state plans?: (3)
resourcesare there sufficient resources to administer the o-
gram?; (4) studentshow many and what kinds of students will
the program attract?; (5) employmentwill graduates be able to
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obtain jobs?; (6) supportwill the programs be suppot te.! by the
college and the cornnmnity?; and (7) evaluationhow vi II the
program be evaluated? It outlines factors to be considered at each
step of the olanning process and provides a simulated program
planning exercise. It is useful for occupational faculty and
administrators as a framework for program development.

724 Rippey, Donald T., and Vickers, Mozell. "Advisory
Committee: Dr. Jekyll or Mr. Hyde?" Journal of Studies in
Technical Careers, 1978, 1 (1), 83-96.

This article reviews the literature on community college advisory
committees, noting why such committees are often ineffective and
how they might be better utilized. The authors conclude tbat
advisory committees have not been adequately tit 'ized, because (1)
administrators fear community involvement, (2) there is a lack of
consensus concerning the responsibilities of advisory committees,
(3) committee activities are poorly organized and planned, (4)
members receive neither enough recognition nor enough responsi-
bilities to keep them interested, and (5) there is a lack of commun-
ication between administrators and committee members. They
outline fifteen areas in college planning that committee members
should be involved in.

725 Schmidt, Mildred S. Factors Affecting the Establishment of
Associate Degree Programs in Nursing in Community
Junior Colleges. League Exchange no. 77. New York:
National League for Nursing, 1966. 136 pages. (ED 026
460)

This publication details findings of a national survey of commu-
nity college administrators conducted in fall 1963 to assess the
factors tl:at lead to or inhibit the establishment of associate degree
nursing programs. Among the findings noted are several barriers
to program development: the comparatively high cost of nursing
programs; difficulty in providing needed facilities; and the scarcity
of qualified nurse administrators. The author recommends steps
that can be taken to overcome these barriers and ect"lish
successful programs. The work is useful as an in-depth analysis of
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the rat fly MU'S( educators at a time when the nation's
junior col: yiewed as the most promising avenue for the
expansion :1,t- nursing profession.

'726 Southern Regional Education Board, el Guidebook for
Mental Hea lilt/Human Service Programs at the Associate
Degree Level. Atlanta, Ga.: Southern Regional Education
Board, 1976. 182 pages. (ED 148 419)

This work provides program directors, college officials, faculty,
advisory board members, and agency field instructors with
information on program development in the area of mental health
services, It includes background information on the mental health
technology movement and vovides separate discussions of (1)
needs assessment approaches, program organization, and faculty
and student recruitment; (2) vurricultim objectives and instruc-
tional methods and activities; (.3) the prow ant's role in securing
jobs for graduates; and (4) administrative responsibilities. It is a
useful guide to those charged with the respoosibility of establish-
ing programs that train paraprofessionals, such as psychiatric
aides and mental health technicians.

727 Warren, John T.; Anderson, Ernest F.; and Hardin,
Thomas L. "Differential Costs of Curricula in Illinois
Public Junior Colleges: Some Implications for the Fu-
ture."Research in Higher Education, 1976, 4 (1), 59-67.

Please see no. 471 for the full annotation.

728 Zoglin, Mary L. "Community College Responsiveness:
Myth or Reality?" Journal of Higher Education, 1981, 52

(4), 415-426.

Please see no, 542 for the full annotation.
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Program Evaluadon and Outcomes

729 Bei !anger, C. 1.I and Lava Hee, I., "Economic Retians
Schooling Decisions," Research in 11 igher Education,
1980, 12 (1), 23-35,

The authors employ rate-Of-return analysis u) compare the
economic benefits accrued to associate degree holders and IMCG1-
laureate degree holders in each of four Occupational areas:
compact science, nursing, nutrition, and social work. For each of
these four fields, they utilize cost-of-schooling data (collected by
the province of Quebec) and estimated lifetime earnings streams to
calculate average internal rates of return for investment in a
bachelor's degree versus investment in a community college
associate degree. They conclude that the benefits accrued to
bachelor's degree holders outweighed the additional investment
required to obtain the baccalaureate degree. The article provides
insights into the varying economic benefits enjoyed by people in
occupations (such as nursing) in which both the associate and
bachelor's degrees serve as entrance credentials.

730 Blair, L. M.; Finn, M. G.; and Stevenson, W. "The
Returns to the Associate Degree for Technicians." Journal
of Human Resources, 1981, 16, 449-451.

This article utili/es data from the 1972 Postcensal Manpower
Survey (a data base compiled by the National Science Foundation)
to compare the earnings enjoyed by technicians who have an
associate degree with the earnings of technicians who attended one
or two years of college but did not earn a degree. It concludes that
the rate of return to an associate degree was twice as large as the
rate of return enjoyed by nondegree holds .vith only one year of
college and about 50 percent larger than the rate of return enjoyed
by nondegrec holders with two or more years of college. It provides
evidence, therefore, that the associate degree has a "sheepskin"
effect; that is, that technicians with an associate degree earn more
than technicians who have an equal amount of education but no
credential.
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731 llowlby, R. I,., and Schtiver, W. R. "Academic Ability and
Rates of Return to Vocational Training," Industrial and
1.almr Relations Review, 1973, 26, 980-990.

The authors employ rate-of-return analysis to calculate the
economic benefits accrued to people who invest in postsecl 1.(lar)'
V006011:11 education. They utilize matched pairs of subjects to
compare the estimated lifetime earnings streams of (I) graduates of
postsecondary area vocational-technical institutes in Tennessee
and (2) high school graduates who did not continue their
education but who were similar to the postsecondary students in
terms of intelligence (IQ), educational background, demographic
characteristics, and socioeconomic background. They conclude
that rates of return for investment in additional schooling after
high school were poive for low-IQ students but zero or negative
for higher-IQ students and theretme suggest that funding for
postsecondary vocational programs should focus on the training
students of low acad

732 Dennison, Jolni D.; Jones, Gordon; and Forrester, Gleo C.
A Longiludinql Follow-CL Survey of Students from
Career/Technical Programs in British (:ohimbia Com-
munity Colleges and Institutions: Summary Report.
Vancouver, British Columbia: B.C. Research, 1983. 34
pages. (ED 238 473)

Please see no. 108 for the full annotation.

733 Francis, John B., and Jones, Griffith, III. Education
Employment: Comprehensive Follow-Up Study of Two-
Year College Graduates in New York State. Phase II.
Buffalo: Department of Higher Education, State Univer-
sity of New York, 1976. 101 pages. (ED 156 273)

Please see no. 1 1 l for the full annotation.
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'734 Illinois Ouninunity College Board, li non Public Com
munity Colleges Statewide Occupational Student Follow
UP Study; Final Report of a Three Year Longitudinal
Study of Fall 1974 New Students Enrolled in Occupational
Programs. Springfield: Illinois Ctunmunity College Boar(l,
1979. 72 pages. (El) 169 958)

Pluast see no. 11,1 for the full annotation,

735 Lach, Ivan and Kohl, Peggy L. Follow-Up Study of FY
1979 Occupational Non-Graduate Comp !eters. Spring-
field: Illinois Community College Board, 1981. 28 pages.
(ED 213 153)

Please see no. 118 for the full annotation.

736 lVlorgan, Mary Y., and Piland, William F., "Locally-
Directed Evaluation of Vocational Education." Journal of
Vocational and Technical Education, I94, 1 (1), 22-31.

This article reports the results of a study conducted to identify the
factors that facilitate self-evaluation of vocational programs in
Illinois community colleges, secondary schools, area vocational
centers, and state agencies. It examines (1) the types of personnel
involved in self-evaluation and the incentives used to encourage
involvement, (2) the institutional factorssuch as top administra-
tive supportthat facilitate self-evaluation, (3) the strengths and
weaknesses of evaluation materials used, (4) ways in which self-
evaluation results are best utilized, and (5) the role of the state in
the self-evaluation process. It provides a comprehensive summary
of problems encountered by Illinois educators in evaluating their
own vocational programs.

737 Noeth, Richard J., and Hanson, Gary. "Occupational
Programs Do the Job." Community and Junior College
Journal, 1976,17 (3), 28-30.

Please see no. 125 for the full annmation.
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738 Oregon State Department of Education. Follow-UP of
/MO Community College roctitimaat Program Graduates
and 1..:(oly Leatwts and Their rinfiloyers, Salem: Division
of. Vtnational Ethicatiou, Oregon State Depart nwut of
F.thi, al ion, 1982, 33 pages. (ED 216 7.19)

Please Svc no, 120 for the full ammtation,

739 Pi ncus, Fred I ,. ""I'lle Ea Ise Promises of Commulti ty
Colleges: Class Conflict and Vocational hlocation,"
Harvard Educational Review, 1980, 50 (3), 332-361,

Please see no. 987 for the full annotation.

740 Vogler, Daniel F. and Asclw, F. Marion. "Surveying
Employer Satisfaction with Occupational Education: State
of the Art," Journal of Studies in Teclmical Careers, 1981,
3 (2), 135-110.

This article examines research conducted to assess employer
satisfaction with community college vocational education, noting
problems in employor follow-up procedures established for the
Vocational Education Data System (VEDS) and stumnarizing a
brief review of follow-up studies in vocational education. It lists
different approaches to follow-up research and cites the !united
usefulness of data collected to date, concluding with four sugges-
tions for improvement. The article provides a succinct synopsis of
the problems that have heretofore plagued vocational follow-up
efforts.

741 Williams, William G., and Snyder, Fred A. "The Status of
Community College Follow-Up: Some Ideas for Improve-
ment." American Vocational Journal, 1974, 49 (1), 40, 42.-
0.

This article notes common methodological flaws in community
college vocational follow-up studies and outlines suggestions for
improvement. The authors point out that (1) few institutional
researchers make use of consultants or textbooks on survey
research, (2) most study samples are not representative of the entire
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study popitlation, (3) response rates re 011e0 111w1 (.1) precollew
employment experiences are ralely taken into at( mutt, (5)
longitudinal data ate lacking, and (ti) employer assessments of
employees' community college Raining ore only iultemiently
considered. They also find that fr'w researchets assess the noilire-
enniary goals of voi ationul education (such as good citizenship)
and dial a large munber of research revolts Liii to plovide caught!
descriptions of 1)11)(141111es ;old subjects, The article provides the
reader with a concise analysis of the methodological prohbliis that
plague follow-up research,

742 Wilms. Well ford W and Ilansell, Steplull. "The Dubious
Promise of Postsecondary Vocational Education: Its Payoff
to Dropouts ;Did Graduates ill the U,S.A." Intermitional
Journal of Educational Development, 19; :, 2, 12-59.

This artick reports the results of a longitudinal study investigat-
ing the effects of postseconditry vocational training at community
colleges and proprietary schools on students' subsequent employ-
ment and earnings. The authors conclude that minority and lower-
class students were more likely to drop out, that dropout rates were
higher at comnninity colleges than at proprietary schools, that
graduates of higher-status inograms (for exampl(', accounting or
computer programming) were no more successful than dropouts in
getting jobs for which they were trained, mid that graduates front
lower-status programs (for example, secretarial science) were more
suct:essfol than dropouts in finding training-relmed employment.
They hypothesize that postsecondary vocational education has
little ecoumnic payoff for professional- and technical-level jobs.

u
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Iliscenimeons 'Writings on occiottional Education

743 Beckwith, Miti:tot M. Inte,oating Iluntanitio.s and
Occupational Prngunto; 1 H Inpentorv of Current elp.
pro"heA, project Report 12, I .os Atiguies: Cenict lot

Illy Sim ly id Community (:olleges, 1980, 8 pages. (KI) 196
189)

This uepoit desoihes tweoty.oile programs designed to integrate
humanities instruction into community college Occupational
curricula, dividing the plogoims into four categories: inteuliscipli.
nary (onuses that innoduce a variety of humanities disciplines to
nontransfer mildews; speciali/ed humanities courses kir talgeted
occupational areas, sucll as ethics ionises for allied health majors;
modules that can he integrated into vocational courses; and faculty
devekpment workshops and guest-lectute mogiants that promme
the inclusm of the humanities ill vocational curricula, It outlines
objectives for each program, names Me sponsming institutions,
and identifies contact persons. It is useful for cm ricultun admiois-
halms seeklog to develop integrated humanities/occupational
programs.

744 It lank, William K. "Analysis of Professional Competencies
Important to Community College Technical Instructors:
Implications for (ACM" Jourmd of Industrial Teacher
Education, 1979, 16 (2), 56-69.

This article describes a study undortaken in 1975-76 to identify Ore
professional competencies required of instructors in community
college vocational programs. It reports responses of a sample of
two-year college vocational instructors in Florida who were asked
to rank the importance of each of eighty-two competencies related
to program and instructional planning, teaching, instructional
management, and other areas, breaking clown findings by full-
time/part-time status of respondents, length of teaching expe-
rience, and arca of expertise (engineering/industrial, health, sales/
distributive, public service, and business/office). The author
recommends that current certification requirements be examined
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11) 1111(4111111i' VI1e1.0k 111+111111(111 ate adequolely plepaird ill
( onipoem

7'45 Bloom. Thomms "cuffilu Ilrycloinnem
th of Otcopaii(mal 111,011141ms, Jonroal iJ bolos.

trial 'reicher I.:duration, I 97II, 14 (I), I I - I 9.

Please see Ito. 2.12 lor the full annotation.

7'46 Illawley, Edwaul A. "(4nmuunity (:ollegu PlogIams
Ow Homan Sci vices: Results of National Stu vey."
T)(onul of Hocatioo for ocial 1981, 17 (I), 141447.

This allicle reports the lestilts or a nationwide sot vey ol human
seivices plowams in community colleges, discussing the litunbri
and 1y1w5 of loonan selvices plograms, unnicithou design models,
situlent and faculty chmocteristics, the employment SlluteSS
graduates, and die unn4cs of modems to fota-yeat instittnions,
Among tls finding3 noted Inv that the strident poptilation (elm( im
pledominamly female and that suiptisingly bilge plopm holls of
students have heel1 trimsferring into fouryear institutions. 'Elle
article serves 10 smile degree ati a fullosv-01) 01 earlier similes
conducted by Briovley and Schindler (no. 710), though a low
respollSe ral(' (21 percent) requires the leader 10 view 1Ile stmly
findings with caution.

747 link% Eldon J.; Elton, Harold B.: and niNey, E. James.
limo Do Community College Transfer r't,t 0 opational
Studems loWa Ci!y, Iowa Reward, 10111 Develop-
ment Division, Auneri(an College Testing Program, 1971,
31 pages. (El) 0.19 723)

Please see no. 6.1 for the hill annotation.
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7,18 limns. Alatilla A, Neu, Gillet-1A in thitmin eivit t" 1

Outliettge 1 thr l'u,0-1`rot
Ibtiveisity Centel lov th Study of 1 fiAltet

Ventisylvania Slate lblivelsity, 197 1. 87 pages,
(11) 0 I9 7:12)

This pohlit anon solveys IuI two.yeat tolleges II 111C I

;Uhl Liii,111:1 lt) 0141'ss illi0:1;11 111(110:1111S ulliled by the

tolleges to pupate sitt.lents lot employment in 11111n:111 %rIVill'S
4)4 111).161111+, IIii 0111111)1 1111414 0111 11111;1111 sel4'41'N ;II
it. pyeat idleges tan he t lassilied into lout I II144l)ItS: thus( that
hove a gelletal 411111:44 1o11 emphasis; those that tonthint genetal
cdtitation with speciah/ed «noses I ill 11101e (II it's's even basis;
those that hae a Niwcialited, tet linit al emphasis; and those that
have a labotatolylnat ticum emphasis. She also titilites data bout
the tespoilding colleges to tlevelop taxonomy ol 1111111;111 setvi(es

ploglains toldet twelve bioad categolies. 111e 1%'111k 11111)5 ill
tintleistanding the types ol human so vites mit ses (Meted by lts,o,.
ycar I olleges in the eat ly 1970s.

7d1 9 Cat neuter, Don A. "Iiiidging the Gap Retween Vocational
Edo( ;num and the 1.ibetal Arts." Community Co/lge
Review, 1979, o (3). 13-23.

This au it Iviews histoly of separation betwmt technical
and libend studies in higher edocation and iluotes for a inegt r of
the two, It discusses the forces that have mointained sepalation of
the practical and liberal arts, including funding channels,
tradition, and inter- and intrainstitutional territoriality. The
audio! cites reasons for bringing the practical and liberal aus
together and Inges the ptovision of career experiences for liberal
arts stodents ;old the development of liberal arts offerings at Ow
workplace for employed persons Ile suggests that, as students
become more sophisticated consumers of educational offerings. they
will demand grea;er flexiblity in diet:m.6(111am.
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7;3() Fled; Catvell, oan lialtiev I liu knispel, (11.01.4;

l)pinni (Ind UlalnavSHrIslsr S Omlitisitii-
IV Golie,qe rthtitifia'A 101 s\'olifoolifional
rocutimisil l'rogratto improvertirlii 1 0 Altos, Calit,;

NI,inagenu tit "40, I 10 pages.

(1'1) 84.!.1)

This publitAlion upon i stilvey ()I students mid ohniiii.na,
(;(1iloillia ((immunity ulleges plo',1J0

gtound 111/0111bIliliit i111(1 implementation suairgirs lot ihe
inip lived iv( 5sItllsis5i serention, and ph( enu-Iii iii in,ite and
telltale studnts vo(ailoital ntogiants thin itl t oloitlet iii
noon tdit iona I lot then *'IIIII'I Ii in( hides a dist lission (il
definit, mat and legal issisrs ( on( oiling Sr siiit isisl ntalvirs
the (ItalautetiNtit ol students in nontriltunnaI tontses, int biding
the tlettio,,taithic n101 Iles ttl the students, then I risons lot
ris.olling iii r,iiii.ititiiiii.iI ntogiants, the stInnoll se:v.1( vs they
tottitile. anti Ole setiotroless ol then intentions to find employment
in .11(.0 fields of study. It (on( links wish ..n.itegirs Int
institittional tniuntittllent to sex quity. illl sillg the 15.(111it
mein of students Imo notitiatlitional ntoglauts, anti nit teasing the
chalk es of volt Onyinetit situ( S.

751 Comet! Uniseisity. Cooperutive Muentiora Ira Twol'eur
eldir.qe: Fruit nePort. Ill i,sr 1, N.V.: Institute fin Iteseaith
mid Development in 0, tupational Education. Outten
Unimsity, 1980. pages. (AA) 193513)

This 1)111)14-m4m descraws a study undertaken to determine whit Ii
two-yem colleges in New Voik State opmitc uoncr.ttive education
',Iowa:us and to assess thy pelceived %..due (af these tHograms. It
cklineates 102 woperative education a dill ings in thirty-seven
inteiest areas and describes the development of all assessment
instinment used to identify benefits accrued to students. It also
pimides ( I) a wosking definition of coopelative education: (2) a
checklist to tletenniuc whether au exprtivot ial plognon is io tact a
cooperative educatiou program; (3) a listing of filieen major issues
and pioblems faced by cooperative edocati(m coffidinators at New
York two-year colleges: and (.1) a chart delineating the benefits of
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cooperative education and the relative contributions of the
classroom and work environment to those benefits. It provides
useful insights into how cooperative education should be defined
and assessed.

752 Wore, Jesse J. (ed.). Technician Monographs: A Collec-
tion of Papers and Research Studies Related to Associate
Degree Programs in Engineering Technology. Washing-
ton, D.C.: American Society for Figineering Education,
1971. 247 pages. (ED 213 442)

This work provides a series of papers and research reports that
were originally prepared as background information for a national
study of engineering-technology education (ETE) in the United
States. It includes chapters covering (1) the history of ETE, (2)
ETE curricula and a classification system for content areas, (3) the
types of ETE curriculum guides that appear in the catalogues of
two-year institutions, (4) the math, chemistry, and physics
components of ETE cunicula, (5) accreditation, (6) faculty
characteristics and attitudes, (7) student and graduate characteris-
tics, (8) the certification of engineering technicians, and (9) the
future of ETE programs. It also provides an extensive bibliog-
raphy. The work serves as a general overview of engineering
education at the associate degree level as of 1970.

753 Dennison, John D.; Forrester, Glen C.; and Jones, Gordon.
"An Analysis of Students Enrolling in Career Technical
Programs in the Colleges and Institutes of British Colum-
bia." Canadian Vocational Journal, 1983, 18 (4), 24-27.

Please see no. 71 for the full annotation.

754 Doty, Charles R. "Major Characteristics in the Develop-
ment and Implementation of a Professional Staff Develop-
ment Program for Technical Teachers." Canadian
Vocational Journal, 1977, 13 (1), 5-11.

Please see no. 249 for the full annotation.
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755 Doty, Charles R., and Cappelle, Frank. "Technical
Updating in Community Colleges." Journal of Studies in
Technical Careers, 1982,1 (4), 361-372.

Please see no. 250 for the full annotation.

756 Eliason, Carol. Equity Counsel r, for Community Col-
lege Women. Washington, D.( rican Association of
Community and Junior Colleg 1. 291 pages. (ED 187
369)

This publication presents articles written by women educators and
counselors on the need for and the implementation of sex-equity
vocational counseling at community colleges. It examines the role
of the counselor in meeting women's occupational needs as well as
the institutional commitment needed for sex-equity advisement,
outlines the needs of target populations (including multicultural
groups, re-entry women, displaced homemakers, and welfare
recipients), and describes methods of facilitating sex equity,
including peer-group counseling, awareness training, life/work
planning, workshops, community activities, and credit for prior
life experiences. It concludes with a bibliography and with
descriptions of six exemplary community college counseling
programs. The work serves as useful background reading for
vocational counselors and administrators charged with the task of
establishing a sex-equity program in the occupational curriculum.

757 Erickson, Edward W., and others. Proprietary Business
Schools and Community Colleges: Resource Allocation,
Student Needs, and Federal Policies. Washington, D.C.:
Inner City Fund, 1972. 64 pages. (ED 103 723)

This publication details the findings of a study conducted to (1)
describe management techniques and incentives used to operate
successful proprietary vocational schools, (2) compare these
techniques and incentives with those existing at community
colleges, and (3) review federal policies affecting the utilization of
proprietary vocational schools. Utilizing data obtained from a
survey of existing literature and from interviews with students,
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faculty, and administrau rs t twenty accredited proprietary
schools and two community colleges the authors compare the two
types of institutions in terms ol mission, students, student
completion and job-placement rates, student costs and financial
aid, and institutional levenues and costs. The work provides
insights into how the community college differs from other
providers of vocational education, although the reader should be
cautioned that data sources used in the study are limited.

758 Pada le, La Verna and others. Post-Secondary Develop-
mental Studies Programs for Occupational Students: An
Impact Study. Ithaca: Cornell Institute for Research and
Devt 'opulent in Occupational Education, State University
of New York, 1977. 88 pages. (ED 152 314)

Please see no. 794 for the ftill annotation.

759 Garbin, A. P., and Vaughn, Derrald. Community-Junior
College Students Enrolled in Occupational Programs:
Selected Characteristics, k:xperiences, and Percep'ions.
Final Report. Columbus: Center for Vocational and
Technical Education, Ohio State University, 1971. 280
pages. (ED 057 196)

Please see no. 74 for the full annotation.

760 Hansen, Glenn L., and Kramer, Robert E. "Iowa Postsec-
ondary Vocational-Technical Teacher Retention Study."
Commun:y/Junior College &search Quarterly, 1978, 2
(3), 255-264.

This article studies current and former postsecondary vocational
teachers in Iowa to identify 1.easons for the high turnover rate
among vocational instructors. It reviews background information
from existing state data, revealing that the highest turnover rate is
experienced by teachers who are younger, less experienced, and in
the lowest pay categories. It also surveys 1.1th current and former
teachers on preservice training experiences, job satisfaction,
reasons why instructors left or would leave, and the most and least
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rewarding aspects of teaching. It details survey findings, conclud-
ing that there is not necessarily a causal relationship between
turnover and job dissatisfaction. The article is useful as a
descriptive amilysis of teacher attitudes but provides only limited
insights into the reasons for faculty turnover.

761 Hawthorne, Mary E., and Perry, J. Warren. Community
Collegec and Primary Health Care: Study of Allied Health
Education (SAHE) Report. Washington, D.C.: American
Association of Comni'mity and Junior Colleges, 1974. 303
pages. (ED 099 047)

This publication describes the activities and outcomes of a project
undertaken in the early 1970s to determine the role that commun-
ity and junior colleges might play in increasing ambulatory health
care in the United States. It draws upon workshops, survey
findings, and a literature review to examine the status of allied
health education in the United States and outline recommenda-
tions for improvement. Among the findings detailed are (1) the
number of community college clinical instruction programs
offered during 1972-73 in each of several allied health fields and
(2) the number and titles of continuing education and consumer
health courses offered by each of several hundred colleges during
the same year. It concludes with an annotated 223-item bibliog-
raphy of books, articles, and documents on allied health
education. The work is useful as an overview of the allied health
curriculum as of 1974.

762 Kraska, Marie. "Curriculum Articulation Between Second-
ary and Post-Secondary Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion Programs." Journal of Industrial Teacher Education,
1980, 17 (2), 53-61.

The author presents vocational educators with a rationale for
articulating secondary and postsecondary vocational curricula and
provides guidelines fo l. planning such articulation, arguing that
diminished high school enrollments, recent social and economic
trends affecting employment needs, and increased national concern
make articulation a high priority. She suggests two essential
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elements in planning articulation projects: (I) gainit,,; support of
state offii ials and school personnel and (2) utili:dng special
committees to plan curricula and develop learning modules. She
notes the importance of maintaining records and information
concerning the articohition project ,ind stresses that evaluation of
articulation projects should lw an Atigoing proct"s. She concludes
by listing articulation benefits: efficient student nit:icier, improved
instruction, well-defined programs, increased re; ouch into
employment needs, and better service.

763 Morgan, Margaret K. "Selecting Candidates for Ov,!..-
Subscribed Programs." Conznzunity College Review, 1977,
5 (2), 65-73.

This article analyzes the problem of screening candidates for
oversubscribed programs in community colleges, with particular
focus on health care programs. It discusses research on selecting
applicants into educational programs, indicating that little or no
relation has been found between cognitive measures and the ability
to function as a professional, and reports the results of several
studies that tried to develop a means of predicting job success in
the health professions. The author suggests that any aca:lemic
selection plan is inadequate if manpower needs are not being met.
She concludes that possible approaches to oversubscribed plc).
grams should consider (1) educating students about alternative
career options, (2) identification of characteristics of effective
practitioners, (3) identification of appropriate competencies, and
(4) exploration with differential testing.

764 Patten, W. G. A Pilot Study: Prioriti, Administrative
Needs and Program Services for CoNanunity and Area
Technical Colleges. Emphasis on Large Urban Areas.
Columbus: National Center for Research in Vocational
Education, Ohio State University, 1979. 185 pages. (ED 186
703)

This publication draws upon a survey of 217 vocational education
administrators at urban two-year colleges to assess (1) the desirable
components of preservice graduate education for vocational
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e 'acation administrators and (2) the special efforts G1,11 shook! he
undertaken by two-year college., to expand vocational education to
the structurally unemployed and to the undereducated. The author
notes that the survey findings reveal administrator concern for
additional preservice education in fiscal management and that the
respondents endorse special counseling programs and recruiting
efforts to reach target groups that ned job-training assistance. The
work is useful in understanding the professional concerns of
vocational education administrators.

765 Schultz, Ramo lul E., ainl Roe(l, William J. Report on
Inservice Needs of Community College Part-Time Occu-
pational Instructors. Tucson: College of Education,
Arizona University, 1978. 29 pages. (ED 156 290)

Please see no. 261 for the full annotation.

766 Seidman, Earl. In the Words of the Faculty: Perspectives
on Improving Teaching and Educational Quality in
Community Colleges. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1985.
292 pages.

Please see no. 263 for the full annotation.

767 Sheldon, M. Stephen. "What Is a Vocational Student? Why
Is VEDS Inadequate?" VocEd, 1983, 58 (6), 30-32.

The author notes the inadequacies of the Vocational Education
Data System (VEDS) data base, arguing that it does not adequately
identify the numerous types of students in secondary and postsec-
ondary vocational programs. He utilizes data from the California
Statewide LongitudinaIStudy (no. 93) to disaggregate community
college vocational students by edu,ational objective: (1) program
completersthose who expect to earn an associate degree or
certificate; (2) job seekersthose who attend only for the length of
time required to obtain requisite employment skills; (3) job
upgradersthose who attend a class or two to Ade present job
skills; (4) career changersthose who are empi. .:d but who wish
to learn new job skills; and (5) license maintainersthose taking
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courses required to maintain a professional license. The article
serves iS a reminder that students enroll in vocational programs
for a variety of reasons.

'768 State University of New York, Disabled Sou lent Project
Faculty Survey. Beymul elccess; Meeting the Instructional
Needs of Handicapped Situ lents in Postsecondary Occupa-
Ilona/ Education. Phase II. Final Report. Two
Year College Student Development (knter, State Univer-
sity of New York, 1982. 30 pages. (ED 235 331)

Please see 110, 231 for the full annotation,

769 Ward, Charles F. The State of Accreditation and Evalua-
tion of Postsecondary Occupational Education in the
United States. Raleigh: Center for Occupational Educa-
tion, North Carolina State University, 1970, 243 pages,
(ED 052 361)

This publication draws upon surveys, interviews, and an extensive
literature review to a! .s the status of occupational program
accreditation and eva _orlon. The author analyzes data from
numerous regional and speciaiiwd accrediting agencies to assess
(1) thc extent of their activities in postsecondary vocational
education, (2) the administration of ilccreditation, (3) the underly-
ing philosophy of accreditation, (1) the clientele and membership
of the agencies, and (:.;) the standards and evaluative criteria used to
evaluate occupational programs. He also examines the role of
federal, state, and local agencies in the accreditation process. The
work provides the reader with a thorough analysis of the proce-
dures and underlying philosophies of program accreditation
during the growth era of the 1960s; it includes a 345-item
bibliography.
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770 Welch, FrederL k C., and Yung, Kirby. "Inservice Train-
ing Needs 01 Postsecondary Occupational Teach,.! ,

Pennsylvania." Journal of Industrial Teacher Mucatton.
1980. /7 (2), 11-0.

Plmse see no. 269 for the hill annotation.

771 Wellrich, J. William. "Meeting the Occupational Needs of
the Pact-Time Student." Community College Review,
1977.'1 (3). 27-32.

The aw,hor argues that vocational programs at community
colleges should not focus on preservice edncation that prepares
students with no prior job experiemv for entry-level positions,
maintaining that such preservice vocational education is best left
to the high schools and that community colleges are in a better
position to provide special, part-time programs for working
adults. He discusses two categories of such part-time program-
ming: (1 ) inservice education for people who need to upgrade
skills on their present jobs a ,1 (2) interservice education for
persons who want to learn skills for .a new job while maintaining
their employment in anodic. Jccupation. He concludes that by

focusing ni these educational services, corninunity colleges will
avoid doplicating vocational programs that are Offered at the
secomidry level.

772 West, Russell F., and Shearon, Ronald W. 'Dillcrentes
Between Black and White Students in Curriculum Pro-
gram Status." Communi41 J.inior College Quarterly of
Research and Practice, 1982, 6 (3), 239-251.

Please see no. Iti8 for the full annotation.

773 Wilcox, Lynne M., aud Pander, Albert j., Jr. "Articulation
in Occupational Ethical Considerations for the Fu-
ture." Journal of Studies in Technica: Careers, 1983, 5 (2),
177-184.

The authors advocate the establishment of articulated vocational
education programs that btgin in the secondary school and
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coin IOiI( III the community college. They discuss sevrn factors Mal
Ilecd to be tuldressed in establishing such programs: ;ulmissians
policies and procednres, curriculum development, stmlent person-
uel services, faultily cooperation nd development, facilities and
equipment sharing, research and planning, and advisory commit-
tees. They note that articulated high school-community college
programs prevent needless duplication of effort and provide
students with an economical walls of tontintling their edito

'7 '7 4 N inter, Gene M., and Fadale, LaVerna M. A Profile of
In Wructional Personnel in New York Mate Postsecondary
Occulmtional Education. Albany: Two-Y('ar College
Development Center, State University of New York, 1083.
101 pages, (El) 252 261)

'I'his publication examines the characteristics and in-service
education needs of faculty and administrators in New York Staw
two-year college occupatiolud progi.ons, detailing resixotses of
Occupational faculty and administrators to surveys soliciting
information on demographic characteristics, education and
employment backgrounds, in-set vice needs, future career plans,
and (in the case of the administrator survey) faculty recruitment
needs and practices. Among the findings are that most faculty
want in-service programs to focus on content-area problems ratlwr

u on teaching techniques and that local and regimud work
shops are the preferred method of in-service education.



9
Remedial and
Developmental Education

Since the mid I900s, the community college lit( mune has
been filled with ter, rences to the need for comiwnsatory programs
that address the .ils deficiencies of growing numbers of pool ly
prepared student ,. Yet, in comparison to the writings oil other
two-year college curricular functions, relatively few a lors have
contributed substantive analyses Of remedial education that go
beyond exhortation or the simple description of programs at
individual colleges. Those works that are available can be divided
into two groups; general works on rerwdial education in the two-
year college (nos. 775-790) and works on individual asiwcts of the
remedial education function (nos. 791-e,I

General Works on Remedial Education in the Two-Year College

included in the works listed in this chapter are nine
comprehensive studies or texts of the remedial education function
itt community colleges. Six of these works are descriptive in that
they present natior-I or state analyses of the status of remedial
education and include information such as the characterirti,,, of
instructors teaching remedial programs, the types of progra,..; and
services offered, the numbers of students served, and the st oc role
in remedial programs. The remaining three works art t;xdrook
analyses that take a prescriptive approach to the compensatory
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education plohlem, 1\loole (no, 783) nd 1\lonison, \Vinson, nd
(00, 785) sness the need to plovide mintselitit!, and mho

set vices in the leinedial plogiant so 111;11 snalcuis %rill have avenu('s
14)1 4 (Amman( ation mid emotional stippot 1 as well as instill( lion
jit ( ogititive skills. Rottec he and Kit k (no, 7814) no less attention to
the emotional needs 01 the soident and focus Mole MI OW
administiative steps and pedagogi( tel Itnitities that Svi II Im)iune
the achievement and i/etsi,,n.ti(e ()I students with academic skills
deficiencies.

1 foSv effective are iontimmity college temedial plogtallts?
1)4) modems iti these ploglatits sitc«.ssfully find their wiay into the
tegolat college.level curriculum? With the sigma exceptions of
Roneche and Snow (no. 78)) and Maxsvell (no. 782), the published
literatute yields little evaluative information itml few analyses of
%slim %%folks in tell lethal education and what does not.

Individual Aspects of the Remedial Edo( at ion Finn (ion

"lite remaining items listed in this chopter foci's oil
specific aspects ot developmental education, inchnling:

the structure and Operation of community college reading
programs (110. 791, 803);

the debate over whether to incorporate remedial instruction in
tegular college-level courses (005. 793, 796, 808);
tlw question of whether credit should he granted for remedial
courses (no. 802);
factors contributing to the sliccess of developmental studies

rograms for vocational students (no. 790;
the 'luny-level ...ssessment of student basic skills competencies
(nos. 804, 806, 807) athl whether remediation should be
marAnory for those with demonstrated skills efiriencies
(tio. 796);
approaches to delivering academic snpport service:, to students
in content courses (nos. 797, 799); and

the ro' of the library in developmental educatim (no. 810).
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0110 other speit of IeIlIl1l edolitIiiniliieliay develop,
speci;11 II'IIIIOIt, Itillroo(lsfin. fiL1 i,il )LIM (110,

ti()5) 'S IIIIIt lIItI,1 y development s a plohleut con( eining the
entity institution, not jost those involved in tho temetlial (muses,
The s sttess that students in all I lasses nerd to oilt Iii e iii
depth litriacy skills thiough exteusive leading ;mil %viiting, The
implication of the study is that special tetnedial plogiants may In.
of little help if the ti .intining (tit tictila do not teinfon e hula( y
skills,

Further IlIfor11141 i011 OIl 14111Cdial

he EltIC data hase includes numennis dot tunents
sciihing d"velopmental stinlies plograins at individual institlitions,
Included ;ire th.scriptions of college entry assessment ptograms,
special services provided for developmental students, and .in rare
cases--efforts undertaken to evalnate compensatory education
programs, Compensatory education has also been the subject of a
good many dissertations. Information OD how 10 find EltIC:
rlocuments and dissertations is plovided in Chapter Illitteen.

Of the general texts cited in Chapter Two, relatively few
examine the remedial clot U ulum. Those providing extensive
coverage of the topic include Ogilvie and Raines (no. 29), Cohen
and Brawer (no. 12), Deegan and 'finery (no. 1,1), an(1 Vaughan
tur. 37).

General Works on Remedial Education ;ir the Two-Year College

775 Barshis, Donald E., and Guskey, Tlunnas R. "Chapter
Four: Providing Remedial Education," In George B.
Vaughan and Associates, Issues for Community College
Lewkrs in a New Era, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1983,
pp. 76-99.

For an anyotat ion of the work in its entirety, please see no. .
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ondaly Ftlii4 anon Commission, 1983. 101 pages. (11) 230
087)

This pubin Minn iepoi Is ou a sin vey of Calilontio pustseiolidary
institutions (undo( led to (lathe, lido:mat; in Oil temedial (Aiwa,
1i4111 ;11 IIVIIIIti ill till' SUM'. II Widt'S 61(01111;16011 oh ilte l$'1Ws ol
14,1114.41nd piogiams, (outses, suppoit sel vices; the list of
diagnostic testing and asst 4111(.111 aclivities; the tilimbei of coilt,es,
sections, and einollinelits in leinedial wading, writing, matlienial.

s, and 1:aiglish ;is second langilage ()vet tine(' academic yeats;
and the administ ninon and costs of thes teinedial activities. It
nimbus upon the ploblem of sullege inuferpiepalethiess and the
histoly of leniedial education in the United States. 11 considers
policy implications of die siirvey and offers lecommen(lations fol
,ach sVglilclit of postsecondaly education, among which is that

.intinity colleges combine to he consnleted as the prinialy
postsecomlaly ploy idet s of leilledial (muses:1nd sei

'77'7 colic'', Arthur NI.. and litawer, Florence B. "cpapier
Nine: Compensarmy Education: Enhancing Literacy
TInough Remedial Studies." In Arthur M. Cohen and
Flotence R. Brawer, The American Community College,
Sao Francisco: Jo '1.01;iss, 1982. pp ...23-25O.

For an annotation of the work ill its entirety, please see no. 12.

778 Donovan, Richard A. "Chapter Five: Creating Effectivt.
Programs for Developmental Education," In William L.
Deegan, Dale Tillery, and Associates, Renewing the
American Community College: Priorities and Strahgies
for Effective Leadership. San Francisco: Jossey-Ras. 1985,

pp. 103- 128.

For an annotation of the work its Ilitirety, please see no. I.:.
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tO Linthictim. Dorothy S. Statewide Assess/new of Develop.
mental/ Remedial Education at Maryland Community
Colleges. Annapolis: Maryland State Board for Common.
ity Colleges, 1979, 100 pages. (ED 175 511)

Fliis publication siiimnariies die findings of a sualy conducted in
1979 to determine the scope and characteristics of developmental/
remedial activities in Maryland's seventeen community colleges. It
provides extensive information on (1) a objectives and goals of
credit and noncredit remedial activities, (2) the types Of courses and
activities provided, (3) enrollments in credit and noncredit
remedial courses. ('I) costs and revenues. atul (5) administration
and organization. It also examines the impact of developmental
English courses by comparing the academic achievement of
students who completed a remedial English course with that of
students who had nut undergone remedial insiruction. It concludes
with a discussion of study implications for placement, open
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admissions, faculty development, organizational structure, evalua-
tion, and funding.

781 Lombardi, John. "Developmental Education: A Rapidly
Expanding Function." Community College Review, 1979,
7 (1), 65-72.

This article draws from a review of the literature to examine four
subcomponents of the developmental curriculum: courses offered
at the pretransfer level, handicapped services and education, adult
basic education, and remedial education. It defines these curricular
areas and then examines program costs in and faculty attitudes
toward each. It also examines evidence of program effectiveness.
The author concludes that these components of the developmental
curriculum will accommodate 50 percent of total community
college enrollment by the end of the 1980s. The article serves to
illustrate the many functions of developmental studies and the
large proportion of community college effort that is devoted to
students with special needs.

*782 Maxwell, Martha. Improving Student Learning Shills: A
Comprehensive Guide to Successful Practices and Pro-
grams for Increasing the Performance of Underprepared
Students. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1979.518 pages.

This book draws upon an extensive bibliographyas well as upon
the author's extensive professional experienceto examine the
learning problems of college students and the support services that
have been designed to help them. It includes chapters on the
history and extent of the remediation problem; the organization
and evaluation of learning services, such as learning centers and
tutorial programs; and problems in the areas of English as a
second language, study-skills development, reading, science, and
mathematics. It concludes with a thoughtful analysis of the
successes and failures of efforts that have been undertaken to help
unprepared stndents since the advent of open-admissions policies.
The work provides the reader with one of the most thorough
discussions of practice and theory in postsecondary remedial
education.

r
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783 Moore, William, Jr. Against the Odds: The High Risk
Student in the Community College. San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 1970. 244 pages.

The author criticizes programs for academically unprepared
students in community colleges, maintaining that such students
are shunted to remedial offerings taught by poor teachers. He
contends that such students receive ineffective counseling and are
forced to participate in curricula that are antagonistic to their
needs and in which they have no hope of succeeding. He cites an
experimental curriculum designed for marginal students at Forest
Park Community College (Missouri), which combines basic skills
study with sociology, science, humanities, guidance, and the use of
a programmed materials learning laboratory. He argues against
offerings for marginal or high-risk students that do not integrate
counseling, reproducible media, sensitive instructors, and carefully
paced learning sequences.

*784 Morrison, James L., and Ferrante, Reynolds. Compensa-
tory Education in Two-Y ear Colleges. Report no. 21.
University Park: Center for the Study of Higher Educa-
tion, Pennsylvania State University, 1973. 60 pages. (ED
078 818)

This publication reports methodology and findings of a national
survey conducted to identify the special programs, courses, and
services provided by two-year colleges for minority and academi-
cally disadvantaged students. Those surveyed included the chief
executive officers of fifty-three randomly selected public and
private institutions, of whom 90 percent responded. The authors
summarize information on admissions policies, special efforts to
recruit the academically disadvantaged, special guidance and
counseling services, and efforts to educate faculty about the
disadvantaged. They note that only 40 percent of the responding
colleges have special programs for the academically disadvantaged
and conclude that community colleges need to do more if they are
to provide opportunity for upward mobility. The work includes a
literature review and provides the survey instrument.
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785 Morrison, James L.; Watson, Eugene R.; and Goldstein,
Jerry. Compensatory Education in the Community Col-
lege: An Interactionist Approach. Topical Paper no. 52.
Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges,
1975. 60 pages. (ED III 455)

The authors argue that the affective domain has been largely
ignored in developmental education programs and propose a
small-group approach to remediation that provides students with
avenues for communication and emotional support. They review
literature on the affective components of academic achievement,
noting that many noniraditional students need to reorient their
attitudes concerning education, develop positive feelings about
themselves, and experience some success. They discuss the
implementation of a small-group approach, including initial
faculty and student training, provide sample exercises that can be
used in initiation group efforts, and conclude with a seventy-item
bibliography.

786 Pi land, William E. Remedial Education in the States.
Normal: Department of Curriculum and Instruction,
Illinois State University, 1983. 68 pages. (ED 251 160)

This publication reports findings of a study conducted to ascertain
the status of remedial education in the United States as perceived
by state directors of community college education. It examines (1)
how the states define remedial education, (2) the states' mission in
regard to remedial education, (3) the governmental agencies that
have authority in this area, (4) methods of funding remedial
programs, (5) the educational levels at which remedial education is
conducted, and (6) the present condition of remedial education in
each state. The author concludes that remedial education is of
approximately equal importance to other community college
missions and outlines recommendations for the state role in
remediation.
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787 Roueche, John E. Salvage, Redirection or Custody?
Remedial Education in the Community Junior College.
Horizons Monograph Series. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearing-
house for Junior Colleges; Washington, D.C.: American
Association of Junior Colleges, 1968. 77 pages. (ED 019
077)

Tue au:hor reviews research related to remedial students and
programs at community colleges, discussing the history of open-
door admissions, the implications of open-door policies for
remedial education, changes in the composition of the college
student body, and characteristics of instructors teaching remedial
courses. He elaborates on the objectives of remedial courses,
describes remedial programs at a variety of different colleges, and
details research on program effectiveness. He urges better identifi-
cation of students needing remediation and describes two tech-
niques for evaluating remedial programs. The work concludes
with a I47-item bibliography.

788 Roueche, John E., and Kirk, R. Wade. Catching Up:
Remedial Education. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1973. 106
pages.

This publication describes remedial education programs in five
community colleges, noting that each program is characterized by
a separate divisional structure and by the involvement of staff who
have volunteered to teach basic academic skills to poorly prepared
students. It offers information showing that students enrolled in
these special programs achieve more and persist longer than
students in th regular college program. It provides a prescription
for successful remediation that calls for total institutional
commitment, volunteer instructors, separately organized develop-
mental divisions, graduation credit for developmental courses,
nonpunitive grading practices, individualized instruction, identifi-
cation and recruitment procedures for entering students, and
counseling efforts to mitigate the transition from developmental
studies to traditional curricula.
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*789 Roueche, John E., and Snow, Jerry J. Overcoming Learn-
ing Problems: A Guide to Developmental Education in
College. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1977. 188 pages.

This work draws upon a national survey of two-year and four-year
colleges to describe the state of the art of developmental program-
ming in higher education. It provides a synopsis of survey findings
in terms of the context in which remedial education takes place,
program philosophy and rationale, methods used to place
students, the organizational structure of remedial programs, the
curricular content of remedial courses, staffing patterns, methods
of evaluating remedial programs, and support services, such as
tutoring or peer counseling. It also presents descriptive case studies
of twelve remedial programs and identifies factors that contribute
to program success. The work serves as a useful resource for those
charged with the responsibility of establishing and leading
developmental education programs.

790 Texas College and University System. Compensatory/
Developmental Programs in Texas Public Community
Colleges: Report of a Survey. Austin: Coordinating Board,
Texas College and University System, 1975. 12 pages. (ED
110 133)

This publication details findings of a survey conducted in 1975 to
assess the current status of developmental/compensatory programs
in the Texas community colleges. It utilizes responses from forty-
two of forty-seven colleges to examine program goals, student
characteristics, student selection procedures, program organiza-
tional structures, funding, evaluation, and follow-up. It notes,
among other findings, that programmatic goals fall into two
categories: (1) the improvement of cognitive skills to the extent
that students can progress into credit courses and (2) affective
development to improve student self-concept, provide mOtivation,
and reduce attrition. The work serves as a brief descriptive analysis
of developmental programs in Texas during the mid 1970s.
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Individual Aspects of the Remedial Education Function

791 Ahrendt, Kenneth M. Community College Reading Pro-
grams. Newark, Del.: International Reading Association,
1975. 71 pages. (ED 101 283)

The author summarizes research and practice in community
college reading programs, reviewing the literature as of 1975 and
examining (1) basic principles in the development and operation
of a reading program, (2) the components of a suggested training
program for community college reading teachers, (3) available
instruments for diagnosis and testing, (4) informal group and
individual reading inventories, (5) instructional materials,
including kits, workbooks, and hardware, and (6) instructional
methods. The work serves as a useful summary of the state of the
art in reading instruction as of the mid 1970s. It includes a seventy-
eight-item bibliography.

792 Atwell, Charles, and Smith, Margaret L. "Competencies
Needed by Teachers of Developmental English in Two-
Year Colleges." Journal of Developmental and Remedial
Education, 1979, 3 (2), 9-11.

Please see no. 239 for the full annotation.

793 Cohen, Arthur M. "Shall We Segregate the Functionally
Illiterate?" Community and Junior College Journal, 1979,
49 (7), 14-18.

The author argues against selective screening into transfer
programs and calls instead for tutorial, counseling, and supple-
mentary basic skills instruction to help poorly prepared students
complete transfer courses. He maintains that tests used to restrict
entrance into transfer courses are not sufficiently precise, because
course requirements vary greatlyeven among different sections of
the same course. He identifies various stratagems for teaching
functional literacy in the transfer program and pleads for further
research on students who go through the programs and on the
level of literacy that is needed to function in specific courses. He
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asserts that segregating students on the basis of inappropriate
criteria is a violation of the community colleges' stated philosophy
of open access to higher learning.

794 Fadale, La Verna M., and others. Post-Secondary Develop-
mental Studies Programs for Occupational Students: An
Impact Study. Ithaca: Cornell Institute for Research and
Development in Occupational Education, State University
of New York, 1977. 88 pages. (ED 152 344)

This publication details methodology and findings of a study
conducted to assess the factors that contribute to the success of
occupational students in remedial programs. The authors define
success as student eligibility to continue in a chosen program or
the ability of the student to make a conscious, informed decision to
leave the program or change career goals. They compare successful
and unsuccessful developmental students on the basis of cognitive
and affective variables (for example, attitudinal measures and
grade-point average) and program environment variables and
discuss the possible utilization of findings in assessing students at
entrance or during the first semester of instruction.

795 Friedlander, Jack. Why Don't Poorly Prepared Students
Seek Help? Los Angeles: Center for the Study of Commun-
ity Colleges, 1981. 14 pages. (ED 203 901)

The author reports findings of a survey of 6,426 community
college students who were asked to (1) indicate their degree of
confidence in their reading, writing, arithmetic, algebra, science,
and study skills, (2) identify which, if any, of the college's support
services they had used, and (3) state their reasons for not using
these services. Among his findings is that fewer than 30 percent of
the students who did not feel confident in one or more skill areas
took advantage of a remediating support program. He suggests
that, in light of these findings, community colleges should take
steps to ensure that students with skills deficiencies receive the
remediation they need.
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796 Friedlander, Jack. "An ERIC Review: Should Remediation
Be Mandatory?" Community College Review, 1981-82, 9
(3), 56-64.

This article addresses the issue of whether compensatory programs
should be mandatory for underprepared students. The author
argues that voluntary enrollment has not been an effective strategy,
because only a small percentage of students requiring help take
advantage of availabie services; he points to research indicating, on
the other hand, that mandatory developmertal programs can be
successful in increasing student achievement and retention if
properly planned and presented. He also notes that basic skills
instruction can be successfully integrated into regular (-,r(,.: -level
courses and that such integration can eliminatr stigma
attached to students in separate remedial classes. He cork,. dos that
two-year college educators must ensure that all high-risk students
receive the help they need.

797 Friedlander, Jack. Innovative Approaches to Delivering
Academic Assistance to Students. Los Angeles: Center for
the Study of Community Colleges, 1982. 20 pages. (ED 220
172).

This publication reports findings of a survey conducted to identify
the academic assistance programs in operation at six large urban
community college districts (Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles,
Maricopa, Miami-Dade, and St. Louis). It discusses exemplary
approaches in outreach efforts, early and midterm interventions,
use of faculty refeiral slips, coordination of support services with
content courses, attrition reduction in high-risk courses, block
programming, and funding. It also examines support services
coordination, identification of high-risk courses, innovative
funding support, and faculty participation. It serves as a brief
state-of-the-art resource for administrators interested in improving
their academic assistance programs.
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798 Friedlander, Jack. "Delivering Academic Assistance:
Exemplary Approaches." Journal of Developmental and
Remedial Education, 1984, 7 (3), 13-15,31.

This article discusses the importance of out-of-class academic
assistance for students who need additional help. It reports studies
showing that few students seek such help on their own and relates
efforts made by several community colleges to overcome this
problem, including supplemental lectures, additional classes,
reading instruction, advising and counseling, the development of
learning skills through adjunct courses, and special programs that
provide assistance to all students in courses that have high failure
and dropout rates. It serves as a useful review of state-of-the-art
practices that are designed to provide supplementary academic
assistance to those who need it.

799 Garner, Ambrose. "A Comprehensive Community College
Model for Learning Assistance Centers." In Kurt V.
Lauridsen (ed.), Examining the Scope of Learning Centers.
New Directions for College Learning Assistance, no. I. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1980, pp. 19-31.

The author describes a comprehensive learning assistance program
initiated at Miami-Dade Community College (Florida), emphasiz-
ing that the program is designed to meet the learning needs of all
studentsfront the most academically able to those needing
substantial remediationand arguing that this arrangement
eliminates the pejorative labeling of some students as "develop-
mental" or "remedial." He details the three program components:
(1) a basic skills center that provides individualized, self-paced
instruction in reading, writing, and mathematics; (2) a program to
help mainstream handicapped students and provide them with an
array of services from initial educational diagnosis to job place-
ment; and (3) a library of audiovisual learning materials. He
points out that at most colleges these three components are
operated independently but maintains that their coordination in
one service unit is more beneficial.
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800 Gibson, Walker (ed.). New Students in Two-Year Colleges:
Twelve Essays. Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachers
of English, 1979. 130 pages.

Please sec no. 892 for the full annotation.

801 Gilbert, Fontelle (ed.). Minorities and Community Col-
leges: Data and Discourse. Washington, D.C.: American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges, 1979. 29
pages. (ED 171 345)

Please see no. 155 for the full annotation.

802 Hertz, Sharon M.; Gold, Barbara K.; Kaufman, Lenore J.;
and Wallach, Meralec G. "College Credit for Reading
Courses?Yesl" Journal of Reading, 1977, 20 (8), 688-692.

This article argues that community colleges should grant credit to
students who complete remedial courses, noting that denial of
credit confirms students' belief that remedial courses have no
worth and maintaining that no-credit policies will deter large
numbers of underprepared students horn seeking the assistance
they need. The authors conclude that credit will remove the stigma
from remediation and help the community coliege fulfill its role in
increasing access to higher education.

803 Lieberman, Janet E., and Cohen, Barbara. "Five Contem-
porary Fallacies: Remedial Reading at the Community
College Level." Adult Literacy and Basic Education, 1982,
6 (2), 91-99.

This article examines remedial reading programs at the commun-
ity college, noting common fallacies under which the majority of
college remedial programs operate. The authors recommend steps
to correct these fallacies, including (1) treating students as adults
rather than using instructional materials designed for children; (2)
providing diagnostic testing in addition to achievement tests; (3)
utilizing a clinical approach that builds on individuals' strengths
and weaknesse:., (4) creating new approaches to teaching skills;
and (5) initiating reforms at the classroom level, where the teacher
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has both responsibility and control. They conclude that providing
a curriculum in thinking skills offers a new approach to solving
some of the failures of remedial programs.

804 Rainey, Luellen. Assessment Procedures for Students
Entering Florida Community Colleges: Theory and
Practice. Gainesville: Florida Community Junior College
Interinstitutional Research Council, 1981. 151 pages. (ED
231 974)

This publication surveys the coordinatois of student assessment
programs to describe procedures utilized by the Florida community
colleges in assessing the academic skills of entering students. It
provides information on the subject areas that are assessed at
entrance, the ways assessment instruments are administered,
entrance criteria, assessment costs, the types of assessment
instruments utilized, factors determining cutoff scores for place-
ment, and the types of students who are assessed. It also includes
an extensive literature review, covering such topics as the history
and philosophical foundations of community colleges. the
development of student assessment in these institutions,
competency-based education and testing, and student advising and
counseling. It serves as an extensive stateof-the-art resource for
those involved in community college student assessment programs.

*805 Richardson, Richard C., Jr.; Fisk, Elizabeth C.; and Okun,
Morris A. Literacy in the Open-Access College. San
Francisco; Jossey-Bass, 1983. 187 pages.

This publication details the findings of a three-year case study
conducted at an open-access community college to examine the
causes of and possible resolutions for the decline of literacy in
community colleges, concluding that students at the college had
little opporumity to practice in-depth literacy skills. The authors
trace the roots of this problem to institutional policies in the past
twenty years that have stressed institutional growth and an
expanded tnission at the expense of literacy development. They
detail how institutional policies related to admissions, financial
aid, curriculum development, course designations, remediation,
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standards of academic progress, and use of ixut-nine faculty can
either inhibit or promote student literacy. They urge open-access
colleges to re-emphasize academic advisement and program
coherence instead of strategies that are designed to enroll as many
part-time students as possible in discrete, unrelated courses.

806 Roueche, John E., and Archer, Patricia F. "Entry Level
Assessment in College." Community College Review,
1979, 6 (l), 15-27.

This article presents basic information regarding the assessment of
entry-level students in community colleges. The authors argue that
locally designed diagnostic tests, tailored to the individual needs of
the college, are the most widely used and most successful instru-
ments, but they provide information on how to assess and select a
commercially available test. They also discuss necessary qualities
of the examiner, the appropriate atmosphere of the testing site,
and the manner in which test scores should be interpreted to
students. They warn of the dangers inherent in any placement
testing and emphasize the necessity of confidentiality in regard to
test scores. They conclude that the open door will remain a viable
policy only as long as the educational problems of students are
diagnosed.

807 Rounds, Jeanine Crandall, and Anderson, Don. "Enna lice
Assessment and Student Success." Community College
Review, 1981-85,12 (3), 10-15.

The authms urge the establishment of mandatory assessment and
placement procedures as a means of serving students who lack the
skills that ate requisite for academic success in college. They note
that such procedures were dropped during the 1960s and 1970s in
response to concerns for equal access but argue that public
dissatisfaction with declining student skills, as well as high
dropout rates, have rekindled college interest in assessment
policies. The article draws upon a survey of assessment procedures
in California to note the small percentage of colleges that have an
assessment system in place. It concludes with ten recommendations
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for college administrators who want to establish effective assess-
tnent programs.

808 Schiavone, James. "Integrated Remecliation for the Com-
munity College." Improving College and University
Teaching, 1976, 24 (3), 183-185.

This article describer an integrated remediation proram initiated
at the Borough of Manhattan (New York) Community College,
noting that, rather than operating a separate developmental
studies program, the college incorporates remedial instruction into
the regular associate degree curriculum. The author describes six
components of the program: (1) remediation in the classroom, a
process by which subject-area instructors work with students on
basic skills; (2) individual tutoring by faculty during office hours;
(3) programmed instruction and testing at the college media
center; (4) the provision of reading laboratories; (5) a tutorial
program involving student peer tutors, students at senior colleges,
and college graduates; and (6) computer-assisted instruction. The
article provides a good example of the involvement of the entire
college community in meeting the remediation needs of an urban,
disadvantaged student body.

809 Sternglass, Marilyn S. "How Useful Are Readability
Formulas to Content-Area Teachers in Community Col-
leges?" Conzrnunity College Frontiers, 1976, 4 (2), 24-28,
49.

The author estimates the value of three textbook readability
formulas: Fry's Graph for Estimating Readability, the SMOG
Grading Formula, and the Cloze Test. She notes that, regardless of
the test applied, instructors can gain only a rough estimate of
readability levels from the existing diagnostic measures. She cites
problems of unreliability among the measures and questions the
applicability of reading-level formulas to disparate community
college populations. She recommends supplemental aids that
instructors can use with students as an alternative to expecting
students to find their own way through the textbooks.
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810 Truett, Carol. "Services to Developmental Education
Students in the Community College: Does the Library
Have a Role?" College and Research Libraries, 1983, .14
(1), 20-28.

Please sec no. 681 for the full annotation.

811 Zoglin, Mary L. "Community College Responsiveness:
Myth Reality?" Journal of Higher Education, 1981, 52
(0, ,11b-426.

Please sce no. 5.12 for the full annotation.
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Continuing Education
and Community Services

Since the mid 1940s, when the President's Commission on
Higher Education (no. 521 urged the development of community-
based colleges that Nk :espond to local educational needs as
well as prepare students tor the university, many two-year college
leaders have promoted community services as the primary institu-
tional function. This commitment to the community service
function is nowhere more evident than in the writings of Edmund
Gleazer (no. 18), who, as president of the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges, waged a long campaign to
promote the college as a nexus of community learning activities
rather than as a component of the traditional system of higher
education. While two-year colleges have not become the communi-
ty learning centers that Gleazer envisioned, the community service
function has taken its place alongside the vocational and transfer
curricula as one of the primary college missions. According to the
1985 Community, Junior, and Technical College Directory,
3,723,629 students were enrolled in noacredit community service
programs during 1983-84, as compared to 4,836,819 students
enrolled during fall 1984 in credit courses. The literature on the
community service function can be classified under two subhead-
ings: continuing and adult education (nos. 812-824) and commu-
nity services and community development (nos. 825-866). These
headings reflect the two primary goals of community services
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efforts; (I) addressing educational needs that a w not met by
traditional degree or certificate programs and (2) promoting
coonnunity welfare and quality of life.

Continuing and Adult Education

A small portion of the community college literature
focuses on the educational needs of adults at various life stages and
on the role of the community college in meeting those needs.
These works include discussions of:

the integration of adult, continuing education into the
college's departmental structure (nos. 812, 820);
college services to the elderly (no. 815);
the state role in special college programming for adults
(no. 824);
the characteristics and competencies of adult education
administrators (no. 818); and
criticisms raised about the appropriateness of focusing college
efforts on adult and continuing education (no. 823).

As is evident from the small number of citations under this
heading, the literature on the college role in serving adults is
relatively weak. While numerous authors present exhortations
about the desirability of meeting -ducational needs emerging
throughout the adult life cycle, t lave been few substantive
analyses. The concept of lifelong leat.,,ag, as Richardson (no. 821)
points out, has been a vague, catchall phrase attached to a variety
of programs. In addition, it has become apparent that adult
education cannot easily be defined as a distinct college function
with its own niche in the institution's administrative organization.
As the student surveys listed in Chapter Three make clear, adults
take traditional transfer and vocational courses on a sporadic basis
to fulfill personal interests and educational needs that have little to
do with transfer or degree attainment. Although community
colleges are commonly associated with the term adult education,
the adult education component of the community college's total
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effort cannot he easily identified and examined except as it refleds
differential hunting awarded lor credit and noncredit classes.

Cotnntunity Services and Commtmity bevelopment

A larger body of work focuses on the role of the WIlege as
a community service and development agency. Three comprehen-
sive monographs promote this community agency philosophy;
The Community Dimension of the Community College, by
Harlacher (no. 842); Community Services in the Community
College, by Myran (no. 857); and College Leadership for Commu-
nity Renewal, by Gollattscheck, Fiarlacher, Roberts, and Wyval (no.
838). MI three stress the need for the college to provide adult
education but also argue that the college should become the center
for a variety of other community activities. Under this philosophy,
the college works with other social agencies in the community to
promote cultural and intellectual events, respond to local prob-
lems posed by urbanization, poverty, or other social ills, and
otherwise promote the general welfare of the community.

Additional authors focusing on the community service
function have examined a variety of themes, including:

the types of services and activities provided under the commu-
nity service rubric (nos. 829, 840, 849, 865, 866);
college collaboration with labor unions (no. 825);
the characteristics of community service students and the
reasons they have for enrolling (no. 858);
assessing college impact on the community (nos. 827, 854);
conducting marketing surveys to assess community needs
(no. 844);
the types of cooperative agreements that colleges have entered
into with local community agencies (nos. 834, 845);
faculty perceptions of and participation in community service
activities (no. 855);
the state role in community service pi ogramming (no. 862);
contracted educational services for business and industry (nos.
830, 846, 850, 852, 857); and
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othei (Volts to improve Ihe local work force and the economy
(no, 86.1).

The community agency philosophy, however, has not
been without its critics. Some tunhors, including Frankel (no, 833)
and Cohen (1m, 831), question the ability of the colkge to deliver
On all its promises to the coinmunity. Cottscluilk (no. 838)
contends that college community service efforts meet the needs of
Ow community power structure but do not address the :weds of tlw
poor and uneducated. Lombardi (no. 851) notes the damage Ilan
the community set vice function might do to the college's identity
as an institution of higher education, and Parnell (no. 860) asks
whether frivolous courses, such as belly dancing, will be the
college's nemesis. Finally, there is the problem of definition.
Brawer (no. 829) notes the conflict and overlap in the various ways
colleges define community services. This definitional theme is
picked up by Atwell, Vaughan, and Sullins (no. 829), who argue
that community college leaders have not clearly defined the role of
the community service function in relation to other college
missions and that, as a result, community service departments are
not living up to their full potential.

Further Information on Continuing Educatiln and Community
Services

Continuing education and community services have been
the focus of several dissertations and ERIC documents. Among the
available ERIC documents are descriptions of (I) individual
college efforts in the areas of adult basic education, (2) services to
displaced homemakers, the handicapped, and other disadvantaged
community residents, (3) local labor-force development efforts, and
(9) services to business and industry. Other ERIC documents also
provide information on the structure and administration of
community service divisions of individual colleges. Information
on how to locate dissertations and ERIC documents is provided in
Chapter Thirteen.

The general texts cited in Chapter Two also provide a
wealth of information, especially those published since World War
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Bogne's 1950 text (no. 8) provides oiw of die HEM in-depth
analyses of adult (41110111mi programming. Subsequent works that
can he consulted for inform:11km (Hi adult education 11111 CO1111111111-

illciltdC Henry (no. 20), 11 illway (no. 21), Gleam
010. Ili), O'Connell (no. 28), Medsker and Tillery (m, 20),
and Raines (no. 29), Monuw (no. 27), 11101.111011 (no. 31), and
Cohen and Brawny (no. 12). These works are especially
tracing the growth of the adult education and community service
functions. Future works will undoubtedly kens on how these
functions have fared Ill the present period of stabilized growth and
lowered funding.

Continuing and Adult Education

812 Adams, Frank G. "Financing the 'College in the Com-
munity': A Model." Community Services Catalyst, 1983, 13
(3), 20-25.

The author notes the dwindling financial support for off-campus
programs that meet the needs of part-time adult students, suggest-
ing that such programs should be funded through a single office
within the college's administrative organization. He posits that
this officein charge of all off-campus programmingwould
maintain its own budget, keep its own records, and contract with
instructional departments in the college for services related to
hiring qualified faculty, developing courses, and evaluating the
course offerings. The article provides a unique contrast to the
more common approaches of funding off-campus programs.

813 Bogue, Jesse Parker. "Chapter Nine: Adult Education in
the Community College." In Jesse Parker Bogue, The
Community College. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1950, pp.
207-218.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 8.
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814 _011011 0111111" milld Olellte II. "Chilp ler Tem
Community Education; Reaching Om with Extended
Services," In Anhui. M. Cohen and Florence I. Wawa,
The America?' Community Go lle)4r, San Francisco: Jossey-

Hass, 1982, pp. 251-282,

For on annotation Of the work in its entirety, pleaw sue no, 12.

815 DeCn nv, Roger, Older iltnericans: Nrio (Lys of mniurr
dbility, Washington, D,C,; American Association Of
Community and Junior Colleges, 1978. 32 pages, (ED 151

859; available in microfiche only)

Please sec no, 177 for tlw full annotation.

816 Eullec. Jack W. Continuing Education foul Communi-
ty College. Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1979. 127 pages.

This publication addresses current and future issues confronting
administrators of continuing education and identifies some
III no va liVe a pproaches to developing continuing education
programs. It discusses the role of continuing education in the
community college, with a focus on the lack of support for adult
education programs, including specific examples and suggestions
for developing an in-service continuing education program for
faculty, a community leadership center, a literacy program, a
women's program, management seminars, a program for dlr.
health care community, and a program for developing a continu-
ing education facility. It serves as a reference for the community
college administrator interested in developing continuing educa-
tion programs for targeted audiences.

817 Gilder, Jamison. "Lifelong Education: The Critical Policy
Questions." In I33rry Heermann, Cheryl Coppeck Enders,
and Elizabeth Wine (eds.), Serving Lifelong Learners. New
Directions for Community Colleges, no. 29. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1980, pp. 69-86.

The author presents an overview of policy questions concerning
lifelong education in the community college, suggesting seven
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basic categories of eflint needed to stipport liltiong (4111(1114)u owl
proposing shaiper definitions ol fintrtioo- its a means ol increits-
Mg cooperation and expanding continuity linkage, She recoin-
mends local assessment of learning needs so that learning
(ppm timities may be mote precisely targeted, describes how
funding mechanisms need 10 he adjusted to promote lifelong
learning, nil details the roles of labor, business, mid industry. She
concludes that current programs for itdult learners (such as
television courses or weekend seminais) have been developed in
spite ot restrictive policy frameworks impiised, for example, by
legislation aml hoard regulations, and calls for new policies io
meet the growing demand for lifelong learning,

818 Miles, laloy, "A Survey of Adult and Continuing Educa-
(ion Competencies Needed by Directors of Community
Services and Cmitinuing Education," Community/Junior
College Research Quarterly, 1980, 1 (.1), 319-330,

This article surveys a national sample of the directors of commun-
ity college continuing education and community service programs,
examining survey responses as to the Official titles of the respon-
dents, their years of administrative and teaching experience, their
edtwational altainment, and the acatlemic disciplines they studied
in college. It also examines how the respondents ranked forty-two
statements cm the competencies required of continuing education
or community service administrators. Among the findings is that
the academic and professional backgrounds of the respondents had
no effect on the perceived importance of adult and continuing
education competencies.

819 Monroe, Charles R. "Chapter Eight: Adult Education and
Community Services." In Charles R. Monroe, Profile of
the Community College: A Handbook. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1972, pp. 128-143.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 27.
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820 Oldigeirjohn, "Integrating Cominoing Fdtti ation,"
Cmtlitt nolo 1,earning, 1970, 9 (9), 101=-Illd,

This alkle descillws mteinpl (If Sel k College kh
(:oltnnbia) to integrate adult and continuing education into the
college's depanmental sunome, explaining that this integrated
apploach recogni/vs min types of adnIt education: (I) formal
inorutonnting, in which totalified adolts woe invited to entoll lii
any credit class estalilished for tradition:0.'44041 students, and (2)
informal plogramming, in which regular departnwntal factilty
members estaldished noncredit workshops, seminars, o other
learning oppommities in response to identified community needs.
It cites an example of this infinnial progiamming and notes the
dil(knItirs enctininewil ill gaining ;alininistrative understanding
and soppou for the integrated approach. The article provides
community service practitioners with a viable approach to
involving the entire faculty in the community service function.

821 Richardson, Penelope I,. "Lifelong I.earning atid Poli-
tics." Convergeitce; An In ternatimud Jounial of Adult
Education, 1979. 12 (1-2), 95-101

This article outlines strategies to be used by community college
educators in defining, implementing, and 1)101110011g the concept
of lifelong learning. Tlw author notes that the term lifelong
learning has been a catchall phrase attaclwd to a variety of
educational programs and urges community colleges to develop a
clear agenda for lifelong education that will attract the sopport of
local, state, and federal policy makers. She suggests tlmt a
combination of strategies should be used in promoting a solid
continuing ethwation platform through legislation, administrative
regulations, judicial action, and political elections. She concludes
with suggestions for promoting lifelong learning among policy
makers, education interest groups, and the general public.
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822 Thotimoilione4 W, "Chaplet Simeen: Cm, icullim;
(111111intling Edtha lion," In Janto Thoinnot,
Community j1/11101" College: New Vint,' 1972, pp,
214461,

For an annotation of the wink in II entirely, plea5est4e no, Hi,

823 Umbara 11., and Atwell, Charles A, "Ctitit 5 of
kifelong kenning," Goutottotilv Service% CalollYti.
Pi (2), ri-H,

Th atithins allow that lifelong Wining is tinning of age as the
Population in the United Slates glows older and as ldtsh devei0p.

tlitIC0101s with !Wulff
adult needs. They suggest din the shift (Join an industrial II) an
information society, as well 05 other hut 101 changes, points to the
development of lifelong learning as 0 dominant four in higher
edaratioh and that community colleges me in a better position to
Inovide this service than other agencies, including the military,
hushless, and industry. The article provides insights into the
rationale of those community college practitioners who wouhl
expand the curriculum well beyond traditional collegiate
education.

824 Zusman, Anti. "State Policy Making for Com m un ii y
College Adult Education." Journal of Higher Education,
1978, 49 (4), 337-357.

Please see no. ,1 22 for the full annotation.

Community Services and Community Development

825 Abbott, William. "College/Labor Union Cooperation."
Community and Junior College Journal,1977, 47 (7), .18-
51.

This article utilizes a national survey of community colleges to
study college cooperation with labor unions, reporting that
college-union cooperative programs focus predominantly on
apprenticeship training, job retraining, and skill upgrading and
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liming Mal mole than half ihr v404)11011114 Moho fried au inteleal jpu
homing wink comucil4 through which college prIsontiel,
rutployets, onion leaders, and titembrie of the public I on111
dollop and adminisier collahmalive eillualion and Wolk plo,
gliffits, The (41110100 1 hilh III many fors, labot and
commintily colleges ale each wailing tot the oilier palsy lo maim
the hist move in r»ganiliog cooperative itlaiimisloills and implies
dial hill lequites ((dirge tiontlitilment ito ihe hum 01
a full.tinte labor mudinalol,

826 Adorns, Frank (I, "Financing die 'College in the (4un.
mouthy': Idt'l," Comninnitv Servico Candvti, 1983, 11

CIL 20-25,

Please see no, 812 for the full minium ion.

827 Alfred, Hi( bald I., (ed.), Ingitutimud Imports on ComPlo.
Conunnnity, and Itnsine.s.i ConAtinoncio. New Dimlions
for Communily Colkges, no. $8. San hancisco: Jowl.
Bass, 1982. 130 pages. (F.1) 217 91.1)

This sourcelumk luesems articles on the social and econmnic
impacts of iie coomitinity college, including discnssions of modal
omol economic gains expoienced by community college students,
the impact of community college programs on business and
industry through the preparation of a trained labor force, how
impact studies can be conducted to measure cost benefits to local
communities, strategies that community colleges can use to
improve their telations with state and federal agencies, and the
alationship of facility and staff motale I I colkge impact on
various constituencies. It concludes with a bibliography of relevant
literature and serves as a Useful source of background ;formulation
for institutional rsearchers who need to conduct institutional
impact stu(lies.
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04 H28 ,%itoyll, t:1101 les A.; Vattgiwn, Unlitge 11.; iiiil Stillitts,
It.then, ifreNfintining COW 1/114111/V 10 Com,
11111/11.1V College: OW 1r/1 till 4110 (:14/11111 IlmrlIl.
Topital no. 7Ii. 1.1 Angelch:. lAtlf C1r011111111"1104

.114I4114 Ctilleges and the Ni11101141 C1141111 11 1111 ( 11111,

111111111y Sesii es and Continuing Education. VIK!,
pages. (1.:1) 220 118)

This Inildit anon es;alisines the histolv, mission, tide, initl binding
01 pinvitIrs let otinttentlations lot dir
41)1011111111 jun10;16011 1 silt Ii ii V11 1' W1111111 OW 4 01111111111i1y

tollege. The audio: s aigste that 4 llege kadris hue
01m 1 !rally defined the ode of the tont:wittily setvite hint
illation III other «dirge missions and 11141, iv "1 IrNtill, 1 11111111111111y

Vit 4' &Till 1114'111k 11C not living itp to then hill potential. They
all ott IoIiiuuIiIisily 4 tillege leatlets to tome to a I 10 the

goals 01 4 nultlilitlity svIvi( )logIallis disg w;iv.
1111111 hilt) OW 111:161+III3111 Of the (Mew., 'rht. yvnik (mit 'talcs %vial

sixtyantr.itein bibli)graphy.

829 lhawct, Fitment e It. Familiar Fun 11011 Ill Neu, Gmunits
rt,S: Chl3A4Villg Community Education, TopicaI Paper
no. 71. Los Angcks: ERIC (Irminglionsc 101 JoInol
Colleges. 1980..10 pages. (F.D 187 '112)

This paper identities various tiaditional and onnaditional
ethic:lint:lab (1(11%11 y systems in a t Oho to plovide a ninfolin
system of definitions and categories for connintoity services. It
exploit's die changing rob. of community t. olleges over tittle and
examines sundry definitions of adult education, continuing
education, lifelong learning, community setvice iid cInmuunity
education. The author notes conflict and overlap in these
definitions and plesents a classification scheme for connntmity
college education based On the intentions and objectives of
program participants.
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831 (:01),11, At 111111 :NI, "Ai .*Ile1111 144111111ln C4101ttliolls$'

(4ollegeN," Phitisling /or nigher Eslinntion, 1979. 7 Oti.
32.

.re no, 51,1 tot the hill millistatinti.

832 J. "Chapses Fight: 1.iiik.
ages with Mei l'imideis." hi William 1..
Devout. Dale Tillery, :Itol A+.to iaies. Renewing the
..linerican commuoity (:otir,ge: Prior:tie.% (Ind Strntrgsr%
for Effective 1.einfer.thip. San 1:1,111tisto: jo+wy.113%,,
pp. 175-195.

For all allow:shoo of the %coil. in pltase 1.I.
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833 Frankel, Joanne. The Do Everything College. Topical
Paper no. 43. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges, 1974. 42 pages. (ED 094 814)

Please see no. 48 for the full annotation.

834 Gilder, Jamison, and Rocha, Jessica. "10,000 Cooperative
Arrangements Serve 1.5 Million." Community and Junior
College journal, 1980, 51 (3), 11-17.

This article reports findings of a survey conducted to determine the
nature of cooperative working relationships between local colleges
and community-based groups. It examines the number of cooper-
ative arrangements per college, the types of organizations that
enter into these arrongements, the form that these arrangements
take, and the sources of funding for such cooperative efforts.

835 Gleazer, Edmund J., Jr. "Chapter Five: A College for the
Community." In Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr., This Is the
Community College. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1968, pp.
80-99.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 16.

836 Gleazer, Edmund J., Jr. The Community College: Values,
Vision, and Vitality. Washington, D.C.: Amer'can Associ-
ation of Community and Junior Colleges, 1980. 190 pages.

Please see no. 18 for the full annotation.

*837 Gollattscheck, James F.; Harlacher, Ervin L.; Roberts,
Eleanor; and Wygal, Benjamin R. College Leadership for
Community Renewal: Beyond Community-Th. ed Educa-
tion. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1976. 160 pages.

The authors contend that the Morrill Act, the GI Bill, and the
comprehensive community college have been the three most
important events in the l'story of higher education, because they
made it possible for large numbers ; students to attend and
broadened the scope of collegiate programs. They suggest that the
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development of "community renewal" colleges committed to all
aspects of community life could be a fourth step in the progressive
history of increased educational access, They cite Metropolitan
State University (Minnesota) and Florida Junior College as
examples of community renewal institutions that are dedicated to
individual and social development. The work includes illustra-
tions of college interaction with various social, governmental,
professional, educational, and neighborhood agencies.

838 Gottschalk, Kurt. "Can Colleges Deal with High-Risk
Problems?" Community College Frontiers, 1978, 6 (4), 4-
11

The author argues that the community college does not fulfill its
commitment to community development because college leaders
deal exclusively with low-risk community problems that do not
lead to conflict and criticism. He postulates that community
problems are rooted in social inequalities but that representatives
of the community power structure, rather than the poor and
uneducated, are most likely to seek the services of the college. He
concludes that colleges need to identify those i.spects of communi-
ty problems that are amenable to education and that the college
should provide the knowledge needed by various individuals and
groups to solve those problems.

839 Hankin, Joseph N., and Fey, Philip A. "Chapter Seven:
Reassessing the Commitment to Community Services." In
William L. Deegan, Dale Tillery, and Associates, Renew-
ing the American Community College: Priorities and
Strategies for Effective Leadership. San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 1985, pp. 150-174.

For an annotation of the work in its intirety, please see no. 14.
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840 Harlacher, Ervin L. Effective Junior College Programs of
Community Services: Rationale, Guidelines, Practices.
Occasional Report no. 10. Los Angeks: Junior College
Leadership Program, School of Education, University of
California, 1967. 75 pages. (ED 013 660)

This publication utilizes data from a national survey of staff at
ninety-nine two-year colleges to examine factors that contribute to
the success of community service programs in four areas: (1)
community use of college facilities; (2) community educational
services, such as workshops or speakers' bureaus; (3) cultural and
recreational activities; and (4) institutional development activities,
such as campus tours or alumni organizations. For each of these
areas, it details the types of activities that respondents feel best
meet the objectives of community service programming and the
types of administrative procedures that respondents feel are
conducive to program success. It ws from the study findings to
provide readers with a checklist f-Jitical program requirements
related to goal setting, organization, planning, evaluation, and
decision making.

*841. Harlacher, Ervin L. The Community Dimension of the
Community College. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1969. 140 pages.

The author defines community services as educational, cultural,
and recreational services that are provided in addition to regular
classes. He traces the growth of community service programs in
community colleges and notes various program objectives:
providing a center of community life, providing education for all
age groups, assisting the community in solving its problems, and
contributing to the cultural, intellectual, and social life of the
college's service district. He points to problems in the development
of community services, including staff support, coordination with
other agencies, and program planning and funding. He treats
community services as unique to community colleges while
ignoring the contribution of university extension divisions.
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842 Hodgk instill, Harold I "Chapter Eleven; Establishing
Alliances with Business and Industry." In George B.
Vaughan and Associates, Issues for Community College
Lewlers in a New Era. San Francisco; Jossey-Bass, 1983.
pp. 222-231.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 37.

843 H olcomb, Hope M. (ed.). Reaching Out Through Com-
munity Service. New Directions for Comnnmity Colleges,
no. 14. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1976. 122 pages. (ED
122 897)

This sourcebook presents fourteen articles and a bibliography on
the community service function of the two-year college. It
examines the historical development of the concept; a Florida
study that produced a taxonomy for community services; patterns
of financial support; programs in Florida and California; activities
directed at special clients, including women, minorities, and senior
adults; a model for managing community services in multicollege
districts; and a nationwide study of Title I projects in forty-eight
community colleges. It concludes that the major problems facing
community services are finance, growth limits, management,
academic standards, and the role of the instructors.

844 Howard, William R. "Community Transactions and the
Marketing Process." In John A. Lucas (ed.), Developing a
Total Marketing Plan. New Directions for Institutional
Research, no. 21. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1979, pp. 69-
86.

The author describes institutional marketing from a community
developer's point of view, arguing that college programs should be
established in response to indigenous community needs. He
outlines three steps in a community-based institutional marketing
program: involving local constituents in planning groups,
maintaining a dialogue between college personnel and local
constituencies, and assessing community needs through surveys or
community councils. He discusses barriers to the implementation
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of this marketing plan and weighs the dcdrability of colleges
becoming agents of community developmefu. He argues that
community-based marketing is a proactvt- aherna'ive to declining
enrolhnents and retrenchment.

845 Jellison, Holly M. (ed.), Interface Through Cooperative
Agreements: Eleven Examples of Ilov It Can Work.
Washington, D.C.: American Associatiun of Community
and Junior Colleges and National Center for Community
Educition, 1981. 64 pages. (ED 206 366; available in
Ink rofiche only)

This publication presents the texts of eleven cooperative agree-
ments drawn up between community colleges and local education
agencies (primarily school districts). Included are agreements for
the joint operation of community services and adult education
programs, shared facilities, and the development of a community
education consortium for lifelong learning. The work provides a
resource for community college administrators who wish to
enhance their community education programs through coopera-
tive efforts with area educational agencies.

846 Jellison, Holly M. (ed.). Small Business Training: A Guide
for Program Building. Washington, D.C.: National Small
Business Training Network, American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges, 1983. 68 pages. (ED 229
072; available in microfiche only)

Please see no. 525 for the full annotation.

847 Jennings, Frank G. "The Two-Year Stretch: Junior
Colleges in America." Change in Higher Education, 1970,
2 (2), 15-25.

The author takes issue with idealistic claims that community
colleges can cure the nation's educational, economic, and societal
ills, arguing that the uniquely American tendency to attack
societal problems by adding a new type of institution to the
educational landscape is reflected in the tremendous growth of
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multiunity colleges and in the "boosterism" of their proponents,
who maintain tltat the colleges can lw all things to all people, He
emphasizes that the commtmity college tteedS to "Ina telt its
pretensions with its lwrfonnance" (p. 21) and define in more
specific terms the outcomes it can effect in student learning. lie
draws opou Colten's work in Dateline '79 (no. 11) to suggest how
this might be done.

848 Kaprautt, E. Daniel (contp.). Comnunity Services in the
Community College: ,4 Bibliography. Charlottesville:
Center for Higher Education, University of Virginia, 1973.
26 pages. (ED 101 768)

This unannotated bibliography cites approximately 250 journal
articles, monographs, and ERIC documents dealing with the
community service function of the two-year college, categorizing
the entries under broad headings: (1) background literature, (2)

definition and scope, (3) organization and administration, (I)
coordination, (5) research endeavors, (6) models of community
service, (7) exemplary community service programs, and (8) issues
for the 1970s. It serves as a thorough listing of the literature
published during the 1960s and early 1970s (although sonw items
from as early as the 1920s are also listed).

849 Karvelis, Donald S. "Hridging the Community Services
Credibility Gap." Community Services Catalyst, 1980, 10
(3), 9-11.

This article studies the California community colleges to ascertain
the depth of their commitment to the community service function
and to assess the definitions of community services upon which
they operate. The author finds that community service programs
include cultural events, noncredit classes, workshops, seminars,
public information services, public use of college facilities,
speakers' bureaus, and programs designed for specific community
groups. He emphasizes that community service advocates should
explain the objectives of their programs, rather than continually
discuss what the programs do and how they are accomplished. He
argues that the community service function is extremely vulnerable
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in taxpayer revolts so long as community college leaders do not
"identify and delineate the reasons for and restilts of each elment
ill the community services programs" (p. 11).

850 Koi wcek , Rolwrt J., and Clarke, Robert C. (eds.). Custom-
ized Job Training for Business and Imlustry. New Direc-
tions f(n. Communit)' Colleg('s, no. '18. San Francisco:
jossey-Bass, 1981. 119 pages. (ED 252 267)

This volume presents eight articles On contracted, customized
training for bnsiness and industry. It includes discussions of the
issues involved with industrial training and an organizational
mmlel for delivering such programs, the similarities and differ-
ences between traditional degree programs and industrial training
programs, customized programs for steel and other heavy indus-
tries, and ways to improve productivity and college-employer
relations through worker education. It also lists components of
successful training programs, including flexibility, relevance, and
marketability. It serves as a useful sourcebook for administrators
charged with the task of planning and operating a college
program for contracted learning.

851 Lombardi, John. Community Education: Threat to Col-
lege Status? Topical Paper no. 68. Los Angeles: ERIC
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1978. 45 pages. (ED 156
296)

This paper provides a succinct analysis of the problems surround-
ing the expansion of adult basic education, continuing education,
and community services, noting the varying definitions for each of
these components and examining the difficulties involved in
obtaining standardized enrollment data for community education
activities. The author reviews the debate concerning public
support for educational services, concluding that there is a
trend toward making them self-supporting, with remission of
tuition and fees for disadvantaged, handicapped, and senior
citizens. He explores the dilemma of how to reconcile the growth
of below-college-level activities with the desire to maintain the
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comintillity college's iiistittiiiuiial Is()ciatu)si Ivith higher
edtwation,

852 Mahoney, James R. Community College Centers for
Contracted Programs; A Sequel to Shoulders to the
Washington, D.C.: American Association for Community
an(l junior Colleges, 1982. 77 pages. (El) 229 061; available
in microfiche only)

This publication draws upon a survey of thirty-seven colleges to
summarize the characteristics of special community college centers
that contract educational services to business, industry, govern-
ment, and other groups in the local community. It examines
actors that have influenced the creation of such centers and draws
a composite of the centers' goals, objectives, services, progratn
development procedures, and contract and linkage appmaches. It
also discusses special administrative problems experienced by the
centers in such areas as staffing, labor union resistance, and
competition with state universities and consulting agencies that
provide the same services. It concludes with advice for administra-
tors who are interested in initiating or expanding contractual
services and with case studies describing centers that have been
established at fifteen community colleges.

853 Martorana, S. V., and Pikmd, William A. (eds.). Designing
Programs for Community Groups. New Directions for
Community Colleges, no. 45. San Francisco; Jossey-Bass.
1984. 114 pages. (ED 243 553)

This sourcebook presents eight essays that discuss the role of
community colleges in responding to changing community needs.
Topics discussed include the role of education in the renewal of
community life; a model for developing college-community
linkages; working relationships between special interest groups
and community colleges; institutional leadership in local eco-
nomic development; ways in w1,Ich colleges shape and respond to
federal and state interests; and the assessment of adult education
needs. The book concludes with a review of selected literature
processed by ERIC. It provides community service personnel with
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a leview of curium issues simounding the college tole in local
community development.

854 Micek, Sidiwy S., and Cooper, Edward M. "Community
Impact: Does It Really Make a Difference?" In Ervin I.
Ilarlacher and James E, Collanscheck (eds.), Implement-
ing Community.liascd Education. New Directions for
Community Colleges, no, 21, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
1978, pp. 79-90.

The authors :trgne that if mmtlitinity-impact studies are to he
meaningful, researchers must identify all the constituencies
affected by a college, the array of impacts or outcomes that may
result fmm college programs, ;Ind the difkrent ways of obtaining
community-hopact data (such as survey (luestionnaires or inter-
views). They provide a framework for such comprehensive impact
analyses by outlining (I) the specifn: types of constituencies that
the colleges serve, including individuals, interest groups, commu-
nity organizations, and other audiences; (2) the majol categories of
college impacts, including those that affect the local economy as
well ;IS those related to increased knowledge or skill levels; and (3)
the major indicators of impact ill each of these categories. They
also discuss administrative aud methodological considerations in
the planning aud development of impact studies. They provide a
useful synopsis of factors to be considered in assessing college
impacts.

855 Michaels, Dennis F., and Boggs, David L. "Community
Services: Community College Faculty Perceptions and
Participation." Comnzunity/ Junior College Research
Quarterly, 1980, 4 (2), 137-149.

This article surveys a sample of 300 full-thne faculty in Ohio to
study their perceptions of and participation in community service
programs, finding that involvement in planning and teaching
within the community service program is a key factor in how full-
time faculty perceive community services: the greater the involve-
ment, the more favorable the perception. It notes further that
female instructors and younger faculty members with less teaching
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experience were mote likely to summit tommunity seivicr
activities. The ankh lacks on examination ol why faculty %opium
or do not support the community service function but selves,
mmetheless, illusuate tlutt faculty ate divided on this subject,

856 Myrau, Guiltier A, Community Seruires in the Contrmittity
College, Washington, D.C.; American Associat ion 01

Junior Colleges, 1009, 00 pages. (El) 037 202)

The utitilor considers the purposes and ;ultninistration of the
community' Sri vice function and examines the scope of community
service offerings, arguing that they are undertaken in cooperation
with other community agencies in an effort to meet personal and
community educational needs that are not met by formal wrtificate
or (ollegiate degree programs, Ile also discusses (1) organization,
staffing, and financing patterns; (2) refinishes to effective kaler-
ship of community service programs; (3) the integration of the
community service program within the college; and (.1) linkages
with community groups, He posits a large social role for the
community college, arguing that the conununity service fulmion
is a means for the college to respond to local problems posed by
urbanization, racial tensions, environmental pollution, poverty,
and other social ills.

857 Nelson, Robert E., and Pilaw!, William E. Organizing
Small Business Programs in Community Colleges. Ur-
bana: Department of Vocational and Technical Education,
University of Illinois. 1982. 74 pages. (ED 219 51 7)

Please see no. 529 for the full annotation.

858 Nickens, John M. "Who Takes Community Service
Courses and Why." Community/Junior College Research
Quarterly, 1977, 2 (1), 11-19.

Please sec no. 88 for the full annotation.
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859 Ogilviv, and Raines, Ma\ It, 631,4 "Kitt
Srven: Commimity Setvit es," 111 William I:, Ogilvie and
NI;i K. K Ile", (Ilk ), Perspectives on the CommunitV
Junior College, New Volk: Appleniu4;enttuy.(aolis, 1971,

383-.1:1Ti.

Fi)1 on annotation of the wink in its (lithely, ple,ise see no. 29.

8(z( ii iul1, Dale, "Will Belly Dancing Be Out Nemesis?"
..onsinunity Services Catalyst, 1982, /2 (3), 4-5.

his ;midi. aigurs that, even though lutist letreational and hobby
(Anuses ;in. self-suppm ling, they tesult in a negative puhlic image
fin the college. It tecommends Iiiiiitiiig community sei vice
offerings to those that flow 0111 of the regular college curriculum
and link the legular faculty with the commtmity and suggests le-
examining thc oculise that the community college must provide
any and all )'I )' of pl l)graIns for which there is a demand. "rlie
author maintains that colleges should assist other community
agencies in offering marginally educative activities and encourage
their own faculty to present instructional modules on community
problems such as toxic-waste disposal, energy conservation,
economic soryival, and improving intergroup human relations.

861 Reynolds, James W. "Community Services." In Nelson B.
Fleury (ed.). The Public Junior College. Fifty-fifth year-
book of the National Society for the Study of Education.
Part I. Chicago: National Society for the Study of Educa-
tion, 1956, pp. 1.10-160.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 20.

862 Shipley, Kenneth E., Jr. "Coordination, Control and
Community Services in the Community College." Com-
munity Services Catalyst, 1980, 10 (I), 7-11.

This article draws upon interviews at three community colleges in
three mid-Atlantic states to examine the extent to which increased
state control. has affected die pattern of community services offered
by two-year colleges. The author finds that, while state coordina-
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thin and have hod little elle( I on the patient id noluillinily
selvires ()hoed, stalovide comilitiation has been positively' ielated
to the demo to whit Ii t ()lieges empliasiii. ;immutability and
implove thrii planning pint rilin vs lot the

plogiatit, I le also lepoits that i ()mmunity so vit v Wild 10

mole icspolisive to funding solutes than to needs

and that colleges that milieu. closely to state-level agent ies'
((immunity so vi( pith( jes all. molt. likely to let (iv state holding
lot (m1111111114

863 sisson. Ratio iihnegiating D(11401)111(111

Conws: A ConsidrIalion." fmmoil of
th Comm urtit Developmem Society, 1983, /I (2), 1-18.

The atithAr thaws upon a literature ,teview to examine the
integiation or community development activities ill comilittnity
seivice and community education discussing the roles
such !migrants can play in instigating community development
nd citing several examples of how community colleges lmve
olganiled to marshal local lesources and individuals in solving
area problems. She notes that college involvement ill actual
community development (as opp)sed to traditional community
seminars and edncation) is not widespread and that there are
financial and attitudinal harriers to the incorporation of commu-
nity development ill outreach programs. The article serves as an
exhaustive review of the research to date on the role of community
colleges as community development agencies.

864 Tyree, Liwrence W., nd McConnell, Nancy C. Linking
Community Colleges with Economic Development in
Florida. ISM Fellows Program Research Report 110. 3.

Tallahassee: Institute for Studies in Higher Education,
Horida State University, 1982. 38 pages. (ED 226 785)

This report discusses the tole of the community college ill
fostering and promoting economic development through linkages
with business and industry. It presents a rationale for establishing
such linkages, noting the advantages enjoyed by industry and
citing examples in California. New Jersey, and the Carolinas. It
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rsaiiiines eleilloglophic am! et oiiuuii lisiirs ill %yr!!

its 1(10'41161T iuiil 1nliiiiuiisiiiiir tfiiits ill luiii. 1111h-4101k

(WIWI Willi $isisjIuIss. 4iiiil stiggeth sitatc.gic.s leo
1

( i)IflItii($t I olleges mole e lowly wide home emotion( ii tt
mem, II concludes svith oil annotated 161)110w-4101y,

865 \Veldt, Timothy, "Am edita lion," Community Seivio
Cata10, 1971, (1), 11-20,

'Flie author asks "What ale community set vices?", noting that their
is no I lea statement or sunnily definition. Aftel foie( levies,/ of
tlie standaids set by each of six regional ace leaning ;Issociations,
he finds that only two accrediting agencies have community
service standaids of any significame nd that Only cute distill-
gelidly% between community sec vices at two. and four.year colleges.
lle suggests a list of possible community cervices appropliate for
community eolleges, urging such activities as community ow of
the college facilities, of-gain/mime Of nonctedit shoat «reuses,
woikshops, confeiences, and cultural events, and special services
for the eldetly. Ile concholes that whatever guidelines an accredit.
ing association chooses, it needs to develop a cleat statement of
what constitutes community services in two-year colleges.

*866 Voting, Robert B.; Hetcher, Suranoe M.; and Rue, Robett
R. Directions for the Future: An drialysis of the COMM u-
nity Seruices Dimension of Community Colkges. Comm-
oity Colleges Community Education Monograph no. 2.
Washington, D.C.: National Center for Community
Education, American Association of Community and
Junior Colkges; Ann Atbor: Office cf Commitnity Educa-
tion Research, University of Michigan, 1978. 70 pages. (ED
158 787)

This publication details findings of a nationwide survey conducted
in 1976 to examine die status of community service programs at
two-year colleges. It draws upon responses from 855 institutions
(67 percent of the colleges surveyed) to profile the community
service function in terms of (I) institutional commitment to
community service offerings, (2) cooperation among colleges and
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The Collegiate Function

When junior colleges were first established in the early
decades of the twentieth century, their primary task was the
provision of liberal arts and general education curricula that
would either provide a capstone education for those terminating
their education at grade 14 or serve as a relatively inexpensive
avenue to upper-division studies at the university. Early writers,
including Lange (no. 23) and Koos (no. 22) fully expected many
universities to eventually abandon lower-division studies and leave
education at the 13th- and 14th-grade levels to the emerging junior
colleges. Had this actually happened, the two-year colleges today
might be totally collegiate institutions, charged almost exclusively
with the responsibility of serving as a bridge between the high
school and the university.

The universities and four-year colleges, however, did not
jettison the lower division. Over time, particularly after World
War II, the colleges added occupational, community, and remedial
educatio:- ctions that, by the late 1970s, challenged the pre-
eminent position of the transfer curriculum in terms of enrollment
and total college curricular effort. The transfer function, nonethe-
less, survived as a central component of the institution's identity,
testimony to the long historical involvement of the two-year
college in baccalaureate education, the reluctance of faculty and
other members of the college community to break their ties to
higher education, and the importance of the transfer function to
minority and other disadvantaged students, for whom the com-
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numity college provides one of the only available avenues to a
college education. This chant( r cites those works dealing with the
college role in providing undergraduate education at the 13th- and
14th-grade levels. These works can be subdivided under three
headings: liberal arts in tly nmmunity college (nos. 867-910),
transfer to and articulplirr' four-year institutions (nos, 011-
948), and general education . 949-961).

Liberal Arts in the Community Coilcge

The liberal arts, including humanities and sciences, form
the cornerstone of the community college transfer curriculum.
Several works explore the status of the community college liberal
arts curriculum, including two sets of monographs produced by

the Center for the Study of Community Colleges in the late 1970s
and early 1980s. One set (nos. 874, 875, 878, 879, 881) stems from a
national stuo of two-year college humanities programs and
provides detailed information on the components of the humani-
ties curriculum, the characteristics and teaching practices of
humanities instructors, and the characteristics of students in
humanities programs. One of these monographs (no. 879) provides
short, discipline-by-discipline profiles of community college
instruction in the areas of literature, foreign languages, philoso-
phy, religion and ethics. music history and appreciation, art
history and appreciation, history, political science, cultural
anthropology, and interdisciplinary humanities. The second set of
monographs stems from a national study of two-year college
scient. education and includes in-depth analyses of instruction in
interdisciplinary social science education (no. 871), mathematics
(no. 872), biology (no. 885), earth and space science (no. 886),
environmental science (no. 887), economics (no. 889), engineering
(no. 891), psychology (no. 8941, sociology (no. 895), chemistry
(ro. 900), physics (no. 901), and agriculture (no. 870). Each of these
science monographs includes analyses of the types of courses
offered within each discipline, the instructional materials and
methods used in tke classroom, and the instructional assistance
available to faculty.
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Of tlw remaining works dealing with the lilwral arts
curriculum or related topics, several themes are examined,
including:

the status of the transfer function in light of growing enroll-
ments in the career, compensatory, and community service
programs (nos. 868, 880, 883, 897);
the characteristics of two-yeat college science teachers (no. 903);
the university influence on the community college transfer
curriculum (no. 906);
the status of music education at the community college
(no. 902);
the problems encountered in establishing religious education
programs at community colleges (no. 905);
adaptations of the English curriculum to meet the special
needs of nontraditional students (no. 892);
changes in the humanities curriculum during the 1970s
(nos. 888, 890, 899);
the alienation of community college liberal arts faculty from
the mainstream of professional associations that are controlled
by colleagues at four-year colleges and universities (no. 898);
and
the challenges facing mathematics curricula at two-year
colleges (nos. 862, 867, 908).

Most of these works, it should be pointed out, are descriptive and
provide insights into the status of humanities instruction at
particular times. More research is needed on how the liberal arts
can be most effectively taught to the diverse students in community
colleges.

Transfer to and Articulation with Four-Year Institutions

The transfer of students from community colleges to
senior institutions has generated quite a bit of literature, especially
in light of the evidence offered by Astin (no. 916) and Alba and
Lavin (no. 911) that students starting their b:!ccalaureate studies at
a two-year institution are less likely to attain the baccalaureate
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degree than students who start as freshinen al four-year mlleges or
universities. A review of the literature on transfer reveals, among
other subjects, three major themes:

analyses of the barriers posed to transfer, such as unduly harsh
iransfer requirements at receiving institutions or the hidden
fiscal penalties imposed on those who transfer from one
institution to another (nos. 925, 941, 946);
follow-up analyses of the academic success of students who do
transfer (nos. 912, 913, 914, 928, 933, 934, 942, 948,- 936, 938,
939, 940); and
descriptive studies of articulation agreements between institu-
tions (nos. 924, 930, 931, 932, 947).

Few of these works, however, address a major problem in studying
student transfer: the limited and unreliable data that are available
on (1) the number of entering students who actually intend to
transfer and (2) the number of students who actually do transfer.
Cohen (no. 922) and Cohen, Brawer, and Bensirnon (no. 923)
explore these Ihnitations.

General Education

General educationthat part of the curriculum that is
designed to provide a common core of knowledge that can be put
to use by students as they pursue their career and personal lives
is deeply rooted in the tradition of American higher education.
But, while general education has been the subject of much
exhortation, few substantive analyses of community college
general education programs have appeared. Of those few studies
that provide insights into actual practices rather than opinions on
what should be, most underscore the failure of general education
programs to live up to their full potential.

B. Lamar Johnson's General Education in Action (no. 954)
is the classic work on two-year college general education. Johnson
stresses that general education is action oriented, providing all
studentsregardless of majorwith the knowledge needed to
contribute to society as active citizens, make productive use of
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leisure time, become productive and reliable workers, and lead
satisfying family lives. Submit lent authors, including Harrison
(no, 952) and Hudson and Smith (no. 953), argue that Johnson's
action-oriented curriculum never really took hold at most colleges
and that what passes for general education ll college catalogues is
little more than a series of elective transfer courses that are
designed to prepare students for further study at the upper-division
level, Despite exceptions, swim as the general education program at
Miatni-Dade Community College in Florida (see Lukenbill and
McCabe, nos. 955, 956), general edncation as a defined, core
curriculumrather titan a set of electiveshas not taken hold at
community colleges or, for tlmt matter, at most institutions of
higher education.

Sources of Fut titer Information

Researchers seeking further information on the collegiate
function should consult the ERIC data base, which incindes,
among other items, the following;

descriptions of efforts undertaken at iwividual colleges to
identify and assist potential transfer struit nts;
documents describing how the liberal arts are taught at
individual colleges; and
descriptions of general education curricula at individual
colleges.

Numerous dissertations have also been written on various aspects
of the collegiate function and can be found by consulting
Dissertation Abstracts International. Further information on
ERIC and Dissertation Abstracts International is provided in
Chapter Thirteen.

Many of the general texts cited in Chapter Two also serve
as useful sources of information on the collegiate function. Koos
(no. 22) and Eel is (no. 15) underscore the predominance of the
collegiate function in the pre-World War II junior college
curriculum. Subsequent works providing extensive analyses of
transfer or general education include Bogue (no. 8), Henry
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(no. 20), Ilillway (im, 21), Medsker (no. 25), O'Connell (im. 28).
Medsker and Tillery (no. 2(1), Ogilvie and Raines (no. 29), Monroe
(no. 27), Thornton (no. 3,1), Cohen and Brawer (no. 12), and
Vaughan (no. 37).

Liberal Arts in the Community College

867 Albers, Donald J.; Rodi, Stephen B.; and Watkins, Ann E.
(eds.). New Directions in Two-Year College Mathematics.
New York: Springer-Verlag, 1985.191 pages.

his volume presents twenty-two papers delivered at the Sloan
Foundation Conference on two-year college mathematics in July
1984. Topics covered include the need for curriculum change,
mathematics instruction in vocational/technical curricula, the
influence of new technologies on student learning in mathematics,
faculty renewal, and collaboration with secondary schools,
colleges, and universities. The book also lists lecommendations
emanating from the conference concerning (1) making mathemat-
ics courses of immediate use to students rather than focusing on
preparation for distant career goals, (2) collaborative efforts with
other institutions, and (3) faculty development. It provides useful
insights into the factors that shape the mathematics curriculum at
two-year colleges and the concerns of mathematics faculty.

868 Baron, Robert F. "The Change from Transfer to Career
Education at Community Colleges in the 1970s." Com-
munity/ Junior College Quarterly of Research and Prac-
tice, 1982, 7 (1), 71-87.

Please see no. 687 for the full annotation.
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869 Beckwith, Nfiriatn M, integrating the Humanities and
Occupational Programs: Au Inventory of Current Ap-
proaches, Project Report no. 12. Los Angeles: Center for
tlw Study of Community Colleges, 1980. 8 pages. (ED 196
489)

Please see no. 743 for the hill annotation.

870 Beckwith, Miriam M. Science Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Agriculture and Natural Resources, Los An-
geles: Center for the Study of Cmimitinity Colleges and
ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1980. 62 pages.
(ED 180 567)

This publication examines agricultural and natural resources
education in two-year colleges as revealed in a nationwide study
involving a review of the literature, an examination of 175 college
catalogues and class schedules, and a survey of instructors. It
discusses the number and types of courses offered in these
curricular areas, course prerequisites, instructional activities,
grading and testing methods used, and faculty opinions concern-
ing course improvement. It concludes with summary statements
pointing to the growth of agriculture and natural resources
programs and the need to improve basic science and math
prerequisites, communications skills of students, and the use of
media in agriculture instruction. The work provides the n-ost
comprellemive analysis to date of this two-year college curricular
arca.

871 Beckwith, Miriam M. Science Education in Two- . ear
Colleges: Interdisciplinary Social Sciences. Los Angeles:
Center for the Study of Community Colleges and ERIC
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1980. 69 pages. (ED 181
955)

This publication presents the results of a nationwide study of
anthropology and interdisciplinary social sciences education in
two-year colleges, drawing upon a review of catalogues and course
schedules from a sample of 175 two-year collegesas well as from
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a survey of facu!lyto examine the number and types Of courses
offered, course goals, insunctional meduals and materials used,
class activities, student achievement criteria, enrollments, and
instructor charactenistic It recommends that (I) interdisciplinary
social science courses incorporate anthropological concepts and
nwthods; (;) courses be levised to fit into vocational programs;
and (3) anthropology be included in general education cordcula. It
provides the reader with a detailed analysis of how antlitopology
and interdisciplinary social sciences ate taught at the two-year
college.

872 Ikckwith, Miriam M. Science Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Mathematics. Los Angeles: Center for the Study
of Community Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for
Junior Colleges, 1980. 80 pages. (ED 176 386)

This work preselt Is the results of a nationwide study of curriculum
and instruction in mathematics at two-year colleges, drawing upon
a review of cataiot les and class schedules front a sample of 175
two-year colleges---.!., well as from a survey of facultyto examinc
the number and types of courses offered, instructional methods and
materials used, class sizes, desired student outcomes, instructor
backgrounds, and the types of assistance that are available to
faculty. Among the conclusions noted are that instruction usually
takes place in a lecture mode and that most classes use standard
textbooks that are not chos,m by the instructors themselves. The
author concludes that high attrition rates are indicative of a 'Iced
for changes in the ways mathematics is taught at the community
college.

873 Beckwith, Miriam M. "An ERIC Review: Integrating the
Humanities and Occupational Programs: An Inventory of
Current Practices." Community College Review, 1981, 9
(1), 57-64.

This article cites examples of how curriculum planners at
community colleges have integrated humanistic content into
occupational courses. It includes descriptions of efforts to (1)
design interdisciplinary humanities courses for students in
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vocational programs, (2) develop specialited, liontranster courses,
such as "literature for technicians," (3) create Itimianities modules
for inclusion in vocational (onuses, mid (.1) provide vocational
instructors with consithation in the humanities and with human-
ities tesouriv material. II serves as a useful guide to the variety of
approaches that have been taken to make the humanities part of
the vocational ctirrictilitin,

874 Brawer, Florence II. The limnanilies in Two-Year Col-
leges: The Faculty in Review, 1.05 Angeles: ERIC Clear-
inghouse for Junior Colleges and Center for the Study of
Community Colleges, 1975. 52 pages. (ED I 1 1 169)

Please see no. 195 for the hill annotation.

*875 Brower, Florence B. (ed.). The Humanities in Two-Year
Colleges: Trends in Curriculum, Los Angeles: ERR,
Clearinghouse for junior Colleges and Center for the
Study of Community Colleges, 1978. 162 pages. (ED 156
285)

Th s publication draws upon a literature review and a national
survey of community college humanities instructors to examine
curricular trends and faculty characteristics in each of several
humanities areas: cultural anthropology, art history and apprecia-
tion, foreign languages, geograithy, ethnic studies, women's
studies, social studies, history, literature, music history and
appreciation, philosophy, political science, religious studies, and
theater and film courses. It provides information on the types of
courses offered, enrollment trends, and, in some cases, instruc-
tional techniques. It also examines the demographic characteristics
of faculty, their educational backgrounds, their involvement in
professional activities, and their instructional practices. The work
is one of the few sources of information on the status of individual
humanities disciplines at two-year colleges.
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8'76 Brawl., Florence It, (ed,), Teuchnl,4 the Sciences, New
Dilections for Community Colleges, no, t I, San Ftauckto:
Joss(ylIass, 1980, 69 pages, (El) 191 5.11)

This somtehook presents twelve articles focusing oti the teaching
or the natural and social sciences at community colleges, including
essays that (1) recommend the investigative laboratory for the
leaelliug Of scieluv, along with courses such as remedial science
and home study; (2) emphasize the importance of teaching ethical
decision making and incorporating wait time into science
instruction; (3) report results of a nationwide study of int Act ional

practices used in science courses; (4) suggest the Ilse of modidar-
indivklnalized study and placement testing in the teaching of

mathematics; (5) describe pmgrarns to reduce attrition of science
transfet students and to increase the involvement -;r. part-time
stiwknts; and (6) identify new approaches to teaching general
biology, psychology, and sociology. It serves as a review of
instructional int:thods that can be employed by two-year college
science faculty.

877 Drawer, Floretwe B., and Friedlander, Jack. Science and
Social Science in the Two-Year College. Topical Paper
no. 69. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges and Center for the Study of Community Colleges,
1979. 37 pages. (ED 172 85,1)

This paper draws upon a survey of instnictors and a review of
course catalogues to examine curriculum and instruction in two-
year college social science, science, and technology programs,
focusing on (1) enrollments, (2) types of courses available for
transfer and occupational students, nonscience majors, and
students in developmental programs, (3) average class sizes, (1)
course objectives, (5) use of instructional media and class activities,
(6) grading and examination practices, and (7) instructor character-
istics. The authors suggest that science and social science faculty
should design differing courses for transfer students, vocational
students, and other diverse constituencies that attend two-year
colleges.
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878 Cmdot, I hro Id, and Martens, Kay, The Ihmundies in
Two. Y en r C ol egeA: IV ha I flee 1 t he Program? Los
Angeles; Center for Ow Stinly of Commitnity Colleges and
ERIC Cleariughinise for Junior Colleges, 1978, 55 pages,
(ED lQ(i86)

The authors draw upon case studies at twenty community colleges
to examine external and internal infhiences th;n ;dieut the
develoinnent Of two-year college humanities programs. They find
that external influences include state regnlatory agencies and
legislation (especially through humbug revi('ws) and the humani-
ties requirement% of transfer institutions, while the most important
internal influence is a strong president or board, other internal
forces including program funding, incentives for faculty, curricu-
lum development, humanities grants, and instructkmal resources.
They conclude by arguing that the strength of a humanities
program depends on the various interplays lwtween these exterw.,1
and internal forces. The work serves as a concise review of the wide
variety of factinsboth inside and outside the institutionthat
affect program developnwnt at the community college.

879 Cohen, Arthur M. (ed.). The Humanities in Two-Year
Colleges: Reviewing Curriculum and Instruction. Los
Angeles: ERIC Clearinghonse for Junior Colleges and
Center for the Study of Community Colleges, 1975. 101
pages. (ED 110 119)

This publication provides a discipline-by-discipline profile of the
humanities curricula at two-year colleges. It includes chapters on
foreign language instruction, literature, philosophy, religion and
ethics, music history and appreciation, art history and apprecia-
tion, history, political science, cultural anthropology, ethnic
studies, and interdisciplinary humanities. It finds that the
humanities have a lower priority in the community college than
vocational or remedial studies, arguing, however, that, because
people still attend concerts and read the classics, the lack of
emphasis on the humanities is probably not the result of waning
interest in these areas. It suggests that new formats be employed in
teaching humanities, including educational television and
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oopetative progiams with lilualies, intiseutits, In odici
agent ies,

880 Cohen, Arthur NI. "Student Access awl the Collegiate
Function in Community Colleges," Higher Education,
1985,

This atticle examines how thy declining inninhience cf the
transfer flinction assigns community colleges nt a pet iplulal tole
in the American education system. The :nnhor notes that the eat ly
junior colleges were easily accessible points of elm)/ into higher
education, becanse they focused On traditional instructional
programs for grades 13 and II. I le argues, however, dial mike-
(went emphases on mission expansion and open acess have had
deleterious effects on the institution's colkgiate identity and that
these effects are manifested in growing vocationalism, declining
proportions of students who transfer, and a flat curricultun
offering few sophomore-level classes. Ile concludes that communi-
ty college leaders are caught in a dilemma posed by the need to
maintain open access while at the same time preserving the
collegiate integrity of the institution.

881 Cohen, Arthur M., and Brawcr, Florence B. (eds.). The
Humanities in Two-Year Colleges: r1 Review of the
Students. Los Angeles: Center for the Study of Commtmity
Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for Jtinior Colleges,
1975. 6'1 pages. (ED 108 727)

Please see no. 67 for the full annotation.

882 Cohen, Arthur M., and Brawer, Florence B. "Chapter
Eleven: Collegiate Function: New Directions for the
Liberal Arts." In Arthur M. Cohen and Florence B.
Brawer, The American Community College. San Fran-
cisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982, pp. 283-310.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 12.
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8143 Collett, Ali hto t,, 011(1 e II, "The rditit,
iittittitN College ;IN (.1111111V: Shlitilt1 1.01/1;11

Null vi% in 198.!, ii (2).

anthins now the dei ol tlw nanskt lttni tion otgne
drat, il the libetal alts ale to sun vise at the ( onnutinity uiIIre, they
lutist he Irrolisti led and n11(1001((1 ion) mhet palls ol the
(111111 ohm', They examine ways that the liheial al is (MIld

IMO the 1111el. dominant «nmunnity rollege
roams: «immunity v(111( anon, «Impensann y edit( anon, and ( ;nem
ducation. They also Inge the development 01 imeldist
libeial ;Ins ( muses in light of the dint( Illties expel ietlwl by the
rolleges III maintaining hill allay of sophoutow.level Ter

ans classes, They onIcItule 111;11 failine ho pieseive the
lihroll ;Ins in the lwo-yeal ( ollege would he a gle;it disselvi«.
oniumnity ( ol lege students.

884 Mlwsoll, George G. Econom ie.% Ethwation in Tw .rear
Col le,t;es: Ms Overview and Summary ofRe8einch. Re.
searili ut Frononlic Education Report no. 3. 01(1 West
bill y: for Business and 1..,1 (mount Faltication, State
Iniversity Of Nov Yotk, 1980, 1 I 1 'rages, (r.D 190 189)

This opt,: t (haws u)on n extensive literamle !evicts. to naly/e
the reseach to date on economics education in the two-year
colkge. It presents a critical analysis of the literature in three
bload categories: (I) fact-finding studies designed lo determine
information such as course content, instructor characteristics, and
type of deprtment responsible for economics c(mrses: (2) collli);tr-
ativt' SUldit'S rk.signed to contrast economics education at two-year
and four-year colleges: and (3) interim! studies designed to nwasure
the effectiveness of economics instruction. For each of Illese three
categories, it sunlit-writes the findings leached by .authors, further
research that needs to be conducted, and recommendations for
improving research methodology. The work serves as an exhaus-
tive review and guide to the literature.
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H45 !winds, Sandhi I. Stiois toiticitooti iii Iti Veil!
Cofteges, IItt$iiq. t Ai, Angeles: l.:ente1 In; Inv
011111111111111 (:1111cf;(1 411111 HOC (Arm inglottise lot .lititiot
(:taleges, OHO, LI n pages, tr.1) 1 fiti WI)

This publication ph-wills the testtlts id a nationwide ',wily til
I nun Own mol 111 11101 III hi"liqq '11 "Vit'lt.'" 1111.'W.N.

'41 IhhIIillhIe ie' kW, it lt'Vit'W ol nIllhe St 11111111es

1111111 itatiottwitle sample of 175 Isvo,vrat 1 ()lieges, .itol a solrs. itt
lilt Illly lo investigate the Imam ana types (It
ilhlt till Mid Illotttl I'M% 114114 ow se elhollittehts,

I4hilhhl loactit e, thSilr41 st holvot I olopeteto irs, ittsti to lot
hat Lgtothlth IhiI la( olly use 01 support sil it es, Among the
(hidings !Milll i dial OW gtowth of ;Oliva lie,ilth tit rup.iiiirtial
education has hail a *thong elicit on the types of hiologv t Maws
otleml at tsvuu;t I ollrges. The %yolk (OM Wit Iii

f1/1 I itilltgl' ill IN biology 11111 11 11111111 make

lt'SPOil1ir to the thrlse lord, ol i ommotth \ I oliegr

88(1 Eilwaids, Sandia J. Science Fdticalion in Two.1' ear
ConegrA: Earth and Spate. I os Angeles: (:enlet fol the
Study of Community Colleges and ERIC Cleatinghttose

mho! (:olleges, 1980. 87 pages, (F,I) I HO 535)

rhis kalittll pirselllS the tesitlts 14 ;1 111601111 study of
ton kola and instruction in ealth and spate sciences at the
community college. drawing upon a ieview of catalogue and
unitise sthedules brim a sample of 175 two-yr,li dlegesas well
;is flom a solvey of fattatyto examine the imitatel and types of
coin ses offered, course plerequisites, course emollinents, wading
practices, course objectives. desired student tcnnpetencies, instruc-
tional methods and matelials used. and instinctor backgrounds. It
concludes with right lecommendations for meeting tlw needs of
two-year college students for ea:1h and space science education.
The work provides the most comprehensive analysis to date of
two-year colkge offerings in the areas of geography, geology.
astronomy. oceanography. nmeorology. and interdisciplinaty
earth science.
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887 Edwards, Sandra J. Science Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Environmental Sciences. Los Angeles: Center for
the Study of Community Colleges and ERIC Clearing-
hotre for Junior Colleges, 1980. 82 pages. (ED 180 558)

This work examines the interdisciplinary components of science
instruction at two-year colleges as revealed by curriculum offerings
in environmental science, integrated science, and the history of
science. It draws upon a review of catalogue and course schedules
from a national sample of 175 two-year collegesas well as from
a survey of facultyto examine the frequency with which
interdisciplinary courses are offered, class sizes, course prerequi-
sites, classroom activities, instructional methods and materials
used, course objectives, and instructor backgrounds. It concludes
with summary observations pointing to the small percentage of
colleges offering integrated science in vocational curricula, the
lack of goal clarification in interdisciplinary offerings, and the
value of interdisciplinary science in developmental education.

888 Friedlandm, Jack. "The History Curriculum in Two-Year
Colleges." Community College Social Science Journal,
1980, 3 (1), 45-49.

This article examines changes between 1975 and 1977 in the
history curricula offered by a national sample of 178 community
colleges, drawing upon class schedules and enrollment data for
spring 1975 and spring 1977 to examine (I) changes in the types
and frequency of history courses offered, (2) changes in the relative
strength of history enrollments in relation to total college
enrollments and in relation to total enrollment in humanities
courses, and (3) changes in enrollment within specific history
disciplines. The author determines, among other findings, that
there was a 9.4 percent drop in history enrollments during the two-
year period studied and that there was no effort on the part of
history departments to offer nontraditional courses (beyond the
usual U.S. history and world civilization classes) that would be of
interest to the growing numbers of nontransfer students.
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889 Friedlander, Jack. Science Education in Two-Y ear Col-
leges: Economics. Los Angeles: Center for the Study of
Community Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for junior
Colleges, 1980. 86 pages. (ED 188 719)

This publication presents the results of a nationwide study of
curriculum and instruction in economics at two-year colleges,
drawing upon a review of catalogue and course schedules from a
nationwide sample of 175 two-year collegesas well as from a
survey of facultyto examine the number and types of courses
offered, course goals, reading requirements, instructional methods
and materials used, grading practices, types of students enrolled,
and instructor backgrounds. The author suggests a number of
recommendations on how economics education can be strength-
ened. He concludes that community colleges, by virtue of the
diversity of their student populations, play a key role in determin-
ing the level of economic literacy in the United States.

890 Friedlander, Jack; Cohen, Arthur M.; and Brower, Florence
B. Trends in Community College Humanities Education,
1977-1982. Los Angeles: Center for the Study of Commu-
nity Colleges, 1983. 11 pages. (ED 231 431)

This publication reports the results of a national survey conducted
to identify changes in two-year college humanities programs
between 1977 and 1982. It provides data (collected from a random
sample of 172 community colleges) on (1) the addition of new
humanities courses to the curriculum, (2) the recruitment of
nontraditional students into humanities courses, (3) the types of
interdisciplinary courses offered in the fall of 1982, (4) support for
humanities faculty and programs, (5) frequency of media use in
humanities courses, and (6) community service offerings in the
humanities. It serves as a succinct analysis of current trends in
community college humanities education.
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891 Friedlander, Jack, and Edwards, Sandra J. Science Educa-
tion in Two-Year Colleges: Engineering. Los Angeles:
Center for the Study of Community Colleges and ERIC
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1980. 80 pages. (ED 191
538)

This work presents the results of a nationwide study of curriculum
and instruction in engineering education at two-year colleges,
drawing upon a review of catalogue and course schedules from a
sample of 175 two-year collegesas well as from a survey of
facultyto examine the number and types of courses offered,
course prerequisites, completion rates, grading practices, instruc-
tional methods and materials used, and the educational back-
ground and teaching experiences of faculty. It concludes with a
number of recommendations that can be followed to provide
engineering education for all community college students, not just
those who wish to major in engineering or engineering
technology.

892 Gibson, Walker (ed.). New Students in Two-Year Colleges:
Twelve Essays. Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachers
of English, 1979. 130 pages.

This volume presents twelve essays exploring theoretical and
practical issues related to the teaching of English in community
colleges. Topics covered include problems in teaching traditional
literature to nontraditional students, the use of popular fictic,n in
remedial courses, folklore as an aid to teaching, and composition
and moral education. It also explores the concerns that underlie
teaching activities, with a focus on humanistic approaches to
writing, the English teacher's concern for rhetorical modes, the
function of metaphor in discourse, and the vahte of semantic
analysis. It provides the reader with a variety of perspectives on the
English teacher's responses to special problems posed by commun-
ity college students.
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893 Glab, Edward, Jr. (ed.). Problems and Prospects of
Introducing Latin American Studies into the Community
and Junior College Curriculum. Austin: Institute of Latin
American Studies, University of Texas, 1977. 34 pages. (ED
140 924)

This series of essays addressing issues related to the teaching of
Latin American studies in two-year colleges includes discussions of
(1) constraints militating against the addition of Latin American
courses to the curriculum; (2) the interdisciplinary approach
adopted for social sciences, humanities, and Spanish language
courses at Tarrant Count; (Texas) Junior College; (3) deficiencies
of present U.S. history courses and the need for an accurate and
unbiased portrayal of Mexican-American history; and (4) adminis-
trati,,e resistance to the institution of Latin Amer:can history
courses. It is useful in understanding the difficulties of introducing
an intercultural dimension into the two-year college curriculum.

894 Hill, Andrew. Science Education ;n Two-Year Colleges:
Psychology. Los Angeles: Center for the Study of Com-
munity Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges, 1980. 74 pages. (ED 181 972)

This publication presents the results of a nationwide study of
curriculum and instruction in psychology at two-year colleges,
drawing upon a review of catalogues and course schedules from a
nationwide sample of 175 two-year collegesas well as from a
survey of faculty-4o examine enrollments, c,,urse prerequisites,
the types of courses offeted, instructional activities, grading
practices, course goals, and faculty chalacteristics. Among the
findings are that (1) psychology offerings accou.h for about six
percent of all two-year college science courses, (2) general or
introductory courses are the predominant type of psychology
courses offered, and (3) instructional practices employed by faculty
are similar to those used by their social science coPcagues. The
work includes a lite' ature review and bibliography.
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895 I-lin, Andrew. Science Education in Two-Year Colleges:
Sociology. Los Angeles: Center for the Study of Communi-
ty Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges,
1980. 57 pages. (ED 180 572)

This publication presents the results of a nationwide study of
curriculum and instruction in sociology at two-year colleges,
drawing upon a review of catalogue and course schedules from a
sample of 175 two-year collegesas well as from a survey of
facultyto examine the number and types of sociology courses
offered, course goals, instructional methods and materials used,
class size, and grading practices It also examines class activities,
desired student competencies, instructor backgrounds, and the
instructional support services available to faculty. It draws several
conclusions about the status of sociology in the community
college, noting that a large number of persons receive their only
exposure to the study of sociology through introductory courses
offered at the community college.

896 Koltai, Leslie (ed.). Merging the Humanities. New Direc-
tions for Community Colleges, no. 12. San Francisco:
jossey-Bass, 1975. 105 pages. (ED 115 334)

This sourcebook presents ten Irticles on teaching humanities at
the community college, examining the place of humanities in the
overall college mission, the design of interdisciplinary humanities
courses, an interinstitutional approach to faculty development for
history instructors, the teaching of English, history, and other
humanities courses for occupational students, and nontraditional
instructional approaches. It also analyzes the preparation, in-
service training, attitudes, and values of humanities faculty, as well
as their approaches to instruction. It concludes that the humanities
must continue to play an important role in community college
education.
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897 Lombard i , John. The Decline of Transfer Education,
Topical Paper no. 70. 1.os Angeles: ERIC Clearinglionse
for Junior Colleges, 1979.37 pages. (ED 179 273)

The author argues that transfer education is losing its pre.
eminence as the principal function of the community college,
citing declining enrollment patterns in transfer courses and noting
that other forces detrimental to transfer education include (I) the
increasing demand for vocational education, (2) the growth of new
curricular functions, such as continuing education, (3) the need to
provide remedial education, (4) competition for students with four-
year institutions, and (5) the aging of the student body. He
concludes, however, that the reluctance of educators to break their
ties with higher education and the increased demands for im-
proved humanities curricula will assure transfer education a vital,
albeit smaller, role at the community college.

898 McCormick, Albert E. Jr. "Two-Year College Instructors
and the Sociology l'rofession: An Exploratory Investiga-
tion." Teaching Sociology, 1982, 9 (2), 111-126.

Please see no. 218 for the full annotation.

899 Marks, Joseph L. "Understanding the Dynamics of
Change: The Case of the Humanities." Community
College Review, 1981, 9 (1), 6-11.

This article tests the hypothesis that changing patterns of funding
and enrollment during the 1970s were detrimental to the humani-
ties curricula at two-year colleges. It draws upon descriptive
statistics collected from a national sample of 142 public communi-
ty colleges to correlate (1) changes registered in institutional
funding and enrollment between 1971-72 and 1976-77 with (2)
changing patterns in funding, enrollment, and staffing for
humanities courses between 1975-76 and 1977-78. The author
concludes that worsening financial conditions experienced by
community colleges during the 1970s did not have a deleterious
effect on the strength of the humanities in the community college
curriculum, noting that other forces were at work to maintain the
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position of the humanities, including Ow inertia that supports
well-entrenched programs even in the face of fiscal exigency.

900 Mooney, William T.Ir. Science Edueatio,I Two-Year
Colleges: Chemistry. I.os Angeles: Cent Study of
Community Colleges and ERIC Clea:ingo -ts, M junior
Colkges, 1980. 109 pages. (El) 187 397)

This publication presents the results of a nationwide study of
curriculum and instruction in chemistry at two-year colleges,
drawing upon a review of catalogue and course schedules from a
nationwide sample of 175 two-year collegesas well as from a
survey of facultyto examine the number and types of courses
offered, course goals, instructional nwthods and materials used,
evaluatio;i techniques employed, the educational background and
employment stains of faculty, the assistance available to faculty,
and instructor opinions as to how instructional effectiveness can
he improved. It concludes with thirty recommendations for
strengthening comprehensive chemistry programs at the comnm-
nity college. It includes an extensive literature review and
bibliography.

901 Mooney, William T., Jr. Science Education in Two-Year
Colleges: Physics. Los Angeles: Center for the Study of
Community Colleges and ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges, 1980. 106 pages. (ED 191 534)

This publication presents the results of a nationwide study of
curriculum and instruction in physics at two-year colleges,
drawing upon a review of catalogue and cont.. -! schedules from a
sample of 175 two-year collegesas well as from a survey of
facultyto examine course offerings, instructional methods, and
instructor characteristics. It profiles the physics curriculum, noting
the frequency of course offerings in seven areas: introductory
courses for nonscience majors; physics for allied health and
biology majors; physics for students in engineering technologies;
preparatory courses for underprepared students planning to take
engineering sequences; general, noncalculus physics; specialized
courses, such as those offered in fLe science curricula; and
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calculus-based courses. 11 also examines laboratory requirements,
instructional materials, student evaluation criteria, faculty degree
attainment, ;Ind faculty suggestions for improvement.

902 Music Educators National Conference. Alnsie in the
Junior College. Washington, D.C.: Music Edu( tors
NaMmal Conference, 1970. 57 pages. (ED 0,12 ,137)

This publication draws upon a review of the literature and a
survey of 586 junior colleges 10 assess the role of music education
in the two-year college. It provides a brief description of the junior
college music depannwnt, focusing on its structural organization,
the characteristics of faculty, and ilw efforts of faculty to promote
music in the community. It also examines the role of music
education in the junior college transfer, terminal, community
services, and general education curricula. 11 concludes with an
analysis of problems faced by music educators at the junior
college, including the difficulty of establishing successful transfer
programs in music and the tendency of the public to regard music
education as a frill. The work serves as an insightful, though brief,
analysis of the ways that music instruction fits into the diverse
functions of the two-year college.

903 National Science Foundation. Junior College Teachers of
Science, Engineering, and Technology, 1967: Experience
and Employment Characteristics. NSF-69-3. Washington,
D.C.: National Science Foundation, 1968. 98 pages. (ED
028 768; available in microfiche only)

This publication reports findings of a nationwide survey of junior
college faculty who teach the natural and social sciences, engineer-
ing, and technology. It draws upon responses from 2,540 instructors
to assess their demographic characteristics, educational and
teaching backgrounds, professional affiliations, administrative and
research duties, outside employment and current work on higher
degrees, salaries, and career aims and degree of job satisfaction.
Among the findings noted are that 85 percent of the respondents
were men, 91 percent taught full time, and 20 percent of the part-
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timers were women. Tlw work provides a wmprehensive picture of
junior college science faculty in the mid 1960s.

904 Oxfordjacqulinn F., and Moore, David M. "Media Use
and Instructional Methods in Community College Science
Courses and Related Areas." Community/ Junior College
Quarterly of Research arul Practice, 1982,6 (3), 261-270.

Please see 110.597 for the full annotation.

905 Schmidt, Roger. "Religion and the Comnmnity College."
Religious Education, January/February 1973, pp. 115-125.

The author calls for the development of religious studies programs
al twoyear colleges, arguing that these institutions lag behind
four-year colleges and universities in the study of theology. He
notes that religious studies programs have been slow to take on at
community colleges because of fears that religion is too controver-
sial, attitudes on the part of some faculty that religious beliefs are
fallacious, and the belief that religion should not be studied in
public institutions, He maintains that religious education is
central to the libcial arts and that limited opportunities for the
study of religion as an intellectual discipline are inconsistent with
the community college's obligation to provide lower-division
curricula that are on a parallel with courses offered at senior
institutions.

906 Schroder, Ralph J. "Independence for the Junior College
Transfer Curriculum." Journal of Higher Education,
1969, 40 (4), 286-296.

The author argues that junior college educators should take the
lead in designing the lower-division curriculum rather than trying
to conform to the lower-division requirements of four-year
institutions. He maintains that community colleges simply do not
have the resources to match the diverse array of general education
and breadth requirements at senior institutions and suggests that
the junior college transfer curriculum should provide for more
generalization and less specialization. He describes a curriculum
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reform effort undertaken at Gavilan College (California), which
requires transfer students to "major" in one Of five broad areas:
physical science, life sciences, social science, humanities, nd
physical education. Ile concludes that this broad, general educa-
tional approach to lower-division studies will produce students
whoin the best tradition of the liberal artshave the knowledge
and self-discipline requiml for success in more speciali/ed suulies.

907 Seidman, F.r In the {{lords of Ow Paculty; Perspectives
on haproving Teaching oliI Fducational Quality in
Community Colleges. San 1....aikisco; Jossey-llass, 1985.
29!) pages.

Please sec ro. 263 for the full ille.otallon,

908 Stones, lvan D.; Beckman, Milton W.; and Stephens, Larry
"Attitudes Toward Mathematics, Level of Mathematical

Competency, and Relative Gains in Competency in Two-
and Four-Year Colleges; A Comparison." Community/
Junior College Research Quarterly, 1980,1 (3), 225-230,

This article compares the mathenmtics competencies and attitudes
of students precalculus courses at four-year colleges and two-
year colleges in Nebraska. It uses a pretest-posttest design 10
compare gains made during one semester in each of len math
competencies: numbers and numerals, operations and properties,
mathematical sentences, geometry, measurement, relations and
functions, probability and statistics, graphing, mathematical
reasoning, and business and computer math. It also compares the
results of a math aaitude questionnaire administered at the
beginning of the semester. The authors note that there were no
significant differences between the two-year and four-year college
students in attitudes toward math. They also find that pretest-
posttest competency gains for both groups were small and that the
four-year college students achieved significantly higher gains in
only one area (geometry). They conclude that precalculus math
courses do little to teach or reinforce basic math skills.
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909 Van ington, Roger (ed.). Strengthening I luman in
Community College,v National alAsernhly neptift. Wash.
ington, D.C.: American Association of Community and
Junior Collges, 1980, 125 pages, (ED 180 561; available in
m icrofiche ( tnly)

This pnblication presents seven papers deliveted at the 1979
Natitmal Assembly on the Strengthening of the Humanities. lssnes
discussed inelnde the findings of national research On the
humanities at two-year colleges; new approaches to limn:unties
insatiction; humanities-focused community forums; humanities
and the world Of wmk; a statewide (Volt to implove community
college humanities instruction in Washington; and financial
considerations in reinvigorating the humanities. The work
presents a list of plohlem areas and recommended solutions that
foots On the revitalilation of community college humanities
education.

910 Zoglin, Mary "Community College Responsiveness:
Myth or Reality?" Journal of Higher Education, 1981, 52
(4), 415-12(3.

Pkase see tio. 5,12 for the full annotation.

Transfer to and Articulation with Four-Year Insthutions

911 Alba, Richard D., and Lavin, David F. "Commun it y

Colleges and Tracking in Higher Education." Sociology
of Education, 1981, 54 (4), 223-237.

Please see no. 98 for the full annotation.

912 Anderson, Ernest F. Three-Year Comparison of Transfer
and Native Student Progress at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, Fall, 1973 Group. Research Memo-
randum 77-9. Urbana: Office of School and College
Relations, University of Illinois, 1977. 63 pages. (El) 149
820)

Please see no. 101 for the full annotation.
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913 Andet son, Ernest I., iinl Beets, Philip G, Twol'ear
Contharison of Transfer mul Native Student ProRreSs
the I iniversio, of Illinois at IlrhanaCtampaign: Fall, l'r/7
Group, Research Mettunanduut 80-ti. Olfice
School and College Relations, University of Illinois, 1980.
ti0 pages, (11) 203 955)

Please see on. 102 lot the full anntuatnm.

914 A tulessim, Finest F., and WO ayIndith. Comparison of
Transfer and Native Student Progre.ss at the Ilniversity of
Illinois at Urbana.Champaign, hi II, Iv73 Group, Re-
search Menwrandinn 76-8, Uthana: Office of School and
College Relations, Univeisity of II 1076. 15 pages,
(ED 128 062)

Please we no. 103 for the full annotation.

915 Anderson, Ernest F., and Scholl, Natalie. Fartors Influenc-
ing the Choice of a Transfer /HA for (3)1010 elrea
Community College Students. Research Mevioraudiun 76-

3. Urbana: Office of School and College Relations,
University of Illinois, 1976. 77 !rages. (VD 128 0611

This publication surveys a random sa,,Iple of students enrolled in
fourteen Chicago-area two-year colicges to determ: .se factors
considered hnportant by conlinunit) college stun. 'loosing o
four-year ollege or univffsity fol eventual tt noses,
among other findings. that the interviewees pirferst . Fmr-year
college that (I) offers programs in the students' major areas, (2) is
located close to home. (3) has a high academic reputation, and (1)
charges low tuition. It coniudes with a discussion of the steps that
should be taken by the Univessity of Illinois to ensure that it will
meet the needs of transfer students front community colleges. The
work provides one of the few analyses of student Opinions
concerning the types of institutions at which they would like to
complete their baccalaureate studies.

.4 e-
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916 Astitt, Alexamfor Four Critical reap,' Ettect,
College on heliel,fltitallet, II la niii4'Irtige S'aIl

ir jossey.11ass, 1977. tfir:1 pages.

Please see no, 10 1 lot Ole hill annotation,

917 Aslin AlvIC1101.1 V. "ChilIMI Sly "11clIfillIcIlilig
l'Iogiams," Iii (wotge R. Vauglwit and Assm i.ii s, hme,t
for Community College Leader8 in a New Ertl.
1:1111( kt nssry.11;ss., 1983, pp, 12'..:-138,

I'm an annotation of the won: in jis entitety, please e no. 37.

918 lind, Gra( e 1'. "Plepatation lot Advanced Study." lu
Nelson Lk I hilly (ed,,, The Public Jii nior College. Fifty .
lifth )ea:hook of the National SIH iet fin Sillily Of
Education, Pan 1, Chicago: National Society fot the Sillily
tit Ethic:Mott, 1956, pp, 77.93.

For an annotation Of the won: in its entitety. please see no. 20.

*919 California Community Colleges, TronAfer Eeluration:
California Community College,s, Sat tamento: Office of the
Chancellor. California Comnumit y Colleges. 1981. 110

Pages. ( ED 250 025)

This pithlicatMn draws from a variety of .soura es to teview
information on trae-fer education in the California community
colkges. examinin bistorical events siltrounding the transfer
function, (2) data ft Oil nends in the manlier of community
college students trans ig to four-year institutions. (3) the
teptesentation of ethnic ininorities among transfer students. and
(1) the academic perfonuance of transfer stntlents at the University
of California -and the California State University. lt also notes the
gaps in what is known about community college transfer educa-
tion. The work /Amides an in-depth quantitative ttialysis of how
" transfer function has changed over time in the state with the

number of community colleges.
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1)2() c1,111,;, Rillilill It. " Ikt 'Coo littwOuti Mt tii,u in 1104101
FtIttiIji Inirio lontoiti oj 8th ntlogv, Ifit,o, to (to,

lk le.1se tt 1111. 90 1111 ilir II iI%ln 1t.Illt

921 t K. The Open pooi College t

NI W Nit GowrIlill, I HO. 207 po-trs.

Please mi. 110. 1,11111 lot the It'll allitot.tlion,

1/22 Ctihrh, Aiilati NI, Conttattot; the 'Inint/rt Stgatolit hoot
Ctillott Itt.m.ittor 1(rt [AM. Clt..11664,
home 6)1 1979, 6 imgrv (11) 17',.; MisIl

1 los papet es.sittinc N 11 iN *WO Olt to tItitiolilly ItIttoltut 1)1
sOttitlil Who 11;111111 fittiti twosrat colleges to wilful ittituotoos,
The anthill tunes that, mitile itimt studies dulitte transit.: %Indents
.1s !host' Who it,11t' i;tikets t ses at .1 twoleal ollecte and
1uth.rt1kwittly rniulI it% settiot 110111Witill, ilitir j 1111ir apt.. mein
as to the nombet Ill moils that most he 1Am brittle the student
at !does itansfet status. Ile ;mot.s blithe, that data obt.tintd by
college.based lesealc hrt air often insalidated by low slit se
response Imes acid that nontentrtting students anti
notsfets ale diffit t i l l to Hat e. f also Doilt1s OtIS !hal salt:161)41s 111

clataotollt'i 11011 methods .olt1 to Ow con (chitin, as does lite dillit tth
of timing students who "slip aod "stop out" of dilftlem types
of postsecondary institutions. I'he woiL sews as a %tut tilt
analysis of the pioldritis that wake halislet 11.114 highly thlieli3h1e.

923 Cciheh. Atilihr NI.: Itrawer. Violence 11.; arid Iletiihicni,
Estela NI, Trawler bittintion in ilmoitan CommunitV
Collrges. Los Angeles: &met lot the Stotly of Community
Colleges, 1985. 292 pages,

This publication irports ihe tesults of an effort undettaken by the
Center for the Study of Community Colleges to gather and analve
data on twenty.four institutions taking pait in die Nird FOIlnd3
hove:. (Titian Community Colleges Tiansfut Opliottunities Pto.
gram (uccror). Ii desoily, by each of ille
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colleges to enhance transfer opportunities for minority students
and also examines survey data related to (1) faculty attitudes
toward the transfer function and the contribtitions that faculty
make to enhancing transfer opportuniti, s ;Ind (2) student charac-
teristics that are predictive of transiel. It concludes with a
consideration of the future of transfer education and offers
recommendations concerning transfer policy, organization, and
program content.

924 Dames, G. Robert. The Articulation of Curricula Between
Two- and Four-Year Colleges and Universities. Gaines-
ville: Institute of Higher Education, University of Florida,
1970.56 pages. (ED 045 063)

The author draws upon the experiences of educational planners in
Florida to formulate recommendations for the coordination and
articulation of curricula between public junior col leges and
universities in Illinois. He examines efforts undertaken in Florida
during the 1960s to (1) establish intel institutional compacts on the
articulation of general education and advanced placement credits,
(2) mandate cooperative planning efforts with upper-division
universities, (3 \ promote statewide interinstitutional research
efforts, (4) assess the transferability of certain technical courses,
and (5) conduct statewide articulation conferences in all subject
areas. The work serves primarily as a planning document for
community a,' iege leaders in Illinois, whoat the time the
document was publishedwere investigating articulation mecha-
nisms. It provides, however, insights into the history of the junior
college articulation process in Florida.

925 Dearing, Bruce. "Broadening Transfer Opportunities."
Liberal Education, 1975, 61 (2), 238-246.

The author explores barriers to transfer and suggests a national
transfer policy for their elimination, arguing that the needs and
goals of the transfer student should be of primary concern in the
transfer process and that students should not be judged by
receiving institution merely on the basis of their transcripts or
the status of the college from which they are transferring. He nott.
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the parochial tendency of receiving institutions to view native
students more favorably than students transferring in and to
adhere to strict transfer guidelines even if transfer students have to
repeat course work they have already completed. He outlines seven
suggestions for improvement, including the recommendation that
institutions of higher education evaluate transfer students on the
basis of attained competence.

926 Eel ls, Walter Crosby. "Chapter Nine: The Preparatory
Function." In Walter Crosby Eel ls, The Junior College.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1931, pp. 248-282.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 15.

927 Gragg, William L., and Stroud, Patricia M. "Do Com-
munity Colleges Help Salvage Late-Bloomers?" Commu-
nity College Review, 1977, 4 (3), 37-41.

This article examines the extent to which the North Carolina
community colleges perform a "recovery" function by accepting
dropouts from four-year institutions and preparing them for a
successful return to the senior college. It draws upon data collected
over a four-year period to note that, of the "reverse transfers" who
enter the North Carolina community colleges, most had expe-
rienced academic difficulty at the senior institution and 75 percent
entered transfer curricula rather than vocational programs at the
community coE ege. It finds that of those "reverse tranfsers" going
into transfer curricula, however, only 19 percent eventually go on
to earn a baccalaureate degree. It concludes with a discussion of
the circumstances under which "reverse transfer" recovery is more
likely and urges community colleges to include recovery as one of
its major missions.
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928 Illinois Community College Board, A Statewide Follow-
up Study of Fall 1973 Transfer Students from Illinois
Public Community Colleges (Phase III Progress Report).
Vol. 2, no. 11. Springfield: Illinois Community College
Board, 1977. 54 pages. (ED 140 894; available in microfiche
only)

Please see no. 113 for the full annotation.

929 Johnson, Alan, and Avila, Don. "Community Colleges:
Miniuniversities or Opportunity Centers?" Community/
Junior College Research Quarterly, 1977, / (2), 109-116.

Please see no. 115 for the full annotation.

930 Kintzer, Frederick C. Nationwide Pilot Study on Articula-
tion. Topical Paper no. 15. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearing-
house for Junior Colleges, 1970. 135 pages. (ED 045 065)

This publication presents state-by-state accounts of articulation
efforts between two-year and four-year institutions, outlining, for
each of the fifty states, the history of two-year colleges in the state,
their educational philosophy, their articulation policies and
procedures, their significant articulation problems, and their
prospects for the future. It provides historians of the community
college with a detailed insight into the scope of articulation
procedures as of 1970.

931 Kintzer, Frederick C. (ed.). Improving Articulation and
Transfer Relationships. New DirectionF for Community
Colleges, no. 39. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982. 117
pages. (ED 220 146)

This sourcebook presents ten articles on articulation (services for
the transfer student) and transfer (exchange of credits, courses, and
curricula), discussing the decline in the transfer function, the
special needs of transfer students, the role of the chief instructional
officer in articulation, the need for greater rommun; ation
between community colleges and proprietary institutions, and the
obstacles to transfer posed by accreditation standards set for
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baccalaureate institutions. It also cbscribes successful alli..ulation
and transfer programs, including a computerized advisci,,ent and
graduation information service for transfer students and a program
for transferring credit earned through prior learning experience.
Tlw work ,-rovides the reader with insights into areas that need to
be addressed if articulation and transfer processes are to be
improved.

932 Kintzer, Frederick C., and Wattenbarger, James L. The
Articulation/Transfer Phenomenon: Patterns and Direc-
tions. Horizons Monograph Series. Washington, D.C.:
Council of Universities and Colleges, American Associa-
tion of Community and Junior Colleges; Los Angeles:
ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1985. 80 pages.

This publication draws upon an extensive libliography to
examine the status of articulation and transfer between two-year
and four-year institutions. Individual chapters discuss (I) the
enrollment of students in transfet programs and the performance
and persistence of community college transfers at senior institu-
tions; (2) patterns of statewide articulation and transfer agree-
ments; (3) formal and informal transfer agreements established
between institutions of higher education in other countries; and (4)
factors likely to affect transfer in the future, such as increasing
numbers of nontraditional students, the need to establish transfer
relationships with corporate educational programs, and recent
national efforts to enhance the transfer function. The work serves
as an extensive review of the problems faced by community
colleges in successfully moving students to senior institutions.

933 Knoell, Dorothy M., and Medsker, Leland L. From Junior
to Senior Colleges: A National Study of the Transfer
Student. Washington, D.C.: American Council on Educa-
tion, 1965. 102 pages.

Please see no. 117 for the full annotation.
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934 Levili, (-rnattl, and Clowes, Darrel. "Realization of
I. ti Aspirations Among Blacks and Whites at

Four-Year Colleges." Con: m tin ity If unior
Coof;,- gesearch Quarterly,1980, (2), 185-195.

I'lease see no. IrIs for the full annotati(1n.

935 Massachusetts State Transfer Articulation Committee.
Study of Massachusetts Two-Year College Students:
Implications for Massachusetts Four-Year Colleges and
Universities. Amherst: Massachusetts State Transfer
Articulation Committee, 1972. 43 pages. (ED 068 081)

Please see no. 83 for die full annotation.

936 Miller, Howard F.; Janawsky, Robin; and Katz, Adolf. The
Academic Achievement of Two-Year College Graduates in
New Jersey Four-Yerr Colleges. Research Report 77-2.
Trenton: New Jersey state Department of Higher Educa-
tion, 1977. 19 pages. (ED 143 397)

Please see no. 121 for the full annotation.

937 Monroe, Charles R. "Chapter Four: Transfer Programs."
In Charles R. Monroe, Profile of the Community College:
A Handbook. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1972, pp. 59-66.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 27.

938 Mougharnian, Henry; Lach, Ivan J.; Kohl, Peggy L.; and
Wellman, Fred L. A Statewide Follow-Up Study of
Students Who Transfer from Illinois Public Community
Colleges to Illinois Four-Year Colleges and Universities.
Fall 1973 Transfer Students Followed Through Spring
1976. Springfield: Illinois Community College Board,
1978. 61 pages. (ED 160 146; available in microfiche only)

Please see no. 122 for the full annotation.
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939 IN icketts, John, "The Effect of Attendance at Florida
junior Colleges oil Final Performance of Baccalaureate
Degree Candklates in Selected Majors at the Florida State
University." College! anel University, 1970,15 (3), 281-288,

Please See I10, 124 for the full annotation.

940 Wield, Gary, and others. The Chicago Study of Access
and Choice in Higher Education: 4 Report to the Illinois
Senate Committee on Higher Education. Chicago; Com-
miuee on Public Policy Studies, Un;vci shy of Chicago,
1984. 351 pages, (ED 218 929)

Please see no. 986 for the full annotation.

941 Parker, Paul C. "Access and Mobility in Higher Educa-
tion: The Search for a Common Currency and a Gold
Standard." Liberal Education, 1979, 65 (2), 120-134.

This article discusses barriers to transfer between institutions of
higher education, arguing that the students' right to move from
college to college is unduly repressed by arbitrary transfer policies
that serve administrative purposes rather than student needs. It
describes articulation efforts undertaken to overcome these barriers
in Florida, including (1) a 1959 agreement permitting junior
colleges to define their general education curriculum, with the
guarantee that their students would be accepted for transfer at
senior institutions; (2) a 1971 agreement defining the associate
degree and making it a passport to the university; and (3) the
establishment of a statewide articulation committee made up of
community college and university representatives. It concludes
with an outline of nine steps taken by the committee to improve
articulation in Florida during the 1970s.
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942 Phlegm., Archie G. Andrew, Loy(I I) and NIcLaughlin,
Gerald W. "Explaining the Academic Performance of
Community College Sm. lents Who Transfer to a Senior
Institution." Research in lligher Education, 1981, 15 (2),
99-108.

Please see no. 127 for the full annotation.

943 Sames, Richard W. "The Upper-I,evel Universities and the
Community Colleges." Liberal Education, 1974, 60 (3),
3,18-358.

This article discusses the origins and future potential of the
relationship between community colleges and upper-level univer-
sities (that is, ththe institutions that offer upper-division and
graduate course work only). The author argues that traditional
four-year in6titutikr1s have inexcusably f:,iled to assume a part
ship role with co,,Imunit; colleges and that upper-level univc:
ties were develoyA primarily in response to the resultant
difficulties in curriculum development and trand.T. lie notes that
both community collers and .,,per-level universities provide
nontraditional programs for previously onserved students and
maintains that these two institutionsworking togetherwill
form an alternative to the traditional liberal arts colleges and land-
grant universities. The article reflects the optimism that many
educators felt for upper-level universities in the early 1970s.

944 Sawyer, James A., and Nickens, John M. "The Fulfillment
of the Democratization Role of the Community College."
College and University, 1980, 55 (2), 113-124.

Please see no. 988 for the full annotation.

945 Thornton, James W. "Chapter Fifteen: The Curricular
Education for Transfer." In James NV. Thornton, The
Community Junior College. New York: Wiley, 1972, pp.
222-243.

For an annotation of the work in its entirety, please see no. 34.
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946 Van Alstylle, Carol. "Iligher Cost of Transfer: The
Hidden Penalties." Community and Junior College
Journal, 1974, 0 (2), 1241.

ant hor notes that many college suidents start their baccalau-
reate education at community colleges in an effort to save money
but argues that the hidden costs of transferring to a fonr-year
institution negate any savings accrued at the two-year institution.
She cites longitudinal data collected by the Cooperake Institu-
tional Research Program to point out that students who transfer
(rather than remaining ill one college for four years) have their
undergraduate careers mmecessarily prolonged. She uses tlw case
of a hypothetical transfer student who enrolled initially at a low-
tuition community college to demonstrate how the delay in degree
completionalong with other specified hidden costsadds
unnecessarily to the cost of a college education. She calls for tlw
elimination of barriers to transfer that impose a fiscal penalty oo
students.

947 Walton, Karen D. "Articulation; Transfer Agreements,
Minimum Grades Acceptable on Transfer Courses, 3nd
Transferability of Associate Degrees." Gommunity/JuMor
College Qwzrterly of Research and Practice, 1984, 8 (I-4),
169-184.

This article reviews data from a survey of 835 two-year and four-
year institutions to determine the nature of transfer agreements,
minimum grades acceptable on transfer courses, and transferability
of associate degrees. The author finds that fewer than half of the
colleges had written agreements regarding transfer of credit and
that, of those agreements in existence, half were formal articula-
tion agreements and half were simply lists of acceptable courses.
She also notes that (I) the minimum grade accepted on transfer
courses was a C ill two-thirds of the institutions and a D in one-
third; (2) over two-thirds of the four-year institutions accepted
neither the associate of arts degree nor the associate of applied
science degree without evaluating courses individually; and (3)
only one-sixth of the four-year colleges accepted both degrees
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without individual (lairs(' evaluation. The article provides 115(.1111
insights into common transfer practices,

9418 wi:tv, Frvdcrick E., and 1.eischtick, Gerald S. "Predicting
Arad(illic Success of ,Itinior College Transfers." Colkge
mid 1,?niversity, 1971, 47 (I), 10-16.

Please see no, 133 for the full annotation.

General Education

949 Bogue, Jesse Parker, "Chapter Seven: General Education
in the Community College." In Jesse Parker Bogue, The
Community College. New York: McGraw-llill. 1950,
pp. 151-178.

Please see no. 8 for the full annotation.

950 Case, Chester It "Chapter Five: Refinanulating General
Education Programs." hi George B. Vaughan and Asso-
dates, Issues for Community College Leaders in a New
Era. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1983, pp. 100-121.

Please see no, 37 for the full annotation.

951 Cohen, Arthur N4., and Brower, Florence B. "Chapter
Twelve: General Education: Developing an Integrated
Currkulum." In Arthur M. Cohen and Florence B.
Brawer, The American Community College. San Fran-
cisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982, pp. 311-341.

Please see no. 12 for the full annotation.

952 Harrison, J. Derek. "General Education in the Communi-
ty College: A Recent View." Journal of General Educa-
t;on, 1973, 25 (2), 83-93.

This article traces the history of general education in the two-year
college, reviewing classic studies such as B. Lamar Johnson's
General Education in Action (no. 95,0. The author suggests that
community colleges fall short of their self-imposed general
education obligations and describes patterns of general educa-
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lionincluding the distribution system, tegnited cool ses, owl a
combination of these twoto illustrate that ointiltmity colleges
have not developed innovative general education progams to meet
their special needs, Ile concludes that community col kges would
be stronger instituthms if their leadeis could reach a (011s111SIIS

11110111 111V !MINS(' (11 cd111.111011 111d 111)0111

implementing it in the curtictilum,

953 Hudson, A, James, and Smith, Ralph 11. "Does General
Education !lave a Futimer Coninittnity College. Review,
1976, .1 (2), 57-63.

This article analyzes the catalogues of 103 Califoutia community
colleges to determine lay mem to v.11ich gem.ral education goals
are reflected in ',1(111111 course offerings. It compar, course offerings
with the general (lineation goals artindated by R. I.amar Johnson
(no. 95,1) in the areas of personal and social adjustment, citizen-

ship, vocational adjustment, cultural heritage, problem solving,
communications, holm and family life, moral values, and creative
activities. The authors conclude, among other findings, that few
community colleges offer courses designed to achieve thcse gelwral
education goals, noting that the general education curriculum is
instead composed of elective transfer courses that are designed to
introduce students to a field of study. The article exposes the rift
between the ideals of general education and actual practices.

*954 Johnson, It. Lamar. General Education in Action.Wash-

ington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1952. 409
pages.

This publication details the findings of a landmark research effort
undertaken in 1950-51 to identify and describe general education
practices in the California junior colleges. It discusses common
methods of including general education in the curriculum and
describes general education practices in the areas of student
counseling; psychology and personal development; health,
physical education, and recreation; family-life education; com-
munication skills; creative arts and the humanities; natural
sciences and mathematics; and citizenship. It also discusses general
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itt vot;Itititiill II till MS, itIttilIkisttative issues, the tole of
Ilte libtaty. and spe( iai inoblents. It suggests a Luse jtutiot ( °liege
I lilt ill tile autt.liotatiou or social plohlents thlougli )l'lt(ill
edttcation,

*955 I alkenbillletbey 1) and M( Cabe, Rtbett 11. General
rducation in a Changing Society; Ceneral Education
Program, Basic Skills Requirements, Standards of ilea-
demi( Progiesx at Miami-Dade Community College.

Fla: Miami-Dade Cminnunity College, 1978. 98
pag(s, (ED 158 812)

This publication desctibes a general (lineation program centeted
on cove courses that are required for all degree-seeking stu-
dents at Miami-Dade ContloWlity College, it details goals MO ob.
jectiVes of the program and discusses (1) basic skills competencies
required of all students; (2) the general education requiretneuts
for the associate ill airs, the associate in science, and the associate
in general studies degrees; (3) support services provided for
students; and (.1) enforced standards of academic progress. It
describes the general education cove, which requires students to
take courses from five c,,urse dusters: communications, humani-
ties, the social environment, the natural environment, and
individual growth and development. The work serves as a detailed
example of how One institution tackled the problem of defining
and implementing general education.

956 Lukenbill, Jeffrey D., and McCabe, Robert 1-1. "Getting
Started: Straightforward Advice." In D. Lamar Johnson
(ed.), General Education in Two-Year Colleges. New
Directions for Community Colleges. no. 40. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1982, pp. 83-98. (ED 222 236)

The authors explain how to launch a new general education
program, using the experience at Miami-Dade Community College
(Florida) as a model. They argue that most community colleges
have general education course requirements rather titan a compre-
hensive general education program built around (I) a rationale, (2)
established goals, (3) courses and objectives for attaining those
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goals, and (4) ping: ant evalnat toy (11(116, They detail the
tespet live toles of bit tilly nd adlitinistratois in planning NU( II ii

I)Itighini and ticm liosv ihe 1)1,0111)11}; 1nttie.,5 at inn
resulted in n chnipteltensive gettetal ediaratitni cut
inonlihiating tonedial t must's, a structined student Ilow model,
and tcatlentic set eb es, The Wink is tiselnl lot (oninittnity
colleg(' 1)1,1(.00011('1 s seeking Ina( tical athit e tin the litotes, tit
gerietal (lineation tan tititlian ilePlopitient.

957 Mooloc, chmles R. "Clialitel Five: Genetal Fdtacation."
cliades 11, Nhinide, Profile ol the Comonunity College:

Ilandbmilt. ti:m Frau' isco: Josseydlass. 1972, mt. 67-77.

Please see no, 27 for the !still annotation.

958 Olianion, Telly, and Shaw, Ruth C. "Obstacles to
('.ettetal hltication." hi R. Lamar .Johnson (cd.), 6eneral
Education in Two-Year Colleges. New Directions for
Community CA)1Ieges, no, 0. San Francisco: joswy-liass.
1982, pp. 59-71.

The andurrs identify and discuss twenty baniers to Ow develop-

ment of community college general edocation programs, grouping
these obstacles into five categories: (1) intrinsic conflick, such as
the associaticm of general edtication with the liberal arts and
elitism; (2) organizational and delivery impediments, such as the

tendency t organize curricula by traditional atadcmic disciplines;
(3) barrkrs imposed by staff, such as the lack of administrative

support; (4) student-related obstacles, such as the heterogeneity of
the stutlmt population; and (5) external and societal restraints,

snch as the specialitation of the job market. They conclude with
suggestions fo e. overcoming these barriers. Tlw wolk provides a
dear delineation of the factors that explain the gap between die

hopes Gf general education proponents ;aid actual «Mew.
practices.
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951) Sole then. NI4Iltisliv, Graeral l'Alututiou it Cawrla'
Coo luouily College, aml leeport o/ a N(101;11(11

Towmo, As,o( (011111901,
ity llows, 198 1, 51 pagt.s, (F.1 1 21.1 68 1 )

IIii pithlit .ttioit sm veys Canatliati fat tiII iiitI ,ttlittittiAt.tutts to
stout- the gcocial hit atitin tompotwill 4)1 community ollego
itml-tktitis and to opilliolis oil Imw 111111%11 t'dtit
should lie cdt i ieI mit. It 1.x44i44(s i(-41)4)11+1'N telmed to ;(jim of

)111.1.4e (11411 ;10011. OW °Wald/401111 ol gelwr.t1 film t iou, the
alotalith kinds 451 t.ttlirt..11 rtlut olltml, kviwtal etlot atiou
poll( y and admillisuation, it ttlal aspil Is, :Intl the
a II it tult.s mu! pet fol matit 4. of sttitIvil Is. liotillp,
livtweeit of t vdttl MI1111 t 11111 by tlw
tespoildelits and the degice to whit Ii those aims ate ailthrssed ill
°liege till ictila, atithn let oututemls I icciett. of general

(.(111catioll oilmtuttity 4 ollcgcs, ibv ittiplcloctit.it ton of
la( iiIt ilevelopowilt wow:tots, ant1 the vstablisliment of ;1 itatioual
«Ittet fot getwial eilotlitioo, The %%Ink piovi(les the iottlet with
insiglth ink) gmetal ciltication pia( 1 icrs i Cmiatla.

960 Thottiloo, janw. W. "Geortal Fchwation." Iii Nelsou
y Me Public Junior CoUrge. yeao .

hook of the National Society Itir the Study ot FAItIcatio9.
Patt 1. Chicago: National So( icty 104 thy Study of Filuca-
tion, 195(3. pp. 1 18-139.

ror iii lI4II0tlliotI of thy wolk in its t)IIIUt. plcast.sce ito. 20,

961 Ihortmai, Joint's W. "Chapter Foul tyco: The Curriculum:
Gcneral Educatiou." lo James W. Thormou. he Com.
maaity junior College. New Volk: Wiley, 1972, pp. 201-
2"I

hw iitinwatioti of lIC %vnik pleaNe see no. 31.
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Educational Opportunity
and Social Mobility

One 41w gic.0 dchmes in !tights cdtit anon is the drgice
to which coimminity colleges se% se 4 ticonn i titiog tole in
Ante, ican society, Two.yea (011rge lemlos such ( ;IcaIvi (u) , 16)

posit that the leitmotiv of conumunty college edivation is the
ex tensioh Of (Ilium iumil 01)0)110114 lo Mose who have uot
Ineviousls been sel sed by higher education. Other si hobos,
including Goodw in (mi. 967). ii guy that this extension id
educational opporoutity has set stll 4.ta15civative, elitist him lions,
such as the tnovision of a wend:1g me( hanism fol ersities.

Still others have examined the community colkge funn so(
litical viewpoint and come to the conclusion that two.year
institutions perpetuate an inequitable class silo( nue.

The literatore on the community I ollege's social role is
relatively small, hut it has a wide audience and has stii red
considerable controversy. The works in this liter:tune can he
subdivided tinder two broad and inter:elated headings: the
community college role in promoting educational mobility
(ios. 962-974) and the community college ode in pnnooting social

mobility (Iurs. 975-991).

The Community College Role in Promoting Educational Mobility

Community colleges are seen as a low-cost avenue to the
baccalaureate degree for large numbers of students previously

449
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,mserved by higher education. Several writers, however, challenge
the claim that the two-year colleges extend educational mobility.
Recent authors have stressed that fiscal constraints and increased
calls for improved quality have brought open-door admissions
policies under attack. Others have asserted that:

students starting their baccalaureate education at two-year
colleges are less likely to obtain the bachelor's deg.ce than
students who start at four-year colleges or universities
(nos. 963, 962);
educational access to urban, disadvantaged youth cannot
become a reality if colleges retain traditional educational
practices without developing new programs to meet the needs
of nontraditional students (no. 969);
equal educational opportunity will remain more a slogan than
a fact if new teaching strategies are not adopted to meet the
special needs of the large numbers of students with academic
skills deficiencies (no. 972);
the conservative backgrounds and attitudes of most community
college faculty have thwarted the development of innovative
programs for nontraditional students (no. 964); and
the colleges facilitate a "cooling-out" function, whereby large
numbers of students are gently and unobtrusively convinced
that their aspirations for the baccalaureate degree are unrealis-
tic and inappropriate (nos. 965, 966, 973).

The "cooling-out" process is perhaps the most famous of
these criticisms and is detailed at length in the findings of Burton
Clark's comprehensive case study of the first four years of
operation at San Jose Junior College in California (nos. 965, 966).
Under the "cooling-out" theory, community colleges serve as a
societal safety valve that regulates the flow of the large number of
young people who aspire to the limited number of prestigious jobs
that require a college diploma. Clark posits that large numbers of
:ess able junior college students are cased out of the transfer
curriculum, sidetracked into the vocational curriculum, and thus
provided with an alternative avenue to success and a means of
avoiding the stigma attached to dropouts. Though the cooling-out
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theory is famous, few researchers have examined how this process
is actually carried out. London (no. 970) suggests that it does not
work as smoothly as Clark seems to believe. Alba and Lavin
(no. 962) warn that little is known about the community college
environment and its effects on students. Besides the neo..1 for more
reliable data on the number of students who tran,H. (a point made

in the introduction to the last chanter), additLnal research is

needed on how the community collt. ronment encourages or
discourages transfer and upward edt: mobility.

The Community College Role in Promoting Sqcial Mobility

Several authors look at the community college from a
sociological viewpoint, charging that two-year institutions serve as
a separate educational track for lower-class youth. Among these
authors are Corcoran (no. 978), Karabel (no. 982), Birenbaum
(no. 975), Zwerling (no. 991), Pincus (no. 987), and Orfield and
others (no. 986). They bring a variety of criticisms of the commun-
ity college, including the assertions that:

two-year colleges, in which lower-class and minority students
are disproportionately represented, are second-rate institutions
that do not provide the same educational opportunity as four-
year colleges and universities;
tracking continues within the two-year college in that minori-
ties and lower-class students are disproportionately represented
in the terminal, vocational programs that provide only modest
economic benefits and limited social mobility;
minority and lower-class students who do transfer are likely to
attend four-year colleges that are less prestigious than those
attended by white and higher-class students who transfer; and
lower-class students are exposed to a hidden curriculum that
teaches subservience to the upper classes.

Other writers, it should be noted, bring evidence suggest-
ing that community colleges do not serve as a separate track for
minority and lower-class students. Researchers utilizing data
collected in the National Longitudinal Study of the High School
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Class of 1972 (no. 976) that there is a significant overlap in
the socioeconomic ancl !!)i' iy characteristics of students at two-
year and four-year institutions. As for the overrepresentation of
minority students in vocational pnigrams, West and Slwaron (no.
989) argue that this does not necc3sarily lierpetuate class stratifica-
tion, because some vocational programs actually kad to higher-
status jobs than some transfer programs. Finally, Cohen and
Brawer (no. 977) make the point that community colleges cannot
lift an entire sodal class from one stratum to another; the colleges
can only make it possible for individuals to move between groups.
It may be unfair, then, to blame the colleges for the perpetuation
of social inequalities.

The debate over the community college's social role is by
no ineaw settled. Further testing of the observations made by
critics of the community college will require more observational
study to determine whether college environments do indeed
provide a class-based educational track that reinforces lower-class
subservience. Better longitudinal da are also required to assess
the mobility of students throughout the system of higher
education.

Further Information on the Community College Social Role

Most of the literature on the community college social role
;s found in the educational and sociological journal literature.
Information on how to find journal literature on this and other
educational topics is provided in the next chapter. It should be
noted that the general texts cited in Chapter Twowith the
exception of Cr'ten and Brawer (no. 12)provide few analyses of
responses to the social critics of the two-year college.
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The Community College Role in Promoting Educational Mobility

962 Alba, Richard . , and Lavin, David E. "Community
Colleges and Tracking in Higher Education." Sociology
of Education, 1981, 5.1 (4), 223-237.

Please see no. 98 for the full annotatim

963 Astin, Mexander W. Four Critical Years: Effects of College
on Beliefs, Attitudes, and Knowledge. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1977. 2911 dimes.

Please see no. 104 for the full annotation.

964 Cain, Rudolph A. "Equal Educational Opportunity and
the Community College." Journal of Negro Education,
1982, 51 (1), 16-28.

This article argues that the conservative backgrounds and attitudes
of most community college faculty have thwarted the development
of innovative programs that are required to provide equal
educational opportunity to the large numbers of nontraditional
students entering two-year colleges. The author cites the lack of
faculty commitment to the community college mission and
discusses contributing problems related to (1) the lack of graduate
school training for community college instructors, (2) poor staff
development programs, (3) the need to increase the number of
minority faculty, and (4) the university orientation of many faculty
members. He concludes that failure to address these issues will
perpetuate "the myth that educational opportunity is available to
all citizens" (p. 28).

965 Clark, Burton R. "The 'Cooling-Out' Function in Higher
Education." American Journal of Sociology, 1960, 65 (6),
569-576.

This article explains the "cooling-out" process in the junior
college, whereby low-ability students who hope to attain the
baccalaureate degree are redirected into vocational or other
terminal curricula rather than dismissed from higher education
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altogedur. The author notes how pre-entrance testing, Orientation
counseling, and feedback from instructors all play a role in subtly
inducing thc student u, relinquish the bachelor's degree and "ease
himself out of the competition to transfer" (p. 574). He stresses
that slid, sidotracking set yes as a safety-valve meclmnism for
society, giving large numbers of ,,t,idvnts au alternative avenue for
success rather than branding them as failures.

*966 clar.., Lorton R. The Open Door College: ii Case Slody.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960.207 pages.

This publication presents the findings of an intensive case study of
the first four years of operation of San Jose (California) Junior
College. The author examines the effects on the institution's
developing character of three factors: (1) the college's administra-
tive location within the organization of the public school system,
(2) the open enrollment of underprepared students, and (3)
administrative structure and personnel. He concludes that the
character of the junior college is largely shaped by its "unselective-
voluntary clientele," and he details institutional mechanisms used
to gently guide academically underprepared students away from
the transfer track and into alternative, terminal programs. (Note:
This is the classic study leading to the development of Clark's
"cooling-out" theory.)

967 Goodwin, Gregory L. "The Nature and the Nurture of the
Community College Movement." Community College
Frontiers, 1976, (3), 5-13.

This article briefly reviews the history -I the junior college,
arguing that two-year colleges have served .onservative role of
convincing large nurnbers of students that toei. aspirations for the
baccalaureate degree are unrealistic and inappropriate. The author
notes the heritage of this conservatism in (1) the early efforts of
William Rainey Harper and others to relegate lower-division
studies to junior colleges that would screen out less able students;
(2) the terminal education and general education emphases of later
junior college advocates, including Walter Crosby Eells and B.
Lamar Johnson; and (3) the growth of vocational education in the
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:.)60s and 1970s, He concludes that the demoinu ii hnage of the
comnmnity college is not totally warranted mid that community
college practitioners should he more helf-critical.

968 Hyde, Will ia m, A New Look al Community Co /lege
Access. Denver, Colo; Education Commission of the States,
1982. 194 pages. (ED 217 905)

This publication examines key questions related to the provision
of educational opportunities by commtmity colleges, discussing (1)
the different meanings 01 educational access and how different
implications for public policy stem from various definitions and
standards; (2) data on the extent to which community college
access has been achieved; (3) the limits of access within the context
of financial constraints and conflicting needs; and (4) community
college practices that influence access. It also discusses the likely
importance of access in the 1980s, identifying the conventional
arguments for continuing various educational programs and
outlining the changing emphasis that policy makers are placing
on access. It serves as an in-depth analysis of how access has been
defined and how emphasis placed on access by educational leaders
has given way to an emphasis on other concerns.

*969 Knoell, Dorothy M. Toward Educational Opportunity for
All. Albany: Office of Executive Dean for Two-Year
Colleges, State University of New York, 1966. 234 pages.
(ED 011 454)

The author draws from a variety of primary and secondary sources
to assess the need for a new type of two-year college that would
expand educational access to urban, disadvantaged youth. She
examines (1) the efforts of other asencies, institutions, and grcups
to provide disadvantaged youth with education and job training;
(2) interviews with high school seniors and their parents; (3) the
attitudes of two-year college faculty, administrators, and trustees;
(4) the employment and education experieno . wo-year college
students who drop Out to find work; and six background
papers. She concludes that new approaches to programmingnot
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simply the consunclion of more calulmsesale required to realize
the goal Of free universal edneation at gradcs 13 and H.

970 Loudon, Howard 11, The Culture of a Cmnulunity
lege. New York; Praeger, 1978. 181 pages.

This publication details a study itt which participant Observation
was used to examine students and staff in a New England
community college during oue academic year. It outlittes timely
Observations related to social class, including the finding that most
studeuts were conservative, even though they were from low
socioeconomic groups. It notes further that these studeuts were
fearful of tlw dissociation from family and peers that might result
as they advanced in higher education and that they were therefore
not readily acquiescent to demands placed on them by instructors,
The work provides few policy recommendations but conchides
that the "cooling-ont" function articulated by Burton Clark in an
early community college study (no. 965) (i)es not work as smoothly
as Clark seemed to suggest.

971. National Com of State Dirmors of Cominunity-Jnnior
Colleges. Status of Open Door Admissions: Issues, Trends
and Projects. Committee Report no, I. N.p.: National
Council of State Directors of Community-Junior Colleges,
1983. 35 pages, (ED 230 214)

This publication ryorts findiogs of a national survey of state
directors of community college education who were asked (1)
whether the state had a formal commitment to all open-door
admissions policy, (2) whether the commitment was io a written
document, and (3) whether the policy bad legal status. It concludes
dun the majority of responding stales had a for.-,a1 commitment to
the establishment and maintenimee of an open-door admissions
policy but that there was a growing trend to curtail enrollments by
means of the budgeting process. The work enumerates state-by-
state respooses, providing conununity college researchers with
insights into how governmental commitment to open-door
admissions is codified through statutory law, executive order, court
ruling, administrative regulation, precedent, and practice.
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972 It Ile, John and McFarlane, William II. "Improved
Instruction in the Junior College: Key to OH
tiny," Journal of Higher Educatimi, 1970, 41 (9), 713-722.

Please see no. 601 for the fill! annotation,

973 Shea, Brent M. "Two-Year Colleges and htegoality."
Integrated Pducation, 1975, 13 (1), 38-13,

Ilw anthor examines the comnumity college role in reconciling
the "incInsistency between the encouragement of kaltievement and
the realities of limited opportunity" (p. 39), describing how
institutional inputs (student backgrounds) and processes (the
"cooling-out" function) operate as "a channeling mechanism by
which student aspirations are adjusted to conform with labor
market demands" (p, 10). He argues that this is a necessary task in
a society characterized by a hierarchical Occupational structure and
that if community colleges did not perform this function, other
educational institutions would.

974 Young, Robert B. "The Identity Crisis of the Community
College: A Dilenuna .0 Dialectic." Journal of Higher
Education, 1977, le (3), 333-312.

Please r no. 55 for the full annotation.

The Community College Role in Promoting Social Mobility

975 Birenbaum, William M. on Class to Mass in Higher
Education." Higher Education Review, 1973, 6 (1), 3-16.

This article analyzes the gap between intentions and reality in the
commitment to provide equal educational mobility for all social
classes, noting, for examplo, that segregation by class and race is
unacceptable and contrary to dr stated aims of higher education
but that such segregation occurs between different institutional
types and within individual institutions themselves. The author
utilizes the example of the City University of New York (CUN")
to argue that lower-class students are segregated in the university's
community colleges and that these students are further segregated
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into two.year college vocational curricula that provide limited
career and economic punnise, I le %yarns against complacent
.,tcceptance of the status quo and urges Itesli attempts to lestrtsclute
education to provitle equal opportunity.

976 Clowes, narrel A., and Levin, Bernard 11. "limy Do Two
Year Colleges Serve Recent !Ugh School Graduates?"
Community College flevieto,1980, 7 (3), 24-35.

Please sec no. 107 for the full ;innotation,

977 Cohen, Arthur M., and Bra wer, Florence R. "Chapter
Thirteen: The Social Role: A Response to the Critics and
a Look to the Future," In Auhur M. Cohen and Florence
B. Bra wer, The American Community College, San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982, pp. 342-365.

For an annotation of the work in its ent itet y, please see no. 12.

978 Corcoran, Thomas B. "Tlw Cooling Slums of Higher
Education." Change, 1972.1 (7), 30-35,

The author argues that olmiumity colleges do not enhance
equality of educational opportunity and suggests reforlw that
might improve the educational experiences of two-year college!
st Jents. He maintains that the availability of community co11.7gc.,
has (I) benefited middle-class students more than the poor, (2)
restricted the range of institutional choice for those who cannot
attend four-year colleges, and (3) segregated lower-class students
into a relatively low-quality segment of higher education. le
urges that a greater proportion of the educational dollia be
earmarked for community colleges and suggests other reforms,
such as the establishment of short-term residence facilities oil
campus. The article provides a middle cround between those who
would leave the colleges unchanged and :hose who would abolish
them altogether.
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979 Dogger, Itotnne, "T1w Coomitinity Colleg ComeN
Age." Change, 1976,8 (1), 12-37,

This article xtols the potential demotTatizing elfects ol the
teaching emphasis of the community college, tracing the low
status of Ow community college to elitism, prejudice, and errors in
the vain(' system of highr edtwat ion and contrasting Ow diverse,
student-centered toles of the cmunturity college with the overeut-
phasis that universities place On narrow research tind the resulting
neglect of classroom instruction. The anthor concludes that
legislators should "shake off the m) ique of the university" (p. 36)
and allocate larger proportions of the higher education budget to
community colleges. The ankle offers scant supporting data Intl
serves as an example of t 1w high hopes that many educators have
for the community college as a democratizing agent.

980 Ericson, David and Robertshaw, Dianne. "Social
Justice a lie Community College." Community/Junior
College k. wrterly of Research and Practice, 1982, 6 (4),
315-341.

This al tick utilizes data collected in the National Longitudinal
Study of the High School Class of 1972 to re-examine assertions in
the literature that community colleges perpetuate class-based
tracking. The authors find that commwiity colleges do not in fact
attract disproportionately large numbers of low-status, low-
ability students and that social status is it very small determinant of
who completes a two-year deaTee and who transfers to a bac .alau-
reate program. They argue that the community college is a fairly
meritocratic institution "that distributes its benefits on the basis of
educationally relevant attributes" (p. 339). They conclude that,
because meritocracy is intrinsically unjust, the situation in
community colleges needs redress. They caution, however, that
social justice at all -osts may not be desirable, since it would
conflict with other fundamental values, such as excellencc th,d
performance.
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(;igory I "A tim iai Panat ea; A I lismly ol 1Iw
Coliontinilysitioim College Ideology," lloptiblishet1
illantelutipt, 1973, ;116 pages, WO 127)

This woik tuyietvs ille \VII,ltI. ul Illajot tommimity colle}a.
spokespostlits hoot the beginoings op to Me 19Y0s, showitig that,
nIthotigh edit( aliolual illennic has cli,mited hom one getiviation to
the next, the hosic mission of the institutions has tentained
coosistem. I I t it'111011St ICS I ha I the early spokuspet SOUS It'Sel yeti tor

the junior college the Imitow missioo nt lotittiog people lor
middle management, thus leaving elemeittaly schools tor the
masses aml onivetsities tor the professiomil author
coocholes that the itleak ol community college pokespersons,
though sincele, \vet elitist and itutlentocratic, The work provides
histotialts of the two-year college tvith an important insight into
tit,. evolution of those institutional charactelistics that would lead
tontemporary ethics to the conclusion that community colleges
perpetuate an inequitable class stroctinu,

*982 Katabel, Jemine, "Community Colleges and Social Strati-
fication," Harvard Educational Review, 1972, 12 (1), 521-
569,

The author takes the position that the commonity college
contributes to social-class stratification, economic inequality, and
inflation in the number of years Of schooling expected of people in
America. Ile traces the tracking of lower-class students into
occupational programs and the forces impelling growth in
vocational education within the institutions and predicts that
community colleges will become ever more rigid as structures that
trac g: lower-class students into lower-class occupations. The article
is useful as a clas:c example of a line of Hamming that sees the
community college as a lwrpetnator of social-class inequalities.
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983 reVilli 111111;ml, Chtves, 1/iti "Itea
FAIncatiottal Aspitittiolls Among ltlit ks id \'llitc,

Collegt:s." Conintiosiiv/Inisior
(..otte,tv 11eArauit Quasterly, 1989,1 (2), 185-193,

Pktse see no, 158 Ini hill annotation.

98'1 llome, VilIiais,. .1k Community Co1100 tie.spou,se to the
tiglolli.sh Student; /1 Critical Illrappraimil. 1 lot i/ons

iluilt %tank Sesius. Los Angeles: FAIG
jininn C:olleges: Vashingts,m, 1),C.: Ames it n Association
of Community itiul Junin! Colleges, 1970. CIO Ilaftt's. (H)
IV 873)

PkaSe Iso. 160 for the full annotation.

985 ( )licas, Michael A. The Dilemma of 4 1.(r.1.1: AlinoritieN in
Two-rear CollegeA, Washington, 1).C,: llowatd

1979, 259 pages.

sre HO. 162 tor the lull minowl

986 onield, Gary, ;Ind others. i'he Chkago Study of ilcre.c.s
and Choio. in nigher Education; 4 Report to the
Senate Committee in Ifigher Education. Chicago: Com-
mittee on Pnblic Policy Studies, University of Chi(ago,
1984. 351 pages. (ED 248 929)

This publication draws upon it variety of tlata solIM'S 10 ilSSCSS th('
CXtellt to) 1(11 stildtills il) metropolitan Chicago have teid access
to higher education and choice among postsecondary institutions.
It focnses particularly On the role of t oillinunity colleges and
cotielutles that (1) students from predominantly minority neigh-
borhoods are tracked into community colleges rather thim into
more prestigious institutions, (2) the community colleges do not
provide equal educational Opportunity, (3) the community colleges
are not highly successful in transferring students to four-year
institutions, and (4) those students who do transferparticularly
milloritiesare more likely to attend less prestigious f A r-year
colleges. l'he authors argue, therefore, that predominantly black
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and iiit times ol n't till giaduates hot aistles that available statistics
Inovidt only modest evident( ol the economic henelits of voca-
tional etIncation. I le posits that nonwhite and lowerclass
air more likely to ittenol community colleges than senior institti-
." its awl ate mote likely to be (limited in the oct ttpotional
plogiatits than in die itatister plogtoms, Ile ((includes that
vticational ethicout in capitalist z\merica !tot and cannot
titan; the fact that most lower-class and nonwhite yoting people
ale not destined to get the limited utimbet of pi estigiotts,
jobs ;II the labor market.

988 Sawyer, James A and Nickens, John NI, "The Fulfillment
of the Democratization Role of the Community College."
College and University, 1980, 55 (2), 113-121.

This article analyzes the socioeconomic status (SKS) of 3,172
Florida community college graduat('s to) determine whether
SES students are underrepresented among those who transfer. 11
compotes transferring gladuates with nontransferring g:aduates oil
the basis of sex, race, family income, parental schoolit.,.. and
parents' occupations. 11 also) examines (for those who timid.. -red)
the relationship between family income and distance of the ..enior
institution from the students' homes. The authors conclude that
low-SES students transferred in proportion to the numbers that
graduated and tentatively question the validity of arguments that
commtulity colleges do not promote social mobili
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*991 Zwerling, L. Steven. Second Best: The Crisis of the
Community College. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976. 372
pages.

The author argues that the community college plays an essential
role in maintaining the social and economic structure of the
United States, maintaining that proof of this social function may
be found in the facts "that community college students will come
primarily from the lowest socioeconomic classes of college
attendees, that the dropout rate among community college
students will be the highest of any college population, and that
these dropoutsor 2-year-college graduates for that matterwill
enter lower-level occupations than equivalent students who attend
higher status colleges" (p. 33). He traces and accepts Clark's thesis
that the community college plays a role in convincing students
that their failure to attain the baccalaureate degree and to achieve
higher-status positions is their own fault. The work includes a
critical bibliography in which writers on the community colleges
are classified into several clusters according to the nature of their
criticism. It is useful for understanding the community college's
social role.
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As community colleges grew in number during the 1950s
and 1960s, the literature on two-year college education expanded at
an equally impressive rate. Besides the growing body of published
monographs (most of which are listed in this bibliography), the
two-year college literature available to today's researcher includes
approximately 12,300 documents that have been added to the ERIC
data base since 1966 and approximately 5,600 journal articles that
have been published since 1969. The number of dissertations on
subjects relating to two-year college education and administration
also runs into the thousands.

Fortunately for the researcher, however, this large body of
literature is well organized and easily accessible through a variety
of library tools, including indexes produced by the Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC) and other information
agencies. This chapter describes the types of materials that are
made available through the ERIC system and discusses additional
library resources that can be consulted to find journal articles,
dissertations, government documents, and statistical information
on two-year colleges.

Using ERIC to Find Information on Two-Year Colleges

Every researcher studying two-year collegesor any other
educational topicusually becomes very familiar with ERIC, an
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information service funded by the U.S. Department of Education
to build and maintain a collection and bibliographical data base
covering all aspects of education. Founded in 1966, the ERIC
system includes sixteen clearinghouses operated by universities or
professional associations that keep track of the literature within
their individual scope areas. The ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges (operated since 1966 by the University of California at
Los Angeles) has primary responsibility within the ERIC system
for acquiring materials of interest to two-year college practitioners
or researchers; the ERIC Clearinghouses for Higher Education and
for Adult, Career, and Vocational Education have also contributed
materials dealing with two-year colleges to the ERIC data base.

Following are the addresses of the individual
clearinghouses:

Adult, Career, and Vocational
Education

Ohio State University
National Center for Research

Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210
(614) 486-3655

Educational Management
University of Oregon
Library, Room 108

in Eugene, Oregon 97403
(503) 686-5043

Counseling and Personnel
Services

University of Michigan
School of Education Building,

Room 2108
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
(313) 764-9492

Reading and Communication
Skills

National Council of Teachers
of English

1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana, Illinois 61801
(217) 328-3870

483

Handicapped and Gifted
Chi ldren

Council for Exceptional
Children

1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
(703) 620-3660

Languages and Linguistics
Center for Applied Linguistics
1118 22nd St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
(202) 429-9292
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Higher Education
George Washington University
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite

630
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 296-2597

Information Resources
Syracuse University
School of Education
150 Marshall Street, Hunting-

ton Hall
Syracuse, New York 13210
(315) 423-3640

Junior Colleges
University of California at Los

Angeles
Math-Science Building, Room

8118
Los Angeles, California 90024
(213) 825-3931

Elementary and Early Child-
hood Education

University of Illinois
College of Education
805 West Pennsylvania Avenue
Urbana, Illinois 61801
(217) 333-1386

Rural Education and Small
Schools

New Mexico State University
Box 3AP
Las Cruces, Ncw Mexico 88003
(505) 646-2623

Science, Mathematics, and En-
vironmental Education

Ohio State University
1200 Chambers Road, 3rd Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43212
(614) 422-6717

Social Studies/Social Science
Education

Indiana University
Social Studies Development

Center
2805 E. 10th St.
Bloomington, Indiana 47405
(812) 335-3838

Teacher Education
American Association of Col-

leges for Teacher Education
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite

610
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 293-2450

Tests, Measurement, and
Evaluation

Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Road
Princeton, New Jersey 08541
(609) 921-9000. Ext. 2176

Urban Education
Teachers College, Columbia

University
Box 40
525 West 120th Street
New York, New York 10027
(212) 678-3437
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The types of materials collected by the clearinghouses and
made available through the ERIC system fall under two broad
categories: (1) unpublished documents, such as institutional
research reports and conference papers, and (2) published journal
articles. The scope and availability of these materials are discussed
below.

Unpublished ERIC Documents. The ERIC data base
includes a variety of unpublished materials that are of value to
two-year college researchers and practitioners. This unpublished,
or "fugitive," literature includes instructional materials, curricu-
lum guides, literature reviews, legal and legislative materials,
opinion papers, course and program descriptions, research reports,
conference papers, state and federal documents, and state and
national compilations of statistical data on two-year colleges.
Much of this material is practice rather than research oriented and
is particularly useful for those seeking information on how faculty
and administrators at individual colleges have solved problems or
developed programs. Several documents, for example, describe staff
development efforts undertaken at various two-year colleges to
integrate part-time or adjunct faculty into the college community.
These items may prove particularly useful for those wlo are faced
with the task of developing similar staff development programs
and who wish to learn from colleagues' experiences at other
institutions.

The researcher looking for ERIC documents on particular
topics of interest has two options: a manual search of monthly
editions of Resources in Education (RIE) or a computer search of
the on-line ERIC data base. RIE, a reference tool available in
thousands of libraries and education research centers nationwide,
provides indexed lists of documents as they are acquired and
processed by the ERIC clearinghouses. Each edition of ME
includes subject, author, and institution indexes leading the reader
to appropriate document citations. Besides standard bibliographi-
cal information, such as author, title, and the name of the
institution responsible for the production of the document, each
citation provides an abstract of up to 200 words (see Exhibit I). An
on-line computer search is an alternative to manual searches of
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ERIC Acc-ession NumberWent&
cation number seauentially assigned
to documents as they are processed.

Author{ s).

Tits

Organitation where document
odginsted.

Date Published.

Contract or Grant Number.

Alternate source for obtaining
document.

Language of Documentdocu-
ments written emireiy in English are
not designated. although "Eng lish" is
carried 'n their compute nzed records

Publication Typebroed categories
indicatina the forrn or organization of
the dosiment as contrasted to Its
subhct matter.The category name Is
followed by the category coda

ERIC Document Reproduction
Service (EORS)
rneans microfiche: "PC" means re-
produced paper copy. When de.
scribed as "Document Not Available
from EOPS.- alternate sources are
cited abovs Prices are subject to
CISC .fi for latest price code schedufe
see boction on "How to Order ERIC
Documenta" in the most recent issue
of PIE.

Exhibit I. Sample RIE Citation.

ED 634 321 CE 123 456

Smith, John D. Johnzon. Jane
Carver Planning for Women.
Central Univ., Chicago, IL
Spons AgencyNational last of Education (ED),

Washington. DC.
Report No. CU-208I-S
Pub Date May 83
Contract N1E-C. 83-0001
Note 129p; Paper presented at the National

Conference on Career Education (3rd. Chicago,
IL. May 15-12, 1983).

A vailable fromCampus Bookstore, 123 College
Ave., Chkapo. IL 60690 (93.25).

LanguageEnglish. French
Pub Type Speeches/Meeting Papers (130)
EDRS PriceMIMI/Pa* Pies Postage.
Descriptors Career Guidance!Career planning.

Careers. 5Demuld Occupations, Employed
Women. 'EmPloment Opportunities. Females,
Labor Force, Labor Market, *Labor Needs. Oc
cupational Aspiration. Occupations

Identifiers Consortium of States, *National Oc
cupational Competency Testing Institute
Women's opportunities tor employment will be

directly related to their kuel cf skill and experience
and also to the labor market demands throvgh the
remainder a the decade. The number of workers
needed for all major occupational categories is ex.
pected to increase by shout one-fifth Cetween 1980
and 1990, but the growth rate will vary by occupa-
tional group. Professional and technical workers are
expected to have the highest predicted rste (39
percent), followed by service workers (35 percent),
clerical workers (26 percent), sales workers (24
percent). craft workers and supervisors (20 percent),
managers and administrators (15 Percent). and oPera-
tives (II percent). This publication contains a brief
discussion and employment information concerning
occupations for professional and technical workers,
managers Ind administrators, skilled trades, sales
workers, clerical workers. ancl service workers In
order for women to take advantage of increased labor
market demands, employer attitudes toward working
women need to change and women muse (I) receive
better career planning and counseling. (2) change
their career aspirations, and (3) fully utilize the
sources of legal Protection and assistance that are
available to them. (SB)

Clearinghouse Accession Number.

Sponsoring Agencyagency re-
sponsible for initiating, funding, and
managing the research project

Report Numberassigned by
originator.

Descriptive Note (pagination first).

Descriptorssubject terms found in
the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors
that characterioe substa ntive content
Oniy the major terms, preceded by
an asterisk. are printed in the subject
intltut

Identlfiersac'ditional Identifying
terms not founa in the Thesaurus
Only Me major terms, preceded by
an asterisk. are printed in the subject
indek

Informative Abstract.

Abstractor's IrItlals.
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RIE; the procedures and advantages of the computer search are
discussed in a separate section below.

Once the researcher has identified those documents that
meet his or her informational needs, the full text of those
documents can usually be obtained in one of two ways. Approxi-
mately 650 libraries across the country make the ERIC documents
available on microfiche. The documents can also be ordered from
the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS), 3900 Wheeler
Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 22304. EDRS charges are based on
the cost of reproduction and rnailing.

It should be noted that some documents listed in RIE are
not available in library microfiche collections or through EDRS.
RIE citations clearly indicate when this is the case and provide the
address of an alternative source from which the document may be
obtained.

Journal Articles. A second monthly index produced by
ERICCurrent Index to Journals in Education (CIJE)--provides
access to articles published in over 700 education-related journals.
Among these journals are several dealing specifically with two-
year colleges or with higher education in general (see Appendix
I). Like RIE, monthly editions of CIJE include author and
subject indexes; each article citation also provides a fifty-word
annotation. The types of articles indexed in CIJE range from
substantive research reports (many of which are included in this
bibliography) to opinion papers and desciiptions of instructional
and administrative practices at individual colleges. Unlike the
documents cited in RIE, however, these journal articles are not
available in ERIC microfiche collections or through the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service. The articles can be obtained at
most university libraries or through interlibrary loan. Copies of
most of these articles can also be ordered by mail from University
Microfilms International in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Ordering
information is provided in each edition of CIJE.

On-Line Computer Searches of ERIC. Besides going to the
library and looking through RIE and CIJE, the researcher can
search the entire ERIC data baseboth unpublished documents
and journal articlesvia a computer hookup to a data-base
vendor. Using the vendor's command language and ERIC subject
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headings, it is possible to quickly retrieve citations to and abstracts
of ERIC documents and journal articles that are specifically
related to the researcher's topic of interest. Most libraries have fee-
based computer search services for their patrons, and it is still
common practice for the researcher to consult a librarian who will
do the actual computer search. Such search services are particularly
useful to researchers who have neither the computer equipment
nor the expertise to successfully negotiate a computer search. Two
data-base vendors, however, have developed special servi,..t.s for
nonlibrarians who have microcomputers with telephone hookups
and who prefer to do their own searching. Additional information
on these services can be obtained by writing to either of the follow-
ing: BRS After Dark, 1220 Route 7, Latham, New York 12110, or
DIALOG Knowledge Index, 3460 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto,
California 94304.

Computer searching has several advantages. The most
obvious of these is the time saved by searching on line rather than
leafing through printed indexes. Another advantage is the wide
range of search strategies that are available to the computer
searcher. But computer searching is not without its disadvantages.
Data-base vendors charge searchers by the amount of time spent on
line and often by the number of citations that are printed off. In
addition, computers cannot be used to browse serendipitously
through the literature; the researcher who simply wants to see
what is new in the two-year college field is better off browsing
through the "Junior Colleges" sections of new editions of CIJE
and RIE. A good reference librarian can usually advise the
researcher whether it is more advantageous to use the printed
indexes or to conduct a computer search.

Limitations of the ERIC Data Base. Of all the library
tools available to those doing research in the social sciences, the
ERIC data base and its indexes (RIE and CUE) provide the most
comprehensive coverage of the two-year college literature. ERIC
has, nonetheless, two limitations that should be kept in mind.
First, ERIC's coverage of unpublished documents extends back
only through 1966, and its coverage of the journal literature goes
back only to 1969. Researchers looking for material prior to those
(kites will have to use other reference tools. Second, while ERIC
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provides access to journal articles and unpublished documents, it
does not provide substantial numbers of references to dissertations
and published books. Other sources of information that can be
used to complement the ERIC data base are discussed below.

Finding Additional Journal Literature About Two-Year Colleges

While ERIC's Current Index to Journals in Education lists
most of the contemporary journal literature about two-year
colleges, additional reference tools should be consulted to find (1)
journal articles published before 1969 and (2) articles published
outside of the education journal literature (for example, in
journals that deal primarily with clinical psychology or with
sociology).

Coverage of the education journal literature prior to the
1969 advent of CIJE is provided by the Education Index, a
reference tool that has been published monthly by the H. W.
Wilson Company since 1929. The Index, though still published
today, is primarily valuable as a reference to journal articles
written during the 1930s, 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s. Two-year college
researchers should note that the Index provides comprehensive
coverage of the Junior College Journal (now the Community,
Junior, and Technical College Journal), which, from its inception
in 1930 up through the mid 1960s, was one of the only journals
devoted solely to two-year college education and administration.
As a source of information on contemporary journal litersture,
however, the Education Index is rather weak; C1JE covers many
more titles.

A small percentage of the literature on two-year colleges is
published outside of the education journals that are covered by
CIJE and the Education Index. Occasionally, psychologists and
sociologists writing about the two-year college will submit their
works to disciplinary journals such as the Journal of Psychology
or the Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science. Two periodical indexes covering this literature are
Psychological Abstracts and Sociological Abstracts. A search of the
April 1985 edition of Psychological Abstracts, for example, yields a
citation to an article entitled "Attributions for Success or Failure
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Among Anglo, Black, Hispanic, and Nati...e American Community
College Students" (Journal of Psychology, 1984, 58, 891-896).
Though this article may be of potential value to a researcher
examining the status of minority students at community colleges,
he or she would not find it in CIJE.

It should be noted, however, that as far as the community
college literature is concerned, there is considerable overlap
between CIJE, on the one hand, and Psychological Abstracts and
Sociological Abstracts, on the other. The 1984 editions of Psycho-
logical Abstracts, for example, cite twenty-two articles under the
headings "Community Colleges" and "Community College
Students." Only two of these articles, however, were published in
journals that are not covered by CIJE. Sociological Abstracts
provides even fewer citations to articles on the community college,
but, again, there is overlap. The researcher should be aware,
therefore, that, while Psychological Abstracts and Sociological
Abstracts do provide important citations, their small numbers may
not warrant the cost of the extra time involved in searching beyond
CIJE.

Finding Government Documents on Two-Year Colleges

Thousands of government documents dealing with two-
year colleges or higher education in general are produced annu-
ally, and a large (though undetermined) percentage of them are
acquired by the ERIC clearinghouses and made available through
the ERIC system. Should the researcher need further government
information, however, three additional reference tools should be
consulted: the Monthly Catalog of State Publications, the Monthly
Catalog of United Stales Goventment Documents, and the CIS/
Index.

State Documents. The increased state role in community
college governance has been well documented, and this increased
role, of course, has resulted in a growing body of report literature
produced by state agencies and commissions. One way of keeping
abreast of this literature is to consult the Monthly Checklist of
State Publications, a reference tool produced by the U.S. Library of
Congress. The Monthly Checklist provides, for each state, a listing
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of the latest documents produced by individual agencies, such as
state higher education coordinating commissions or the
headquarters of state community college systems. These documents
range from in-depth research or statistical reports to simple
outlines of commission hearings or committee meetings. The
researcher should be forewarned, however, that the Monthly
Checklist provides no subject index and that it is useful only as a
listing of publications as they are acquired by the Library of
Congress. Furthermore, a good percentage of the listed documents
eventually find their way into the ERIC system, because the
Monthly Checklist itself is used by ERIC personnel as one of the
many sources used to find new documents for the data base.
Finally, most of the documents cited in the Monthly Checklist
unless they are entered into the ERIC data basenever find their
way into libraries outside their states of origin. Many of these
documents must be requested on interlibrary loan or ordered from
the state agencies responsible (or their publication.

Federal Documents. Most federal documents on two-year
colleges are eventually entered into the ERIC system. This is
especially true of those reports produced by the various agencies of
the U.S. Department of Education and by the agencies of other
departments (such as Defense and Labor) that are in some way
responsible for education and training. Those wishing to delve
further into federal reports should consult the Monthly Catalog of
United States Government Documents (commonly called the
MoCil T), a thoroughly indexed reference tool that listsby
agencymost of the documents produced by the federal govern-
ment. Besides documents that are likely to be found in the ERIC
data base, the MoCAT can he used by higher education researchers
to find information that is often of related or peripheral interest,
stick as the data provided in the census reports of the Department
of Commerce. These federal documentsalong with the MoCAT
itselfcan be found at those libraries that serve as depositories of
federal government documents.

Another important source of federal information is the
CIS/Index., a resource produced by the Congressional Information
Service. The CIS1Index provides a thoroughly indexed listing of
the documents arid reports published by the 11.S. Congress,
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including transcripts of committee hearings. research trim] ts
generated by the staff of Senate and congressional committees, and
House and Senate reports. The CIS/Index is particularly useful for
researchers interested in the testimony presented by community
college leaders before various committees, such as the House
Committee on Education and Labor or the House Cmmnittee on
Science and Technology. Most of the documents referred to in the
CISIIndex are made available through the CAmgressional Informa-
tion Service on microfiche, and most of the libraries that subscribe
to the CISIIndex have those microfiche on hand.

Statistical Information on Two-Year Colleges

Researchers often need hard data to answer questions such
as "How many full-time students are enrolled in community
college vocational programs?" or "What is the average faculty
work load of community college hmmmities instructors?" For
many of these questions, the researcher can turn to the state and
national compilations of two-year college data that are available in
the ERfC data base. Other sources of statistical information
include the American Statistics Index (ASI) and the Statistical
Reference Index (SRI). both published by the Congressional
Information Service. ASI is an index to federal government
documents that include statistical summaries or data tables, and
SRI is an index to state documents, university reports, and the
publications of professional associations that likewise provide
statistical information. Both provide nuinerons citations to and
abstracts of documents that include data on two-year colleges: the
abstracts describe the data presented in the documents and indicate
the pages on which data tables arc. located. In addition, the
documents cited by AS! and SRI are usually available at the
libraries that subscribe to those indexes.

Among ERIC, ASI, and SRI, the researcher will find
hundreds of documents providing statistical information on two-
year colleges. Many are state statistical abstracts that are updated
annually and that summarize enrollment and financial data
collected by state agencies or profe.ssional associations in one-shot
esvaich studies, Despite the number of data sources available,
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however, Ihe scope of the data provided is surprisingly limited,
Most quantitative analyses or statistical abstracts dealing with two-
year colleges utilize data generated by the Higher Education
General Information Survey (HEGIS) and include information on
institutional revenues and expenditures, the demographic charac-
teristics and enrollment of students, the number and demographic
characteristics of staff and faculty, and the number of associate
degrees awarded in academic and vocational areas. Data on
subjects not covered by the HEGIS surveys are found only in
scattered sources and are not often updated on a regular basis.
Such hard-to-find data include the number of students who are
enrolled in transfer as opposed to vocational curricula, the number
of community college students who already have a baccalaureate
degree ("reverse transfers"), the proportion of community college
expenditures devoted to vocational as opposed to collegiate
programs, and data on the characteristics of part-thne community
services faculty. Another problematical area concerns data on
student outcomes, such as the number of students who successfully
transfer or the number of vocational students who successfully find
employment. Few documents present statewide or national
outcome summaries, and those that do (see nos. 98-133 in this
bibliography) suffer the limitations that are inherent in most
follow-up research studies. For many questions requiring data not
provided by the HEGIS surveys, community college researchers
cannot often rely on secondary data sources.

Directories Providing Information on Two-Year Colleges

Directories can serve as useful sources of statistical
information as well as ready-reference sources that provide the
names, addresses, and telephone numbers of individual institu-
tions. Of the many directories of colleges and universities in the
United States, three (as of this printing) are of particular value to
persons studying two-year colleges: D. Parnell and J. W. Peltason,
American Community, Technical, and Junior Colleges (9th ed.;
New York: Macmillan, 1984); Community, Technical, and Junior
College Directory (Washington, D.C.: American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges, published annually under
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various titles since 1950); and Directory of Administrators of
Cmnmunity, Technical, and Junior Colleges (Washington, D.C.:
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges,
Published annually since 1984). Of these directories, the Commu-
nity, Technical, and Junior College Directory is the most valuable
for historians of the two-year college. It has been produced since
1950, and copies of the Directory going back to 1955 are available
as ERIC documents.

The reader should he aware, however, of several problems
related to the use of directories. First, the directories often draw
from different samples of colleges; some directories, for example,
include two-year branches ot state universities, while others do not.
Second, only the Community, Technical, and Junior College
Directory provides separate enrollment figures for credit and
community service courses; the others do not make this distinction.
Third, most of the data presented in the directories are derived
from surveys and thus have the limitations that are inherent in all
self-reported information. Finally, the scope and titles of two-year
college directories change from year to year.

Dissertations

Scores of dissertations are written annually on two-year
college education and administration. Most are listed and indexed
in Dissertation Abstracts International (DAI), a reference tool
published by University Microfilms International of Ann Arbor,
Michigan. DAI is produced in several sections, and the overwhelm-
ing majority of dissertations on two-year colleges are found in the
"Humanities and Social Sciences" section. This section includes
citations to and abstracts of theses written by those receiving
doctorates in higher education as well as by Ph.D. degree
recipients in sociology, psychology, political science, and other
related fields. Copies of most of the dissertations listed in DAI and
can be purchased from University Microfilms International.

Summary

The resources reviewed in this chapter and summarized in
Appendix II can be used to find numerous items that comple-
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mem the materials listed in previous chapters of this bibliography.
These nlaterials include descriptions of educational and
administrative practices at individual colleges, state and national
compilations of data on two-year colleges, legislative summaries
and hearings, and doctoral dissertations. The ERIC indexesRIE
and CIJEare the logical starting points for those searching the
two-year college literature; of all the library resources available,
RIE and CIJE provide the most comprehensive coverage of two-
year college education.

Any literature search is made more efficient with the help
of a reference librarian. The librarian can point out differences in
the indexing and organization of available reference tools. He or
she can also help the researcher find new books on community
college education as they are published. Another source of help for
two-year college researchers is the staff of the ERIC Clearinghouse
for Junior Colleges; clearinghouse services include computer
searches of the ERIC data base and consultation on further sources
of information. Researchers with questio,is on information about
two-year colleges are invited to conta. User Services Librarian,
ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Co lieges, 8118 Math-Sciences
Building, UCLA, Los Angeles, California 90024.

But, regardless of the scope of available information
resources, researchers should bear in mind the lfinitations of most
two-year college literature. As has been pointed out in Chapter
Oneand as is made evident in the scope of the materials listed
throughout this bibliographyadditional research is needed in
three critical areas: (1) analyses of the two-year college environ-
ment and of the effect of that environment on students; (2) analyses
of the outcomes of two-year college education in terms of student
development and the well-being of the community; and (3)
analyses of the effectiveness of alternative approaches instruc-
tion and college administration. Most of the literature of the past
twenty years is descriptive, not analytical. While chic descriptive
literature serves the important function of chronicling the growth
of two-year colleges and giving voice to the ideals of two-year
college practitioners, the current environment of fiscal exigency
and limited enrollments requires more evaluative, problem-solving
analyses.
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Journals

Community College Journals

American Mathematical Association of Two-Year Colleges Re-
view. Garden City, N.Y.: American Mathematical Association of
Two-Year Colleges.

Community College Review, Raleigh, N.C.: North Carolina State
University.

Comnzunity College Social Science Journal. El Cajon, Calif.:
Crossmont College.

Community/Junior College Quarterly of Research and Practice.
Washington, D.C.: Hemisphere.

Community Services Catalyst. Blacksburg: Virgi, ''olytechnic
Institute and State Un iversi ty.

Community, Technical, and Junior College Journal. Washington,
D.C.: American Association of Community and Junior
Colleges.

Journal of Developmental dr Remedial Education. Boone, N.C.:
Center for Developmental Education, Appalachian State
University.

New Directions for Community Colleges. San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass.

Teaching English in the Two-Year College. Greenville, N.C.:
Department of English, East Carolina University.
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Journals Dealing with Higher Education in General

Academe, Washington, D.C.: American Association of University
Professors

AG/I Reports. Washington, D.C.: Association of Governing Hoards
of Universities and Colleges.

American Scholar. Washington, D.C.: Phi Beta Kappa.
CASE Currents. Alexandria, Va.: Pnblisher Services.
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College Teaching. Washington, Heldref Publications.
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Education.
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Innovative Higher Education: The Journal of Nontraditional

Studies. New York: Human Sciences Press.
Journal of Higher Education. Columbus: Ohio State University

Press.
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Journal of the College and University Personnel Association.

Washington, D.C.: College and University Personnel
Association.

Liberal Education. Washington, D.C.: Association of American
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NACADA Journal. Seattle: National Academic Advising Associa-
tion, University of Washington.

National Forum: Phi Kappa Phi Journal. Baton Rouge, La.:
Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi, Louisiana State University.
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New Directions for I ligher Education, Smi Francisco: jossey,11;iss,
New Directions for Institutional Research, Sack Francisco: Jossey.

Bass,

Research in Iligher Education, Albany, N.Y,: Agathon Pwss,



Appendix II

A Summary Look at
Major Sources of
Information on
Two-Year Colleges

ERIC Materials

Resources in Education. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office (published since 1966),

This source provides access to a wide range of unpublished
materials, such as institutional research reports, state and
federal documents, conference papers, curriculum guides and
course materials, state and national data summaries, and
descriptions of programs and innovations at individual colleges,

Current Index to Journals in Education. Phoenix, Ariz.: Oryx
Press (published since 1969).

This source indexes the education journal literature since 1969.
It includes citations to journal articles ranging from simple
descriptions of programs and innovations at individual colleges
to summaries of large-scale research reports.
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Rey Resources on Community Co Ileftes

Sources of Additional Journal Literature

Murat/on index, New Vmk: \Moll (1)11111ished sill" 19210.

This Indus Diovides access to the education jonunal natatory
published since 1929, 'nue tmother (A 'unit nals covered hy the
index is notch smaller than the nundwr (oveml by GijE, hut
the /odex remains the Whinny source of infounation jotunal
al tides poblished before 1969.

psycho/0,0ra/ Abstracts, Washington, D.C.; American Psychologi
cal Association (1ntblished since 1927).

This publication covers the psychology journal literature, it is

nsehil for tiodiog the small number ot articles Oil two-year
college education that have appeared ill psychological journals
not covered by CUE and in finding auricles (killing with the
elialical psychology of milege modems and with various issues
related to learning and testing.

Sociological /lbstracts, San Diego, Calif.: Sociological Abstracts
(published since

This source covers the sociohigy jourtutl literature. It is useful
for finding articles on the sociol(igica I aspects of two-year
college (lineation, thmigh most of this literature is also indexed
in CUE.

Covernment Documents

Monthly Checklist of State Publications, Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Library of Congress (published since 1910),

This source provides a monthly update of the latest documents
produced by agencies in each of the fifty states. Many of the
documents dealing with two-year colleges eventually' are listed
in RIF, and made available through the ERIC system.
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Moodily Ca/aim; of I tided Stale% Government Poinmei
Washington, DJ I I,S, Govet !Intent isiiss ist Mice (ptildis/tril
siuue I tiOro.

This is it 1111110101y indexed listing ttl the dot Ittnems !multi( ell
by the depaintlelltS, agem s, and ollit t'S (II OW 101(.141 govt.! It,
mem, NIany ol the dot uments dealing with two-yeat olkges
also find then way Mtn the ERIC system,

Washingum, Cougtessional lidmination Set vi«.
(published since 1970).

Thk publication ptovides an indexed listing (with absniu h) of
dormuents outlined by the tS. Congress. It includes

numerous citations to I onimitter hearings on legislation
affecting higho education in genetal and two-yeat colleges in
pat tieular.

Statistical Information

American Statistics Index. M1%16140)11, D,C,: Cimgressional
information Service (published since 19%3).

This source indexes federal documents that include statistical
summaries or extensive data tables, It is useful in finding data
collected by the federal government on two.year colleges. Many
of these federal sources ore also listed iii RIK

Statistical Reference Index. Washington. D.G.: Congressional
Information Service (published since 1980).

This publication indexes several types of documents that
provide statistical information, including state documents,
university reports, and Mr publications of professional associa-
tions. Many of tlwse docnments arc. also indexed in RUE and
made available through the ERIC system,
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Nlit lofilms Introtational withlished Ill31),

This win k plovides in I 111 11)1110 )111110N lIf disset lotions plothit
amittally Rvo.yeiit ollege edInation and inhilinisttation.

!Wet tones

I) and Peltason, I. 4merican Community, Technical,
um/ Junior Colleges. (901 ed,) New Volk: Mat millan, 1981,

This (lite( loty ptovides IjIlil L, icadyl efetence data on ea( II Iwo.
yeat «Mew., int hiding college name, adthess, ;Ind teleplunte
number, type of control: names of adulinistiators: the alendat
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tuition and fees chatged,

Cominnnity, Technical, and Junior College Directory. %Vashiog.
101I, American Association of Community and junior
Colleges (published annually tunh.r various titles sinc(' 1950).

This work lists the nation's two-year colleges and provides, for
each, the college name, address, and telephone, type Of control,
111111e OF the int'sidnil. tile calendar system used, enrollment
data, annual tuition and fees charged, and the number of Faculty
and administrators.

Directory of Administrators of Conmzunity, Technical, and Junior
Colleges. Washington, D.C.: American Association of Com-
munity zinc! Junior Colleges (published annually since 1984).

This publication lists the nation's two-year colleges and
ptovkles, for each, the name of the president itul the names of
the institution's top-level administrators.
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461, 464, 475, 476, See aho
Reduction in flute; Reit em h.
mem

College fiscal management, pp;
221-222, 456, 465. See aho
Budgeting; Keehn non in 1oo
Rettem lenient

College foundathms, 480, 181, 184,
-188, 194

College impacts, 424, 827, 854
College-Level Examination Pro

gram, 571, 605
College. libraries. See Libiat
College matketing. See Institution.

al mat ket itig
College mission. See- Community

college mission
College productivity. See Institu-

tional ploductivity
College sire, and community edu-

cation, 866
College Work-Study Program, 496
Collegiate education. See ransfer

educaticm
Colormlo: community college his-

tory in, 39; statewide coordina-
tion Of occupational education
in, 716

Colorado Mountain College, 509
Common market concept, 575
Community college directories, pp.

476-477, 486
Community College Coals Inven-

tory, 46
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52; piddic opinion about, -16, 47,
49; student priorities for, -16;
mister !aim nit-, lot, 46, 50

Colmounity colleges, histotirs of,
36, 39

Community development, it 381;
college role in, 17. 18, 45, 837,
838, $14, 853, 863

Community rillication, pp 382-
386; accreditation of, 1165;
administrators of, 818; bildiog
taphy on, 848; and college sire,
866; coutse additions and
dektions in. 542: ctedihility
p. 385, 838, 819, 851, 860;
definitions and categories of,
535, 829, 843, 849, 851, 865, 866;
educational objectives of stu-
dents in, 88; factors contributing
to the success of, 840; faculty
attitudes toward, 855; funding
01, 139, 812, 828, 843, 851, 856;
general discussions of, in the
1950s, 813. 861; general discus-
snots of, in the 1960s, 835, 841,
856; general discussions of, in
the 1970s, 819, 822, 843, 859, 866;
general discussions of, in the
1980s, 814, 828, 839; humanities
instruction in. 890; institutional
commitment to, 866; integration
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Community trness.al clout-1o, $37,
853

CAmminitity servit CS Ser. Commu.
nity ethic:intuit

Compens,cons cclot anon. See Ke-
medial education

Competrilqbasnl insttne tion, See
Mom y Irm fling

Comptehrtisisr culticultuti, Came-
CAomnission roam sement 01,

p. 3. 41
Computer-assiskd advisetnrut, 623,

931

Computer-assisted institution: fat'
tiny ttitudes towatd. 189; out-
(omes of. 545, 595; reseatch on.
563

Computer simulation mockling.
use of, in administtat ion, 497

Computerised litrtature searches,
1)1).170-71

Connecticut: cotumunity college
history in, 39; state control in.
396

Continuing eduouion, p. 383; ad-
ministrators of, 818; definitions
of, 829; general discussions of.
816, 822; integration of, into
college departments, 820, See
also Adult education; Commu-
nity education

Contract education, 850, 852

sititlie,, 424,
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Cooling-out function, pp. 450-451,
54, 965, 966, 967, 970, 973, 991

Cooperative agreements: with
community groups, 834, 866;
with local education agencies,
845

Cooperative education: guidelines
for the development of, 712;
innovative practices in, 582;
integration of, throughout the
curriculum, 523; with labor
unions, 825; in occupational
programs, 751. See also Experi-
ential education; Occupational
education

Core curriculum, at Miami-Dade
Community College, 955, 956.
Sec also Genefal education

Cost differentials: between pro-
grams, 453, 454, 463, 471, 474;
between two-year and four-year
colleges, 498

Cost efficiency, of instruction, 454
Costs: per st-.0( nt, 461; of prior

learning assessment, 568; of
remedial education, 776, 780,
781

Counseling: for career develop-
ment, 624, 645; general discus-
sions of, in the 1930s, 619;
general discussions of, in the
1980s, 625, 642, 645, 647; for
low-ability students, 784; orga-
nization and evaluation of, 639,
642; and sex equity in
occupational education, 756;
types of offered, 622, 625, 645.
See also Academic advisement;
Academic assistance programs

Counselors: characteristics of, 35,
625; professional lives of 263;
role of, 621, 642, 643, 647, 756

Course additions and deletions,
impetus for, 542

Course credit. See Academic credit
Course development, block-matrix

method of, 521. See also Curric-
ulum development

Course offerings: in agriculture and
natural resources, 870; in allied
health programs, 761; in
biology, 885; during the 1930s,
516; during the 1960s, 535; in
earth and space science, 886; in
economics, 889; in engineering,
891; in environmental sciences,
887; in general education, 953;
in history, 883; in the humani-
ties, 890; in interdisciplinary
social sciences, 871; in mathe-
matics, 872; in occupational
programs, 721; in psychology,
894; in remedial education, 776,
780, 789; in sociology, 895

Courts, role of, in community
college history, 369

Credit. See Academic credit
Credit by examination, 571, 604,

605
Cultural anthropology, curriculum

and instruction in, 875, 879
Current Index to Journals in

Education, p. 470, 483
Curriculum, pp. 250-251; changes

of, in history instruction, 888;
components of, in the 1930s,
516; components of, in the
1960s, 535; depth of, 880, 883;
general discussions of, in the
1960s, 554; general discussions
of, in the 1970s, 561, 563; in the
humanities, 875, 878, 879;
impetus for changes in, 542;
influence of universities on, 514,
906; in mathematics, 872; at
Miami-Dade Community Col-
ge, 955, 956; for transfer, 906;

in the sciences, 870, 877, 885,
886, 887, 891, 894, 900, 901; in
the social sciences, 871, 877, 889,
895

Curriculum development, pp. 250-
251, 323-324; citizen and
advisory committee involvement
in, 512, 537, 542, 714; in
cooperative education, 523;
decision-making processes in,
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512, 542; department head role
in, 344; economic considerations
in, 430; general discussions of,
in the 1970s, 515, 528, 539;
internal and external influences
on, 514, 542; mastery learning as
basis of, 509; in occupational ed-
ucation, pp. 323-324, 512, 515,
698, 708, 714, 717, 718, 721, 723,
726; procedural checklist for,
708; state role in, 396, 397, 413,
515, 531; structured and unstruc-
tured approaches to, 563; sys-
tems approach to, 509, 510, 540;
university influence on, 514, 906

Curriculum expansion, limitations
of, 514

Customized contract education,
850, 852

Dallas Community College District
(Texas), 469, 544

Deans. See Department heads
Degree attainment. See Student

baccalaureate attainment
Department heads: blacks as, 3:n;

and collective bargaining, 277;
evaluation of, 327; factors
affecting leadership role of,
326, 331; influence of, in
goveinark, 374; responsibilities
of, 331; role of, 344, 512; for
science departments, 342; staff
develodment n eds of, 328

Departments: cluster organization
of, 367, 372, 378; influence of, on
faculty, 208; history, problems,
and status of, 379, 380; in music
disciplines, 902; role of, in adult
and continuing education, 820;
role of, in jovernance, 379

Developmental education. See
Remedial education

Directories, of community colleges,
pp. 476-477, 486

Disadvantaged youth, expansion ot
educational opportunity to, 969.

Roo

Set also Low-ability students;
Lower-ilass students; Minority
students; Nontraditional stu-
dents

Diss( -Ilion Abstracts Internation-
17, 412, 477, 486

,...qualization aid, 452, 455
DOL.' If arts degree, 270
Doctui of philosophy degree, as

faculty credential, 248, 266, 270
Dropouts: educational ,thjectives

of, 123; follow-up studiel of,
100, 108, 118, 126; longitudinal
studies of, 742

Early junior colleges, 22, 23, 24, 31,
32, 38

Earth and space science, curricu-
lum and instruction in, 886

Economics, curriculum and in-
struction in, 884, 889

Education Amendments of 1972,
impact of, on statewide college
planning, 403

Education Index, pp. 472, 484
Educational access. See Access to

education
Educational mobility, community

college role in, pp. 449-451. See
also Student baccalaureate
attainment; Class-based tracking

Educational research and experi-
ments, representation of, in the
community college literature, p.
7

Educational Resources Information
Center (ERIC), pp. ix-x, 47, 106,
162, 224, 255, 326, 365, 385, 412,
465-472, 483-484

Educational technology. See
Instructional technologies

Eells, W. C., pp. 2, 11
El 0:ntro College (Texas), 155
Employers, satisfaction of, with

occupational programs students,
111
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Engineering: associate degree and
cci tificate programs in, 717, 752;
curriculum and insttuction in,
891

Engineering faculty, 891, 903
English as a second language, 782
English (subject): competencies of

developmental faculty in, 239;
course offerings in, during the
1930s, 516; effectiveness of
remedial courses in, 780; faculty
in, 263; instruction in, 892;
outcomes of computer-assisted
instruction in, 545, 595; student
knowledge of, 86, 92. See also
Literature

Enrollment: growth and diversifi-
cation of, pp. 4-5; institutional
responses to changes in, 42; in
remedial programs, 776, 779,
780, 781; and student reasons for
attending, 62, 69, 83, 129

Enrollment prediction, 139
Enrollment trends and influences,

134, 135, 139, 142, 147
Environmental sciences, curricu-

lum and instruction in, 887
Equal educational opportunity:

community college role in, 964,
967, 968, 969, "7.5, 978, 981, 986,
991; and ins' -tional practice,
601. See Access to
education; C. ,-based tracking;
Lower-class students

Equalization aid, 452, 455
ERIC. See Educational Resources

Information Center
Ethics, curriculum and instruction

in, 879
Ethnic studies, 875, 879
Evening students, support services

for, 611
Experiential education, 576, 990

Facilities planning, 231, 436
Faculty, pp. 102-105; academic

advisement role of, 626; adop-
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tion of instructional innovations
by, 189, 199, 229, 547, 548;
alienation of, from mainstream
academics, 217, 218; attitudes of,
toward the community college
philosophy, 214, 217, 223, 964;
attitudes of, toward community
education, 855; attitudes of, to-
ward computer-assisted instruc-
tion, 595; attitudes of, toward
remedial education, 781; autono-
my of, 363; changing demo-
graphic characteristics of, 194,
232; departmental influences on,
208; at different types of two-
year colleges, 19; and
disadvantaged students, 163, 784;
females as, 322; "functional
potential" measures of, 196;
general discussions of, in the
1930s, 251; general discussions
of, in the 1960s, 28, 275, 290;
general discussions of, in the
1970s, 10, 34, 220, 225, 226, 233,
276, 292; general discussions of,
in the 1980s, 203; influence of,
in governance, 363, 371, 374; in-
volvement of, in governance,
298, 384; and nontraditional
students, 964, 969; opinions of,
concerning college goals, 46, 50;
orientation of, to community
college instruction, 587; partici-
pation of, in administration,
372; participation of, in profes-
sional associations, 230; percep-
tions of, toward instructional ef-
fectiveness, 600; perceptions of,
toward student academic ability,
73; and the Ph.D. as job
credential, 266, 270; prior career
experiences of, 228; professional
lives of, 26, 201, 253, 263; in
remedial programs, 779, 787;
role of, in improving transfer
opportunities, 923; role of, in
student development, 643; and
televised instruction, 588; use of
libraries by, 650, 651; values of,

523
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227. See alw Ihisiness faculty;
Humanities faculty; Minority
facility; Occupational education
faculty; Part-time faculty;
Science faculty; Social science
faculty; Women faculty

Faculty collective bargaining, pp.
104-105; and academic freedom,
278; administrator attitudes
toward, 274, 278; bargaining
issues in, 273; causes of, 271,
273; and contract provisions,
277, 279, 283, 286, 287, 288, 304,
986; and the department head,
394; faculty attitudes toward,
278, 232, 293; impact of, on
academic advisement, 626;
impact of, on college presidents,
282; impact of, on faculty work
load, 289; impact of, on
governance, 271, 273, 283, 288,
295, 298, 391; impact of, on
salaries, 271, 272, 277, 283, 289;
impact of, on state control, 294;
increased incidence of, 375;
institutional adjustments to, 92;
predominance of, at community
colleges, 278, 363; process of,
291; and productivity, 278; pros
and cons of, 278; state histories
of, 294; and tenure, 278; and
trustees, 278, 355, 356

Faculty competencies: analyses of,
239, 799; in curriculum and
learn i ng processes, 11, 296, 601

Faculty development, pp. 103-104;
activities in, 268; bibliography
on, 267; and collective bargain-
ing, 309; and faculty evaluation,
265; goals of, 293; for history
faculty, 896; for humanities fac-
ulty, 195, 202; inadequacy of,
969; and international educa-
tion, 262, 593; for mathematics
instructors, 867; need for, 238;
for occupational faculty, 292,
249, 250, 261, 269; for part-time
staff, 261, 312; participation in,
194, 292; policy
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recommendations for, 26; prac-
tices in, 260; preferred activities
in, 243; program planning in,
249, 254, 255; recommended
practices in, 259; self-
instructional modules for, 587;
university cooperation in, 258

Faculty evaluation: criteria for, 297,
257, 387; and department heads,
325, 344; and faculty develop-
ment, 265; practices in, 201, 247,
257, 265; research on, 92; student
participation in, 252, 265

Faculty job satisfaction: and
alienation from mainstream
academics, 217, 218; and
collective bargaining, 273; and
college impact, 827; contrasts of,
between two-year and four-year
colleges, 363; factors contribut-
ing to, 199, 199, 232; in the hu-
manities, 197, 202; and instruc-
tor characteristics, 216;
measurement of, 235; research
on, 92; in the sciences, 903; and
turnover, 760

Faculty pre-service education:
criticisms of, 296, 259, 969; for
developmental English instruc-
tors, 239; and the doctor of arts
degree, 270; and the doctor of
philosophy degree, 298, 270; for
humanities instructors, 195, 202;
internships for, 295; traditional
and nontraditional forms of, 258

Faculty salaries: and collective
bargaining, 271, 272, 277, 283,
289; in Florida, 199; for
humanities instructors, 195; for
part-timers, 307, 308, 311, 313,
319; in the sciences, 903

Faculty work load, 195, 289, 299
Federal agencies, role of, in

accreditation, 769
Federal aid, 951, 955, 961, 973, 977
Federal documents, on community

college:., pp. 474-475
Federal government; influence of,

on community colleges, 905;
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role of, ill college govemance,
391

Federal legislation, inipact of, oil
statewide planning, 403

Federal student financial aid, 496
Finance. See College financial

support
Financial aid. See Student Finan-

cial aid
Fine arts: course offerings in,

during the 1930s, 516; and
library services, 674, See also Art
history and appreciation; Hu-
manities; Theater and film

First-time students: characteristics
of, 57, 61; follow-up studies of,
109; longitudinal studies of, 114,
115. See also Freshmen

Florida: articulation in, 924, 941;
assessment of entering students
in, 804; college-business rela-
tions in, 864; community college
history in, 39; community edu-
cation in, 843; community edu-
cation students in, 88;
educational objectives of drop-
outs in, 123; faculty in, 194, 216,
223, 744; follow-up studies of
first-time students in, 109;
foreign students in, 169; learn-
ing resource centers in, 680; oc-
cupational education in, 714,
716, 744; state community col-
lege system in, 407; state control
in, 396, 416; trawler students in,
110, 124, 988

Florida Junior College, 837
Foreign language instruction, 516,

875, 879
Foreign students, 169, 172, 176, 185,

543, 618, 656
Forest Park Community College

(Missouri), 783
Foundations. See College Founda-

tions
Four-year colleges. See Universities
Freshmen: longitudinal studies of,

150; psychological characteris-

tics of, 63. See also First-time
students

Functional potential, 63, 196
Fund raising, p. 223; and college

land use, 479; foundations and
alumni organizations for, 480,
481, 84, 485, 488, 494; and
strategic marketing, 491

Gavilan College (California), 906
General Academic Assessment, 92
General education, pp. 411-412;

barriers to the implementation
of, 958; and behavioral objec-
tives, 11; in Canada, 959; and
cluster models of college organi-
zation, 367; competency-based
curriculum development in, 515;
course offerings in, 535, 953;
failed potential of, 952, 953, 958;
general discussions of, in the
1950s, 949, 954, 960; general
discussions of, in the 1970s, 957,
961; general discussions of, in
the 1980s, 950, 951; at Miami-
Dade Community College, 955,
956; music education in, 902; in
the occupational curriculum,
721

Geography: course offerings in,
886; curriculum and instruction
in, 875

Geology, course offerings in, 886
Georgia, community college his-

tory in, 39
Gleazer, E. J., Jr., p. 5, pp. 382, 449
Goodwin, G. L., p. 449
Governance, pp. 159-160; adminis-

trator influence in, 363, 371; and
collective bargaining, 271, 273,
283, 288, 295, 298, 391; con-
trasted with universities, 363,
371; democratization of, 384;
faculty influence in, 363, 371;
faculty participation in, 384;
general discussions of, in the
1970s, 363, 381; general discus-
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Sims Of, in the 1980s, 362, 388;
government role in, 391; institu-
tional self-study of, 386; and
internal college politics, 391; in
inultiunit colleges, 374, 376, 385,
386; as a participatory process,
387; patterns of, 375; role of
departments in, 379; state role
in, 26, 391, 396, 416, 420, 421;
student participation in, 386;
trustee role in, 391. See also
Administration

Governing boards. See State com-
munity college boards; Trustees

Govornment agencies, improved
college relations with, 827. See
also Federal agencies; State
agencies

Government documents, on com-
munity colleges, pp. 473-471,
484-485

Graduates: from different types of
two-year colleges, 19; economic
returns to, 729, 730, 731; from
engineering programs, 752;
follow-up studies of, 100, 119,
129; longitudinal studies of, 742;
profile of, in British Columbia,
398

Grantsmanship, 488, See a/so Fund
raising

Grede, J. F., p. 6
Grievance procedures, 273, 279,

286, 287, 288, 291, 295. See also
Faculty collective bargaining

Guidance. See Counseling

Handicapped students: college
programs and services for, 188,
781, 799; faculty awareness of,
231; and learning resource
centers, 656

Harlacher, E., p. 5
Harper, W. R., p. 1
Harris, N. C., p. 6
Hawaii: collective bargaining in,
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294; community college history
in, 39

Health occupations education. See
Allied health; Nursing

High Schools: articulation with,
699, 713, 762, 773; early junior
college ties with, 22, 23; and
mathematics instruction, 867

Higher Education General Infor-
mation Survey (HEG1S), p. 476

Hispanic administrators, 332
Hispanic students. See Chicano

students
History, curriculum and instruc-

tion in, 875, 879, 888
History faculty, in-service develop-

ment for, 896
Home economics, curriculum de-

sign in, 721
Honors programs, 67, 553, 596, 598
Human services occupations, career

education for, 709, 717, 718, 746,
748

Humanities: curriculum and
instruction in, 875, 879, 890, 896;
effect of declining enrollment
on, 899; effect of reduced
funding of, 899; factors influ-
encing curricula in, 878; itn-
proving the status of, 909; and
mastery learning, 548; and occu-
pational education, 686, 743,
873; student knowledge of, 92.
See also Fine arts; Liberal arts;
Theater and film

Humanities faculty: characteristics
and professional lives of, 195,
202, 263, 875, 896; job satisfac-
tion of, 192

Humanities programs, students in,
67

Illinois: award of academic credit
for noncollegiate learning in,
604; career choice determinants
of students in, 58; community
college history in, 39; curricu-
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him development in, 512; facul-
ty contracts in, 287; faculty
development in, 242, 268; faculty
grievance procedures in, 286,
287; honors programs in, 598;
institutional research in, 437;
learning resource centers in, 680;
occupational program evalua-
tion in, 736; occupational stu-
dents in, 111, 118, 119; state aid
in, 452; state community college
system in, 407; state control in,
396; statewide coordination of
occupational education in, 716;
survey of research needs in, 433;
transfer students in, 101, 102,
103, 113, 122; trustees in, 349

Illinois Community College Board,
role of, in program approval,
531

Independent study, 571, 582
Individualized instruction: applica-

tions of, 582; cost efficiency of,
454; in a learning assistance
program, 799; in mathematics,
876; in occupational programs,
547; problems in, 573; rationale
for, 552; research on, 563

Industry. See Business and industry
In-service training. See Faculty

development; Staff development
Institutional accountability. See

College accountability
Institutional impacts, 424, 827, 854
Institutional marketing: and

college financial support, 491;
and community development,
844

Institutional planning, pp. 161-
162; conceptual framework for,
450; general discussions of, 435;
implementation and procedures
in, 449; and management by ob-
jectives, 372. See also Long-
range planning

Institutional productivity: and
collective bargaining, 278; meas-
ures of, 446; optimization of, 469

Institutional research, pp. 7, MI -
162; budgets for, 444; conceptual
model of, 423; general discus-
sions of, 208, 128, 447; need for,
138; priorities for, 441, 414; state
and local roles in, 433; status of,
in Illinois, 437; status of, in
Ohio, 432

Instruction, pp. 251-252; in
English composition and
I itera t u re, 892; and eq ua I
educational opportunity, 601;
general discussions of, in the
1960s, 554; general discussions
of, in the 1970s, 561, 563, 590;
general discussions of, in the
1980s, 560; in the humanities,
879, 896; library role in, 535,
649, 657, 658, 666, 674, 681; in
Ina thema tics, 872; needed
improvements in, 563, 601, 602;
in reading programs, 791; in
remedial education, 782; requi-
site faculty competencies in, 11,
216, 601; in the sciences, 870,
876, 877, 885, 886, 887, 891, 894,
900, 901; in the social sciences,
871, 876, 877, 884, 889, 895. See
also Assessment and testing; Be-
havioral objectives; Individual-
ized instruction; Mastery learn-
ing; Televised instruction

Instructional cost efficiency, 454
Instructional cffectiveness, indica-

tors of, 600
Instructional innovations: faculty

adoption of, 189, 199, 229, 547,
548; survey of, in the 1960s, 582

Instructional technologies: and
mathematics instruction, 867; in
science classes, 597; use of, in the
humanities, 890. See also
Computer-assisted instruction;
Learning resource centers; Tele-
courses

Interdisciplinary studies: in earth
and environmental sciences, 886,
887; in the humanities, 873, 879,
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809, 896; in the liberal arts, NM,
in the social sciences, 871, 893

International education; as a facul
ty dew lopmetu tool, 26k;
furtherance of, 5.13; and study-
abroad programs, 543, 577

Iowa: characteristics of transfer and
occupational students in, 64;
community college history in,
39; reverse transfer students in.
140; turnover of occupational
faculty in, 760

Job-placement services, 645
John Wood Community College

(Illinois), 575
Judicial decisions, effect of, oil

community colleges, 360
Junior Colleges. See Early junior

colleges

Kansas, community college
in, 39

Knoell, D. M., p. 5
Koos, L. V., p. 2, 12

Labor force development, 686, 764,
827, 830

Labor unions: college cooperation
with, 825; credit for training in,
604

Land use, as a source of college
funds, 479

Lange, A. F., pp. 1-2, 12, 23
Latin American studies, 893
Lay advisory boards. See Advisory

boards
Learning laboratories, 782, 799
Learning resource centers, pp. 254-

255; guidelines for, 652, 653, 654,
683, 685; microcomputer appli-
cations in, 660; in Ontario, 677;
percent of colleges with, 571; re-
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lationship of, to instructiotull
program, 657; services of, for
special student populations, 656;
services, organization, and ad-
ministration of, 657, 663, 673,
675, 680; at small rural colleges,
672; student use of media in,
680, See also Instroctional
technologies; Libraries

ecture method, compared with
computer-assisted instruction,
545

Lioeral arts, pp. 409-410; integra-
tion of, in occupational educa-
tion, 749; integration of,
throughout the curriculum, 883;
student knowledge of, 92. See
also Humanities; Mathematics;
Science; Social sciences

Librarians, characteristics and
professional lives of, 664

Libraries, pp. 254-255; faculty use
of, 650, 651; general discussions
of, in the 1970s, 682; historical
development of, 682, 689; and
music and fine arts instruction,
674; microcomputer applica-
tions in, 660; personnel needs in,
668; reference services in, 679;
relationship of, to instructional
programs, 535, 699, 658, 666,
674, 681; and remedial students,
681; role of, in the 1930s, 649,
665, 666; services, organization,
and administration of, 661, 675,
676, 682; student and faculty
attitudes toward, 650, 651; stu-
dent use of, 650, 651. See also
Learning resource centers

Library administrators: characteris-
tics and professional lives of,
669; educational preparation of,
670

Library facilities, bibliography on,
662

Library instruction: common prac-
tices in, 676; for educationally
disadvantaged students, 658; in-
structional materials for, 659
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stall, continuing education
needs of, 671

1 arary Standads, 652, 653, 654,
05, 667, 679, 682, 683, 685

1..ifelong learning: college tole in,
17, 18, 40; definitions and
implementation of, 821, 829;
increasetl need for, 823;
questions on, 817, See also Adult
education; Community ethIlra-
tion; Continuing education

Literacy education; decline of, at
the commtmity college, 805; in
transfer courses, 793, See also
Remedial education

Literature: curriculum and instruc-
tion in, 875, 879; for nontradi-
tional students, 892, See also
English (subject)

Local district autonomy: and
increased state control, 395, 416;
and state aid, 406, 473, 978

Local education agencies, college
cooperation with, 845

Local financial support, 451, 455,
961, 464, 473

Long Beach City College (Cali-
fornia), 425

Long-range planning: and college
funding, 491; examples of, 425;
for student personnel services,
636; general discussions of, 443,
945, See also Institutional plan.
ning

Low-ability students: characteris-
tics of, 173; college responses to
instructional needs of, 160, 172,
601, 782, 783, 784, 785;
institutional commitment to,
160; instruction of, 782; library
services for, 658, 681; and occu-
pational education, 698, 700,
966; problems posed by, 95;
reluctance of, to seek help, 795;
segregation of, from regular
classes, 793; screening of, 43;
tracking of, into the community
college, 980. See also Remedial
education

Imwel-class students: and experien..
tial education, 990; tracking of,
pp, .151-952, 975, 978, 980, 982,
986, 987, 988, 991; transfer fates
of, 988. See also Equal educa-
tional opportunity

Management by objectives, 323,
372, 490

Marketing, of the community
college, 491, 844

Maryland: black students in, 167;
colmnunity college history in,
39; learning resource centers in,
680; remedial education in, 780;
student tol low-up studies in, 129

Massachusetts: collective bargain-
ing in, 294; community college
history in, 39; statewide coordi-
nation of occupational educa-
tion in, 716; students in, 83

Mastery learning: as the basis for
curriculum development, 509;
criticisms of, 580; effectiveness
of, 583; in the humanities, 548;
implementation of, 583. 602:
and institutional accountability,
11; need for, 11, 601; research on,
563

Mathematics: curriculum and in-
struction in, 872; in engineering
programs, 752; factors affecting
student competency in, 94; indi-
vidualized instruction in, 876;
outcomes of computer-assisted
instruction in, 595; remedial
education in, 782; status of, at
the community college, 867;
student ability in, 86; student
attitudes toward, 908; student
knowledge of, 92

Mathematics faculty: professional
lives of, 263; instructional prac-
tices of, 872

Medsker, L. L., p. 5
Mental health occupations, career

education for, 726

529
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Mom() logy, coutse offerings in.
886

MiamiDade Cminntinity College
(Fltaida), 623, (i29, 647, 799, 955,
956

N1 ichigan; colkdive bargaining in,
294; community college histoty
in, 39; counselots and counwl-
Mg in, 621, 645; libraries and
lowing resotirce centers Iii, 675;
state cininnuility college system
in, 407; state control in, 396

Military, academic (led it for
training ill, 60.1, 605

Minnesota: community college
history in, 39; faculty in, 232

Minority faculty; lack of, 162, 964;
professional lives of, 263

Minority st ndents, pp. 6, 45-46;
and access to higher educathm.
151, 152, 162; attrition of, 152,
153; enrollment and baccalaure-
ate attainment of, I5i, 153, 158;
factors affecting participation
and success of, 152, 155; and
knowledge of the liberal arts and
sciences, 92; in occupational
inograms, 74, 126, 742, 987, 989;
overrepresentation of, in com-
munity colleges, 151, 162, 986,
987; representation of among
transfer students, 919; services
for, 784; transfer opportunities
for, 923. See also Black students;
Chicano students

Mississippi: community college
history in, 39; state aid in, 452;
state control in, 396; televised
instruction in, 588

Missouri: community college
history in, 39; learning resource
centers in, 680

Montana: collective bargaining in,
294; community college history
in, 39

Monthly Catalog of United States
Government Documents, pp.
474, 485
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Month /v Checklist of Ma
l'ublations, pp. 473-171, 161

Multiunit colleges; administrative
oiganitation UI, 377; campos
specialinttiou in, 370; and
disadvantaged in ban students,
163; disttibution of authority in,
371, 376, 385, 386; funds
allocatimi in, 158; and student
personnel set vices, 617

Music; curriculom alld instruction
ill, 902; library set vkes in, 671

Mnsic faculty, 902
Music history and appwciation,

curriculum and instruction ill,
875, 879

National Assembly on the
Strengthening of the Domani-
ties (1980), 909

National Direct Student Loans, 496
National Education Association,

300
National Longitudinal Study of the

High School Class of 1972, 107,
158, 980

Native American students: and
access to higher education, 151,
162; baccalaureate attainment of,
151; special programs for, 155

Needs assessment, common flaws
of, 427

New colleges. See College estab-
lisInnent

New Jersey: collective bargaining
in, 273, 294; college-business
relations in, 864; community
college history in, 39; learning
resource centers in, 680; state aid
in, 452; transfer students in, 121

New Jersey College Basic Skills
Placement Test, 86

New York: academic advisement in,
626; collective bargaining in,
294; community college history
in, 39; cooperative programs in,
751; faculty awareness of
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handicapped in, 231; faculty
evaluation in, 2571 ionow'n1) cit
ocnipational sludents in, 111;
occupational faculty in, 774;
state community college system
in, 407

Noncollegiate learning, awaid of
credit kn., 604, 605

Nonttaditiona1 students, pp. 5-6,
46; academie advisement fin 647;
and academic quality, 45;
expansion of ethical io ii a I
opportunity to, 48, 969; faculty
responsiveness to, 964; in the
Innuanities, 890; increased
einollinent of, 142; institmicmal
Comm i linen t to, 160, 171;
literature instruction for, 892;
mastery learning programs for,
602. See also Adult students;
Low-ability stiuleats; Lower-
class students; Minority stu-
dents; Older adults

North Carolina; black students in,
989; college.business relations
in, 830; community college
history in, 39; follow-up of
occupational students in, 100;
reverse transfer students in, 927;
student characteristics in, 95; tel-
ecourse students in, 584

Nova University, 258
Nursing, associate degree programs

in, 725
Nursing faculty, 263

0
Oak land Com mu n it y Col lege

(Michigan), 509
Oakton Community College (Illi-

nois), 378
Occupational education, pp. 322-

326; accreditation of programs
in, 722, 769; advisory boards in,
512, 542, 714; allied health
programs in, 717, 721, 725, 761:
and articulation with high
schools, 699, 713, 762, 773;

business ptomains in, 717, 721;
and the caw: ladder concept,
701; c lass-based !tacking in, 982,
9871 colkgr commitment to, 689;
coopewtive inogtams in, 712,
751; conrse additions and
deletions in, 5421 course
of ferings in, during tin' 1930s,
516; course offerings in, during
Ole 1960s, 535; criticisms of, 702,
987; ctirriculiun development in,
512, 515, 698, 708, 714, 717, 718,
721, 723, 726; early literature on,
697; economic benefits of, 729,
730, 731, 742; employer satisfac-
tion with, 740; engineering
programs in, 717, 752; general
discussions of, in the 1920s, 688;
general discussions of, in the
1930s, 694; general discussions
of, in the 1940s, 695, 696; gvinsral
discussions of, in the 1950s, 690,
691; general discussions of, in
the 1960s, 28, 700; general
discussions of, in the 1970s, 693,
704, 705; general discussions of,
in the 1980s, 686, 692; general
education components of, 721.
954; growing enrollments in,
687, 703; and high schools, 699:
historical development of, 698,
703; home economics programs
in, 721; for human and social
service occupations, 709, 710,
717, 718, 726, 746, 748; humani-
ties instruction in, 686, 743, 873.
896; impact assessment of, 105;
individualized instruction in,
547; leadership role of
community colleges in, 719;
liberal arts instruction in, 749;
and low-ability students, 698,
700, 966; mathematics instruc-
tion in, 867; and part-time stu-
dents, 771; per-student costs in,
471; program evaluation in, 714,
736; selective admissions in, 763;
sex equity in, 750, 756; speci-
ficity of job training in, 699;

531
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statewide cotmlination of, 71-1,
716; and the uneinpkiyed, 761;
hi inhan muldi (dirge disnicts,
370; women in, 180, -tier also
Oltiperative ethic:aim; Citstinn-
ilea contract edutatimi; FIxpeti-
ential education

Owipatimml education adminis-
trators, pre-service education of,
76.1

Occupational education faculty;
competencies needed by, 744 1 III
engineering programs, 752; and
handicapped students, 231; in-
service training for, 299, 259,
269, 774; participation of, in
faculty develoinnent activities,
292; prokssional lives of, 263,
774; turnover of, 760

Occupational education students:
tharacteristics of, 60, 71, 74, 719,
721; contrasted with transfer
students, 26, 64, 93; educational
objectives of, 767; in engineering
programs, 752; follow-up studies
of, 100, 108, 111, 118, 119, 125,
126; goals of, 71, 79, 93, 100, 114,
118, 767; in humanities
Programs, 67; longitudinal
studies of, 93, 114, 742; and
perceptions of occupational
prestige, 72; problems in follow-
up studies of, 740, 741; and sex
equity, 750, 756; success of, in
remedial programs, 794; use of
libraries by, 650, 051

Off-campus facilities, 436, 571
Off-campus programs, funding of,

812
Ohio: community college history

in, 39; community education in,
855; institutional research in,
432; learning resource centers in,
680

Oklahoma, community college
history in, 39

Older adults: college programs and
services for, 177, 183, 188; in
humanities programs, 67

532

N1- A-- 1).
Olise-11,uvry Community College

(Illinois), 583
Ontatio, learning lesoince centers

in, 677
opeu adinissnms; and acadrinie

st.uttlards, 628, 629; and the
touting-out theory, 966; fiscal
linittathnts of, 482; ingilications
of, for lemedial education, 787;
state-by-state analysis of, 071

Oregmt; community college histoi y
in, 39; occupatmal students in,
126

Otganizatkm development, 365

Part-time faculty, p. 105; and af-
firmative action, 305; and
collective bargaining, 277, 305;
college policies toward, 305, 306,
307, 310, 311, 313; evaluation of,
265; in-service training for, 261,
312; problems posed by, 45; in
the sciences, 903; and sex
discrimination, 313; tenure for,
302; utilization of, 308, 309, 311,
312

Part-time students, p. 4; attendance
patterns of, 150; basic skills
ability of, 86; increased enroll-
ment of, 142; in occupational
programs, 771; and science
instruction, 876; services for,
182; use of libraries by, 650, 651

Pass-fail options, 571
Pennsylvania; collective bargaining

in, 294, 305; community college
history in, 39; faculty in, 214,
228, 305; faculty development in,
269; governance patterns in, 371;
part-time faculty in, 305; state
aid in, 406; state control in, 396

Philosophy, curriculum and
instruction in, 875, 879

Physical sciences, course offerings
in, during the 1930s, 516
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Physit 11 nu I holism and
11011 in, 9011 ill engiocci ing pm.
roams, 752, 901

19 .ATO, 595
POInic111 stint( e, con itillum iiitl

instill( him in, 875, 879
Planning, ee Institutional plan-

ning; long.tange platming
Pt esitlents; ;whittles of, towiltd the

piesidency, 338; attitudes
01, Iowan! faculty development,
268; authority of, 373; RIai ks as,
330; hutrunit of, 346; in Gtlifot.
nia, 323; characteristics and ino.
fessional lives of, 318. 348; «nt.
mot and mmpensation
sions for, 339; educational
leadership of, 321; effects of
collective bargaining on, 282;
(maks as, 322; relmionship 01,
In tr osiers, 183, 350, 352, 354,
356, 357; responsibilities of, 321,
317

President's Commission on I ligher
Education, p. 3

Prior learning assessment; costs of,
568; practices in, 604, 605;
transfer of unlit awarded for,
931

Private financial supimat. See Fund
raising

Program accreditation. See Accred-
itation

Program approval, state role in,
413, 531

Program articulation. See Articn-
!union

Program costing, 453, 454, 463, 471
Program evaluation, p. 8; criteria

for, 708; in occupational
education, 714, 736; in remedial
education, 789; state role in, 397

Program phaseout, guidelines for,
487

Program planning. See Curriculum
development

Program regionalization. 413
Project Focus, 10, 17

l'iopt laity st holds: atilt Illation
with. 9311 «impaled with I ou1 .
munity I olleges, 742, 757

l'Aychofogical dfottlich, pp, 172-
173,181

Psyt hology, cutricultim and in.
stun lion 01,1494

Public opinion ning the
community tollege, 47, 49, 398

Pitlillu ttIttiiitts, gnidelines flu, 493
Poet to Rh an students, rtnollincin

and hat calameate attainment of,
151

Quebec, ecommlic benefits of
vocational edit( ation in, 729

It

Rate.of-t mot analyses, 729, 730,
731

Reading programs, 782, 791
Reduction in forct.; policies for,

.186, 489, 490; and shifting en.
rollment patterns, 42

Reentry students, 184, 186, 188. See
also Adult students

Religious studies, 875, 879, 905
Remedial education, pp. 363-365;

academic credit for, 538, 779,
802; administration of, 776, 780;
affective student development
in, 785, 790; in California, 776;
case studies of, 787, 788, 789;
costs of, 776, 780, 781; course
additions and deletions in, 542;
course content in, 789; course
offerings in, 776, 780, 789; criti-
cisms of, 783, 803; definitions of,
786; effectiveness of, 780, 781,
782, 787, 788, 789; enrollments
in, 776, 779, 780, 781; factors
contributing to success of, 782,
787, 788. 789; faculty attitudes
toward, 781; faculty in, 239, 779,
787; fallacies of, 803; funding of,
786, 790; general discussions of,

533



in the 111601, 7H7i gettelal dist WI'
f, 19701, 782, 784,

MI; 1-trhei dist nstions id, ill
die 11940s, 775, 777, 778;

582; iniesknion n41 null
the irgulal thu ii ultun, 793, 808;
and Moat y services, 681;
objectives and goals 01, 780, 787,
790; inganitational Outline of
pfogiams in, 789, 790; Kai due
and them y In, 782, 787, 788, 789;
tadal omposit ion of students
in, 779; stalling patlems in, 789;
state role in, 786; stigma of, 799,
802; stodeot followup in, 790;
%indent 1,1acrinent in, 776. 789,
796; stutlent summit services for.
776, 779, 782, 783, 784, 785;
sonlents in, 790; sun ess of occu-
pational students in, 794, See
aim, Literacy education; 1,0W-
ability students

Itt's011ICe allocation. See lIndReling
lleAnurces in Education, pp, 468-

.170,03
Retrenchownt, pp. 222-223; impact

of, 478; management of, 478,
489, 492

Reverse transfer students, 138, 140,
141, 927

Riverside City College (California),
425

Rockland Conon nni ty College
(New York), 577

San Francisco Community C.ollege
District (California), 425

Satdlite campuses. 436, 571
Science: course offerings in during

the 1930s, 516; curriculum and
instruction in. 870, 876, 877, 885,
886, 887, 891, 894, 900, 901:
educational media in, 597; reme-
dial education in, 782; student
knowledge of. 92

Science department heads, p. 342
Science faculty: characteristics and

professional lives of, 224, 263,
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1177, 9931 insn lit tionol
01111.,1h7til, WO li, tt6. 891, 69 1, 909,

SeIWI- College (lb iiish Columbia),
820

Sr. s dist liuliilliiItHi, and paulinte
faculty, 313

Set, (-flub Y. ill
illogtoin4, 750, 756

Slion Finind,ninn Cunfrirnir nil
Two,Year College
(198-4,867

Small business, college plogtams
for, 525. 529

Small Business Twining Netwolk,
525

Social mobility, college intim, t
105

Social problems, t °liege !espouses
to, 1117, 8111, 847, 856

Sot ial scieme faculty: c isaim
tits ptokssioual lises 01,
218, 263, 877, 903; instrm tional
Inact ices of, 871, 889, 895,103

Social sciences: course offetings
during the 1930s, 516; cimicti-
him and in ;unction in, 871, 875,
876, 877, 881, 889, 895; student
knowledge of, 92

Stwial sets ice occupatitflis, cacti
education ptograms for, 710

Socioeconomic status; and tlw tied-
sion to enroll in a community
college, 147; and enrollment hi
occupational programs, 60; and
student perceptions of occupa-
tional prestige, 72. See a/so
Class-based tracking: Lower-
class students

Sociological A bstracts, pp. 472-173,
181

Sociology: curriculum and bisque-
bon in, 895; professional ties of
faculty in, 218

South Carolina, statewide roordi-
nation of occupational educa-
tion in, 716

Southern California Consott him

valuation
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for Comtromity College Televi-
sion, 574

Staff development: alternative
models for, 236, 240, 264; for
department heads, 328; evalua-
tion of, 256. See also Faculty
development

State administrators, 405
State agencies: and criteria for

college establishment, 392; role
of, in accreditation, 769; role of,
in curriculum development, 396,
397, 413, 515, 531; role of, in
governance, 391, 421; role of, in
program approval, 413; role of,
in program evaluation, 397; role
of, in remedial education, 786;
and statewide coordination, 420

State aid: distributhn of, 451, 455;
impact of, on local autonomy,
406, 473, 478; patterns of, 406,
465; as a percent of college
funding, 461, 464; state-by-state
analyses of, 452, 475, 476

State community college boards:
concerns of, 399; functions of,
419; role of, in program approv-
al, 531; self-assessment of, 411;
types of, 417, 419

State community college systems,
profiles of, in 1970, 407

State control, pp. 160-1 61; and
collective bargaining, 294;
consequences of, 42, 395, 396,
421, 862; and course credit, 538;
factors contributing to increase
in, 395, 416, 421

State documents, on community
colleges, pp. 473-474

State legislation: concerning aca-
demic credit, 538; concerning
adult education, 422

State master plans, 902
Statewide coordination: adminis-

trative approaches to, 417, 419,
420; of articulation, 932; of
community education, 862; of
institutional research, 433, 439;
of occupational education, 714,

716; of student personnel
services, 636; state board role in,
419

Statewide data collection efforts,
439

Statewide Longitudinal Study
(California), 93

Statistical data on community col-
leges: problems in the collection
of, 439, 741, 922; sources of, pp.
475-476

Statistical Reference index, pp. 224,
475, 485

Stephens College (Missouri), 666,
667

Strategic planning. See Long-range
planning

Student assessment programs, 804,
806, 807. See also Assessment
and testing

Student attendance patterns, 40, 150
Student attitudes and behaviors,

college impact on, 99, 104. See
also Student development

Student attrition: among minori-
ties, 152, 153; reduction of, in
science curricula, 876

Student baccalaureate attainment:
in Arizona, 128; within the City
University of New York, 98;
diminished chances of, 98, 104,
107, 151, 158; in Illinois, 101,
102, 103, 113, 122; national stud-
ies of, 104, 107, 117, 151, 158

Student consumerism, 137, 148
Student development, 99, 104, 563,

638, 639, 643, 647
Student educational objectives:

among black students, 167;
among community education
students, 88; contrasts of,
between occupational and
transfer students, 64; and degree
aspirations, 5 7, 61; among
occupational students, 71, 74,
93, 100, 114, 118, 767; and
reasons for attending, 62, 69, 83,
129; among transfer students, 70,
93
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Student financial aid, pp. 223-224;
college administration of, 495,
499, 504; distribution of, 139;
equity considerations in, 455; for
remedial students, 779; policy re-
commendations for, 26; share of,
received by community college
students, 496, 501, 592. 504

Student financial aid officers, 343
Student follow-up studies, pp. 44-

45, 100, 108, 109, 110, 111, 118,
119, 121, 125, 126; problems in,
741; techniques and procedures
in, 431

Student longitudinal studies: in
Arizona, 128; in California, 79,
93; comparing students from
community college and proprie-
tary schools, 742; comparing
students from different types of
two-year colleges, 115; compar-
ing two-year and four-year
college students, 104, 107, 151;
in Illinois, 101, 102, 103, 119,
114, 122; of minority students,
151, 158, 742; observed at-
tendance patterns in, 150;
younger and older students in,
81

Student personnel officers, 317, 345,
648

Student personnel services, pp.
253-254; for evening students,
611; for foreign students, 618;
general discussions of, in the
1950s. 633; general discussions
of, in the 1960s, 612, 630, 632;
general discussions of, in the
1970s, 634, 639, 640, 646; general
discussions of. in the 1980s, 615,
631, 647; and the instructional
program, 535; planning frame-
work for, 636; for remedial
students, 776, 779, 782, 783, 784;
statewide coordination of, 636;
student use of, 795, 798

Student personnel workers, train-
ing of, 639

536

Student placement. See Assessment
and testing

Student psychological profiles,
assessment of, 562

Student Services Planning Model
(Virginia), 636

Students, pp. 41-45; and career
decision making, 58; compari-
son of, with four-year college
students, 60, 61, 69, 86, 98, 101,
102, 103, 104, 107, 121, 124, 128,
147, 908; in contrast with the
general population, 95; in
differing types of two-year
colleges, 19; general discussions
of, in the 1960s, 28, 84; general
discussions of. in the 1970s, 10,
26, 35, 68, 80, 85, 89, 91, 96;
general discussions of, in the
1980s, 66, 97; increased competi-
tion for, 45; participation of, in
administration and governance,
372, 386; opinions of, concern-
ing the college mission, 46; and
perceptions of instructional ef-
fectiveness, 600; predisposition
of, to transfer, f.:23; prior
learning assessment of, 604, 605;
sociological analysis of, 970; use
of libraries and learning
resource centers by, 650, 651,
680. See also Adult students;
Foreign students; First-time stu-
dents; Low-ability students;
Lower-class students; Minority
students; Nontraditional stu-
dents; Occupational education
students; Reentry students; Re-
verse transfer students; Transfer
students; Women students

Supplemental Educational Oppor-
tunity Grants, 496

Tarrant County Junior College
(Texas), 893

Tax limitation measures, impact
of, 139, 483, 538
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Team te:e :ling, 564
Technical institutes, compared

with other types of two-year
colleges, 19

Telecourse students, 584
Telecourses, development and use

of, 544, 574
Televised instruction, 199, 582, 586,

588, 606, 607
Tenure, 303; and collective

bargaining, 278; policies for,
301, 302

Testing. See Assessment and testing
Texas: collective bargaining in,

809; community college history
in, 39; faculty development in,
243; learning resource centers in,
680; library services in, 681;
rei,iedial education in, 790; state
community college system in,
407

Theater and film, curriculum and
instruction in, 875

Tillery, D., p. 5
Time-Shared Interactive, Comput-

er-Controlled, Information Tele-
vision (TICCIT), 545

Tracking. See Class-based tracking
Transfer barriers, pp. 410-411, 925,

931, 941, 946
Transfer education: course addi-

tions and deletions in, 542;
course offerings in, during the
1960s, 535; declining enroll-
ments in, 687; literacy education
in, 793; per-student costs in, 471.
See also Humanities; Liberal
arts; Science; Social sciences

Transfer function, pp. 408-409; and
accreditation, 931; decline of, 44,
53, 880, 883, 897, 931; faculty
contributions toward, 923;
general discussions of, in the
1930s, 926; general discussions
of, in the 1950s, 918; general
discussions of, in the 1960s, 28;
general discussions of, in the
1970s, 937, 945; general discus-
sions of, in the 1980s, 882, 923;

and lower-class students, 988;
lower-division curriculum for,
906; and minority students, 923,
986; needed improvements in,
917, 925, 946; status of, in
California, 919

Transfer students: coinnisted with
occupational students, 26, 64,
93; four-year college choice of,
915; goals of, 70, 93; hidden
costs accrued to, 946; in
humanities programs, 67;
socioeconomic status of, 988;
undetermined number of, 922.
See also Student baccalaureate
attainment

Trustees, pp. 158-159; appointment
of, 352, 353; in Canada, 386;
characteristics of, 349, 351, 359;
and collective bargaining, 278,
355, 356; and disadvantaged
students, 969; functions of, 350,
352, 356, 361; incompetence of,
360; in multicollege districts,
374; opinions of, concerning the
community college role, 46, 50;
relations of, with professional
staff, 391; relations of, with the
president, 183, 350, 352, 354, 356,
357; statutory responsibilities of,
358; in suburban and rural
areas, 349; women as, 322

Tuition, pp. 223-224; arguments
for and against, 500, 503, 505;
and cost differentials between
two-year and four-year colleges,
498; effects of, 497; equity
considerations in, 455; general
discussions of, 500; inevitability
of, 506; as a source of college
financial support, 451, 461, 464,
475, 476

Two-plus-two programs, 699

Univ:_sities: articulation with, 924,
930, 931, 932, 941, 947; branch
campuses of, 19; community col-
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leges as buffers for, 967, 981;
community colleges as demo-
cratic alternatives to, 55, 979;
and the early junior colleges, 23,
24; influence of, on the comtnu-
nity college curriculum, 906;
lower-division per-student costs
of, 498; role of, in faculty devel-
opment, 258

University of California, Los
Angeles, junior college teaching
intership program at, 245

Upper-level universities, 943
Urban colleges: and disadvantaged

students, 163, 969; and multicol-
lege district organization, 370

Urban Community Colleges
Transfer Opportunities Pro-
gram, 923

Urban problems, college responses
to, 26

V

Virginia: community college
history in, 29; first-time students
in, 57; learning resource centers
in, 680; student personnel
services in, 636

Vocational education. See Occupa-
tional education

Vocational Education Data System,
740, 767

Vocational faculty. See Occupa-
tional education faculty

Vocational students. See Occupa-
tional education students

SV

Walla Walla Community College
(Washington), 449

Washington: community college
history in, 39; department heads
in, 325; faculty in, 208;
humanities instruction in, 909;
institutional priorities in, 50;
state community college system
in, 407; state control in, 369

Weekend classes, '")71
Women faculty: influence of, in

governance, 363; part-time
employment in, 313; profession-
al status of, 322; in the sciences,
903

Women presidents, 322
Women students: mathematics

competency of, 94; in occupa-
tional programs, 64, 74, 180;
support services for, 186, 187,
188. See also Sex equity

Women trustees, 322
Women's studies programs, 519,

875
Work-study programs, 496

Yosemi te Coal mu n i ty College
District (California), 425


